Abstract

The following dissertation explores a paradox in the figure of Socrates. Socrates
has long been held the model philosopher, in antiquity and modernity alike. And yet
when we look at the primary sources, we see him primarily or exclusively concerned with
political and ethical questions, and only tangentially treating issues of metaphysics and
epistemology. How did Socrates’ manifest philosophic rigor lead him to an apparent
restriction in scope to political philosophy, understood as that area of philosophy
concerned with the human things? To answer this question, I turn to Plato’s Parmenides,
the only dialogue Plato devoted to the young Socrates’ education, to see whether and how
Plato depicts Socrates’ arrival at his peculiar mode of philosophy. In this text, I argue,
Plato shows us that Socrates proposed his famous “theory of the forms” with the intention
both of solving a contemporary metaphysical impasse in which philosophy found itself
and of justifying our use of eponymy in understanding our experience. By submitting
Socrates’ theory to a thorough critique, Parmenides throws the philosophic enterprise into
doubt and reveals, thereby, what is lost if we have no access to the objects of philosophic
inquiry. Special attention is paid to what Parmenides calls “the greatest impasse” facing
the forms, that they be unknowable. For this impasse—as the culmination of the critique
found in the first part of the dialogue and the problem the dialectical exercise found in the
second part is meant to address—grants us access to the elusive unity of the dialogue.
Further, because the impasse details the theological and political implications of the
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forms, it grants us insight into why Socrates may have focused primarily on the human
things, as well as how to make sense of the Parmenides’ allusions to the Republic.
Through a careful, line-by-line reading of the dialogue, I paint a picture of Socratic
philosophy as essentially political philosophy, not as a restriction in scope, however, but
as first philosophy, simply, as providing the context in which we pursue metaphysical
and epistemological questions.
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Ἔστιν ὅστις ἀνθρώπων, ὦ Μέλητε, ἀνθρώπεια µὲν νοµίζει πράγµατ᾽ εἶναι, ἀνθρώπους δὲ
οὐ νοµίζει;
– Apology of Socrates 27b3-4
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Note

The labyrinthine argument of the Parmenides is difficult enough to follow on its
own, to say nothing of following a longer commentary. The problem only grows as one
incorporates the extensive and impressive secondary literature on the dialogue. To ease
the already great demands on the reader, I have numbered the paragraphs for each major
subsection, so as to facilitate internal references. These references are often mirrored, so
that anticipations in an earlier passage have a citation forward to the later passage(s) in
which they come to fruition, and conversely. Likewise, I have put all my comments on
the secondary literature and any textual issues in the footnotes. There, I turn primarily to
R. E. Allen’s formidable commentary as my interlocutor; since he aggregates much of the
findings of the secondary literature, he has proven useful in situating my position among
the general scholarly consensus. Finally, in order to distinguish Aristotle the character of
the dialogue from Aristotle the philosopher and Plato’s student, I have used Aristoteles
for the former and Aristotle for the latter.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

Section I:
Being and the Good
1. No more praised a figure in the history of philosophy can we find than Socrates. Even
for the most famous of his critics, Socrates was, from his first writing, “the turning-point
and vortex of so-called world-history” and, to his last, praiseworthy for “the wisdom of
his courage.”1 Socrates’ impressive dialectical acumen and unflagging questioning of
opinion have fixed him as an insurmountable model, even for the most determined of
critics. Socrates’ reputation in antiquity was no less pronounced, and, as in modernity, it
was often noted that he was concerned primarily or even exclusively with political and
ethical matters, and only peripherally, if at all, with metaphysical and epistemological
questions. And this is very much the impression we get when reading Plato’s dialogues,
in which we see Plato’s Socrates engaged in asking questions about the human things,
while his Timaeus concerns himself with cosmology, his Eleatic stranger with ontology.
We are thus faced with the question of whether Socrates the exemplar philosopher was
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Friedrich Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy, sect. 15; Twilight of the Idols, “The Problem of
Socrates,” sect. 12.
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merely a specialist—albeit with the most impressive of capacities—or whether he
somehow understood political and ethical matters to be the necessary precursor to or
context of metaphysics and epistemology.
2. Faced with this phenomenon, we seem to have our choices. We may rest sure in
our notions of what philosophy, and science more generally is, and dismiss Socrates as a
mere specialist; or we may rush, in our reverence of Socrates, to dismiss these same
notions and adopt the model as that reverence presents it. To those of us who incline too
easily to the former, we might point out that this reverence is not without its phenomenal
basis. Must not such an impressive thinker have had his grounds for the manner of
inquiry he elected? And to those of us who race too readily toward the latter, we might
suggest that they reconsider how their reverence inclines them to throw away the initial
appearance philosophy has in those received notions. That is, how can something our
reverence inclines us to take as self-evident have such a contrary initial appearance in the
received notions of it? We might propose a third choice, then, and temper our reverence
with skepticism and engage in the sort of critical, but still charitable, inquiry into what
Socrates’ grounds for adopting such an initially unfamiliar form of philosophy may have
been. We do well, then, to look to the origins of Socratic philosophy, to the young
Socrates in the grips of the Socratic turn.

Section II:
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The Young Socrates
1. The locus classicus for Plato’s understanding of how Socrates became who he is, is the
famous “second sailing” passage found in the Phaedo. Second to this is the no less
famous “ladder of love” passage from his Symposium. Only rarely is the Parmenides read
as part of Plato’s depiction of the young Socrates’ transformation into his mature self—
still more rarely as containing the entirety of Plato’s account. Conventional points of
reference aside, however, Plato left behind two dialogues that contain passages featuring
the young Socrates in the words of the elder Socrates, and a third dialogue that is entirely
devoted to the young Socrates and comes not through the mouth of his elder, ironic self.
Plato thus suggests that his account of Socrates’ beginnings is to be found in the
Parmenides. The present section is meant to give content to this suggestion by sketching
briefly how the two passages in the Phaedo and Symposium, each take on its own, are
problematic because of the dramatic context in which the question of Socrates’ education
is raised. Further, I will attempt to show that the problems of each point to the other for
resolution, leading to a circular reading that raises the question of how to put the two
together. This question, in turn, will direct us to the Parmenides as the place in which we
might find their resolution, and thus as containing the account of Socrates’ education as a
whole.2
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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In his essay on Plato’s Parmenides, Benardete takes my approach, though he seems to adopt the
Phaedo, Parmenides, Symposium reading in a much earlier essay on Plato’s Phaedo (cf. Benardete 2012,
230; Benardete 2000, 277). He alone takes the same position as I do in this study; reading the three
sequentially is more popular (cf. Black 2009, 20-5; Linck 2012, 5-7; Zuckert 2009, 8, 180-1). Zuckert
includes the Apology of Socrates, though I agree with Lampert’s objection to its inclusion (cf. Zuckert
2009, 147-8, 181; Lampert 2010, 5 n. 5). Linck sees the Phaedo as book-ending the Parmenides and
Symposium, but doesn’t explain why Socrates leaves those necessary middle points out on that occasion (cf.
Phaedo 100d4-6, 2a11-b3, 3a4-c2). Martin Black problematically leaves out the entirety of the training,
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2. In the Symposium, Diotima argues that philosophy is the only way, if any such
way exists, to overcome our mortal nature and attain a measure of immortality. To make
her case, Diotima uses the model of bearing children. We honor our offspring because
reproduction is the means by which the mortal obtains a share of immortality (Symposium
206b-7a). So, too, when we do noble or beautiful deeds, are we honored by others, and
thus can we attain still greater immortality for ourselves than by bearing children: great
lawgivers and poets, but not parents, are awarded temples in their memory (Symposium
209c-e). Further, since we attain this immortality by doing noble or beautiful deeds, then
the greatest immortality is had, not through a contingent, particular beautiful thing, which
is only beautiful from a certain perspective, but through knowledge of what beauty itself
is (Symposium 210e-12a). That is, only through knowledge of the beautiful can our deeds
be truly beautiful. Thus philosophy, as the pursuit of knowledge of the beautiful, is our
surest way of overcoming our mortal nature (Symposium 210d). Philosophy is thus the
pursuit of the beautiful out of the deepest self-concern of obtaining the good of
overcoming our mortality (cf. Symposium 206a-b). Now, Diotima seems hesitant to
guarantee that philosophy, so understood, will give us that immortality (cf. Symposium
211b6-7 [esp. schedon], d2, 12a6-7). One obvious objection is that any immortality based
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
without sufficient justification for his reason why (cf. Black 2009, 113). Mitchell Miller views the
Parmenides as treating Socrates’ education, but tables the question of how it relates to the other dialogues,
though he does indicate that he thinks the account of the beautiful in the Symposium and the presentation of
the eidē in the Phaedo have Parmenidean presuppositions (cf. Miller 1991, 194-5). Leibowitz accepts the
reading of Phaedo, Parmenides, Symposium, Apology of Socrates, taking the last dialogue to be the one in
which the story of how Socrates raised the question of the relation of divine and human wisdom (Leibowitz
2010, 70). This question is explicitly raised, however, in the Parmenides, in the all-important “greatest
impasse” (cf. 2.III.24 ff.). In the preface to his recent book on Plato, Laurence Lampert indicates he is
working on a book on this topic (Lampert 2010, 8).
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on the praise of others is necessarily as mortal as the human race as a whole. Whatever
objection we might raise, by the end it becomes clear that Socrates does not accept the
preceding account. Socrates’ recollection of the speech ends with Diotima asking him
whether he believes that philosophy will give him this immortality, and Socrates does not
give us his answer (cf. Symposium 211d1-12b2). Socrates’ silence cannot be interpreted
as tacit affirmation, for he prefaces his entire speech by saying he has excised anything
about erōs that isn’t beautiful, which would include the fact that it can never be satisfied
(cf. Symposium 198b1-9b5). Indeed, his failure to include even a quick affirmation
indicates that the possibility of satisfaction is not among the beautiful features erōs
possesses. Knowledge of the beautiful seems to entail knowing that its promise of
providing the good of overcoming our mortality cannot be fulfilled.
3. Most relevant for our purposes, however, is the fact that Diotima’s model of
bearing children does not fit the phenomena she uses it to explain. When setting up her
model, she notes that everything honors its own offspring; she then claims that everything
does everything for love of honor (cf. Symposium 208b-c). In the first model, we honor
our children because we believe we see ourselves in them; in the case of virtue, however,
our deeds become the objects of honor, in effect the “children” being honored, and not
the “parents” who do the honoring. Paradoxically, only by becoming the object of others’
love, and thus adjusting ourselves to the terms of their praise, do we obtain immortality
for ourselves. That is, Diotima’s image downplays the self-negation implicit in acting so
as to earn the praise of others, while emphasizing the self-concern in the attempt to
overcome our mortality. The difficulty reaches its greatest proportions on the level of
knowledge, where we view the beautiful itself. The beauty of the beautiful itself isn’t
!
!
!
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contingent on when or from where it is viewed. Accordingly, immortality is attained
through the individual’s instantiation of the universal, a feat possible only through the
negation of the very individuality we seek to preserve.3 Every step we take up the ladder
to immortality is, as an approach to the universal, a step closer to the negation of the
particular, and thus a step closer to a sort of death. The Symposium thus directs us to the
Phaedo’s account of philosophy as a sort of dying and being dead.
4. But when we turn to the Phaedo, we encounter much the same problem, only
in reverse. The Phaedo gives us the emotional retelling and reliving of Socrates’ final
conversation, in which some of Socrates’ comrades in philosophy question his decision to
die (cf. Phaedo 58d-9b, 88c-9b, 102a-b). Socrates attempts to assure them of the
immortality of the soul by arguing that philosophy is nothing else than a sort of dying and
being dead, with dying being the very thing philosophers have spent their entire lives
preparing to do (Phaedo 63e-4a). By this metaphoric death, Socrates means the soul’s
flight away from all desire, fear, and erōs, and toward phronēsis, or “thoughtfulness”
(Phaedo 66c). At one point in his discussion, however, Socrates drops the metaphorical
sense and calls philosophy an erōs for phronēsis, going so far as to use the very formula
he uses for erōs in the Symposium: seeing and being with (cf. Phaedo 67e-8b). The wellknown asceticism of the Phaedo seems to be only an image for a still deeper erōs,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Further problematic is that the ascent from particular beautiful things to the beautiful itself is
followed by the reparticularization of the beautiful itself in the particular beautiful act, which would seem
to entail that it be returned to its spatio-temporal limitations, and thus not universally praised from every
perspective and at every time, so as provide immortality. That is, if true images of the beautiful were
possible, there would be beautiful things that are not spatio-temporally limited, and ascent to the beautiful
itself wouldn’t be necessary. The essential difficulty is thus whether anything like “true images” of the
beautiful are possible.
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namely of phronēsis, as that virtue that allows us to live well. Only if the soul is immortal
can we hold the metaphorical death of philosophy to be a preparation for our literal death
(Phaedo 69e-70a). The Phaedo accordingly features a series of arguments that the soul is
immortal. Troublingly, however, each argument falls apart as they proceed. Arguments
that at first seemed sound are later discovered to be flimsy, and philosophic despair sets
in (Phaedo 88c). Consequently, the discovery that the argument was guided by something
other than reason necessitates an art of speeches, which, as an art, will guide inquiry
predictably (Phaedo 90b-c). Socrates’ method of hypotheses, which he threw together
himself, is meant to fill this role by consistently questioning the consistency of his
premises (Phaedo 90e-1c, 96a ff., esp. 99d1).4 Socrates’ introduction of the method
proves successful at satisfying his interlocutors, even though Socrates explicitly admits
that the argument that the soul is immortal falls short of the standard of consistency in
premises that the method demands (cf. Phaedo 99d-100c, 107a-b). They remain satisfied
not least, it seems, because Socrates’ method promises to expose for them the fears and
desires misguiding their thinking by exposing where they contradict themselves. And in
this respect, philosophy certainly appears to be a sort of dying and being dead, inasmuch
as we discover in our contradictions what about ourselves inclined us toward error in the
first place. Yet what motivates our discovery of our contradictions, what the erōs for
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phronēsis Socrates briefly mentioned at the outset actually is, remains unexplored, and
directs us, thereby, back to the Symposium.5
5. This analysis of course leads us to wonder why Plato bothered including these
accounts at all. In the dramatic context of each of the two accounts found in the Phaedo
and Symposium, we find an audience caught between their attachment to Socrates’
wisdom, on the one hand, and some other, un-philosophic concern, on the other. In the
Symposium, we have Agathon, a prize-winning tragedian, eager to prove himself as a
poet, but who is nevertheless attracted to Socrates’ wisdom (cf. Symposium 175c6-d1; cp.
c6-7 with a3-5). On the surface, we see that Socrates’ account of philosophy promises
Agathon the simultaneous satisfaction of the young poet’s delight in praise—be it before
the many, the present audience, or Socrates—and of his wish to have Socrates’ wisdom:
by following the very same path Socrates claims to have taken, Socrates is in effect
saying, Agathon will arrive at a philosophic vision of the beautiful itself that, through the
universality of knowledge, culminates in universal praise. More deeply, Socrates’
account fits neatly within the Symposium’s larger concern of exploring the connection
between erōs, the beautiful, and the good, part of which includes the peculiar case of the
attraction of Socrates’ students to him—that is, the case of those who, like Aristodemus,
fail in their attempt to reproduce what Socrates is. A distorted account of Socrates’
philosophic beginnings is thus appropriate to the subject matter, but nevertheless
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Note that Socrates’ method involves a decision as to which premise to reject or accept when a
contradiction is found, a decision he says is governed by whichever seems best and sufficient (Phaedo
101d-e). His method leaves us no way of discerning whether it is our erōs for phronēsis or some other love
or fear that informs us as to which seems best: he needs a psychology like the one pointed to in the
Parmenides.
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subordinate to its larger aim. On the other hand, in the Phaedo, Socrates speaks with a
group that believes that with his death, not only does Socrates depart, but philosophy, as
well (cf. Phaedo 76b4-12, 8a1-2). Accordingly, Socrates provides an account of how he
arrived at his method of inquiry, thus fulfilling their need of an art of speeches, which, as
an art, is teachable and transmissible to his interlocutors in his place. Socrates’ account of
his beginnings thus fits neatly within the Phaedo’s larger purpose of considering how the
question of the good’s relation to reason and desire is the cause of the mind, soul, and
body problem: his interlocutors’ demands that philosophy put to bed their fear of death
requires an exceedingly ascetic distortion of Socratic philosophy as an assurance to his
sobbing audience.
6. So, both accounts show those who wish to be like Socrates how he became who
he is, but not in terms of what Socrates himself is, but in the terms of his intelocutors’
demands. That is, these accounts over-emphasize certain features of Socratic philosophy
in order to align the predominant impulse driving Socrates’ interlocutors and the desire
for knowledge, by promising their mutual satisfaction in the singular activity of what is
therein called “philosophy.” This distortion means, however, that each dialogue is
incomplete and requires us to pursue the lessons of the other: in the Symposium, the selfaffirming attempt to overcome our mortality leads to the self-negation of knowledge,
while in the Phaedo, the self-negation of knowledge is sought on behalf of some selfaffirmation. And because each abstracts from the other, neither answers the question of
how to reconcile the understanding of philosophy as self-affirmation or self-concern, on
the one hand, and self-negation or self-denial, on the other. Together, they raise the
following question: what is the cause in the human being, concerned with himself, of the
!
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self-denial of knowledge? Or, to ask the question more simply, why are we willing to
give up what is near and dear to us for the sake of knowledge? This question, which we
could call the question of the subjective precondition for objective knowledge, is implicit
in both of the formulae for philosophy discussed above: both as an erotic seeing and
being-with and as a sort of dying and being-dead, philosophy is a paradoxical
combination of conjunction and disjunction with the object of knowledge. Yet each
formula reveals its distorting perspective: in the seeing and being-with, both conjunction
(being-with) and disjunction (seeing) are viewed through the lens of disjunction, i.e. selfconcern, for even the conjunctive being-with of knowing assumes that one thing, in being
with another, remains distinct from that other; in dying and being-dead, conjunction
(being-dead) and disjunction (dying) is viewed through the lens of conjunction, i.e. selfnegation, for the disjunctive dying assumes that the “death” of knowing is imminent.
7. How the Parmenides treats the question of the subjective precondition for
objective knowledge is, in a subordinate way, the task of the following to demonstrate.
The question of the possibility of philosophy is ultimately the central issue of the
dialogue, emerging as a dilemma from Parmenides’ critique of Socrates’ eidē, or
“forms,” against which dilemma he prescribes the laborious game he calls a training
(gumnasia). Stated most simply, the laborious game is played by considering every term
we seek to understand from every possible perspective, in light of both itself and
everything else. That is, we are forced to step out of our usual way of understanding what
something is, so as to be sure we have considered the matter from every possible angle.
This game is taken up in order to respond to what Parmenides calls the greatest impasse
the eidē face, according to which they are unknowable. This skeptical impasse proves to
!
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be great, in the sense of terrible (deinos), for it denies us the divinely precise knowledge
by which we might rule one another, collectively guiding ourselves to our good (cf.
2.III.24 ff.). The conception of philosophy Parmenides imparts to Socrates is thus
somehow initiated by a serious self-concern and culminates in a self-negating form of
play. Precisely what seriousness and playfulness mean in the context of Socrates’ eidē
and the Parmenidean dialectical training is a matter we will have to take up in the course
of the following.

Section III:
The Crisis of Pre-Socratic Philosophy
1. The Parmenides features a Socrates concerned with the reputation of philosophy,
which was at the time broken into the schools of the pluralists, who say the beings are
many, and the monists, who say all of being is one. In the grips of this debate, the tone of
Pre-Socratic philosophy seems to have departed from the dialectical back and forth of
philosophic conversation, engendered by disagreement about the first things, and
devolved into petulant bickering, with each school attempting to prove the other more
laughable than the other has proven it.6 As a result, the dialectical training necessary for
initiation into philosophy, in which one considers the object of thought from every
possible perspective, the open questioning that philosophy sets as its own standard, and
of which these schools fell short, had earned the reputation of useless garrulity.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Taylor, and Cornford with him, rightly rejects the tendency to continue the belligerent reading,
which understands Parmenides’ critique as Megarian in character, and the second part of the dialogue as
repaying the Megarians for their offenses (cf. Taylor 1896, 316-7; Cornford 1977, 101-2, 106).
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Encountering philosophy in the grips of a crisis of credibility, borne of a quarrelsome
reaction to disagreement as regards the ultimate principles of the beings, Socrates
introduces his theory of the forms or eidē as underpinning logos’ use of eponymy.7 With
his eidē, Socrates promises to resolve the debate, bring both the philosophic and everyday
use of logos under the same principles, and thereby restore the reputation of philosophy.
2. Famously, Parmenides submits Socrates’ eidē to thorough critique, and though
he appears to maintain that his critique is not fatal, how it is to be overcome remains
unclear. What is at stake, however, is not simply an idiosyncratically Socratic thesis, the
eidē. Rather, because Socrates puts forward the eidē as the metaphysical presupposition
of all use of logos, the problems of Socrates’ eidē are problems for us all. The gravity of
the issue becomes especially clear in the final part of Parmenides’ critique, where the loss
of access to the eidē, the greatest impasse that Parmenides says the eidē face, has far
reaching political and theological implications. The response to this impasse will be a sort
of philosophical training, in which the object of inquiry is examined over and over again,
from a variety of perspectives and in every possible context. That is, Parmenides uses a
skeptical argument—an argument that denies the possibility of knowledge of the
beings—to show that theological and political concerns are active in our desire for that
knowledge. Further, Parmenides presents dialectics as the means to address the skeptical
problem impeding our theological and political concerns. He thus uses skepticism to
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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I will continually refer to the eidē as the metaphysical presupposition of logos’ use of eponymy.
While Socrates does not put it in this way, Parmenides exposes this feature of the eidē, first, in his
articulation of the experience that gives rise to naming, to which Socrates assents, and, later, gives it that
name during the greatest impasse (133d2: eponomazometha; cf. 147d1-e6). Because Socrates is not quite
aware of what he is doing, Parmenides must show him, and thus put into words, what Socrates had yet to
give voice to.
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draw Socrates’ attention to the concerns underpinning the positing of the eidē, using a
theoretical loss—loss of knowledge of the beings—to draw our attention to a practical
loss—loss of divinely precise knowledge by which to rule ourselves. In a very
provisional way, then, we see how the Parmenides situates metaphysical and
epistemological concerns within the context of political and theological questions,
specifically as regards precision, the beautiful benchmark of our own science.
3. The following interpretation of the Parmenides aims to understand how this
“greatest impasse” relates both to the arguments that precede it, including the famous
“third man” argument, and to the complex dialectical training that subsequently ensues.
The specific thesis is that, because this generally disregarded passage is explicitly
situated as the culmination of Parmenides’ critique of the eidē and the problem that the
subsequent, dialectical training is meant to address, it is the key to understanding how the
two divergent parts of the Parmenides fit together, and thus to understanding the dialogue
as a whole. 8 This thesis is subordinate, however, to the more general objective of
clarifying the character of Socratic philosophy at its inception, as understood by Plato.
That is, putting together the dialogue as a whole along the lines of the specific thesis will
bring forward the content of the dialogue as a whole, thus fulfilling the more general
objective. Finally, the reader must also remain aware that the following study abstracts
from an essential issue, namely the character of the thought of Socrates’ predecessors.
This abstraction is, however, Plato’s doing, for he shows Socrates’ reaction to the schools
of thought, and not to the thinkers themselves, around whom these schools arose as a
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Allen rather, though not altogether, dismissively refers to this passage as a “flourish” (Allen
1997, 104).
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reaction, and to the subtlety of whose thinking they may have been to greater or lesser
degrees faithful.9 Whether or not the understanding of Socratic philosophy that emerges
from the following study is essentially different from its predecessors will therefore
remain an open question. Nevertheless, that Plato, as we will see, chooses Parmenides to
introduce Socrates to his mode of philosophy would seem to indicate that this difference
is not as great as it initially seems when Socratic philosophy is compared to the schools
that preceded it. That is, restoring the reputation of philosophy more generally may have
required Socrates to overemphasize his difference from what preceded him, rather than
engage in a rigorous defense of it. Be that as it may, I have abstracted from the question
of whether Socratic philosophy was essentially novel, to the extent that this is possible.
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Consequently, Cornford’s method of proceeding, from Pythagorean cosmogony through
Parmenides’ Way of Truth and Zeno, and finally to Plato’s Parmenides, sidesteps the phenomenon of the
calcification of Pre-Socratic philosophy into the schools, to which Socrates presents his theory as a
response (cf. Cornford 1977, ix-x, 63; but consider, on the other hand, the doxographical history on 100-1).
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CHAPTER 2:
PARMENIDES 126A1 – 137C4

Section I:
Prologue (126a1 – 127d5)
1. While the Parmenides is a complex dialogue, its complexity isn’t restricted to the maze
of arguments we find in its latter portion. The cast of characters, setting, and transmission
are equally complex, and it seems needlessly so. To begin with, the dialogue’s cast is
quite large: there are roughly seven people in the prologue and internal conversation
each. In the prologue we meet Cephalus, Adeimantus, Glaucon, Antiphon, a nameless
bronze-smith, and Cephalus’ fellow citizens, who number at least two, but are perhaps
more. Likewise, in the internal conversation we meet Socrates, Zeno, Parmenides,
Pythodorus, Aristoteles, and those who came with Socrates, said to be many (127c2:
allous tinas met’ autou pollous), but because the group comprise seven (129d1: hepta
hēmōn ontōn), really no more than two. The complexity keeps growing once we start
sorting the characters out. To begin with names, four—Cephalus, Adeimantus, Glaucon,
and Socrates—are familiar from the Republic, although the Cephalus of the Parmenides
is not the Cephalus we find in the Republic. Like Cephalus, Antiphon’s name is shared
with another, his grandfather, while Aristoteles’ name recalls Plato’s famous student.
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Eponymy aside, there are also the nameless, who seem unimportant enough to warrant
anonymity: Cephalus’ fellow citizens, those with Socrates, and the smith. Yet also
unnamed is the all-important man Cephalus points to obliquely, when he asks
Adeimantus and Glaucon the name of their brother of the same mother, i.e. their half
brother Antiphon, and hence not their brother of the same father, Plato, our author.
Looking to origins, things grow still more complex. Politically, Socrates, Pythodorus,
Aristoteles, Adeimantus, Glaucon, and Antiphon are all of Athenian origin, with whom
we could reasonably presume the smith and those with Socrates belong, though we
cannot be sure. The rest are not Athenians: Parmenides and Zeno come from Elea, while
Cephalus and his fellow citizens are from Clazomenae. Regarding parentage, we’ve
already seen that Adeimantus, Glaucon, Plato, and Antiphon all have the same mother,
while Antiphon has a different father. Ages vary: Parmenides is quite old, Zeno middleaged, Socrates young (either sixteen or twenty), and Aristoteles the youngest present. As
do ways of life: some are private men, others political, still others philosophic. Within
each group we find still greater variation: for example, among the political men of
Athenian origin, we have Pythodorus, who was a commander under the democracy, and
Aristoteles, one of the thirty tyrants. The task of sorting out the cast becomes unwieldy,
growing still further as we attempt to put together the complexity: e.g., Antiphon and his
grandfather share a name, practice, and city, but have different parents; while Zeno is
Parmenides’ student, and Pythodorus Zeno’s, Pythodorus is Athenian and not Eleatic, and
isn’t a philosopher but a military commander. We can go on and on, but the point is by
now clear: by forcing us to sort out the cast of characters and their various relations, Plato
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reproduces dramatically the task of discerning an order to the variety of our experience.
We are already in the thick of the Parmenides’ theme.
2. Before we can weigh the full import of the interpretive task Plato has put before
us, we must consider two further peculiarities to the dialogue: the apparently unnecessary
twists and turns in the internal dialogue’s chain of transmission to Cephalus and the
fortuitous conditions that allowed it to occur in the first place. Because the chain of
transmission is so complicated, it could easily have been broken in any number of places.
Pythodorus may not have come in with Parmenides when he does, and so missed the
conversation. Even if he had heard it, he may not have remembered it—after hearing it
just once, at that—or been as obliging to repeat it again and again to Antiphon. Antiphon,
in turn, may not have been interested in hearing it repeatedly, or in memorizing the whole
thing. Further, Cephalus’ comrades may not have found the conversation remarkable at
all, or at least not remarkable enough to warrant a trip all the way to Athens. But even
though they did make the trip, they may not have found Adeimantus and Glaucon, or,
having found them, they may not have been able to get ahold of Antiphon, or, getting
ahold of Antiphon, he may have been less than obliging. Finally, Cephalus may not have
remembered the conversation—it seems after just one listening, like Pythodorus—or,
despite remembering it, he may not have repeated it to his anonymous audience, and so
us. So, too, with the fortuitous conditions that allowed the internal conversation to occur.
Parmenides and Zeno may not have wanted to come to Athens for the Great Panathenaea
or, deciding to come, they may have chosen not to stay with Pythodorus. Socrates and
those with him may have opted not to go hear Zeno’s treatise, or Zeno may not have been
willing to read it, given his partial disavowal of the writing. Even if he did read it,
!
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Parmenides, Pythodorus, and Aristoteles may not have come in at just the right time, as
they do. If they hadn’t, Pythodorus wouldn’t have been present to remember the
conversation, Parmenides wouldn’t have critiqued Socrates’ eidē, and Aristoteles
wouldn’t have been Parmenides’ interlocutor during the long training (gumnasia). 10
Finally, Parmenides may not have taken up a critique of the eidē, and he may not have
yielded to everyone present and performed the training of the second part of the dialogue.
Just as earlier, with the cast of characters, so too here, with the chain of transmission and
conditions for the conversation, Plato reproduces on the level of the drama issues that
become more familiar as the dialogue proceeds, namely the problem of participation—the
question regarding the possibility of the transmission or communication of the eidē to
man—and the question of how the particulars to which we have access cohere into one
whole, the eidos.
3. The complexity we find in the dialogue’s characters, transmission, and setting
can be put together. For example, it is only because Cephalus and his fellow citizens are
from the same city, and because Cephalus’ Athenian friends are precisely those of whom
his fellow citizens have need, that the latter have access to the conversation. Likewise,
only because Parmenides and Zeno share a city, indeed a way of life, and the latter has an
Athenian student, Pythodorus, do they find themselves in the company of Socrates and
his drive (hormē) for logoi. And, lastly, it is only because Parmenides sees in this drive a
burgeoning philosopher that his erōs is stirred enough to guide Socrates through the vast
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Could Socrates and Aristoteles have become the men we know them to have been without such
a Parmenidean encounter as Plato dramatizes? “Instructed by Plato, we could readily say that the human
experiences that most recall the Parmenidean one are tyranny and erōs” (Benardete 2012, 231).
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sea of logoi in the training. We could continue to make connections, and occasionally in
the following we will, but the thrust of the dialogue’s complex frame is apparent. By
representing the issues of the later dialogue dramatically in a single text,11 Plato suggests
that responding to the issues raised in the first part of the dialogue requires bringing the
disjointed text into an interpretive unity. Our ability to bring together the Parmenides into
such a unity will be the measure of our ability to revive the eidē in a modified form. The
traditional difficulty of interpreting the dialogue—how the two parts of the internal
conversation fit together into one whole—is the chief obstacle we face (cf. 2.IV.1-4, 18).
With this concern in mind, we turn to the first part of that conversation, in which we
encounter, among other things, Socrates’ eidē and Parmenides’ critique of them.

Section II:
The Crisis and Socrates’ Solution (127d6 – 130b6)
1. The internal dialogue doesn’t begin with Socrates’ presentation of the eidē, but with a
discussion of the intention underlying Zeno’s writing. Because we enter the conversation
at the same time as Pythodorus, we miss Zeno’s treatise. We hear only Socrates’
summary of the first hypothesis of the first speech: if the beings are many, then it’s
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The first words of the dialogue encapsulate this beautifully: “when to Athens from home, from
Clazomenae” (126a1). We have the temporal moment indicated with the initial “when” (epeidē), followed
by a particular city, as the place to which, Athens. The place from which, “home,” uses a general term that
sheds light on the relationship of the particular city “Athens” to the speaker, i.e. it is not his home city. But
this general term, in turn, is re-particularized, since ek Klazomenōn clarifies oikothen. Had the text read
simply Athēnaze ek Klazomenōn, we wouldn’t know which, if either, of the two cities is Cephalus’ home.
The general term is thus illuminated by the particulars, and, conversely, the particulars by the general.
Neither sufficesalone. Martin Sitte has suggested to me that epeidē could be a pun suggesting that the
prefix epi has been fixed to eidē, meaning “to the forms.” Could this mean that the Parmenides doesn’t lead
us away from Socrates’ eidē, but rather to the eidē properly understood?
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necessary they be both like and unlike; this is of course impossible, since what’re unlike
can’t be like, and what’re like can’t be unlike (127e1-4). In other words, since each of the
beings is, they are all like; but since the beings are many, they are also unlike. From here,
Socrates attempts to draw some conclusions about the general intention of the treatise.
Since some confusion arises about the intention, it’s helpful to assess the range of
implications the argument has, independent of what Zeno’s intentions actually are. The
argument points, on the one hand, to the likeness of all the beings as beings, and thus to
the convergence of the multiple things into the unity of being, and, on the other, to the
unlikeness and multiplicity of our experience of the beings, despite their unity in being.
Each thing is like every other thing as regards the fact that it is, and thus all is one; yet
each thing is unlike every other thing with respect to what it is, and thus all are many.
Each thing, as an “each,” is said to be both like and unlike other things precisely because
it is an “each”: the name indicates that the thing named is separate from all other things
by way of its uniqueness as a name, while combining it with all other things by way of its
implicit claim that what it names is. Independent of Zeno’s intention, then, the argument
brings to light the implicit and simultaneous assertion of both pluralism and monism in
our attempt to articulate our experience through the act of naming. The very use of logos
thus points to contradictory metaphysical hypotheses: being is one and the beings are
many.
2. Socrates understands the treatise as a whole to intend a reductio, inasmuch as
the treatise implies the negation of its premise, that the beings are many. Socrates asks
Zeno whether what his arguments want is to battle with all that is said (panta ta
legomena) by arguing that they aren’t many (127e6-10). Before Zeno can respond,
!
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however, Socrates cracks a joke at his expense: the treatise contains many proofs that the
beings aren’t many (127e10-8a1). If the many proofs are all true, then wouldn’t many be?
In speech, the treatise concludes many are not, while in deed it tacitly asserts that many
are. Those acquainted with Zeno’s legendary temper might expect Zeno to grow angry at
Socrates’ joke (cf. 128b7-e4, Diogenes Laertius, Lives of the Eminent Philosophers
IX.5).12 So far is Zeno from being angry, however, that he praises Socrates for having
summarized beautifully what the writing seeks as a whole (128a2-3). Zeno affirms what
Socrates has said, joke and all.13 And yet Socrates immediately takes Zeno’s thesis to be
the inverse of Parmenides’: many are not (128a4-b6). But if Zeno doesn’t contest
Socrates’ joke, can he really intend to promote the thesis that many are not? Zeno’s
temper does indeed flare up, but not until Socrates’ interpretation accuses him of a much
more dogmatic intention.14
3. What, then, does Zeno have in mind with his treatise? Parmenides will later call
it an example of training, which is a sort of game (135d8, 137b2: paidian). Zeno’s
affirmation of Socrates’ joke may be because Socrates has discerned its playful intention,
i.e. that what the writing wants as a whole is to engage in a sort of game, a mode of play,
Zeno points to this playful element in his clarification of his intention to Socrates. Zeno
says that Socrates’ description of the treatise as dogmatic was more characteristic of Zeno
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Cf. Allen 1997, 76-7.

13

Skipping over this detail, Allen erroneously concludes that Zeno “apologizes for the polemical
tone of his work, but he nowhere questions the validity of its arguments. Had he done so, he would not
have brought it to Athens to be read” (Allen 1997, 78).
14

Zeno’s change in tone is evidenced by his repeated use of the emphatically nominative su in the
opening of his response to Socrates (128b7, c3, 5).
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in his youth (128d6-e3). As a young man, he was provoked by the sting of laughter to aid
Parmenides’ speech against those who made a mockery of it, an aim that Zeno apparently
no longer pursues (128c6-d1).15 If Zeno no longer intends to overcome the pluralists,
their laughter must have ceased to bother him. But if it has, then why does he read his
treatise? Does he not abide by the Parmenidean thesis that one is? Whatever the case,
while the pluralists come to their own defense, Parmenides does not. We surmise Zeno
noticed that the lack of a response from Parmenides meant his teacher doesn’t take the
laughter as seriously as he or the pluralists do, leading him perhaps to wonder whether
Parmenides, like the pluralists, also finds dogmatic monism laughable. With both
pluralism and monism laughable, the attempt to give such dogmatic accounts of the
number of beings looks, as a whole, to be an inherently laughable endeavor. In light of
such an observation, the funny contradiction between his treatise’s speeches and deeds
emerges as especially indicative of this problem. Zeno’s treatise can thus be viewed in
two lights, as Zeno claims, i.e. with either a pugnacious or playful intention.16 The cause
of Zeno’s change in intention aside, by easing his temper, he somehow came to recognize
that laughter, and hence playfulness, is necessary to philosophy. Pythodorus is surprised
that neither Zeno nor Parmenides grew angry during Socrates’ speech, in which the
young Athenian proposes an alternative to what he takes to be the Eleatics’ respective
positions, but rather look at one another and smile (130a3-7). Parmenides and Zeno just
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Allen interestingly notes that “in the Parmenides, they interchange their roles. It is Zeno who,
relative to the dialogue, presents an independent thesis, the denial of plurality. It is Zeno who is attacked by
a pluralist, the young Socrates. And it is Parmenides who, by internal criticism of the theory of Ideas, will
indirectly support Zeno’s original claim” (Allen 1997, 82).
16
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Cf. my note at 2.III.10.
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don’t take their theses as seriously as Socrates and Pythodorus think they do, to say
nothing of the pluralists.17
4. Far from one-upping Zeno, then, Socrates simply gets the joke, without seeing
that Zeno intended it.18 In his seriousness, Socrates understands the treatise’s intention to
be pugnacious, not playful (cf. 127a9: diamachesthai). Accordingly, he assumes that
Zeno’s affirmation of his summary of the treatise is an affirmation of his intention to
refute pluralism, and not of his intention to show the humorous contradiction between
each pugnacious refutation and the entirety of the refutations, the contradiction of a
writing that denied pluralism in speech while affirming it in deed. Socrates doesn’t get
one over on Zeno; rather, the joke is on Socrates. The first distinguishing mark of the preSocratic Socrates is his failure to see the element of playfulness in philosophy,
playfulness understood provisionally as a willingness to laugh at one’s thesis, such that
possible contradictions can be entertained seriously. Parmenides’ education of Socrates
will therefore have to make him more playful. He must be willing to laugh at his own
thesis, like Zeno (cf. 2.IV.16-17).19

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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This interpretation of Zeno’s intention also preserves Cornford’s interpretation of Zeno’s
paradox against the empty alternative of Allen, while also allowing the paradox to be, in Allen’s word, “a
confusion over relations” (cf. Allen 1997, 84-9). That is, the confusion in the initial paradox in our speech
about what we see exposes a deeper paradox in our speech about that speech. This further rescues Zeno
from the charge of sophistry, though it is difficult to tell whether playfulness dominates his activity a little
too much.
18

On Zeno’s composure in the face of Socrates’ rudeness, see Allen 1997, 76-7; Dorter 1994, 25.

19

Benardete also sees playfulness to be central to Parmenidean philosophy, so much so that he
claims, “Parmenides’ achievement was to show that the funny is not an obstacle to logos” (Benardete 2012,
232).
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5. Rather than working to clarify Zeno’s intention, and thereby to understand why
philosophy is a combination of seriousness and playfulness, Socrates instead rushes into a
presentation of his eidē. As a result, Zeno’s intention in reading his treatise remains
somewhat unclear. Nevertheless, it admits of still further clarification. Throughout
Zeno’s response, laughter stems from contradiction. If this laughter is necessary,
philosophy’s serious pursuit of knowledge must proceed in a playful manner:
contradictions must be received in good humor. Yet must contradictions arise? As we
saw, Zeno’s first argument presents a contradiction between the unity of all things, as
regards the fact that they are, and their plurality, with respect to what they are. The
playful contradiction between his treatise’s speeches and deeds echoes this difficulty: in
speech they are one, for they all refute pluralism, while in deed they are many, for the
refutations are varied. That they are refutations of pluralism makes them one; what each
refutation says is different, and thus makes them many. Zeno’s affirmation of Socrates’
joke is thus an affirmation of the wide range of implications we found his argument to
have. The whole treatise aims to show that the attempt to distinguish the what-it-is from
the that-it-is only serves to show their unification in logos. Logos assigns names on the
basis of the perceived unlikeness of one thing from others. Yet all have a common
likeness in being, without which they could not be unlike. However laughable we find
monism, Zeno maintains pluralism is more laughable (cf. 128d2-6). Because pluralism
appeals to the senses, the pluralist need not conduct an inquiry into logos to notice the
beings are many. The monist, however, must have conducted an inquiry into logos in
order to understand that it implies unity in being, despite the variety it names, and for that
reason understands the basis of pluralism in the variety of appearances. Monism’s
!
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persuasiveness comes from a reflection on logos’ contradictory implications that the
pluralist need not have had in order to be a pluralist: monism’s insight knowingly renders
both it and pluralism laughable. Yet because it is more insightful, monism remains less
laughable in some essential respect. Parmenides and Zeno’s writings seek to teach this
contradictory character of logos, that no matter what one speaks of, one speaks of it as
something that is, even if it is non-being (cf. 2.IV.14-15; cf. Parmenides fr. 2.7-8). Logos
can only dig by bringing everything to the surface of being. Of course it’s funny.
6. Because Socrates doesn’t ask Zeno to elaborate, all this escapes him. Socrates
is more concerned with solving the impasse created by the non-viability of both monism
and pluralism than he is with understanding the necessity of this impasse and why it
means the philosopher must be both serious and playful.20 Socrates is concerned with
using the eidē to preserve the integrity of all that is said (127e9-10: panta ta legomena)
and that to which all would agree (129d6: haper an pantes homologoimen).21 That is,
Socrates is primarily concerned with preserving the way in which we speak and the
premises on which that speech is based, with restoring the integrity of logos over what he
takes to be Zeno’s attack. Because he rushes to restore the integrity of logos by solving
the metaphysical dilemma at hand, choosing thereby to ignore the question of what
philosophy is, Socrates reveals that he has failed to place the human being at the center of
his inquiry. He is concerned with being, but not with the manner in which one must
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Accordingly, there is much to ask, and much that has been asked, about Zeno’s intentions in
reading the treatise (cf. Cornford 1977, 67-8). The ambiguity is a function of the young Socrates’ failure to
discern the importance of the above question. Nevertheless, that Zeno’s intention in reading, though not in
writing, the treatise is playful is evident from both what he and Parmenides say of it in the dialogue.
21
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Consider also 129a7 (panta), b5 (hapanta), and c1 (hapantōn). Cf. Dorter 1994, 26-7.
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approach being, with the question of how we can have access to being. As his
presentation of the eidē will soon show, the young Socrates is still quite Pre-Socratic.
And yet, as his attention to Zeno’s motivation and to preserving the way in which we all
speak shows, he nevertheless exhibits, however latently, a focus on logos as a human
phenomenon, and thus of preserving the possibility of the human being’s attempt to speak
knowingly of the world around him, i.e. of preserving philosophy. Socrates’ attempt to
solve the metaphysical impasse bequeathed by the Pre-Socratics comes from an impulse,
not to solve the problem logically for its own sake, but to give the human being surer use
of his logos, be it in its everyday or philosophic forms.
7. Before turning to Socrates’ presentation of how his eidē solve the dilemma, we
must pause to give a brief sketch of the structure of what Parmenides calls “training”
(gumnasia). As we will see, Socrates’ presentation and Parmenides’ critique both follow
this structure.22 In its simplest form, training involves examining the consequences of an
hypothesis from four perspectives: the thing hypothesized is first examined with respect
to itself and then with respect to everything else; in turn, everything else is examined with
respect to the thing hypothesized and then with respect to themselves. After he has
explained how his eidē resolve the problems Zeno raised in his writing (128e6-9b1; cf.
2.II.8), Socrates will first present the eidē with respect to themselves: they are separate
from one another, and thus do not admit of the mixing that occurs in the different things
(129b1-c1; cf. 2.II.9). He will then discuss them in relation to the different things (129c1:
kai peri tōn allōn pantōn), showing how the different things can mix while the eidē
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Benardete also notes that Socrates’ speech follows the structure of the training (cf. Benardete
2012, 233-4).
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remain unmixed (129c1-d2; cf. 2.II.10). Shifting to the different things, he will show how
the former attempt at refutation fails, clarifying the way in which the human being and
the different things relate to the eidē: he proceeds from the mixing of the different things
up toward the unmixed eidē (129d2-e4; cf. 2.II.11). Lastly, he will give a brief statement
of how things would stand if the refutation were to succeed, and thus how the different
things stand in relation to themselves, i.e. what our condition would be, left to itself,
should our approach to both the different things and the eidē result in mixing (129e430a1; cf. 2.II.12). Socrates’ aim in his speech is to relocate the locus of the discussion
from the things of perception to the eidē, and, once there, to request refutation on that
level. Because he remains open to—indeed, invites—the refutation of his thesis, and thus
exhibits a degree of playfulness, Socrates shows that he has surpassed the general tenor
the schools of Pre-Socratic philosophy exhibited up to that point. Nevertheless, Socrates’
language, as we will see, betrays the fact that he has not yet seen how central playfulness
is to philosophy. That Socrates’ playfulness remains nascent will prove to be the key to
his being somehow still Pre-Socratic. As Socrates proceeds, it will be clear that, even
though he invites refutation, his language nevertheless demonstrates that he has not
himself attempted to refute his own thesis.
8. As mentioned, Socrates begins with a presentation of his thesis, first
introducing the eidē and then giving a brief sketch of how they resolve the difficulties
Zeno raised among the particulars. He begins by asking Zeno whether he holds there to
be some eidos itself by itself of likeness, and, in turn, some other, contrary to this one,
what is unlike (ho estin anomoion), and whether both he and Zeno and the different
things they call many come to partake of both these two beings together (toutoin…duoin
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ontoin) (128e6-9a3). Socrates refers to the eidē in two ways, by the abstract noun and a
relative clause with einai and the adjective. The former alludes to the eidos as a being
separate from those things which partake of it, the latter to the eidos as something seen—
a “look” (eidos)—in the participant, such that the participant is named by the same name.
Socrates thus implicitly claims that we have access to the separate eidos through its
presence in the participant, a claim Parmenides will make thematic in the third part of his
critique (cf. 132a1-5, 2.III.13). Furthermore, Socrates refers to likeness as contrary to
“what is unlike” or “what ‘unlike’ is” (ho estin anomoion), i.e. unlikeness. The two eidē
must be codetermined if they are to be contrary, as corroborated by Socrates reference to
them in the dual as “two beings together” (duoin ontoin).23 Yet if contraries are unlike
one another, then Socrates would have to maintain that likeness is unlike, namely unlike
unlikeness. Likeness would therefore partake of its contrary, unlikeness, a mixing of the
eidē that Socrates wants to avoid but whose demonstration he will nevertheless invite.
Presently, however, Socrates remains focused on showing Zeno how the eidē allow all
the particulars to be contrary to themselves by partaking of contraries, asking him
whether some things, which come to partake of likeness, come to be like both in the way
and to the extent to which they should come to partake; others, of unlikeness, unlike; and
still others, of both these, both (129a3-6). Socrates closes his announcement by showing
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That ho estin anomoion could be read either in apposition to the antecedent allo ti enantion or as
a relative clause indicates the ease with which we slide from noticing the eidos by means of its
instantiations, and thus identifying it with that quality, to describing the eidos with that quality itself, and
hence speaking of it as an object of sense, i.e. attributively: it is a short step from saying “that which
‘unlike’ is” to saying “that which is unlike,” i.e. unlikeness is unlike likeness. On the phrase duoin ontoin,
Stewart Umphrey observes that “Socrates says each is allo ti to the other (129a1) and that they are
opposites. But as opposites they form a pair; each is heteron, not simply allo. In view of the Sophist, it
appears Socrates hasn’t yet discovered the importance of alterity as distinguished from mere difference.”
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that Zeno’s writing doesn’t provoke his wonder: even if all things (panta) come to
partake of both contrary beings, and they are, by partaking of both together (amphois
hautois), both like and unlike themselves, what’s wondrous (129a6-b1)? Socrates’
confidence that even all things can exhibit contrariety by partaking of both contraries
obscures from him the implications of understanding the contrary eidē as codetermined
and necessary to one another, such that he can refer to them in the dual as “both
together.” That is, his attention to the metaphysical dilemma at hand obscures the
dilemma in his proposed solution: mustn’t he admit the eidos likeness is unlike the eidos
unlikeness?
9. Having shown how the eidē solve the problems Zeno raised, Socrates begins
his four-part exposition. He begins by considering them with respect to themselves.
Socrates tells Zeno (ō Zenōn) that he supposes it would be monstrous, if someone were to
demonstrate the like things themselves (auta ta homoia) come to be unlike or the unlike
things like, while it seems nothing strange to him, at least, if this nameless refuter
demonstrated that the things partaking of both these have experienced both (129b1-4).
The eidē stand such with respect to themselves: they must remain separate from one
another, rather than experience the mixing we witness among the different things. Oddly,
Socrates replaces “likeness” from his announcement with “the like things themselves.”
His slip from an abstract noun to a plural, substantivized adjective raises the question of
how the one eidos “likeness,” abstracted from its participants, comes to be present in the
many things that partake of it and are therefore named after it, and how we go from
experiencing things that are like (ta homoia) to likeness itself (auto to homoion).
Parmenides will raise this difficulty in the third part of his critique (cf. 131b1-2, 2.III.12
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ff.). As Socrates continues, his language intimates a link between this difficulty and his
failure to consider the problem of access to being, just a moment earlier. He says that it
also wouldn’t seem strange to him if someone demonstrated all things (hapanta) are one
by partaking of the one (tou henos) and these same things are many (polla) by partaking,
in turn, of multitude, while if he will show that this very thing, what is one (ho estin hen),
is many and, in turn, the many things (ta polla) one, he, Socrates, he will right away
wonder at this (129b5-c1). Socrates refers to the one thing as “the one” or “what is one”
(or, perhaps, “what ‘one’ is”), on the one hand, and to another thing as “multitude” and
“the many things,” on the other. Socrates’ willingness to speak of the eidos either with
the nominal form or with adjectival forms—be it as a relative clause or a plural
substantive—shows that he has not considered how the many particulars, spoken of
attributively, come together into the one eidos underpinning eponymy. That is, Socrates
betrays the fact that he has not considered participation, so busy has he been with solving
the contemporary crisis and with stating his solution with special clarity, emphasis, even
boldness.24 By means of participation, the eidē are transmitted to the particulars, through
which, in turn, we are guaranteed access to the eidē. Participation, as the nexus of
transmission of, and thus of access to, the eidē, is the premise of intelligibility,
guaranteeing the meaningfulness of speech, the possibility of philosophy, and our ability
to make sense of our world. Socrates’ ambivalent attitude toward this premise shows that
he despite his novel contribution, has not faced the more fundamental issue of whether
participation, on which his whole account relies, is possible.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Stewart Umphrey observes that much of Socrates’ terminology, methexis included, as
metaphorical, including his uses of epi, en, echein, and chōris.
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10. Having discussed how the eidē must not mix as the different things do,
Socrates now demonstrates that it is the same way (hōsautōs) in relation to all (hapantōn)
the different things, as well (129c1-2). Considering the eidē in relation to the different
things, Socrates indicates how he thinks the eidē come to be present in the different
things: if this person should demonstrate both the kinds and forms themselves (auta ta
genē te kai eidē) in themselves experience these contrary experiences, it’s worth
wondering, while if someone will show him, Socrates, to be one and many, what’s
wondrous in saying—whenever he should want to demonstrate he’s many—that some
things are those on his left and other those on the right, and some are those to the front
and others are those to the back, and above and below in just this way, for, Socrates
supposes, he partakes of multitude, while—whenever he wants to demonstrate he’s one—
he will say that, since they are seven, he, Socrates, is one human being, who also partakes
of the one, so that he truly demonstrates both things (129c2-d2). Superficially, Socrates’
exposition seems clearly to show how one thing can be contrary to itself by partaking of
both contrary eidē, while the eidē themselves remain separate. And yet Socrates’
argument raises a deeper problem. Socrates demonstrates he is many in reference to
himself as one, and that he is one in reference to a multitude of people. He defines what is
one in reference to a multitude of parts and a multitude of others, suggesting thereby that
any articulation of his unity requires reference to plurality, be that plurality within or
without (cf. 3.II.26). The form of his argument thus suggests that our experience of unity
is always mixed with plurality, and so implicitly raises the question of why knowledge of
unity makes reference to plurality and what this says about the human being, as the being
seeking knowledge, something one, through his experience, something many.
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Accordingly, it raises the further question of whether knowledge of unity—in Socrates’
case, of the one eidos over and against the many participants—is always mixed with
plurality and thus whether the eidē ever overcome the problem of mixing encountered in
the different things. And if they don’t, isn’t the human being all the more wondrous,
inasmuch as his knowledge of something one must be many? The question of access
therefore makes the question of man far more central, and the human being a far more
interesting question than Socrates’ spatial analysis of man would lead us to believe (cf.
Phaedrus 230a-b). Socrates’ analysis again shows his failure to thematize the human
being, and thereby the question of access, in his inquiry into being. In the fourth part of
his critique, Parmenides will show how the difficulties in the way we seek knowledge
make human nature itself a question, indeed the question of philosophy (cf. 2.III.25-6,
36-7).
11. Despite the simplistic, bodily description Socrates gives himself, his
consistent focus on a nameless interlocutor attempting to refute him shows that he is
aware that the human being’s attempt to know faces obstacles. He is aware enough that in
the sequel, where he considers how the different things relate to the eidē, he invites
refutation and even welcomes the wondrous monstrosity that the eidē mix. Socrates
continues, this time from the side of the different things: if someone should put his hand
to demonstrating the same thing is many and one, rocks and sticks and these sorts of
things, they will say (phēsomen) he showed some same thing many and one, but not that
the one is many or the many things one, nor does he say something wondrous, but those
things to which we would all agree (haper an pantes homologoimen) (129d2-6). Socrates
reveals that his simplistic self-description from earlier puts his way of being alongside
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things like rocks and sticks, i.e. that his attention to the place of the human being in being
as a whole has been quite peripheral. Further, Socrates has continually emphasized that
“all things” can mix (cf. 129a7, b5, c1); he now speaks of having secured “those things to
which we would all (pantes) agree,” indicating that his concern with “all things” is based
in his attempt to save “all that is said” from Zeno’s attack. Socrates’ attention to
preserving all of human speech, from the everyday to the philosophic, shows that he is
motivated by a desire to secure the premises of logos, so as to give the human being surer
footing in his attempt to articulate all the beings around him. Socrates’ motivation thus
allows him to clarify the particular route the refutation of these premises would have to
take, thereby relocating the locus of philosophic discussion: if someone were, first, to
distinguish (diairētai) the eidē, of which he (egō) was just now speaking, themselves by
themselves, such as both likeness and unlikeness and multitude and the one and rest and
motion and all other such sorts of things, and, next, to demonstrate these things are able
to be conjoined and disjoined (sunkerannusthai kai diakrinesthai) in themselves, then,
Socrates informs Zeno (ō Zēnōn), he, at least, would admire (agaimēn) wondrously
(129d6-e4). When Parmenides begins his response to Socrates, he will take his bearings
by this statement, asking Socrates whether he has done this distinguishing himself, at the
same time admiring the young Athenian for his drive for logoi (130a8-b3). The clarity
with which Socrates identifies how his thesis relocates the discussion, where he would
admire his refuter but not the refutation Zeno advanced, provokes admiration in him who
will act as his refuter, Parmenides. Parmenides need only lead Socrates on the path of
playful self-refutation that the young Athenian has outlined for himself for the elder
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Eleatic to realize his anticipation that Socrates’ philosophic potential will be fulfilled (cf.
130e1-3, 5c1-4, d1-6, 6e8-7a7).
12. Having articulated how the different things stand with respect eidē, such that
the basic premises of the way we speak about all the particulars are preserved, and,
accordingly, what path a refutation of these premises would have to take, Socrates closes
by considering the different things with respect to themselves, and thus how things would
stand were there no access to the eidē: while he believes that the things Zeno went
through have been worked over (pepragmateusthai) manfully, Socrates reiterates (hōs
legō) that he’d admire much more if someone were able to show the very same impasse
(tēn autēn tautēn aporian) is woven in a motley fashion in the eidē themselves—just as it
went through in what’re seen, so too in what’re seized by calculation (logismō) (129e430a2). Socrates sketches the condition in which we’d find ourselves were we in an
impasse no matter where we turned, be it to the things of perception or the eidē, i.e. if the
eidē, what he sets forth as the proper objects of knowledge, were themselves riddled with
the impasse of mixing. More simply, Socrates invites the demonstration that philosophy
cannot obtain its object with clarity. His express admiration for whoever could
demonstrate this impasse proves a great testament to how willing he is to embrace selfrefutation, despite the obstacle this would pose to philosophy. While Socrates’
playfulness does indeed remain nascent at this point, he nevertheless holds that
playfulness in higher regard than he does the coherence of his thesis. No wonder, then,
that Parmenides will immediately express his admiration for Socrates in the sequel: the
tone of his discourse is well above the status quo of eristic bickering on which Zeno has
just commented. Parmenides need only bring to light the difficulties Socrates’ language
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has indicated lurk beneath the surface of his thesis in order to set Socrates forth on the
path of philosophy.
13. Without anticipating too much of Parmenides’ directly forthcoming critique,
we can provide a brief sketch of the nexus of difficulties latent in Socrates’ speech. The
eidē stand over and against the things we see as one over many, bringing together the
many participants into the one thing partaken of. The variety of our perceptions thus
leads us to posit an eidos as governing their character, based on some consistency from
perception to perception (cf. 132d9-e5). That the things of perception are confused and
riddled in impasses is no problem for Socrates, who sees the eidē as resolving these
impasses. Accordingly, he who raises impasses in the eidē is more worthy of wonder and
admiration than he who does the same for the things of perception (cf. 129c3: axion
thaumazein). That is, because the eidē solve a dilemma, they make sense of our
perceptions, their clarity giving them higher worth (axia). Socrates’ thesis thus demotes
the things of perception, despite the fact that he spoke of himself in terms no different
from sticks and rocks. That is, the eidē appeal to a desire in the human being to make
sense of the world around him, and hence to overcome the initial disorder that we sense
in our perceptions. Now, because the one eidos is accessed through the many things of
perception—the human being “looking” (idein) at the “look” (idea), as it were (cf. 132a15)—we confront the questions of, first, how one thing is in many places at the same time
and, second, how we can have access to the eidos through the particulars, without the
eidos simply being the particulars. These questions raise a third, subsequent question:
what do we do when faced with the absence of the eidē from the particulars, through
which we nevertheless maintain we have, and can only have, access? Parmenides’
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critique will follow the above trajectory: first, he will show Socrates that he holds the
eidē in higher regard than the things of perception (cf. 2.III.1-4); second, he will show
Socrates the difficulties of assessing participation, i.e. the premise of the eidē as the
absent connection between the present particulars (cf. 2.III.5-11); third, he will show the
difficulty posed by the implicit claim to have direct access to the eidē through the
particulars (cf. 2.III.12-23); and, fourth and finally, he will use the problems of
participation in the second and third as a point of departure for supposing that
participation is impossible and that we have no access to the eidē, thus showing Socrates,
in addition to that, also why he holds the eidē in high regard by showing what our
situation would look like without them (cf. 2.III.24-38). Parmenides will accomplish the
refutation Socrates requested and, thereby, reorient him to considering the core premises
of the eidē and, by extension, “all that is said,” i.e. the entirety of man’s use of logos.
Socratic philosophy will thus take its bearings by the fundamental premises of human
logos, at the same time understanding how the question of the good circumscribes the
question of being, inasmuch as the eidē have a higher worth than the things of perception
(cf. 1.I.1 ff., 2.III.34).
14. Before starting his critique, however, Parmenides reacts to Socrates’
presentation of the eidē, first in deed and then in speech. Antiphon relates how
Pythodorus said he thought Parmenides and Zeno were going to get angry with Socrates
(130a3-5). He was surprised, however, to see them smiling at one another (130a5-7).
Citing what Parmenides immediately says, Pythodorus concludes that they were smiling
because of their admiration for Socrates (130a7-b1). While Pythodorus correctly
perceives how Socrates’ eidē constitute an alternative to, and thus to some degree an
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attack on, the respective theses of Zeno and Parmenides, he nevertheless takes the
Eleatics more seriously than they take themselves. Because Pythodorus’ judgment proves
questionable—he readily admits his mistake—we do well to reconsider why Zeno and
Parmenides might be smiling. Could they have seen that Socrates has, humorously,
already initiated the wonder-inducing mixing of eidē by speaking of likeness as contrary
to unlikeness, and thus somehow unlike? Perhaps they noticed that his speech follows the
structure of the training, though Socrates has yet to follow it through in full. Whatever the
case may be, Parmenides immediately says he admires Socrates for his drive for logoi
(130a8-b1). Parmenides will close his conversation with Socrates by noting that this drive
must be conditioned and developed by training, the work-like game that will make
Socrates more playful: only by undertaking this training will Socrates be seized by
philosophy (135d2-6). If Parmenides is smiling in admiration, as Pythodorus believes, it’s
because he sees the pre-philosophic Socrates on the cusp of being seized by philosophy,
of engaging in the play essential to philosophy. Yet to engage in play is to allow one’s
hypotheses to emerge as contradictory, to allow them to be funny. Parmenides and
Zeno’s smiles can therefore only be smiles of admiration if they are also smirks: that
Socrates is not yet playful enough means the joke is on him. Laughter will follow
philosophy even to its new locus (cf. 1.II.7).
15. Parmenides’ reaction in speech also points in the direction of the difficulties
raised above. Before jumping into his critique, he asks Socrates two questions. He first
asks whether Socrates himself has done the distinguishing (diērēsai), in which the eidē
are separate from one another and from the things partaking of them (130b1-3). He
recalls (hōs legeis) the third part of Socrates’ speech, in which he gave a rubric for a
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refutation of the eidē: one must first distinguish (diairētai) the eidē, and then show that
they mix. That is, Parmenides is asking Socrates whether he has even completed this
distinguishing himself, such that a refutation can be attempted. Although Parmenides
doesn’t give Socrates a chance to answer, it will be clear he hasn’t, since he will be
unable to respond to Parmenides’ coming objections. He next asks Socrates whether it
seems to him that there is a likeness itself that is separate from the likeness that we have,
along with many and all the others he heard from Zeno just now (130b3-5). It is easy to
gloss over this question, for it seems only to ask whether Socrates believes there is an
eidos of likeness, among others. But if that were the question, it would be entirely
superfluous, for it’s obvious from even a quick gloss of Socrates’ preceding speech that
this is the case. Rather, Parmenides’ question focuses on the separation of the eidē from
the things among us. The question concerns whether the eidē can be understood as
altogether separate from their experiential counterparts, i.e. the question of participation
and access. Separation makes participation a question, indeed the cause of all the
problems Parmenides will raise. Overcoming Parmenides’ critique can either take the
form of securing participation and separation, on the one hand, or of dismissing them as
the final way to understand the eidē, on the other. As we will see, it is the latter that
Parmenides intends (cf. 2.III.36, IV.9, 3.IX.3, 4.I.4). Socrates assents to the separation of
the eidē from the things of experience (130b6). Keeping the beings removed from
experience, he shows he has yet to ask why we think of being in terms of separate eidē
despite their presence in the particulars. The second question also singles out likeness in
particular, directing our attention back to Zeno’s first hypothesis and forward to the third
part of Parmenides’ critique, in which likeness plays a crucial role in understanding what
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leads us to posit eidē (cf. 2.III.22). We will have to return to likeness later to understand
why it holds such a privileged place in the first part of the Parmenides (cf. 2.III.23). As it
stands now, however, we see that just as the first question pointed to Socrates’ failure to
engage in playful self-critique, the second shows what Socrates must consider if he is to
take up such a critique. Having confirmed for himself that Socrates is unaware of, and
has therefore yet to examine, the difficulties in his presentation of the eidē, Parmenides
can begin his critique.
16. As mentioned above, Parmenides’ critique also follows the structure of the
training. First, he asks Socrates what particulars he thinks have eidē, i.e. how the eidē are
populated, thus considering the eidē in relation to themselves (130b3-e3). Second, he
shows that participation produces impossible consequences on the side of the eidē. By
describing how participation leads to contradictions on the side of the eidē, Parmenides
discusses the eidē in relation to the things of perception (130e3-1e7). Third, he shows the
difficulty of directly apprehending an eidos in its unity, and thus how we and the things
of perception relate to the eidē (131e7-3a7). Fourth, and finally, he considers the
consequences, if we assume that participation is impossible, thereby examining how we
and the things of perception stand in relation to ourselves (133a8-4e8).25 The echo of the
training’s structure intimates that Parmenides seeks to show Socrates what he’s already
begun to do, albeit only part way. By critiquing Socrates, Parmenides picks up where his
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All commentators agree to the distinction of the first and fourth parts, above, but disagree as to
how to divide the intervening passage. Parmenides himself makes a clear division at 131e8 with ti de dē;.
Dividing along those lines, we arrive at four sections, distinguishable in the different perspective each
takes, i.e. the very manner in which Parmenides says we are able to examine an hypothesis best. Every
commentator of whom I am aware justifies their division in terms of the perspective each section takes,
some thematizing this basis, others not. Cf. Cornford 1977, 80-1; Dorter 1994, 19, 23; Sprague 1967, 96.
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young interlocutor left off, showing him in deed the necessity of playfulness for
philosophy.

Section III:
Parmenides’ Critique (130b7 – 135c2)26

First Part (130b7 – e4)
1. Parmenides begins his critique by asking Socrates which objects of perception have
eidē. When asked whether he thinks the just, the beautiful, and the good have eidē,
Socrates responds with a simple “yes” (130b7-10). Regarding human beings, fire, and
water, he neither allows nor denies them eidē, instead remarking that he’s been at an
impasse (en aporia) many times about whether or not they have them (130c1-4).
Regarding hair, mud and dirt, he has still more to say, proclaiming that they are just as we
see them (haper horōmen) and that to give them eidē would be nonsense, admitting,
nevertheless, that it troubles him that the same situation doesn’t apply to all (130c5-d9).
While he starts off answering briefly and rather confidently, Socrates ends up explaining
himself at length, and in the process admits his impasse and even some wariness that his
denial of eidē to the most dishonorable and paltry (atimotaton te kai phaulotaton) things
may put his thesis at odds with itself. Socrates moves from confidence to confusion to
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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In the course of my exposition, I will not attempt to solve the problems raised in the critique, but
rather seek a concise understanding of the problem they raise. The reason for this is textual: Parmenides
does not offer any solution until the training, and so we ought first to look there before deciding to find
answer of our own. Nor do I look elsewhere in the corpus for objections, for I think the central questions of
the argument are answered by the dialogue itself, though this is not to say that the dialogue does not raise
questions which are not answered (cf. 4.II.5).
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entertaining the possibility that he may be in contradiction. With a disposition
uncharacteristic of most youth, least of all the young Zeno, Socrates stands open to
Parmenides’ critique. Indeed, with his frank expression of aporia and wariness that his
thesis contradicts itself, he not only invites refutation, as earlier in his speech, he seems
aware of where such a refutation might begin.
2. With Socrates so inviting, Parmenides openly tells him the cause of his impasse
by having him look within, to what motivates the particular form he has given his thesis.
Parmenides explains that, because of Socrates’ youth, he still looks to the opinions or
esteem (doxas) of human beings, which prevents him from being fully seized
(anteilēptai) by philosophy; when he finally is seized, however, he will dishonor
(atimaseis) none of these things (130e1-4). Parmenides tells Socrates that the only reason
he thinks it would be out of place (atopon) and nonsense (phluaria) to say hair, mud, and
dirt have eidē is because human beings find them dishonorable.27 Yet if the eidē are
employed to save “all that is said” (127e9-10: panta ta legomena) and “those things to
which we’d all agree” (129d6: haper an pantes homologoimen), it’s out of place and
nonsense to deny anything of which we speak an eidos—hair, mud, and dirt included.
The eidē are universally applicable because logos’ use of eponymy presupposes them:
every this is spoken of as a this, and thus as an instantiation of some species or eidos.
Despite the universal applicability of the eidē, Socrates’ selective application shows that
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De Torres notes that Socrates’ speech “is a series of ten conditionals, whose logical structure
loosely follows the model of Zeno’s hypothetical arguments. Each conditional is a putting forward of a
premise, the protasis, to be answered by the apodosis, a giving back or return to the protasis. In Socrates’
speech, however, the possibility or impossibility of each protasis is not determined by a real apodosis, but
by Socrates’ capacity for wonder, whose limits are the uncommon prodigious monster, on the one hand,
and the ordinary commonplace, on the other” (de Torres 2005, 8).
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he isn’t solely concerned with saving “all that is said,” but rather also with saving certain
areas of inquiry, namely those things of the greatest concern to us. That is, he employs
the eidē in order to save the just, the beautiful, and the good.28 The young Socrates only
took up metaphysics in order to save the human things. Political philosophy, broadly
understood for the time being as that philosophy concerned with the human things, was
for him always central. It would appear that the Pre-Socratic Socrates of the Parmenides
isn’t so pre-Socratic after all. How, then, can Parmenides claim that Socrates has not yet
been taken up by philosophy?
3. Parmenides’ point is that Socrates’ focus on the human things isn’t
philosophically grounded. By impressing on him the contradiction between restricting the
scope of the eidē and the claim that they will save “all that is said,” Parmenides shows
Socrates that his concern with the human things comes at the expense of philosophic
rigor. A more rigorous understanding of the eidē would acknowledge that they
necessarily apply to all cases in which we speak eponymously. Consequently, Socrates’
focus on the human things isn’t based on a philosophical justification for their centrality
to all of philosophy, but rather on the disdain in which certain things are held by
convention. 29 Political philosophy cannot be first philosophy as a restriction of
philosophy’s scope.30 To be first philosophy simply, it must be the point from which
every philosopher must begin. Such pride of place can be philosophically justified only if
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Whereas Parmenides initially presents pairs of contraries—like and unlike, motion and rest,
etc.—when it comes to his treatment of the human things, he mentions only one side, and doesn’t consider
the bad, the unjust, and the ugly. I owe this observation to Stewart Umphrey.
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Cf. Benardete 2012, 230; de Torres 2005, 9; Strauss 2003, 186-7.

30

In other words, Socrates was not a narrow specialist (cf. 1.I.1).
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the concern with being is grounded in a concern with the human things, i.e. if
metaphysics can only be properly understood, and thus must be understood, within the
context of political philosophy. As it now stands, however, Socrates’ privileging of the
human things has no such basis. Nevertheless, the argument gives some indication as to
how the human things are the proper context in which to understand being as a whole.
Socrates can only honor the human things and dishonor the lowly things by applying or
withholding the term “eidos” if that term is itself a mark of honor or distinction, a title.31
Every person is a human being, but only some are called men or ladies. Parmenides’
argument recalls a premise in Socrates’ speech, which Socrates’ corroborates when he
dismisses the lowly things by saying they are just as we see them (cf. 130d4-5: tauta men
ge haper horōmen, tauta kai einai) (cf. 2.II.13). The eidē are higher in worth than our
perceptions because they set in order, and thus complement or complete, the disorder in
our perceptions, i.e. we prize the eidē because we are dissatisfied with our perceptions.32
A desire for clarity and order over and against ambiguity and disorder drives our use of
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Dorter interprets this argument as an attack on the Republic’s account of the good as the cause
of being. Here, however, it is much more the case that the beautiful is at play than the good. Dorter’s slide
is aided by his use of the term “value” as a stand in for any end, be it good, just, or beautiful (cf. Dorter
1994, 21-3, 24-5).
32

Allen takes the argument to imply that “there is a dialectical twist or, if you will, a piece of
dramatic irony in this: precisely because hair, mud, and dirt are worthless and trivial, Socrates had endowed
them with independent and substantial reality” (Allen 1997, 126). Allen’s conclusion is a result of his
continued comparison of the respective positions he sees developed by Plato in the Parmenides and by
Aristotle. While Platonism and Aristotelianism may indeed form two horns of a dilemma between separate
forms and substantial reality, Socrates displays no awareness of or concern with such a dilemma. And at
this point in particular, his behavior implies that he would find it troubling to endow anything lowly like
hair, mud, and dirt with any ontological dignity, whatever form that might take.
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logos, and, by extension, its metaphysical presupposition, the eidē.33 The attempt to make
sense of our perceptions is somehow part of the good, such that the question of the good
and the question of being are somehow necessarily bound together.
4. If political philosophy is to be anything more than a restriction in philosophy’s
scope, Parmenides’ critique of the eidē must show Socrates in what manner the question
of the good governs the question of being. In the second and third parts of his critique,
Parmenides will turn to the eidē as such. That is, he will not directly consider the point
just raised. As he proceeds, he will show Socrates that the eidē necessarily mix, precisely
what Socrates had requested someone demonstrate and what he had unknowingly already
begun to do himself (cf. 2.II.8). Having shown Socrates that they mix, and consequently
raising doubts about participation, Parmenides will then, in the fourth part, consider what
the case would be, should participation be impossible, i.e. should we have no access to
the eidē. Because the eidē are somehow part of the good, the fourth part will induce a
sense of crisis, thus elucidating how the eidē constitute part of our good, i.e. how the
question of being is grounded in the question of the good. As we will see, Parmenides
will link the two by way of knowledge, rule, and the divine, setting metaphysics and
epistemology within the context of politics and theology. In this way, he will show
Socrates how political philosophy is not merely a sub-species of philosophy, only
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Allen’s view is that “Socrates’ answer to Parmenides’ question of the extent of Ideas has
committed him to a world order in which the relation of characters to things characterized must be
construed as a relation obtaining between items substantially distinct in nature and reality, and further, a
world order in which sensibles, or some of them, are substrates, bearers that exist separately from the
properties derived from Ideas they bear. If participation is to be possible, that derivation must be explained”
(Allen 1997, 128). Because the simultaneous separation of and relationality between form and participant
were confirmed at the beginning, Allen’s appraisal of Plato’s intention here renders much, if not all, of this
part of Parmenides’ critique superfluous, and thus falling short of his appraisal of that critique and Plato’s
literary abilities (cf. Allen 1997, 68, 104).
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incidentally related to other sub-species; rather, Parmenides will show Socrates how the
central question of political philosophy, the question of the good, informs the way we
approach the question of being, the central question of metaphysics (cf. 2.IV.9, 4.I.5).

Second Part (130e4 – 131e7)
5. The second part of Parmenides’ critique considers how the eidē relate to the
particulars. The eidē are able to lend their character to the particulars by means of what
Socrates calls participation or having a share (methexis). Parmenides’ and Socrates’
discussion of participation will take the following course: they first agree that the
particulars partake in the eidos either as a whole or as a part, after which Parmenides
demonstrates that neither is possible. Parmenides’ opening question, as to whether the
participants are eponymous with the eidē by participation, thus seems irrelevant to the
argument (130e4-1a3). That we use the same names for different things would seem to
have no bearing on how participation occurs. Yet eponymy provides the context for
participation as a phenomenon: only because we use the same names for different things
can we posit an eidos that governs their character by way of participation. To question
participation is thus to question eponymy, and to question eponymy is to question logos.
By beginning the critique of participation with an affirmation of the centrality of
eponymy, Parmenides indicates that he is inspecting the premises of logos. The
apparently superfluous first question thus serves the all-important purpose of binding the
first and second parts of the critique. The first part showed Socrates the contradiction
between his attempt to save all of logos, on the one hand, and only the human things, on
the other. His restriction of the scope of the eidē to the human things had a basis in the
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opinions or esteem of human beings, and not in logos. So, by taking up eponymy and
participation more generally, Parmenides brings Socrates’ attention away from his
allegiance to the opinions of human beings and toward the universal applicability of the
eidē. Focusing on the eidē generally, and not restricting them to a certain set of beings,
namely the human things, Parmenides will show Socrates the difficulties in the premises
to our use of logos, regardless of what we apply it to. Parmenides makes Socrates begin
where he should have begun. With the second part of the critique, Parmenides starts
Socrates out on the path to philosophy.34
6. Parmenides proceeds along the lines outlined above, first asking Socrates
whether there’s any alternative to participation in the whole eidos or in a part of it
(131a4-6). Socrates agrees that these are the only possibilities (131a7). Parmenides then
tries to dismiss participation as a whole with a single proposition argument: the eidos
couldn’t remain one while being in many things (131a8-9).35 Socrates doesn’t see the
problem (131a10-11). In his approach to the phenomenon of eponymy, he seems to place
special emphasis on the implications of our using the same name, rather than our
application of that name to different things. Such was the emphasis in his speech, we
recall (cf. 2.II.8). Of course, eponymy lends itself to such emphasis. We use the same
name for different things because they look alike. To name this common look is to assert
that the different things, for all their difference, all share something that is present equally
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There is, then, a thematic link between the first and second parts, contra Cornford 1977, 83-4.
As regards the link between the first part and the critique as a whole, cf. 2.II.7, 34.
35

As Allen observes, Parmenides’ argument assumes there are multiple participants (Allen 1997,
130). That is, they are considering the metaphysics of eponymy, not of proper names.
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in each (cf. 132d9-e5). To claim that the particular partakes in the eidos as a whole is to
take our bearings by the experience that initially leads us to speak eponymously. Yet
because the name reflects what is like in the things of perception, it involves an initially
unjustified suppression of what is unlike in what we name. We must still ask what leads
us to emphasize and name those like features and whether these same objects of sense
would receive other names in the context of different objects of sense, i.e. whether a
different likeness would show itself. Parmenides must draw Socrates’ attention away
from his emphasis on our using the same name for different things and toward an
awareness of how we use the same name for different things.
7. As the argument proceeds, it becomes clear that the beautiful is at play in the
experience that gives rise to naming. Parmenides expands on his point: if something is in
many separate things at the same time, it will also be separate from itself (131a10-b2).
Socrates resists Parmenides’ argument by employing an image: this wouldn’t be the case,
he replies, if the eidos were like a day (hēmera), which is one and the same and not
separate from itself, even though it’s “in many places at the same time” (pollachou hama)
(131b3-6). Parmenides remarks that it is quite pleasant (hēdeōs) the way Socrates makes
(poieis) one and the same thing be “at the same time in many places” (hama pollachou)
(131b7-8). Socrates’ image holds together the eidos that Parmenides’ argument tried to
break apart. Accordingly, Parmenides hints that Socrates’ use of the day image is poetic,
noting as well its pleasant effect of resolving the problem being raised. He jokingly hints
to Socrates that he is attracted to the image not because it is true, but because he finds its
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poetic beauty pleasant.36 Because the image is meant to justify logos’ use of eponymy,
Parmenides’ comment suggests that the beautiful is in some way at work in our using the
same name for different things. In noticing some common features in many different
things, we name the commonality, focusing on the sameness and ignoring the difference.
We articulate our understanding of the order (kosmos) governing the differing objects of
perception at the expense of a full awareness of the complexity of these objects.
Ultimately, we suppress this complexity for the sake of emphasizing the perceived order.
Parmenides thus brings Socrates closer to the cause of why he was inclined to use the
eidos as a title by which to bestow honor on the human things over and against the lowly
and dishonorable things: because they put the disorder of our experiences into order, the
eidē are more beautiful than those experiences.
8. The locus of the disagreement is whether the eidos can be “in many places at
the same time” (pollachou hama). Socrates’ image allows for this in a suspect way: the
parts are various places, while the whole is daytime, so that the parts are understood
spatially, while the whole is understood temporally. The image thus proves inconsistent:
the parts of a day aren’t places, but moments in time, and the whole of places isn’t a day,
but space. Socrates seems to read the phrase “in many places at the same time”
(pollachou hama) into this image, using time to solve the problem simultaneity poses to
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Parmenides’ comment on the irrational appeal Socrates makes is at odds with those commenters
who attempt to detect, in this brief interchange of images, a complex interchange of premises and senses. In
instances such as these, Plato’s dramatic intention shines bright: the discussion is manifestly not a dry
enumeration of propositions and inferences, but the glassy-eyed optimism of a young Socrates on his first
foray into a metaphysical debate. As soon as Parmenides begins critiquing the eidē as such, and not just
Socrates’ privileging certain ones over others, Socrates exposes the hope he has invested in them by
concocting an inarticulate image to assuage his reason. Cf. Panagiotou 1987, 10-24.
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unified presence.37 Parmenides stresses this point with a chiasmus when he repeats
Socrates’ formula back to him as “at the same time in many places” (hama pollachou):
hama isn’t the solution of the eidos as an omnipresent day, but the problem of the
simultaneity of participation as necessitating separation.38 Parmenides corrects Socrates’
image with his own, in which he represents both the parts of the eidos and the whole
eidos in spatial terms.39 In this image, the whole is a covering many people, with a
different part of the sail over each (131b8-c4). The image thus implies that the eidos is
partitioned because only a part of it is in each participant (131c5-8). They thus conclude
that, in truth, the one eidos can in no way be partitioned by them and still be one (131c911). Although it corrects Socrates’ image, Parmenides’ also proves problematic: in the
image the sail remains whole, but in the argument the eidos is partitioned. Parmenides
can only keep the sail whole by putting it over each person, rather than in each, as the
eidos had originally been understood (cf. 131a8-b2, b6, 9, c2, 3, 6: epi vs. en). Only once
he has returned to speaking of the eidos does Parmenides finally switch back to using
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The only way the image would work would be if all the parts were next to one another. But this
would be to deny the separation of the particulars, as though they were lumped together. This is not true of
our perceptions, but is rather the activity of mind, which groups our perceptions together. This grouping
action becomes an explicit theme of discussion in the third part of the critique, where psuchē is discussed.
38

As Benardete notes, “Socrates’ answer introduces an image: he is forced to appeal to sight in
talking about mind” (Benardete 2012, 236). The image breaks down once it is translated back into the
phenomenon it is introduced to describe. Allen’s analysis is helpful. “Assume that Day means not the light
of day but a period of time. Then Socrates has suggested that a period of time may be one and the same and
yet in many places at once. If ‘at once’ is given its normal temporal sense, this implies that a period of time
can be in many places at the same time. Since a time cannot be in a place at a time, this is absurd” (Allen
1997, 132). In short, the moment we attempt to spell out the image, it appears to be either redundant or just
a restatement of the problem. For a reason to favor the latter, see the following note.
39

What I take for a correction, Dorter takes for a misrepresentation (cf. Dorter 1994, 29). To be
sure, the entirety of the argument is pushing us toward a non-spatial understanding of the eidē, which
Socrates seems here to light upon, only to be dragged away, unaware of what he has lost. Nevertheless,
Parmenides does bring him to a non-spatial understanding of the eidē by the end of the dialogue, one not so
easily asserted and then dismissed, but rather driving the philosophic enterprise as such (cf. 4.I).
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“in.” Parmenides’ switch to “over” in his image suggests that the unity of the eidos comes
not with the reward of the light of Socrates’ day, but at the cost of ignorance’s darkness
in Parmenides’ sail: the human being, in all his multiplicity, remains lost.40 Further,
Parmenides demonstrates that Socrates has not considered the relationship between the
eidos as something separate from, and thus “over,” the particulars and the eidos as
something indicated by, and thus “in,” the particulars.41 Parmenides will not expose the
importance of these twin demands made of the eidē until the greatest impasse (cf. 2.III.24
ff.).42
9. Since the particulars can’t participate in the whole eidos, Parmenides and
Socrates turn to consider the second possibility, whether they can participate in a part of
the eidos. Parmenides argues that this, too, is impossible. He gives three examples in his
demonstration. First, if the eidos of the great is partitioned, each great thing will be great
by means of a small part of the great itself, so that the great itself will in some respect be
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Benardete locates the problem in the generality of the eidos: “As it is, opinions stand in the way
of what the beings are; they are as obscuring as the sail Parmenides has Socrates spread over many men.
The single day of Socrates becomes the single night of day in which nothing can be known. Socrates’ ideas,
Parmenides implies, are too general to tell us anything about human beings underneath. Despite its name
the eidos of Socrates shows nothing” (Benardete 2012, 236). Allen echoes this interpretation. “The
Dilemma [of Participation] is Janus-faced, guardian of a door that swings outward to a transcendence of the
irrelevant, and inward to an immanence of the indistinct” (Allen 1997, 144).
41

As Allen rightly observes, “the young Socrates has been brought face to face with the
consequences of his own admissions. He believes that each Idea is one because when many things are
called by the same name, they partake of the same Idea. He also believes that if anything participates in an
Idea, that Idea, in whole or in part, is in it. But how can one idea be over the many, and yet in the many?”
(Allen 1997, 166)
42

Sprague notes the similarity between Parmenides’ argument here and one Dionysiodorus gives
in the Euthydemus, rejecting the former as just as unserious, and therefore unworthy of consideration, as the
latter (cf. Sprague 1967, 91-8). Many of the arguments in the Euthydemus touch on all-important subjects
in an apparently flippant way. Yet Sprague’s article inclines me to think that what allows such flippant
treatment is the obscurity of what Socrates inquires into, and, therefore, that playfulness can only emerge as
a vice because it is also necessary as a virtue. It is hasty, then, to conclude that two playful treatments of an
obscurity are to equal degrees dismissible.
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small; this, Socrates agrees, is irrational (alogon), presumably since the eidē would then
mix (131c12-d3).43 Further, something will be equal by taking away a part of the equal
that is less than the equal itself, so that a part of the equal will be less; Socrates says that
this is impossible (adunaton), presumably, again, since the eidē mix in this example
(131d4-6). Third, and finally, if someone among them has a part of the small, the small
will be greater than this small thing, and so mixing would once again occur; Socrates
replies that this couldn’t come to be at all (ouk an genoito…touto ge) (131d7-e2).44
Socrates’ responses grow in intensity with each example, as he goes from calling the
conclusions irrational—what is impossible to say or reason—to saying they couldn’t
come to be at all—what is impossible to occur in the beings themselves. The link
between the two is the impossible (to adunaton), which could apply equally to logos as it
could to genesis. Surely something impossible has arisen from the argument, but it isn’t
clear whether the impediment is in logos or genesis.
10. That Parmenides uses only quantitative, spatial terms suggests that the
impossibility arises on the side of logos, and not genesis. Spatial terms prove especially
problematic for the following reason. Participation, as Parmenides and Socrates earlier
agreed, occurs either as participation in a part of the eidos or in the whole eidos. But part-
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Panagiotou rightly homes in on alogon and argues that this part of the argument—the three
examples—is epistemological in character, and not ontological (cf. Panagiotou 1982, 45-52). Yet by not
focusing on the third example, to which Socrates responds by saying ouk an genoito, Panagiotou passes
over the fact that the epistemological implications put the ontology beyond our reach.
44

That the eidos can be spoken of attributively as the quality that gives rises to it is necessary for
us to have direct access to it in the particular: the eidos is a look, and nothing but that look (cf. Cornford
1977, 85-7; my note 23).
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whole relationships are themselves spatial. 45 The argument therefore assumes that
participation and the eidē are spatial in character.46 But this assumption is by no means
self-evident, and in fact rather problematic: the very nature of participation is to be
absent, and thus not to exhibit the spatiality of what is present. The argument is thus
directed not so much against participation, but more so against the problem of speaking
about participation. In speaking about it, we attempt to articulate something non-spatial
by means of logos. But since logos names the objects of sense, i.e. spatial objects, it must
use spatial terminology even for what isn’t spatial.47 While this interpretation undermines
Parmenides’ argument and allows for the possibility of participation, and thus of a
meaningful use of eponymy, it exposes a much graver impasse: if the eidē are the
metaphysical presuppositions of logos, and their relation to the objects of sense is one of
participation, then to be unable to explain participation is to be unable to assess logos’
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Regarding part/whole relationships as necessarily spatial, even when applied to time, consider
the form of the argument running from 154c5-5c4 (cf. 3.II.66-7).
46

Dorter claims that “by treating forms as if they were spatially extended and capable of addition,
subtraction, and division, [this portion of the argument] exemplifies the confusion between formal and
material causality that Socrates warned against in the Phaedo” (Dorter 1994, 28). While Parmenides and
Socrates are indeed treating the eidē as if they were spatially extended, it does not follow that the addition
and subtraction are forms of material causation, for the division in question is an account of participation,
and it is puzzling to think of material causation as relying on such an account. Indeed, those to whom
materialism appeal often cite its dismissal of formal causation, and the concomitant participation, as a
virtue.
47

The objection that Parmenides’ understanding of part-whole relations is excessively spatial or
material presupposes that there is a completely non-spatial or non-material way of speaking of such
relations. Cf. Cornford 1977, 85-7, 90. The language is metaphorical, as is often noted, because we must
use spatial language for what is non-spatial, thus necessarily falling into metaphor (cf. Dorter 1994, 45).
Allen takes the spatial language at face value, and arrives at an oddly locative and materialist understanding
of participation (cf. Allen 1997, 140-5).
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premises.48 Socrates feels the full extent of the difficulty of not being able to explain
participation: when asked if he sees any other way the different things can partake of the
eidē, Socrates says it doesn’t seem easy to him at all, uttering the sole oath of the
dialogue (131e3-7). His attempt to rescue “all that is said” (panta ta legomena) has only
exposed the questionability of logos’ premises, and the obstacle to assessing them.
Whatever understanding we may develop of the eidē, they must be non-spatial in
character. Socrates seemed nascently aware of this in his appeal to something non-spatial,
time. Nevertheless, his image covered over the difficulty of presence by appealing to
time, in particular, to explain something seen in the particulars.
11. In the second part, Parmenides has pulled Socrates away from clinging to the
unity claimed in logos’ use of eponymy by demonstrating how questionable logos’
premises are. Eponymy draws our experiences together by calling many of them by one
name. The eidē appeal to our dissatisfaction with the disorder of our experience and set
them in order, acting as the beautiful complement to our experiences. The preceding
rubric rests on a crucial premise: participation. Because participation is the absent
connection between the eidos and the present things logos names, logos proves unable to
assess its premises. That is, participation, the premise of logos, can be no more than a
postulate, albeit a necessary one that we cannot avoid. However, inasmuch as we remain
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Allen’s account is quite helpful: “The conviction that characteristics are somehow immanent in
the things that have them, tied as it is to the conviction that this our world of sensibles is primarily real, is
an enduring element in the history of metaphysical reflection. It is as old as Aristotle and Anaxagoras, and
as an unconscious assumption it is as old as mankind; no one questioned it before Plato and the historical
Parmenides, and very few have questioned it since. Yet it presents a problem” (Allen 1997, 136; cf. 140). I
would add, with Plato’s Parmenides, that the problem, if assumed insoluble, is destructive of meaningful
speech.
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cognizant of the hypothetical character of logos, the beautiful promise the eidē make
cannot be fulfilled. With Socrates cognizant of the difficulties of assessing participation,
Parmenides proceeds into the third part of the critique, in which he analyzes how the
particulars relate to the eidē, i.e. why we are inclined to posit them in the first place and
what the premises of access to the eidē are.

Third Part (131e8 – 133a7)
12. Because Parmenides next considers how the particulars relate to the eidē, the
argument must also discuss how we, who are among the particulars, relate to the eidē, i.e.
it must also discuss inquiry. But if the premises of logos cannot be assessed, then what
path remains for inquiry? Having uttered the only oath of the dialogue, Socrates is
certainly at an impasse: he accepts that he cannot explain the eidē, and yet he understands
them to be necessary to the use of logos. With Socrates at an impasse, Parmenides
attempts to articulate to him the experience that led him to posit each eidos as one
(132a1: oimai se…oiesthai). In the second part of the critique, Socrates was attracted to
the day as a fitting image for participation because of how it accounted for the attractive
unity of the eidos. From here, we can see what links the second part of the critique to the
third. The second part showed why the unity of the eidos is questionable and why logos is
unable to assess its metaphysical presuppositions. The third part, in turn, by considering
the particulars—ourselves included—with respect to the eidē, criticizes the experience
that leads us to posit them. It thus shows the error in our approach to our experience that
leads us to the problems of the second part. Taking Parmenides’ hint from the second
part, we should expect this error somehow to involve the beautiful. By showing
!
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specifically how our attraction to the beautiful is at play in how we posit the eidē, the
third part will bring us that much closer to seeing how the question of the good is central
to the question of being—how political philosophy is first philosophy.
13. The eidē may themselves be beautiful, but how is the beautiful at play in the
positing of the eidē? Parmenides explains Socrates’ experience to him as follows:
whenever many things should seem (doxē) to him to be great, it seems (dokei), upon
looking (idonti), that there is perhaps some one look (idea) over all of them, from which
he supposes the great is one (132a2-4). Socrates affirms that such is his experience in
truth (alēthē) (132a5). Eponymy comes about when the way a variety seems (doxē) meets
with someone looking (idonti), out of which arises a second seeming (dokei), that of the
look (idea). The act of looking (idein) leads to the positing of the look (idea) in reaction
to the dual seeming. The person looking reifies his activity of idein into the idea, the
activity thereby assuming an existence independent of the actor. In this move, the source
of the “look” in the one “looking” is concealed. By substituting idea for eidos,
Parmenides points linguistically to the source of the eidē in the actively looking (idein)
human being, a connection still apparent, though less obvious, in the connection between
eidos and eidenai, “knowing.” But what causes us to make this shift? The move from the
activity of looking to the positing of the independent look is achieved by means of the
beautiful. When the person looking externalizes his activity as the independent look, he
implicitly claims that he has seen the order of the objects of sense, and to have direct
access to it (cf. 2.II.8). He must therefore assume his position is a correct position,
perhaps even the correct position, from which to see the order of the objects of sense.
Because this assumption is not self-evidently justified, the shift from “looking” to “look”
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cannot be completed with full confidence. To affirm that the look at which we look is
indeed the look itself is to ignore the assumption of the adequacy of our perspective. To
ignore this assumption is to choose to claim to have found unity rather than to remain
skeptical. Skepticism is justified on the grounds that the unity may be conditioned on the
particularity of the place from which and of the person by whom it is seen. We forget our
role, opting instead, as Parmenides said, pleasantly to make (hēdeōs poiein) one and the
same thing be in many places at the same time (pollachou hama) (cf. 131b7-8). The
pleasant satisfaction of having arrived at the order of things is chosen over the true
grounds for skepticism, with the poetic activity of constructing this unity thereby hidden.
By ignoring these grounds for skepticism, we choose the beautiful over the true.
14. Parmenides reformulates Socrates’ experience as the premise for the
arguments that follow: “the great itself and the different great things—if in the same way
you should look (idēs) over all by means of your soul (psuchē)…” (132a6-7). 49
Parmenides will examine the consequences of the assumption that the inference from
looking (idein) to the look (idea) is justified. By exposing the absurdity of the
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Most of the secondary literature ignores that Parmenides explicitly constructs the so-called
“third man” argument as based on a presupposition about psuchē. The cause of this oversight appears to be
the desire to find a basis for Aristotle’s discussion of the “third man” in the Parmenides (cf. my note 52).
Cf. Cornford 1977, 88-90. Although Allen recognizes that the premise of the argument is that we look over
both the idea and the participants “in the same way” (though to be precise, it is by means of the same
thing), he translates psuchē as mind and soul interchangeably. He thereby obfuscates the problem
Parmenides has raised, of how to put perception and thought together into an understanding of psuchē, and
raising, in the case of mind, the even more troubling difficulty, of how mind can look directly at the
particulars (cf. Allen 1997, 10, 155, 167). Likewise Vlastos 1954, 321, 322. Because soul shifts after it
initial notices the eidos in the particulars toward the later assertion of a second eidos, Vlastos’ proposition q
must be revised from “a, b, c are perceived as F in virtue of F-ness” to “a, b, c, F-ness are perceived as F in
virtue of F1-ness.” That is, as Allen observes, “the pluralities…are different, in that the first does not
contain Largeness1 and the second does” (Allen 1997, 156). Thus Vlastos’ claim that the protases are
inconsistent is merely a statement of the shift required to notice the eidos in such a way that it is initial
absent from, but then thereafter present as though within, the particulars (cf. Vlastos 1954, n. 6 [321-2]).
Cf. my note 53.
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assumption, he will invalidate the premise. Before he has even begun the argument,
however, Parmenides’ reformulation already shows the direction he will take. Here, we
find the first occurrence of psuchē in the Parmenides, the only other occurrence being in
this argument, as well. This is to be expected: if the positing of a look means the activity
of the looking human being must be concealed, then Parmenides must bring Socrates
back to the human being’s activities of perceiving and positing, the activities of psuchē.
The premise as stated has the human being look (idēs) over the great itself and the many
great things by means of psuchē, spoken of as if it were simply one.50 Parmenides hints
that Socrates’ error turns on a failure to distinguish positing and perceiving: he assumes
that psuchē looks upon the objects of sense and the eidē by means of the same, singular
activity of looking.51 By invalidating the premise, Parmenides will make the problem of
unifying the activities of psuchē central. To see how the eidē are broken up means to see
how psuchē, which appears to be one, is the seat of multiple activities. The argument will
therefore only invalidate the eidē within the context of the claim that psuchē is able to
perceive the objects of sense and the eidē by means of the singular activity of looking.
The argument thus offers no criticism of the eidē understood within the context of the
problem of putting the multiple activities together into the one thing we call “psuchē.”
Indeed, the argument directs us to such an understanding as the only one that is viable.
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The eidē cannot be understood, therefore, as non-phenomenal universals. To name many things
with the same names is implicitly to claim that we can see some one thing, in which they all share, i.e. that
there is an eidos governing the way things look. The eidos is the look itself that leads us to provide the
same name, and thus posit a separate entity, which is, despite being separate, still present in the particulars
as their look, by way of participation. Only in this way can our initial noticing of it through sight even be
possible. We cannot, therefore, dismiss the “third man” argument by saying that the eidos and the
particulars are of a different order, as in Cornford 1977, 90.
51
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Cf. Dorter 1994, 32-3.
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15. Parmenides uses the above premise to ground his refutation, which takes the
form of a reductio ad absurdum. If psuchē could look over the particulars and the eidos
by means of a singular activity, another eidos of greatness would appear, coming to be
alongside greatness itself and its participants; the second eidos would in turn be followed
by another over the other two eidē and the particulars, by means of which all would be
great, and so on; accordingly, each of the eidē will no longer be one, but limitless in
multitude (132a10-b2).52 To look over the eidos and its participants at the same time by
the same activity would establish the same sort of relationship among them that the
participants have with respect to one another, so that eidos after eidos must be. It’s
difficult to understand what the eidos of both the eidos and what participate in the latter
eidos would be, to say nothing of the subsequent eidē we’d have to say are in addition to
the first two. Whatever these new eidē might be, the argument attempts to impress upon
us that the eidos must be absent from our sensory experience, and thus that some second
activity is at play—or, perhaps better, that the activity of looking is in fact twofold in
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This portion of the argument, and the similar likeness regress at the end of the third part of the
critique, has been so thoroughly treated, that already in 1955 Vlastos was willing to claim that “hardly a
text in Plato has been discussed as much in the last forty years” (Vlastos 1954, 319). Since Vlastos’
enormously influential article, the literature has only ballooned further. Vlastos’ influence stems from his
argument that the “Self-Predication Assumption,” i.e. that “F-ness is itself F,” contradicts the “Nonidentity
Assumption,” i.e. that “if x is F, x cannot be identical with F-ness,” for the conclusion follows that, since Fness is F, F-ness cannot be identical with F-ness (Vlastos 1954, 324-5; Vlastos maintained this view
against his critics: cf. Sellars 1955 with Vlastos 1955, Geach 1956 with Vlastos 1956; thus Vlastos 1965,
231 n. 1). The contradiction does seem to me to obtain. I choose not to enter into this thicket, but rather
simply to propose that the dissolution of this difficulty is had not through a consideration of which premise
we ought to reject, but rather an inquiry into what leads us to slide so easily from F-ness qua separate eidos
to F-ness qua present eidos. The answer lies in the very term eidos, which should not be taken solely as an
ontological term, but a phenomenal one, as well. Taking this duality into consideration, we notice that it
implies a unity of perception and thought, such that we are inclined to both toward the self-predication of
the eidos and the assumption of non-identity. We must, therefore, turn to psuchē and consider how these
two activities of perception and thought can be put together. And it is precisely this that Parmenides does in
the text, and on which I attempt to give thorough comment in the body of the text. Cf. my note 53.
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character. That is, the absence of the eidos points to its non-sensory character: it is with
respect to thought, not to perception. More precisely—for the two cannot be entirely
separated from one another—it is an act of noticing or positing the eidos as being in
reaction to what is perceived. The eidos cannot be understood as the product of a single
activity of looking, but rather comes to light as the outcome of two activities: the many
things that seem great and the look that seems to be over all do not seem to the same
activity of psuchē (cf. 132a2: doxē and dokei). The reification of the activity of idein into
the idea also unifies the various activities of psuchē. Because this reification is a function
of our attraction to the beautiful, that attraction’s promise isn’t simply that of unifying
our disordered experience, but also of unifying the various activities of psuchē. That is,
the disorder of our perceptions leads us to posit, if not notice, an unperceived order that
governs their character, which in turns promises to make what is posited and what is
perceived seem the same. The promise to make sense of our experience is beautiful
because it promises to unify psuchē’s multiple activities: psuchē’s activity of perception
can be dissatisfying only if there is some other part of psuchē that wants them to be in an
order.53 We could not speak of the disorder of our perceptions without a conflict between
these two activities.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Hence it is not the case that “the regress arises precisely from the assumption that the predicate
remains the same at every stage, but that the ground or reason for applying it differs at every stage” (Allen
1997, 157). The absurdity is that what one sought out as the one that governed the many turns out to be just
as many, if not more, than that many, by turning out to be infinitely many. Nor do we need the argument
about largeness from the second part of the critique, and the assumption that every eidos is large, in order to
have the argument go through and to generalize it to every eidos (cf. Allen 1997, 157-8, 163). Again, we
must, with Parmenides, stress the phenomenal implications of the words eidos and idea, such that selfpredication allows the regress to occur with every eidos. Cf. my note 50.
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16. The argument thus forces Socrates to turn his attention to the process by
which we infer that there are eidē governing our sensory experience. That is, by showing
Socrates the absurd consequences of holding psuchē together in its apprehension of
sensory experience and the eidē, and that the eidē must therefore be absent from our
sensory experience, Parmenides draws his attention to the lack of unity in the activities of
psuchē: the activity of positing must be understood more distinctly, though not to say
entirely apart, from that of perceiving. Socrates’ response shows that he is aware he must
turn to psuchē to address the difficulty: he claims that each of the eidē is a thought that
comes to be nowhere else but in psuchē (132b3-6). In Socrates’ proposed solution,
psuchē is no longer the single instrument (cf. 132a7: tē psuchē) by which we apprehend
both sensory experience and the eidē through a single activity, but rather houses the eidē
within itself in a completely separated pair of activities. Socrates breaks up the activities
of psuchē by keeping one external—perceiving—and the other internal—positing.54 The
slide from idein to idea is no longer the externalization of our experience into the
independent look, but the internalization of our experience into an order in psuchē. By
internalizing the eidē, however, Socrates’ solution comes at the cost of frustrating our
desire for the eidē to make sense of our experience in truth. He chooses to hold onto the
beautiful unity of the eidē rather than their being in what are perceived—indeed, rather
than favoring the overwhelming experience that, in those moments, we have discerned
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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“Instead of turning back to examine the primary assumptions of the arguments that have
produced his perplexity, [Socrates] introduces a further assumption” (Allen 1997, 167). Allen is right to
criticize Socrates, though he doesn’t give him credit for the progress he does make, as outlined above.
Again, the difficulty lies in the general disregard for what Parmenides presents as the premise to the
argument. Cf. 2.III.14 and my note ad loc.
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the way things are through how they look. But if, as Socrates’ new formulation would
have it, the idea we posit isn’t the idea in truth, then psuchē’s two activities of perceiving
and positing haven’t been unified and the promise of the beautiful hasn’t been fulfilled. If
the eidos is just a thought in psuchē, then the order we posit is an assumed order, and not
the order that is. The eidos as a thought leaves us at odds with ourselves. To put psuchē’s
activities together, the eidē must be externalized. The beautiful is attractive not simply
because it gives us an order, but because it promises to be the order, effectively making
perception and positing one. To internalize the eidē as thoughts is to deny the element of
externalization essential to the attraction of the beautiful.
17. The ease with which Parmenides has Socrates externalize the eidē
demonstrates how essential externalization is to their beauty. They begin by agreeing that
it is impossible for a thought to be a thought of nothing, and that it must therefore be a
thought of something (tinos), namely something that is (ontos) (132b7-c2). They then
agree that it is of something one (henos tinos), which that thought thinks is over all (epi
pasin…epon), being some one idea (mian tina ousan idean) (132c3-5).55 By using idea in
place of eidos again, Parmenides recalls his earlier summary of the experience that led
Socrates to posit the eidē (cf. 132a1-5). Likewise, speaking of the idea as over (epi) all
the particulars, he also recalls the sail image he used to show Socrates that the particulars
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Allen observes that “Socrates has identified Ideas with thoughts in order to evade the Paradox of
Divisibility and the Largeness Regress, to allow Ideas both to be and to be one. He has now agreed that if a
thought is to be one, it is one only by virtue of the fact that it is of something, has a given content, and that
content must be if the thought is to be one. Put otherwise, if a thought depends for its unity on its content,
that content must be if the one thought is. It follows that if a thought is not of something which is, it is not
one” (Allen 1997, 172). To Allen’s interpretation, I would add that whereas Socrates often asks, “What is
x?,” he often precedes this question with the question of, “Is x something?,” with the latter being the often
unnoticed premise of the former. Allen’s comment neatly summarizes what it means to assent to the latter
question, so that we may ask the more famous, former question.
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cannot partake of the eidos as a whole. By understanding the eidos as being “over,” rather
than “in,” the particulars, the sail image held the eidos together. Despite this flaw,
Parmenides invokes the understanding of participation implicit in the image as part of the
argument. The argument thus employs the flawed image and the experience that gives
rise to naming in the context of arguing for the necessary externalization of the eidē.
Parmenides suggests not only that the eidos must be externalized, but also that we
necessarily fall into the error of choosing the beautiful over the true in the very act of
externalization. The look is posited as being over the particulars because the thought
thinks (to noēma noei) that is where the look is. Because our perceptions are external, we
also consider the common thing governing their character as being over them, and thus
also external. While the activity that leads to this positing is surely one of thought, we do
not think what is being thought resides only in psuchē, but rather in the things that
seemed like enough to lead us to posit the eidos in the first place. Looking at our
perceptions, we are struck by the formal consistency over a variety of different things.
We see something unified in them and are drawn to conclude that this unity governs their
character. The attraction to an order in our perceptions is necessarily an attraction outside
ourselves and into an external order. Socrates was right to draw a distinction within the
activity of psuchē, but went to far in holding them completely apart from one another.
18. Parmenides concludes that the eidos is always (aei) the same thing over all
(cf. 132c6-8). The order posited isn’t only posited to be external, but eternal as well. The
inclusion of aei is Parmenides’ clue that the eidē speak to some longing, for we want
psuchē’s two activities of perceiving and positing to be resolved not simply for the time
being, but for all time. Such a resolution can only be had if we have access to an order
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that is final, i.e. only through access to an eternal order. Socrates’ willingness to posit the
eidē as thoughts that come to be in psuchē undercuts psuchē’s desire for unity through
knowledge of the order governing our apparently disordered experiences. While Socrates
made his move to internalize the eidē so as to save them from Parmenides’ reductio, and
thus to save a crumbling philosophic position, there is nevertheless something impressive
in Socrates’ proposal: when given a choice between, on the one hand, asserting himself to
be part of an eternal and external order and, on the other hand, limiting his expectations
of what can be known on the basis of limitations in the human condition, Socrates
chooses the latter. Socrates chooses knowledge of the human condition as necessarily
limited over the beautiful promise of an eternal order. Indeed, that Socrates continues to
defend the eidē while limiting his expectations shows that even though he understands
the human situation to be limited, his drive for logoi never gives way to despair about the
possibility of philosophy simply because the beautiful promise can never be entirely
fulfilled. That this drive appears unconditioned by any other, that Socrates seems first and
foremost concerned with knowledge of the human condition, and not with convincing
himself of our ability to overcome that condition’s limitations, will be what leads
Parmenides to perform the extensive training that is to come—indeed, what determines
the structure of the dialogue as a whole (cf. 2.IV.10, 4.I.1 ff.).
19. With Socrates having externalized the eidē, Parmenides introduces an
additional conclusion (Ti de dē;): it’s necessary that the different things (ta alla)
partaking of the eidē either be comprised of thoughts (ek noēmatōn…einai)—and thus all
things think—or lack thought (anoēta), even though they’re thoughts (noēmata onta)
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(132c9-11).56 Socrates admits that this is irrational (oude touto…echei logon) (132c12).
The former is irrational because it isn’t the case that all things think, the latter because
it’s contradictory to maintain that thoughts lack thought. The former appeals to Socrates’
nascent awareness of a distinction between thinking and non-thinking things, while the
latter appeals to an inconsistency between the externalization of the eidē and his
commitment to the eidē as thoughts.57 Because the distinction between thinking and nonthinking things and the externalization of the eidē both must stand, Socrates must
reconsider his claim that the eidē are thoughts. Socrates initially proposed that the eidē
are thoughts because Parmenides’ reductio questioned the validity of the slide from the
activity of looking to that of positing an external, independent look. Parmenides was
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Noting the rarity, as well as the apparently non-philosophical use, of noēma elsewhere in Plato
and its prominence in Parmenides’ fragments, Allen concludes that “Socrates, in formulating his suggestion
that ideas are thoughts, has done so in a vocabulary that consciously echoes the historical Parmenides”
(Allen 1997, 169). This interesting interpretation of course begs the question as to why Socrates adopts this
vocabulary here. Is Socrates trying to curry Parmenides’ favor, mid-onslaught? That is, is this echo a sign
of his confessed fear of falling into an abyss of absurdity? This seems uncharacteristic, given his generally
open eagerness for refutation throughout the dialogue. More convincing is the possibility that Socrates is
impressed with Parmenides’ arguments, and attempts to incorporate into his eidē, so as to save them, what
he understands Parmenides’ teaching to be.
57

Dorter argues that the latter part of Parmenides’ argument “does not seem to have much force,
since the second alternative, that things may be constituted by thoughts without themselves thinking, is not
absurd. However, the second horn would no doubt have seemed more paradoxical in the days before
Berkeley and Kant than it does to us, Protagoras notwithstanding” (Dorter 1994, 36). Because Socrates
argues that the eidos is in the particulars, these thoughts would be present in the things themselves,
independent of any human being’s thinking them. As Allen observes, “Since a thought cannot be in
anything but a mind, the stick,” Allen’s example, “is a mind, whence it is reasonable to conclude that the
stick thinks. This result is absurd on the face of it, as implying that sticks and stones think because they
have qualities or characters in them” (Allen 1997, 177). This is quite different from the subjective turns of
Berkeley and Kant, to which Socrates’ initial position in this part of the argument appears more akin. Allen
rightly criticize those who identify Socrates’ initial position with these modern thinkers, but reject
Parmenides’ refutation for claiming to “have found here a nugget of refined epistemological gold in the
midst of what is otherwise a dialectical slag heap” (Allen 1997, 170; cf. 167-8). I agree, but differ in that I,
too, see the positions as similar, while accepting Parmenides’ argument. The part of the argument that
pertains to this question is not the refutation, but the rapidity with which Parmenides has Socrates
externalize the eidē, as discussed above. Allen’s criticism of this position is helpful, for it pushes us to ask
not so much whether we must externalize the eidē, but rather why we do it. That is, why does our
experience incline us both to subjectivism and idealism?
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successful in making Socrates look within, at psuchē, in his revision. In his critique of
that revision, Parmenides showed Socrates that looking at the human being’s positing of
the look means looking at how the human being looks and thinks outside himself.
Parmenides thus leads Socrates to look at how thought relates to the world around us.
With the present argument, Parmenides raises the consequent question: if there is a
fundamental distinction between what thinks and what does not, how can we use thought
as the means to understand what is different in kind from thought? In thinking about
beings and assuming they are intelligible, does everything take on our stamp? Is mind
commensurable with the world, and if so, how? Parmenides thus directs Socrates to
reconsider why being is in part comprised of thinking things, i.e. why part of being is a
being that desires knowledge of being as a whole. At the very least, Socrates will think
twice before speaking of himself as interchangeable with sticks and rocks (cf. 2.II.11,
13).
20. Socrates’ next answer shows that he is aware of the difficulty of putting
together thought and being. Just as before, he attempts to solve the problem quickly,
demonstrating a clear understanding of the issue at hand. He proposes that the eidē are
just like models standing in nature (paradeigmata…en tē phusei) (132c12-d2). The
different things are similar to the eidē and are likenesses of them, while the participation
itself (hē methexis hautē) in the eidē that comes to be for the different things isn’t
anything else (ouk allē tis) than being an image (eikasthēnai) of them (132d2-4). Nature
(phusis) is invoked here for the first time in the dialogue, right when Socrates attempts to
defend the commensurability of thought and being. As the place in which the eidē reside
as intelligible models for experience, phusis is introduced as the precondition for the
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possibility of inquiry into the eidē.58 The eidē no longer come to be only in psuchē as
thoughts, as in the last argument, but rather stand in phusis as models. Thought stands to
psuchē as eidos does to phusis. The two pairs meet in sensory experience, which leads
psuchē to posit in thought that there is an eidos in phusis, with the eidos standing to
sensory experience as original model to like image. But likeness, Parmenides and
Socrates agree, is a two-way street: if something resembles the eidos, that eidos must also
be like its image to the extent that the latter has been made like the former—if not, we
need some device (tis mēchanē) so that the like isn’t like what’s like it (132d5-8).59 If
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On the link between phusis and intelligibility in the Parmenides, cf. Cornford 1977, 92.
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Allen calls this “deceptively simple inference” the “symmetry assumption” (Allen 1997, 180-1).
His solution to Parmenides’ ensuing argument is to say that “sensibles, as wholly dependent images of
Ideas, are neither individual nor substantial, and if this is once granted, the way is open to inquire whether
the likeness of sensibles to ideas is not asymmetrical as separation is asymmetrical. This is the basis for
Proclus’ claim that paradigms are not like their images, though their images are like them: the Likeness
Regress fails by reason of the failure of the symmetry assumption, and with it the one over many premise
as applied to the relation of participants and Ideas” (Allen 1997, 186). While others agree to this
conclusion, Allen’s position seems to me the most articulate (cf. Zuckert 2009, 161; Dorter 1994, 38-9).
Allen immediately adds, “the issue raised by Proclus will not be settled by question-begging assumptions
about ‘the logic of our ordinary use’ in respect to likeness and resemblance. Platonism asks us to think
things, not words, and in so doing suggests the poverty of our ordinary conceptions in respect to reality.
The ‘logic of our language’ often masks the illogic of our thought” (Allen 1997, 186). My response to this
argument is twofold. First, and more importantly, the symmetry assumption follows from the claim of
direct access to the eidos. To view the eidos immanently alongside the particulars is to see them, as it were,
alongside one another. Again, this further relies on the fact that eidos isn’t simply an ontological term, but a
phenomenal one, as well (cf. my note 50; contra Allen 1997, 179: “if participation is resemblance, there is
no more reason to suppose that Ideas are in their participants”). Second, if our ordinary conception of
likeness is inadequate in this situation, then with what justification do we still call this “likeness” likeness?
Symmetry is so much a part of likeness that we easily slide from saying “a is like b” to “a and b are like,”
both in Greek and English. So, even if we accept that this conception assumed in “ordinary use” is
misleading, we must accept that taking the term likeness from ordinary use and applying it in this novel
context is plainly metaphoric (cf. Aristotle Metaphysics A.CITE.991a19-31CITE). To respond to Allen’s
objection in the way I have is not, therefore, to assert the logic of language and ignore the illogic of
thought, and thus avoid technical precision, but rather to counter the technical use itself with imprecision.
Now, Allen gives a more technical justification, namely, to quote again, “sensibles, as wholly dependent
images of Ideas, are neither individual nor substantial.” This does not seem to me a correct reading, namely
as regards their being “wholly” dependent, and that this implies a lack of individuality and substantiality, a
term not found in the Parmenides. Be that as it may, just prior to this claim Allen says that the sensible’s
separation from and likeness to the Idea, of which it is an image, are asymmetrical because “sensibles are
incapable of existing apart from Ideas,” whereas the reverse is not the case (Allen 1997, 186). And yet
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likeness is a two-way street, could we ever say with certainty that the eidos is the model
and the different things the image? In connection with this point, didn’t Parmenides
suggest that the eidos is an image constructed off of the particulars through a poetic
construction (cf. 131b7-9, 2.III.7)? Even if the eidē do stand in phusis as models for the
particulars, how do we know whether the model we construct off of the particulars is the
same as that in phusis? Are we not thereby right back in the problem of the beautiful that
has plagued the eidē throughout?
21. Formally, the argument Parmenides uses to refute Socrates’ latest position is
the same as the reductio with which he began this part of the critique. In this version,
however, Parmenides goes into greater detail regarding the relationship of sensory
experience to the eidē: what’s like something like necessarily partakes of the one, same
eidos, while the like things are like because they partake of that, the eidos itself (132d9e5). Parmenides begins with two universal statements about the eidē. Whatever objects of
sense that are like must partake of the same eidos, while whatever objects of sense
partake of the same eidos must, in turn, be like. 60 Likeness among particulars and
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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earlier he compares the likeness of the participants to the Idea to the likeness of one’s reflection in the
mirror to oneself (Allen 1997, 179). Both the reflection and the participants are incapable of existing apart
from one’s face and the Idea, respectively. In the case of the mirror, however, we are comfortable saying
both that the reflection is like the face and that the reflection and the face are like. Allen’s argument thus
begs the question: since the dependence of x on y for x’s existence is insufficient for determining that
likeness is asymmetrical, then what is? Allen’s problem seems to be an equivocation of “incapable of
existing apart from” and “wholly dependent images of, and so neither individual nor substantial.” But
again, this seems to me a peripheral debate. The likeness issue in fact emerges from the first point, which
exposes the premise of access. This in turn drives the fourth part of Parmenides’ critique, and thereby the
subsequent training that occupies the remainder of the dialogue.
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Cornford argues that Parmenides’ claims here are “not in agreement with Socrates’ original
statement (129A) that two things are alike when they partake of the Form Likeness. ‘This man is like that
man’ is not equivalent to ‘These men both partake of the Form, Man,’” with Cornford thereby able to
resolve the difficulty Parmenides raises (cf. Cornford 1977, 94). That Socrates did not, at the outset, include
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partaking in the same eidos are always found together. With this point in mind,
Parmenides brings in Socrates’ claim that the particulars are like the eidē in order to
complete the reductio once again. He begins by stating the conclusion: it isn’t possible
for something to be like the eidos, nor the eidos like another thing (132e6-7). The
argument is therefore intended to refute Socrates’ claim that the relationship between the
particular and the eidos of which it partakes is one of likeness to original model (cf.
133a2-3: ean to eidos tō heautou metechonti homoion gignētai), and will therefore leave
intact the claim that likeness among particulars and partaking in the same eidos are
always found together.61 By refuting the former, Parmenides will leave Socrates with the
sensory experience of likeness and the necessity of thinking of likeness in terms of
participating in absent eidē, an externalization he can neither explain nor avoid.
22. Parmenides continues: if it were possible for something to be like the eidos or
the eidos like another thing, another eidos would always come to appear beside the initial
eidos, and, should the second one also be like the first, another would in turn appear; and
in this way, the coming to be of new eidē would never cease, if the eidos comes to be like
the thing partaking in it itself (132e7-3a4). Because likeness is the relationship among the
objects of sense that indicates participation in the same eidos, the eidos cannot be like its
participants, for that would bring it into the same sort of relationship. Making the eidos
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Parmenides’ claims does not mean what he says can be so cursorily dismissed. Are not two men alike,
inasmuch as both are men? And when things are like, do we not notice and are we not therefore inclined to
name that likeness? Parmenides’ argument intends to bring Socrates back to the experience that gives rise
to speaking eponymously, i.e. to the experiential basis of the eidē in the likeness of the particulars. That
Parmenides must bring Socrates back to that experience means that he was ignoring it, and that Parmenides
must make explicit certain things Socrates failed to mention out of ignorance.
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Parmenides seems to go out of his way to emphasize what’s being questioned in the argument
by twice stating the premise, once negatively and once positively (cf. 132e6-7, 133a2-3).
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present requires another be absent, for we react to the present by positing the absent.
Because this is the last argument in the critique that treats participation, all Parmenides’
critique will allow us to say of the eidē with certainty is that to be like is to partake in the
same eidos, and likewise in reverse. Parmenides and Socrates conclude that it isn’t by
likeness that the different things partake of the eidē, and so something else must be
sought by which they partake (133a5-7). What is striking in this critique is that
Parmenides doesn’t consider the eidē to be refuted, nor even to be so questionable as to
incline him to suggest to Socrates that he look for another position. Rather, he asks us in
the conclusion to accept the eidē and attempt to understand in what way participation is
possible. This accords with the general trajectory of the argument, which has been to
show the difficulty of assessing the premises of logos, and thus the point at which the
hypothetical character of logos becomes apparent. The eidē are indeed questionable, but
as the premises of logos, they are necessary. Logos is hypothetical as regards
participation, the premise to logos’ use of eponymy.62 Participation is the link between
our sensory experience and the eidē, what we perceive and what we posit. To
demonstrate the validity of participation would be to demonstrate that psuchē’s activities
of perceiving by looking (idein) and positing looks (ideai) can indeed be made one, once
and for all. “Participation” thus refers both to the link between the eidos and sensory
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Cornford’s rather dismissive treatment of Parmenides’ arguments stems from a lack of
familiarity with the premises of those arguments, and leads him to the conclusion that “it is naïve to
conclude that Plato himself regarded the objections as seriously damaging his theory, although the nature of
participation is undoubtedly obscure and hard for our imaginations to conceive” (Cornford 1977, 95).
Oddly, Cornford portrays Plato, in his most extensive treatment of participation, as concerned with
something other than the actual obscurity of participation. Greater attention to the premises of Parmenides’
objections, however, shows that this obscurity is in fact at issue in Parmenides’ arguments.
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experience and to what would hold together perceiving and positing: to understand
participation is somehow to understand man’s desire for unity in the activities of psuchē.
The questions of what being is and what man is would therefore necessarily be bound up
with one another. Parmenides will develop this theme in the fourth part of the critique, as
well as in the training, where it becomes especially prominent (cf. 2.III.25 ff., 3.I.28-II.1).
23. The critique that began with positing an eidos of likeness, along with
everything else of which Zeno spoke (cf. 130b3-5), ends with understanding the eidē,
with all their difficulties, as bound with our experience of likeness. As noted earlier,
Zeno’s treatise showed that logos points to competing metaphysical doctrines by
conflating that things are with what they are (cf. 2.II.1 ff.). Things are like insofar as they
are, while they are unlike as regards what they are. Being is thus tacitly asserted to be
one, while being spoken of as many. Initially proposing his eidē as a solution, Socrates
must now face them as both problematic and necessary. Things are indeed like regarding
the fact that they are and unlike as regards what they are, but this likeness and unlikeness
must be considered in terms of participation in the eidē. That is, our use of logos proceeds
not by proper names alone, but by eponymy.63 The opposition between pluralism and
monism is replaced with the relationship of pluralism, monism, and the eidē. A limited
plurality governs our relationship both to the limitless plurality of experience and the
unity of all in being. More will be said on this relationship in the training, specifically in
the second and third deductions. For now, Parmenides leaves Socrates with the
observation that likeness among sensory objects and participation in the same eidos are
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In light of the eidē, proper names imply that what is named is one of a kind (cf. Hippias Major).
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necessarily always found together, which will somehow have to guide us away from
Socrates’ initially dogmatic understanding of the eidē and toward the revised
understanding for which Parmenides is preparing his young interlocutor (cf. 4.I.1-2).64
But with participation an indemonstrable hypothesis on which all knowledge is premised,
what is the status of human knowledge? And, still worse, if this hypothesis were false,
what would our situation amount to? Parmenides will turn to this all-important question
in the sequel, the fourth and final part of his critique.

Fourth Part (133a8 – 135c2)
24. Parmenides begins the final part of his critique by having Socrates reflect on what
they’ve just discussed, asking him if he sees the extent of the impasse for someone who
should determine (diorizētai) that there are eidē themselves by themselves (auta kath’
hauta) (133a8-9). Socrates says that he sees it very well (kai mala) (133a10). Having
assured himself that Socrates is aware of the gravity of the predicament, Parmenides
warns him (eu toinun isthi) that he has not yet, as the saying goes (hōs epos eipein),
touched upon the extent of the impasse, if he sets each eidos as one, always limiting
(aphorizomenos) it from the beings (133a11-b2). Socrates’ interest is piqued, so
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That a similar view of the eidē is presented in the Phaedo, Socrates’ last conversation, need not
mean that Plato rejects in the Parmenides the view he held earlier, when writing the Phaedo. Indeed, Plato
seems all too aware that the question of participation needs to be considered in the Phaedo, and has his
Socrates make every effort to avoid inquiry into that question (cf. 4.II.5). That his interlocutors take the
eidē for granted is a sign that their metaphysical views are determined by their predominant fear of death
(cf. 1.II.5). That is, they do not consider it necessary, even when explicitly asked, to examine participation,
the very question that started Socrates on the way. This is an indication not of Plato’s limits, but of
Socrates’ interlocutors’. Cf. Cornford 1977, 64. Cornford’s link between (1) the separation of the eidē, (2)
the myth of anamnēsis, and (3) the immortality of the soul shows how (3) drives (1) and thus entails (2) as
a link (cf. Cornford 1977, 74-80).
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Parmenides continues: while the impasses are many and varied, the one that follows is
the greatest (megiston) (133b3-4). Parmenides’ emphasis on the importance of the
argument that follows cannot be ignored, and we do well in taking it seriously. Yet how
he means “greatest” isn’t altogether clear. He sets as the premise of the argument “the
eidē such as we”—that is, Parmenides and Socrates—“say they must be” (133b5-6). That
is, the argument is based on the preceding conversation in some way. This is corroborated
in what follows, which proceeds on the premise that participation is impossible, a
premise suggested—but only suggested65—by the difficulties with participation they
have just encountered (cf. 133c8-d5, esp. c9-d2: all’ ou…eponomazometha). If the
greatest impasse is derivative, however, “greatest” cannot mean first in order of logic or
argumentation. In what way, then, is “greatest” meant? When he eventually faces the
conclusion of the first part of the argument, Socrates says it runs the risk (kinduneuei) of
being the case (134c3). Parmenides then offers a more terrible (deinoteron) conclusion,
which Socrates, after hearing, subsequently calls wondrous (thaumastos) (134c4, 134e78). The impasse Parmenides raises is noteworthy because it is terrible and wondrous, i.e.,
because of the effect it produces in the listener. So, while the impasse builds off of the
earlier arguments, it does so in such way that it touches on something of great terror and
wonder, indeed of the greatest, as we will see. It shows why the prior arguments should
give us concern, why what is at stake in them is of the greatest importance.
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“These consequences…result from taking the Dilemma of Participation as destructive, so that
the possibility of participation is denied while the separate existence of Ideas and sensibles is assumed”
(Allen 1997, 198).
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25. The first part of the critique began hinting at the turn to the human things by
showing that the eidē, the subject of metaphysics and epistemology, are deemed higher in
rank than perception, and thus that the question of the good was somehow at play in the
question of being (cf. 2.III.3). With the second and third parts, we have come
successively closer to seeing how this is the case (cf. 2.III.7, 11, 13, 16, 20). Now, with
the fourth part, the human element is conspicuous throughout. Unlike the preceding parts,
Parmenides puts the argument in the mouth of “someone” (tis) who is arguing against
another “someone” (tis) (cf. 133a8-9, b4-5). 66 The former interlocutor’s argument
culminates in an account of the relationship of the human things (ta anthrōpeia
pragmata) to the divine with respect to rule and knowledge (cf. 134d9-e6). Parmenides
says this anonymous interlocutor will be wondrously hard to persuade (135a6-7). So,
while someone very well equipped in his nature (andros panu…euphuous) would be able
to learn about the eidē, only someone still more wondrous (eti…thaumastoterou) will be
able to persuade this interlocutor that the eidē can be known by or to human nature (tē
anthrōpinē phusei) (135a4-5, a7-b2; cf. 133b5-c1). 67 Since overcoming the impasse
requires understanding how the beings can be known to human nature, epistemology and
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The link between the arguments and their nameless advocates is seen in a number of places:
“the one disputing” (133b8: ho amphisbētōn), “the one compelling them to be unknown” (133c1: ho
agnōsta anankazōn auta einai), “whoever sets down etc.” (133c3: hostis…tithetai), “someone limits etc.”
(135a2: horieitai tis), “the one listening” (135a3: ton akounta), “a man very well equipped in nature”
(135a7: andros panu…euphuous), and “one still more wondrous” (135b1: eti…thaumastoterou). Cf.
3.III.18 ff.
67

Cornford takes these passages as indication that the flaws in the argument are easy to detect and,
we infer from his characterization, that we needn’t be all that wondrous to overcome them. Accordingly, in
his translation he substitutes “a man of sufficient intelligence” or “sufficient ability” for the actual text,
which refers to “someone even more wondrous” than “someone well-equipped in nature.” Cf. Cornford
1977, 96 ff.
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metaphysics seem to be the central issues in the impasse. But because the impasse
induces terror and wonder at how the divinely precise eidē relate to the humanly
imprecise objects of sense with respect to rule and knowledge, the skeptic’s argument
extends beyond epistemology and metaphysics and touches on political and theological
matters. As we will see, the fourth part of the critique will show how the demands of rule,
and the theological implications of these demands, lead us to make demands of the
beings, and thus how the human things are the proper context in which to understand the
eidē, the distinguishing mark of Socratic philosophy as political philosophy. Accordingly,
the greatest impasse will prove to be of central importance to understanding the character
of the Socratic turn, i.e. why political philosophy is first philosophy. But because the
argument characterizes the question of whether the eidē can be known as bound up with
the question of rule, political philosophy will have to be understood not generally, as that
area of philosophy concerned with the human things, but more precisely as that which is
concerned with the question of rule (cf. 2.III.35, 28, IV.3-4, 8-11, 18).
26. As noted earlier, the argument of the fourth part is based on those before it.
More precisely, the fourth part explores the effect those arguments have on the claim that
the eidē are separate from the things with us (ta par’ hēmin). Parmenides says the eidē
can’t be known because whoever posits that there is some being (ousia) itself by itself of
each thing, be it Socrates or another, will agree, first, that none of them are in us (133c35). In response, Socrates affirms by asking, rhetorically, how the ousia could still be itself
by itself if it were in us (133c6). Parmenides says Socrates speaks beautifully (133c7).
The denial that the eidē are in us recalls the second part of the critique, in which the eidē
were in the particulars, as well as the third part, in which the eidē are said, first, to be in
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psuchē and, second, in phusis. Parmenides’ present claim thus amounts to a complete
denial of participation.68 Parmenides elucidates as he continues: however many of the
looks (ideōn) that there are, are with respect to one another; that is, they have their ousia
with respect to themselves, but not with respect to the things with us, either as what’re
likened to them (homoiōmata) or however someone posits these things, by partaking of
which we are named after them (hēmeis…eponomazometha) (133c8-d1). We note, in
passing, that Parmenides denies that participation is possible using human beings as an
example, drawing particular attention thereby to how we access the eidē, and thus can
think them and address them eponymously (cf. 2.III.33). 69 More immediately,
Parmenides’ point is that without participation we have no access to the eidē. Whereas
the third part of the critique concluded that another manner of participation must be
found, the fourth denies that there is any such manner. Because they explicitly make
participation questionable, the second and third parts of the critique suggest it may be
impossible. Under the assumptions of the greatest impasse, these critiques are assumed,
but only assumed, to be so devastating as to deny all access to the eidē. The fourth part
thus forces us to consider what our situation would be if we had no access to the beings
presupposed in our use of logos. The skeptic’s argument puts us back in the situation we
would have been in had we yet to posit the eidē with full cognizance of their necessity to
logos and the assumption that we don’t have access to them. So, by showing us the
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Allen states this connection neatly (cf. Allen 1997, 133-4).
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Because the denial of participation is explicitly applied to the human soul, Cornford’s objection
is moot: “another weak point is the assumption that, if there is a sharp line between the two worlds, ‘we’
are confined to the hither side of it. Our bodies certainly are; but, as the Phaedo argued, our souls are more
akin to the unseen and intelligible…Thus souls are an intermediate order of existents, having a foot in both
worlds and capable of knowing both” (cf. Cornford 1977, 99).
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attractiveness of the eidē alongside their unattainability, the argument shows us, in
complete frustration, the desire driving our attachment to the eidē. And so much the
better, for a desire’s character emerges most vividly when it is frustrated, when the lack
its object is to mend is left unattended. The problem for which the eidē are a solution will
therefore come out with particular clarity during this argument. The exposure of the
desire to which metaphysics speaks is what makes the greatest impasse so great in the
terror and wonder it produces: we witness the all-too-human need that provokes the
pursuit of knowledge.
27. Having denied that participation is possible, Parmenides concludes that the
things with us, which are homonymous (homōnuma) with the eidē, are with respect to
themselves, and not with respect to the eidē, and are among themselves, but not among
the former things, however many are named in this way (133d2-5). Socrates, ever eager,
asks Parmenides what he means (133d6). Parmenides offers Socrates an example to
explain his argument before moving on to discuss knowledge: mastery and slavery. At
first, the example appears solely to serve the purpose of illustrating the present point, and
thus extrinsic to the main thrust of the argument. In apparent support of this reading,
Parmenides checks to see if Socrates grasps the point before moving on to discuss
knowledge, which is more obviously central to the skeptic’s argument (cf. 134a1-2). Yet
there are good grounds to take the example as more than simply illustrative. Parmenides
will state the final conclusion not simply in terms of knowledge, as it was introduced, but
also in terms of mastery, as though it were central to the argument as a whole (cf. 134d9e6). What’s more, this final conclusion is what makes the argument so terrible (deinos)
and wondrous (thaumastos), and is therefore not only bound up with, but in fact
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constitutes the greatness of the impasse as a whole (cf. 2.III.35). Even though the main
goal of the argument is to show that the eidē are unknowable, the relationship knowledge
bears to rule (134e2: archē) proves central to the impasse’s force.70 Indeed, even if the
exposition of the argument with respect to rule is simply an example, it is an example that
brings out the urgent need to solve the metaphysical problem of participation so that
knowledge can be possible: the need to guide our lives by means of precise (akribē)
knowledge. As we will see, we cannot understand the greatest impasse as terrible and
wondrous, and thus as greatest, if we ignore the urgent need that makes it is so terrible
and wondrous.71
28. The example runs as follows: if someone among them is someone’s master or
slave, he certainly isn’t a slave of master itself—what “master” is (ho esti despotēs)—nor
is the master a master of slave itself—what “slave” is (ho esti doulos)—but, because he is
a human being, he is both these of a human being (133d7-e3). Parmenides makes a
distinction between what a thing is, which points to its eidos, and the what’s presence as a
certain thing, here a certain human being (tis anthrōpos), thereby invoking the separation
of the eidē from the particulars. Parmenides continues: mastery itself is what it is of
slavery itself, and slavery, likewise, is slavery itself of mastery itself; the things in us
don’t have their power (tēn dunamin) with respect to those—slavery itself and mastery
itself—nor do those with respect to us (133e3-5). Rather, what Parmenides initially said,
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As Allen notes, “It is left unremarked that their mastership could have nothing in common with
ours but the name” (Allen 1997, 198). The role of mastership extends beyond that of an example of the
denial of relationality.
71

The recurrence of the example in a more significant role constitutes one of the most important
lessons of the Socratic genesis in the Parmenides, namely that the apparently incidental turns out to be
surprisingly central (cf. 3.II.68-70).
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those—mastery and slavery—are among themselves and with respect to themselves, and
the things with us likewise with respect to themselves (133e5-4a1). The word dunamis
seems to have a dual sense here: on the one hand, as the power or potential of an eidos to
stand in relation to an object of sense, and conversely; on the other, as the power or
potential of a master to master a slave, and, again, conversely. That is, it is unclear
whether dunamis should be restricted merely to the example of mastery and slavery or
should be extended beyond the example to the overall relationship of eidē to the things
with us. Are we to take dunamis in a metaphysical or political sense, or both? Whatever
the case may be, the argument at a minimum draws our attention to how the same word
that describes the relation anything bears to another also describes more particularly the
relation of a master to a slave. The ambiguity will be cleared up toward the end of the
argument, when the agreement they’ve just come to is invoked right before the final
conclusion is reached (cf. 134d4-8, 2.IV.34).
29. Having confirmed that Socrates understands, Parmenides turns to knowledge
(134a1-2). Knowledge itself, what “knowledge” is, is knowledge of that very thing, what
“truth” is (tēs ho estin alētheia autēs…ekeinēs) (134a3-5). Further, each of the
“knowledges,” or, perhaps better, “areas of knowledge” (hekastē…tōn epistēmōn), that is
would be knowledge of each of the beings that is (134a6-8). Likewise, the knowledge
with us would be of the truth with us, and each area of knowledge with us (hekastē hē
par’ hēmin epistēmē) would consequently be knowledge of each of the beings with us
(134a9-b2). But, as Socrates agrees, we don’t have the eidē themselves, nor can they be
with us; and, further, the genera (ta genē) themselves, which each severally are, surely
are known (gignōsketai) by the eidos itself of knowledge, which we don’t have; so that,
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finally, since we don’t partake of knowledge itself, none of the eidē is known
(gignōsketai) by us (134b3-13).72 Although the argument succeeds, some elements appear
superfluous. First, it doesn’t seem necessary to introduce truth and being, since the
conclusion focuses on knowledge alone. Parmenides could simply have made a
distinction between knowledge itself and that knowledge with us, and the argument
would have succeeded just as easily. Second, Parmenides introduces a new word for
knowledge, gignōskein, which has the less emphatic sense of recognition, rather than the
strong sense of scientific understanding implied in epistēmē. Lastly, in place of the eidē,
beings, and truth as the objects of knowledge, Parmenides uses genē, substituting the
genera for the species.73 The skeptic’s argument deflates knowledge of the eidē or species
as the truth of the beings into recognizing the genē or genera, and then shows that the
genera can’t be known (gignōskein) by the eidos of knowledge.74 He thus prepares the
way for understanding human knowledge as falling short of some higher standard of
knowledge, the content of the more terrible (deinoteron) part of the argument to come.
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Dorter argues that “if particular things are related to the forms by participation and naming, then
our knowledge of these things is ipso facto a knowledge, however imperfect of the forms, as the doctrine of
recollection maintained” (Dorter 1994, 43). That the knowledge is imperfect—or, to stick to Plato’s
terminology, imprecise—is the very problem: imprecise knowledge is not quite adequate for reasons
Parmenides is in the process of displaying. Nevertheless, Dorter argues that the argument “arrives at its
paradoxical conclusion by ignoring the mediating nature of knowledge and trying to account for knowledge
entirely in terms of the opposite poles of the divine and the corporeal” and thus that “Parmenides’
dichotomy is therefore a false one,” for “in emphasizing the cleft, rather than the bridges, between human
thinking and the nature of reality in itself, the…argument illustrates why all philosophical theorizing must
ultimately fall short of complete adequacy to reality” (Dorter 1994, 43). Parmenides’ dichotomy is between
the divine and the human, not the corporeal (as Benardete 2012, 234 n. 2 remarks, the word sōma does not
occur in the Parmenides), and is propaedeutic to, and not destructive of, philosophical “theorizing,” or,
better, thought.
73

Stewart Umphrey points out that genos “suggests a connection between kind and genesis (genos
not infrequently means lineage).” The “what is” question of the eidos is replaced with the “where from”
question of the genos.
74
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Regarding terminology, see 3.VII.2 ff.
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30. Parmenides has finally reached the conclusion sought by the skeptic: none of
the eidē is known (gignōsketai) by us, at least, since we don’t partake of knowledge itself,
which Socrates affirms (134b11-13; cf. 133b4-5, c1).75 Yet before moving on to the next
part of the impasse, Parmenides draws a second conclusion: the beautiful itself, which is,
and the good and all those they took up as being looks themselves (hōs ideas autas ousas)
are unknown to us (134b14-c2). Parmenides restricts the scope of the skepticism to those
things that Socrates was most concerned with saving in the first part of the critique (cf.
130b7 ff.). In the first part, Parmenides showed Socrates that his restriction of the scope
of the eidē was in conflict with his introduction of the eidē as saving “all that is said”:
because the eidē are the metaphysical presupposition of logos, they are implied in every
use of eponymy, whether for beauty or dirt. In the second and third parts of the critique,
Parmenides turned to the eidē as such, regardless of what are said to have eidē. In the
fourth part of the critique, Parmenides argues they cannot be known at all, if we are
entirely separate from the eidē. The universally necessary eidē are universally
inaccessible. Parmenides now restricts the scope back to those things Socrates most
wanted to preserve. Because this conclusion’s sole contribution to the argument is its
restriction in scope, its function is to raise Socrates’ awareness of the gravity of the
skeptic’s conclusion. And this it does: whereas Socrates responded to the universal
skepticism by saying it seems the eidē aren’t known (ouk eoiken), he responds to the
point that the good and the beautiful cannot be known by saying this runs the risk
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“By us, at least” translates hupo ge hēmōn. The ge leads us to ask who or what knows the eidē,
if not us. The answer, we find out, is the gods. In this way, too, the first part of the argument anticipates the
more terrible and wondrous part to come.
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(kinduneuei) of being the case (134b13, c3). Socrates is quite reasonably fearful of this
conclusion. Parmenides indicates he will develop Socrates’ fear thematically, when he
announces the still more terrible conclusion to come (134c4-5).
31. The argument that follows develops the character of the fear that we have no
access to the eidē, including the good, the just, and the beautiful. Socrates agrees that he
would say that, should there indeed be some genus itself of knowledge, it is much more
precise than the knowledge with us, and thus also with beauty and all the rest (134c6-9).
The knowledge we are afraid of being denied is more precise than the knowledge with
which we are familiar, and to which the argument will confine us, imprecise knowledge.
The imprecision of our knowledge makes a more precise form of knowledge desirable.
To be irreversibly confined to imprecise knowledge is to recognize that, if anything
partakes of knowledge itself, it would be a god, more than anyone else, who has the most
precise knowledge (134c10-12). If we cannot have knowledge of the eidē, we must
understand the most precise knowledge to belong to a being different in kind and more
perfect than ourselves, a being that would of necessity be a god. The skepticism thus
appeals to an understanding of man as having a flawed condition. This condition’s status
as flawed is both the source of Socrates’ drive for logoi and the reverence for that being
which lacks this flaw, the god. That is, it is the cause of both piety and philosophy, for
both recognize our way of knowing to be imprecise, differing inasmuch as the former
sees this condition as insurmountable by man, and thus in need of divine assistance, while
the latter attempts, we surmise, to overcome it. The skeptical argument, however,
maintains that the attempt by human beings to overcome the divide between man and
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precise knowledge is impossible. Thus far, then, the argument seems to lead us away
from philosophy and toward piety.
32. Yet Parmenides develops the argument so that it undercuts piety as well, by
asking whether the god, having knowledge itself, would be able to know (ginōskein) the
things with us (134d1-2). Socrates asks why he wouldn’t be able (134d3). To satisfy
Socrates, Parmenides introduces an earlier agreement: the eidē don’t have the power
(dunamin) they have with respect to the things with us, nor do the things with us with
respect to them, but they each severally have it with respect to themselves (134d4-8).
That is, Parmenides brings back the agreement they made at the end of the discussion of
mastery and slavery (cf. 133e4-4a1). In the conclusion that follows, Parmenides
introduces the following premise as the protasis of a conditional: “if the most precise
mastery itself and the most precise knowledge itself are with the god…” (134d9-10). The
power or potential (dunamis) of the eidē is considered specifically in relation to the eidē
of mastery and knowledge. Before we look to how this affects piety in addition to
philosophy, a brief note on dunamis is in order. Even though the third part of the critique
ended with Parmenides’ instruction that a new way for participation to be possible must
be found, the fourth part began with a denial of the possibility of participation. The fourth
part ignores, then, what the second and third together taught us: it is impossible
(adunaton) to assess participation, the premise of logos’ use of eponymy, since such an
assessment of necessity employs logos. And since what is adunaton in logos is not
necessarily adunaton in genesis, participation cannot be precluded from being possible
(dunaton). In contrast, the fourth part began with the assumption that what is adunaton in
logos is indeed adunaton in genesis. As a result, the eidē are said to have no dunamis
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with respect to the things with us. Dunamis thus has two senses in the fourth part: the
dunamis to know or be known, on the one hand, and the dunamis to master or rule, or to
be mastered or ruled, on the other. These two senses of dunamis are collected under a
more general sense: the dunamis of one thing to stand in relation to another, namely of
the eidē to stand in relation to us and us in relation to the eidē. By denying that dunamis,
the fourth part denies the dunamis of precise knowledge and precise mastery to stand in
relation to us.
33. Parmenides connects the denial of dunamis to piety and philosophy with the
four conclusions he draws from the above condition: “neither does their mastery,”
namely that of the gods, “ever master us, nor would their knowledge know (gnoiē) us or
anything else among the things with us; but likewise, we don’t rule (archomen) them by
the rule with us, nor do we know (gignōskomen) anything of the divine by our
knowledge” (134d10-e3). Parmenides draws the consequences both for the gods with
respect to us and for us with respect to the gods. Man must rule himself and know the
human things by means of imprecise rule and knowledge. Whereas the gods are said to be
our potential masters, man is said to rule himself. Precise knowledge is thus paired with
mastery, imprecise knowledge with rule. Rule is broader than mastery, for the latter is
only one example of the former. The possession of imprecise knowledge makes for a
variety of forms of rule, while the possessor of the most precise knowledge would stand
as a god to men, and thus as a master to slaves. Parmenides thus indicates that precise
knowledge promises us such competence in rule that would be as gods over men, and
thus with the authority to rule as masters over slaves, and, conversely, that the variety of
forms of rule we employ is a function of our having only imprecise knowledge.
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Accordingly, by claiming that participation, the dunamis of the eidē to stand in relation to
us, is impossible (adunaton), the argument of the fourth part attempts to bring us back to
just what motivates the desire for precise knowledge: the imprecision of the knowledge
ruling the city. If the participation of the objects of perception in the eidos is impossible,
then so too is prudence or practical wisdom (phronēsis), which is possible only if the eidē
of the good, the just, or the beautiful are, first, intelligible and, second, able to be
identified in the particular circumstances. By wholly frustrating the desire, whose object
is the eidē, Parmenides brings forth vividly how the judgment that a particular
participates in a certain eidos isn’t simply a matter relevant to metaphysics and
epistemology, but to the entire realm of judgment, and—wondrously or terribly—the
question of how we ought to rule ourselves. The most beautiful promise the eidē make is
of that of satisfying simultaneously the demands of both theoretical and practical
wisdom. It promises us that we can rule ourselves well by providing access to knowledge
so precise that it allows us to exercise good judgment in practice.
34. By frustrating a necessary desire, namely the desire for the eidē, the greatest
impasse shows us why the eidē were desirable in the first place: the correction of the
imprecision of the rule guiding the city. But how is this the case? If we think of the eidē
purely as a metaphysical doctrine, they serve the purpose of explaining genesis among
physical things, explaining the various, changing beings among us, by attributing their
character to a static form (eidos) or look (idea). Parmenides shows that, for this reason,
the eidē must be understood in light of our desire to escape the imprecision of our
perceptions, and that this means the eidē speak to a desire to set things in order, to arrive
at a more precise set of beings than those which initially present themselves to our senses.
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The eidē thus speak to a desire to overcome a flaw in our condition—namely, the everpresent imprecision—by attaining precision. The desire to attain such precise knowledge
as would allow us to live well would therefore be a desire for mastery, which, in its most
extreme or pure form, would be a desire to become, in effect, a god. The eidē must be
understood, therefore, in a political and theological context, and thus in connection to the
question of the good, for they promise not simply to resolve a metaphysical impasse—
some contemporary difficulty to which Socrates thought he could contribute—but rather
to satisfy the desire for unbounded competence in practice, for the ability to attain our
good by bringing order to the disorder of our experience and allowing us to discern our
good in the oft-misunderstood particulars. The initial disjunction between psuchē’s twin
activities of looking and positing looks is what creates room for the eidē to emerge as part
of the good, inasmuch as they promise to put to rest mind’s dissatisfaction with our
experience by showing the precise beings governing the imprecision in our perceptions.
The eidē are thus part of the manner in which we govern our lives, and thus part of our
communal attempt to live well. They function, therefore, as a corrective to the
imprecision of rule, as evidenced in the variety of forms of rule. Dunamis, as the capacity
of the eidē to stand in relation to the things of perception, is the late-arising corrective to
dunamis, as the power of one person or group of people to rule another. Only because of
the deficiencies of the latter do we seek out the former. Their promise draws us toward
the preservation of their unity and away from the original activity of looking, thereby
obscuring our original experience of how things seem to be.
35. Parmenides’ summary brings the conclusions together: according to the same
logos, neither are the gods our masters nor do they know the human things (ta anthrōpeia
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pragmata), because, or in spite of the fact that, they are (ontes) gods (134e4-6). Although
the precise knowledge and mastery of the gods are meant to complete or correct the
imprecise human things, the human things are denied this completion through either
human or divine means in a single logos. Socrates responds that the logos is wondrous if
someone (tis) is able to deprive the god of knowing (134e7-8).76 The more terrible thing
(deinoteron), of which Parmenides warned, now appears wondrous to Socrates.77 And
rightly so: it is one thing to provide a logos for why the eidē cannot be known to us; it is
quite another to deny the gods knowledge of human pragmata precisely because they are
gods. The skeptic’s logos is problematic for the philosophic and pious man alike. By
denying that the eidē and the gods can have any dunamis with respect to the things with
us, the skeptic brings forward the common basis to the philosophic and pious ways of
life: the need for the guidance of precise knowledge with respect to rule. The desire that
the political order be complete, when coupled with the awareness of the imprecision of
our knowledge, leads to the desire that precise knowledge govern that order, be it by wise
gods or wise men. Man is fundamentally a lover of wisdom, be he philosophic or pious,
for both acknowledge the need for wisdom. The skeptic argues that human wisdom is
weaker not only than the estimations of philosophy, which attempts to seek wisdom
through human powers alone, but also than the estimations of piety, which holds that man
is capable of receiving and obeying wisdom. The skeptic claims logos is weaker than
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Cornford rightly observes that the conclusion negates the proposition that the gods are our
masters “as the Phaedo (63C) declared” (Cornford 1977, 95).
77

The shift from deinos to thaumastos might be reflected in the ambiguity of whether ontes is
concessive or causal.
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either the pious or philosophic man surmised, so weak that any logos of any origin is
weakened merely by the fact of being a logos. Accordingly, since both ways of life
require wisdom to be communicable, they both require that participation be demonstrably
possible.78 They differ only as regards whether the means of communication is human
effort or divine revelation. Because the skeptic’s logos reveals the common basis to these
two ways of life and exposes that basis as questionable, it gives them the common task of
overcoming the logos, and in this lies the greatness of the impasse.79 How and whether
the logos is to be overcome is as yet unclear. But what it demands of us and how we can
best prepare to confront it becomes the theme of the rest of the dialogue. Only after we
have understood how the second part of the dialogue functions as a response to the first,
and what that response is, can we return to the all-important question of the relation of
piety and philosophy (cf. 4.I.2-6, III).
36. The shift in attention back to overcoming the skeptic’s logos is signaled in
Socrates’ reference to the person (tis) giving the argument. In wonder at the logos,
Socrates turns back to the skeptic in recognition of the point with which Parmenides
began, the difficulty of persuading him. Making Socrates look at himself, he reminds him
of the preceding impasses, and all the many others on top of them, that the eidē
necessarily have, if there are looks themselves of the beings and someone determines
(horieitai) some eidos itself (134e9-5a3). Parmenides then takes the skeptic’s logos one
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It must be underscored that the skeptic renders man’s condition too weak for wisdom of any
source. His position is thus far more depreciative of human capacities than piety could ever allow. Man
cannot even trust himself enough so that he may trust in god.
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Though he notices the argument denies the possibility of providence, Allen treats this denial as
though it were insignificant, for he seems to believe it’s greatness lies merely in the first part of the
impasse, wherein Parmenides argues that the eidē are unknowable (cf. Allen 1997, 193-4).
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step further: the person listening will, as a result, be at an impasse and contend that either
these things aren’t or, if they are at all, a great necessity keeps them unknown to or by
human nature (tē anthrōpinē phusei) (135a3-5). Parmenides adds to the skeptic’s
argument the possibility of the non-being of the eidē: if the eidē are altogether separate
from the human things, we cannot even be certain that they are, to say nothing of whether
they are knowable. By denying participation altogether, the fourth part proceeds on the
assumption that this fundamental premise of logos is false, putting the eidē at such a
distance that psuchē has no hope of coming into contact with the precise counterparts to
the imprecise particulars. Human nature thus finds itself at the center of the debate
between the skeptic and those who would lay claim to having access to the eidē, be it
through human or divine means. It is unclear whether tē anthrōpinē phusei should be read
as an indirect object—“to human nature”—or as an instrumental dative—“by human
nature.” The former’s meaning is general enough that it would include the latter. Yet the
latter, by understanding human nature as a means or implement, would attempt to
overturn the skeptic’s logos by examining it in light of human nature rather than solely in
light of the beings by themselves. In other words, what is presupposed on the side of
human nature in its attempt to know the beings? Such a path of inquiry would have to
delve more deeply into how logos functions, something Parmenides will do in the
training to come. Yet the impasse makes clear just what the training will have to
consider: can these two demands that rule makes of the beings—the demand of access
and the demand of precision—be fulfilled at the same time? The training will have to
treat, and does indeed begin from, just this point (cf. 3.I.1).
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37. Parmenides suggests that overcoming the skeptic’s logos is indeed possible:
while speaking, the skeptic will seem to make sense (legein ti) and he will be wondrously
hard to persuade, as Parmenides says he said at the outset (135a5-7). Despite the
difficulty, persuading the skeptic is possible, provided the nature of the skeptic’s
opponent meets persuasion’s steep demands: while a man (andros) very capable in nature
(panu euphuous) will be able to learn that there is some genus of each thing and being
(ousia) itself by itself, a still more wondrous one will be able to find this and be able to
teach another to discern well (dieukrinēsamenon) and sufficiently (hikanōs) all these
things (135a7-b2).80 The challenge of confronting the skeptic on the question of human
nature makes a demand of our nature, which is for that reason revealing of human nature:
for all its difficulty, learning is still not as challenging as teaching another to learn, and to
do so well. Even if we overcome the logos of the skeptic by ourselves, and are able to
learn that precise knowledge can indeed be had by human nature, it nevertheless remains
a fact that the skeptic is persuaded by his logos and persuades others. To understand
human nature is to understand not just whether and how it can achieve knowledge of the
eidē, but also the cause of man’s ignorance of the eidē, i.e. what inclines us away from
knowledge, be it precise or otherwise. Political philosophy as first philosophy must
therefore be didactic, for it is in education that the political realm seeks to complete itself,
and thus into the efficacy of which education philosophy must inquire. More precisely,
both the failure and success of a philosopher in his didactic role inform him in his zetetic
role of understanding human nature. This challenge set before him, Socrates responds
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The great promise Parmenides here makes does not accord with those who take the Parmenides
to put forth the eidē as the “least bad” ontology. Cf. Dorter 1994, 46, 47.
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that he agrees with Parmenides, since he speaks very much to his taste or mind (kata
noun) (135b3-4; cf. 4.II.5). The difficulty of learning and teaching set before him, the
young Socrates cannot help but think of the refutation his attempt to learn has just
undergone, and of his attempt to teach young Aristoteles the day before (cf. 135c8-d2).
The older Socrates, who exhorts the youth to inquire into the human things by asking
them what they are, is not far off.
38. Parmenides closes the fourth part of the critique by underscoring the urgency
of the task philosophy faces in light of the skeptic’s denial that there are eidē: if someone,
in turn, won’t let there be eidē of the beings, looking to all the present things and others
of that sort, he will not determine (horieitai) some eidos of each one thing, and he won’t
have thinking (dianoian) wherever he turns, not letting there ever81 be a look (idean) of
each of the beings—and in this way he will altogether corrupt the power of dialogue (tēn
tou dialegesthai dunamin) (135b5-c2). Because the eidē are necessary to logos, and
dialogue or dialectics (dialegesthai) is necessary for thought (dianoian), thinking is only
possible if we have trust in logos. Parmenides suggests that the argument undermines
itself: a logos raising distrust in logos cannot be wholly trustworthy, and so neither can
other logoi be wholly untrustworthy. The skeptic’s logos ultimately does not stand,
because he assumes that participation is impossible, and in the second part of the critique
we found that the premises of logos cannot be assessed by logos: his distrust of logos
undercuts his own logos. What, then, does the skeptic’s logos accomplish? By showing
us the desirability of the eidē, the skeptic brings forward a rift in the human good. In
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The inclusion of aei here is ambiguous, and could either be paired with the negation, as “never,”
or with einai, as “to be always.” The above translation is meant to preserve the ambiguity.
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order to be ruled well, we must rule by means of precise knowledge, such that we can
guide ourselves to the good predictably. But because the possibility of participation
cannot be assessed, the use of logos rests on an uncertainty. The city must nevertheless
justify its manner of rule by claiming that we can have access to the beings, either
through divine revelation, the guidance of wise statesmen, common opinion, or some
other means. And just this access was presupposed in Socrates’ starting point.
Parmenides uses the skeptic’s logos to show Socrates the cause of his earlier
metaphysical optimism: the demand of rule that we have access to precise beings, so that
we guide ourselves to the good. The skeptic’s logos exposes the locus of this rift and
shows human nature to be torn by its allegiances to the twin demands of rule—again, that
of precision and that of access—and our awareness of the difficulties in which the
beautifully precise eidē that would satisfy these demands are mired. The response to the
skeptic is not to heal this rift, but to see how the complications arising from psuchē’s
attachments to these demands don’t forbid us access to the eidē, but rather grant us a path
to a revised understanding of them (cf. 2.IV.3-4, 8-11, 18).

Section IV:
Parmenides’ Advice (135c2 – 137c4)
1. Parmenides says that Socrates seems to him very well aware of the skeptic’s corruption
of the power of dialectics, which Socrates agrees is true (135c2-4). He then asks him
what he will do about philosophy, and where he will turn if these things, namely the eidē,
are unknown (135c5-6). Socrates responds that he certainly doesn’t seem to himself to
see where he must turn, at present (135c7). Parmenides then explains why Socrates
!
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cannot see a way out of the skeptic’s argument: it’s because he attempts to determine
(horizesthai) some beautiful, just, good, and each one of the eidē too early, before having
been trained (gumnasthēnai) (135c8-d1). The argument that corrupts the power of
dialectics puts philosophy in jeopardy, and requires the determination of the eidē be held
off until we have been trained. Parmenides puts forward training as a way for Socrates to
explain and thus defend the dunamis of dialectics by establishing the dunamis of the eidē
to relate to us, as a propaedeutic to inquiry into each one of the eidē. Training promises to
get Socrates out of the hole Parmenides has put him in by submitting the eidē to a much
further critique, so that he can respond to the skeptic’s logos. Parmenides then reveals
that earlier he had it in mind (enenoēsa) that Socrates needed to train more, when he was
conversing (dialegomenou) about these things—the beautiful, the just, and the good—
with Aristoteles (135d1-2). Socrates’ manner of conversation (dialegesthai) somehow
betrayed a lack of awareness about dialectics (dialegesthai). Because dialectics requires
logos, and logos is bound up with the eidē, Socrates has a poor understanding of the
relation of the eidē to conversation or dialectics (dialegesthai). The purpose of training is
therefore to come to understand how one is to speak of the eidē, and how that manner of
speech called dialectics or conversation solves the problem of participation (cf. 3.II.69,
4.I.2-3).82 Such are our expectations going into the discussion of the training that follows.
However, we must first see how we get there.
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I do not follow, therefore, Allen’s questionable inference that, “given that the criticisms in the
Parmenides are aporetic, it is reasonable to suppose that the hypothetical exercise with which the dialogue
concludes may also be aporetic” (Allen 1997, 111).
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2. The two parts of the Parmenides are held together by Socrates’ willingness to
take up a still more extensive critique of his eidē, on the one hand, and Parmenides’
acquiescence to Socrates’ requests for an explanation and demonstration of the training,
on the other. This connection is evident in the immediately following discussion and at a
number of points later, as the second part approaches. Based on his familiarity with
Socrates, Parmenides gives him the following advice: while the drive that drives him to
logoi is beautiful and divine, nevertheless he must, while still young, drag himself and
train more, through what seems to be useless and is called garrulity (adoleschia) by the
many (135d2-6). If Socrates doesn’t, Parmenides warns, the truth will escape him
(135d6).83 Parmenides gives Socrates both an incentive and a deterrent: he will only
attain the truth if he drags himself through something that seems like useless garrulity.
Only if his drive for logoi is as beautiful and divine as it appears to be will Socrates take
up the training. The dialogue could very well end here, with Socrates demurring when
faced with the task of a still more extensive, and seemingly useless, self-critique. But
Socrates’ drive doesn’t disappoint. For one, he asks Parmenides what the manner of the
training is (135d7). Further, once he is told he must test the consequences not only if the
thing hypothesized is, but also if it is not, Socrates asks Parmenides what he means (cf.
135e8-6a2). Still more, once Parmenides has explained what he means at great length,
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Dorter claims that “the arguments [of the critique] are easily answered on the basis of features
of the theory that were prominent in the middle dialogues and that could plausibly be omitted here only by
portraying Socrates as being in the early stages of developing the theory” (Dorter 1994, 45). If this were
Plato’s intention, why didn’t he have an elder Socrates face a young Parmenidean and straighten out his
“easily answered” arguments? Dorter’s reliance on the very dogmas that the Parmenides is meant to throw
into question leads him to claim, quite puzzlingly, that it is in the Phaedo that “participation receives the
most extensive treatment.”
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Socrates goes so far as to ask him to go through an example, precisely because it seems
to him to be impossibly laborious (amēchanon g[e]…pragmateian) (136c6-8). And
because Parmenides declines, Socrates asks Zeno, who also declines, while joining
Socrates in requesting a demonstration from Parmenides himself (136d4-e4). Parmenides
finally acquiesces, citing his erōs as the cause (136e8-7a6). Understanding how the two
parts of the Parmenides fit together thus requires that we understand the interplay of
Socrates’ drive for logoi and Parmenides’ erōs for Socrates (cf. 2.I.3, IV.10, 4.II.5). What
does Parmenides find so attractive in Socrates’ unabating drive to fix the problem of
participation?
3. Socrates’ drive for logoi compels him to learn, while Parmenides’ erōs for
Socrates compels him to teach. The dramatic link between the two parts thus establishes
the second part of the dialogue as an example of the didactic and zetetic roles of
philosophy that Parmenides mentioned at the end of the fourth part of his critique (cf.
135a7-b2). The Parmenides should therefore be an example of one philosopher’s
successful education of another. That Parmenides calls this philosophic education a sort
of training indicates the link between the Parmenides and the Republic, alluded to by the
presence of Adeimantus and Glaucon, as well as the eponymous Cephalus. In Book VII
of the Republic, Socrates and Glaucon search for that study (mathēma) which turns the
soul away from becoming to being (Republic 521c-41b). Throughout the discussion,
echoes of the Parmenides abound. The study they seek is said to turn the learner from the
night that seems like a day, to the true day (Republic 521c-d). Socrates says that the
studies they are discussing seem to the many to be useless (achrēsta) (cf. Republic 527d,
530b-c). As they narrow in on the one study in particular, Socrates proposes the great
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work (polu to ergon) of going through what the Pythagoreans say regarding whether
there is anything to inquire into aside from harmony and astronomy (Republic 530e).
Glaucon affirms, more strongly than Socrates, that the work is indeed very great
(pampolu ergon) (Republic 531d). When given the option of taking up the great work,
which Socrates calls a prelude to dialectics (cf. Republic 531d), or affirming that
dialectics will indeed bring its practitioner to this true day, Glaucon chooses to skip
straight to a discussion of the power of dialectics (Republic 532d-e; cf. 532d, 533a: hē tou
dialegesthai dunamis). This eventually keeps them from considering the proportion
between the things that are opined and those that are intelligible (Republic 533e-4a).
Socrates and Glaucon eventually agree that the best natured citizens must train
(gumnazomenō) to use this dialectics (Republic 539d). The omitted but necessary
prelude, the great work that would allow Socrates and Glaucon to know whether there is
anything intelligible and thereby to affirm the power of dialectics, the training that would
prepare select citizens of Kallipolis (Republic 526c) to turn away finally from becoming
to being and achieve the knowledge required for them to rule the city well—is all this not
the training Parmenides suggests to Socrates in his youth? Would the Parmenides not
thereby complete the Republic?84
4. If the Parmenides is meant to complete the Republic, Glaucon and Adeimantus
don’t seem to notice, since neither bothers to memorize the Parmenides’ speeches, nor do
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Dorter also sees a connection between the characterizations early in the dialogue and the tripartite account of the soul in Republic IV (Dorter 1994, 25, 27). Zeno and, later, Socrates seem to have
moved away from this thumotic state of the soul, indicated in the shift from desire, spiritedness, and reason
as the parts of the soul in the Republic and toward playfulness and seriousness as the alternating modes of
philosophic dialectics. For a careful reading of the relevant passage in the Republic, see Burger 2004, 60-7.
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they seem to have much interest in them. 85 Likewise, the philosophic education of
Socrates doesn’t require the best city as a necessary precondition for its occurrence. The
founders of the city in speech don’t recognize true training when they see it, and true
training never needed their city in the first place. The link between the Parmenides and
the Republic would therefore be one of tension, not resolution. Parmenides replaced
Socrates’ image of the light-giving day with the image of a darkening sail, thus indicating
that we can complete the ascent from cave to sun only by revising our understanding of
the eidē, i.e. only by putting rule’s demands of access and precision to the test. The
Republic attempts to establish a link between the beautiful promise of the eidē and the
city, thus creating a city in speech that earns the name Kallipolis. What’s initially
surprising about the Parmenides is that Glaucon and Adeimantus, the very builders of
Kallipolis don’t even recognize the training when they see it. The odd, winding path of
transmission by which the internal conversation of the Parmenides makes its way to us is
the proof of Parmenides’ claim that it seems useless and is called garrulity by the many:
neither the gentleman Antiphon, the commander Pythodorus, Socrates’ one-time
associates Adeimantus and Glaucon, nor the foreigner Cephalus is quite sure what to do
with it. None of them even thinks it necessary to write it down. Even though the training
is meant to meet the demands of rule, it nevertheless has an uncertain place and a popular
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Since no one in the dialogue’s frame even considers going to Socrates, it seems clear that he is
dead at the time that Cephalus encounters Adeimantus and Glaucon. Further, since Antiphon was born
some years after Plato, he was likely in his early twenties when Socrates died. Since he busies himself with
the gentlemanly hobby of equestrianism, and apparently does so independent of his father, it seems
reasonable to assume he is close to, or even older than, forty years in age (cf. Nails 2002, 31, 308-9). This
would mean Socrates is long dead and Adeimantus and Glaucon have had the conversation of the Republic
some years earlier.
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misperception within the city. Yet where all others fail, Glaucon and Adeimantus
especially, the young Socrates excelled: only he was willing to inquire thoroughly into
the possibility of meeting the demands of rule.
5. If Parmenides is right about the training’s popular perception, he might very
well be right that without it, the truth will escape Socrates (135d6: ei de mē, diapheuxetai
hē alētheia). Here he echoes Zeno’s claim that the truth of his writing (tēn alētheian tou
grammatos) escaped (lanthanei) Socrates (128b7-c2). Both the truth of the beings and
that of Zeno’s writing escape him for the same reason: he is ignorant of the manner of
training, of which Zeno’s writing is an example (135d7-8). Parmenides develops the
connection between the two in what follows. Despite the fact that he was ignorant of
Zeno’s intention of conducting a training, Parmenides says he admired Socrates when he
was speaking because he didn’t permit an inquiry into what are seen (en tois horōmenois)
nor a wandering about in these things; rather, he pushed the inquiry into those things
which someone most of all seizes by logos and which one would suppose to be eidē
(135d8-e4).86 That is, Parmenides praises Socrates for having identified the locus of
inquiry in the eidē, since they are the true metaphysical presupposition of logos. Socrates
confidently replies that it doesn’t seem to him to be difficult to demonstrate that the
beings experience both likeness and unlikeness, or any other such thing (135e5-7).
Parmenides says that while he does so beautifully, he must nevertheless, in addition to his
move to logos, also do (poiein) the following: the consequences of the hypothesis must
be examined not just if each thing hypothesized is, but also if the very thing being
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hypothesized is not, if he wants to be trained (gumnasthēnai) more (135e8-6a2). While
Socrates’ approach to Zeno was admirable, inasmuch as he recognized that the proper
objects of logos aren’t the objects of perception but what we suppose to be eidē, he failed
to see that logos poses an additional problem. As a result, his solution to the problems
Zeno raised was beautiful, but failed to do or make (poiein: cf. 2.IV.18) a self-critique.
That is, what if the eidē are not? How can we demonstrate in logos what are always
presupposed by logos’ use of eponymy? Socrates has yet to do such a training, which
Zeno implicitly did by acknowledging that his deeds contradicted his speeches, i.e. that
the many, which he claims are not, may in fact be, inasmuch as we have a manifold
understanding of the non-being of the many (cf. 2.II.5).
6. Socrates shows he is more concerned that the truth might escape him than that
he might be accused of useless garrulity when he asks Parmenides what he means by
considering the consequences both if what’s being hypothesized is and if it is not
(136a3). Parmenides begins his lengthy explanation by using Zeno’s hypothesis as an
example: if many are, what must follow both for the many themselves with respect to
themselves and with respect to the one and for the one both with respect to itself and with
respect to the many, and, in turn, if many is not, one must inspect what will follow both
for the one and for the many both with respect to themselves and with respect to one
another (136a4-b1).87 The explanation begins simply enough: we separate what’s being
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Cornford misreads Parmenides’ summary as fourfold, and then claims that “there is an
important discrepancy between the programme here outlined by Parmenides and the procedure actually
followed” (Cornford 1977, 107). Cornford’s main reference is the first two deductions, in which
Parmenides exposes a difficulty in the one that is. While Cornford is correct, this difficulty in fact follows
the above outline perfectly: the one, considered with respect to itself, cannot even be, and thus must be
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hypothesized and consider it by itself, as well as everything else by itself, and likewise
with respect to one another, giving us the four-part process discussed above (cf. 2.II.7). In
addition, we must go through the same process for the negation of the hypothesis,
resulting in an eight-part process as a whole. This will be the plan Parmenides follows in
the second part of the conversation.88 Parmenides continues by applying this format to
whatever else should be hypothesized: should Socrates hypothesize if likeness is or if it is
not, he must look to what will follow, regarding each hypothesis severally, both for the
hypotheses themselves and for the things different (tois allois) from them, both with
respect to themselves and with respect to one another, and the same logos must also be
considered regarding unlike, motion, rest, genesis, perishing, being itself (autou tou
einai), and non-being (136b1-6). Thus far, the training’s process seems straightforward
enough: an hypothesis is to be examined through the process Parmenides outlined,
regardless of what is hypothesized. A clear path to responding to the skeptic’s logos has
been charted, and we seem that much closer to establishing the possibility of
participation.
7. However, a difficulty emerges as Parmenides expands on how we treat the
different things (ta alla): by means of a single logos (heni logō), regarding whatever
Socrates should hypothesize—that it is or that it isn’t or whatever other experience it
experiences—he must inspect the consequences both with respect to itself and with
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considered in light of being, and thus with respect to everything else. Cornford agrees with this
interpretation, but does not connect it with Parmenides’ initial announcement of the training’s structure (cf.
Cornford, 122-3). As we will see, the entirety of the training will follow the eightfold structure above.
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The passage on the sudden is problematic to some, but is resolved in the relevant portion of the
commentary (cf. 3.III).
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respect to each one of the different things (hen hekaston tōn allōn) that he should select
(proelē), both with respect to more of them (pleiō) and with respect to all of them
together (sumpanta), in just this way (136b6-c2). And likewise, in turn, he must do the
same thing regarding the different things with respect to themselves and with respect to
whatever else he selects (proairē), whether he should hypothesize what he hypothesizes
as being or as not being (136c2-4). Examining the different things requires selecting
which ones are to be examined. This process is followed for each one, however many of
them are gone through, as well as all of them together. And here is where the difficulty
lies: the training requires we go through all things, one by one, in a single logos. Are we
not forced to hypothesize what each one of these other things is, if we are to begin
examining them with respect to one another? Mustn’t we first examine every other
hypothesis in a training before we examine the first, and wouldn’t this be a second logos?
Are we not therefore caught in an infinite maze of logoi, in which no single logos can
begin without the completion of the others (ta alla), each of which cannot begin without
the completion of the rest (ta alla)? 89 The training appears straightforward when
presented in entirely formal terms, but once the specifics are laid out, it proves
forbiddingly difficult—indeed, impossible—to fulfill. When conducting a training, we
are forced either to keep going through more (pleiō) of the different things, or to treat all
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Parmenides alludes to this difficulty in a textual ambiguity. Having used unlikeness as an
example of what Socrates might hypothesize, Parmenides says, “And concerning unlike, the same logos,
and concerning (peri) motion, and concerning rest, and concerning genesis and perishing, and concerning
being itself and non-being” (136b4-6). It isn’t clear whether motion, rest, etc. are meant to be examples of
the different things being examined under the hypothesis, if likeness is, or if they are other hypotheses.
Ultimately, however, one must conduct a training for each, so that the former possibility entails the latter,
and likewise conversely. Each of the beings must be combined and separated with each of the others. So,
peri is used once with motion and again with rest, but is used once for genesis and perishing together and
once for being and non-being together.
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of them together (sumpanta) as though they were one thing; and, for whichever of the
different things we select (136c2, 3: proaireō), we can entertain only a limited selection
of possible hypotheses for each or treat the various hypotheses for each as one thing as a
whole. Parmenides seems to have immediately broken off the path for philosophy that he
just set forth.
8. The implications of the training’s complexity grow dire once Parmenides
reminds us of what’s at stake: an authoritatively thorough view (kuriōs diopsesthai) of
the true will be ours if we train completely (teleōs gumnasamenou) (136c4-5).
Parmenides’ use of a political term like authority (kuria) brings into view the original
problem that the training was introduced to address. Because political dunamis or rule
demands access to precise knowledge, the eidē, we must establish the dunamis of the eidē
to stand in relation to us, thereby overcoming the skeptic’s logos. As preparation for our
response to the skeptic, we must train. Complete or perfect (teleōs) training is required to
gain an authoritatively thorough view of the true. But training completely appears
impossible, given both the infinite extent of the task and our inability to assess the
premises of logos. Our attempt to gain an authoritatively thorough view of the true seems
frustrated from the start—likewise, by extension, our attempt to meet the demands of
rule. Yet even if an authoritatively thorough view of the true isn’t available to us, we
could well wonder whether there is a view of the true that isn’t conduce to authority, i.e.
one that doesn’t provide the precise knowledge needed to guide the city in an
authoritative manner, but nevertheless has a grasp of the true. Indeed, have we not, in
learning that rule demands of us that we complete a task that we can of necessity only
perform incompletely, thereby come to have such a view of the true not conducive to
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authority? The impossibility of training completely or finally (teleōs) proves dire only if
we are committed to an authoritative view of the true, a view of the true that meets the
twin demands of rule simultaneously, and not understanding the true to the extent or in
the manner possible. An unauthoritative view of the true is nevertheless a view of the
true, and as such no less attractive to a philosopher.
9. If Parmenides’ presentation of the impossibility of training completely is an
assertion, not of the impossibility of philosophy, but of the philosopher’s restricted
commitment to the demands of rule, the articulation of the impossibility of the task is an
articulation of the necessary limits of these demands: the true may not be as conducive to
rule as the city would have it. Parmenides thus suggests that it is rule that demands the
possibility of participation, and not philosophy. Rule’s demand of precision is the cause
of the nexus of problems that have arisen and to which the training will have to speak.
Because we demand the eidē be more precise than the particulars, indeed most precise,
they cannot be identified with the imprecise particulars, but must rather be separate.
Separation, in turn, requires access to the eidē through the particulars by way of
participation. Participation, however, can be no more than a necessary postulate, and
separation allows the skeptic to usher in the greatest impasse. If the training responds to
the skeptic by undercutting the demands of rule, then the demand of precision must be
relaxed, and with it the problems arising out of separation and participation might be
dismissed. At this early stage, we cannot yet see how such a solution might work and
what philosophy might appear to be afterwards. Nevertheless, we can already see that
whatever the revised understanding of the eidē we may attain, it will be granted only
upon seeing the extent to which being refuses to meet those demands. That being is
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recalcitrant to the demands of rule says quite a bit about being. In this provisional
understanding, we see that access to being is nevertheless guaranteed not despite our
failure to meet the demands of precision and access, but because of that failure, and thus
how political philosophy is first philosophy (cf. 2.III.4). Parmenides will test these
demands at greater length in the training. By the time we find ourselves on the other side
of that discourse, we will see just how the recalcitrance of being to these demands is the
manner in which being proves accessible to us (cf. 4.I).
10. Whatever the outcome may be, the young Socrates has yet to grasp this
revised understanding of the eidē and the mode of philosophy that consequently emerges.
Parmenides’ description of the training seems to Socrates to be an impossible
laboriousness (amēchanon g[e]…legeis…pragmateian) that he doesn’t quite understand
(136c6-7). Socrates has discerned that the task is so enormous as to require some device
or trick (mēchanē) to get through it, a device that he admits he doesn’t have
(amēchanon). And yet he asks Parmenides to go through the training, hypothesizing
something so that he may understand it better (136c7-8). Socrates is still looking for a
way out of the dilemma. He is at a crossroads: he can either claim that there exists some
mēchanē to make the infinite finite, allowing for the possibility of participation and the
fulfillment of the beautiful promise of the eidē, or he can admit that there is no such
mēchanē and accept the revised understanding of philosophy Parmenides has alluded to.
Perhaps in an effort to test Socrates’ resolve, Parmenides declines, saying it’s a large task
(polu ergon) to command of someone so old (136d1). Socrates in turn asks Zeno to go
through some hypothesis, presumably since he is much younger than Parmenides and is
familiar with training, since his treatise was said to have been an example (136d1-3).
!
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Zeno humbly laughs at the prospect that he could do it and says they must ask
Parmenides, since it’s no paltry thing he speaks of (136d4-6).90 Parmenides resisted
because he is old and the training is, as he had earlier said, meant for someone young (cf.
136d1, 135d3-6); yet as Zeno points out, only certain people are capable of the feat, or at
least some are more so than others: an old Parmenides is better suited for the task than a
younger Zeno. At the same time as Parmenides emerges as the only one capable of
teaching, Socrates proves his the persistence of his drive by quickly turning to Zeno (Alla
su…Zenōn). The magnitude of the task, which Socrates noticed and Parmenides
underscores, is no deterrent to Socrates’ drive for logoi. If Parmenides initially balked at
testing Socrates’ resolve, and thus whether the young Athenian was inclined to search for
a mēchanē or to wonder at the impossibility of what rule demands, Socrates has proven
himself a ready student. With a capable learner and teacher secured, it would seem the
preconditions for conducting a training have been met and that the exercise can
immediately begin.
11. Yet as Zeno continues, he introduces a further obstacle beyond whether the
teacher and student are capable. Were the group any larger than it is, Zeno and Socrates
wouldn’t be able to request a demonstration from Parmenides: it is unbecoming (aprepē),
especially for someone so old, to speak (legein) such things before many, since the many
are ignorant that, without this very excursion or exposition (diexodou) and wandering
(planēs: cf. 135e2) through all things, it is impossible (adunaton) to have a mind (noun)
that chances upon (entuchonta) the true (136d6-e3). Zeno’s comments recall Parmenides’
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That Zeno laughs at himself is a sign of the greater playfulness he’s adopted since his serious,
pugnacious youth, when he wrote his treatise (cf. 2.II.2-3).
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earlier remark that the many call the training garrulity because it seems useless to them,
even though it is necessary (cf. 135d3-6). The training appears to be a useless garrulity
because it is a sort of wandering and excursion, a deviation from the path on which one
initially finds oneself. As a deviation, it requires a suspension of what set us on the initial
path. But as a necessary deviation, the new path not only gains its character from the
initial path, but is the necessary culmination of the initial path. As with all digressions,
we embark upon training with reservations as to its ultimate utility: Parmenides praised
Socrates for not permitting Zeno’s particular wandering (cf. 135d8-e7). What the many
don’t realize is that sticking to the path requires deviating from it, that straying from the
path is the path itself. Because the philosopher’s path is a wandering from the initial path
set forth by the demands of rule, there remains an unbridgeable gap between him and the
many. This appears to be the ultimate consequence of Parmenides’ insight during the first
part of the critique, that Socrates’ turning to the opinions of human beings showed he was
using the eidos as a term of distinction (130e3-4: pros anthrōpōn apoblepeis doxas; cf.
2.III.3). Parmenides used this insight in the second and third parts to show Socrates that
his attraction to the beauty of the eidē blinded him to their difficulties, a beauty
Parmenides showed in the fourth part to be rooted in the demands rule makes of the
beings, that they be precise and accessible such that they fulfill their beautiful promise of
unbounded competence in practice, i.e. in attaining our good. But because being proves
recalcitrant to the demands rule makes of it, being and political life stand in tension with
one another, the philosopher’s path stands apart from the path rule starts him out on, and
the philosopher from those who have yet to stray from the city’s path. Having set an
admittedly arbitrary limit of five years on the burgeoning philosopher’s training
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(gumnasia) in dialectics, Socrates says this philosopher must be compelled to rule: the
city demands a limitless training be limited (Republic 539d-40a; cf. Theaetetus 169b5-c3:
tis erōs deinos endeduke tēs…gumnasias).
12. With an able learner and teacher secured and the number of those present
appropriately small, Zeno closes by telling Parmenides that he joins Socrates in asking
him to go through an hypothesis, since he himself hasn’t heard it performed in quite some
time (136e3-4). Right after Zeno says this, Cephalus tells us that Antiphon said that
Pythodorus said that he, Aristoteles, and the others asked Parmenides to demonstrate the
training and not do otherwise (136e5-8). Everyone present wants Parmenides to give
them what they later won’t know what to do with (cf. 2.IV.4). All agree to the necessity
of deviating from the path, while after the fact no one is aware of what they’ve just
walked through. Parmenides replies that it is necessary to obey (136e8-9). Before
entering upon the training, he takes a moment to describe the nature of the compulsion he
is feeling. Parmenides says he seems to himself to be having the experience of the
Ibycean horse, first explaining the reference: being an old prizewinner about to compete
in a chariot race (huph’ harmati) and, on account of experience, trembling at what’s
about to happen, Ibycus likens himself to the horse because he is unwilling and says that
he himself is also compelled to fall in love (eis ton erōta…ienai), although he is so old
(136e9-7a4). Parmenides then applies the reference to himself: he seems to himself to be
very afraid, remembering how he must, although he is of such an age, swim through a sea
of logoi of such a sort and expanse; nevertheless, it is necessary for him to gratify, since
they are also such as Zeno said (137a4-7). Parmenides isn’t clear as to whom he is
gratifying with the demonstration. He is gratifying either Socrates or the group as a
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whole. Because Parmenides only makes reference to the group as not being forbiddingly
large, they do not seem to be the object of his erōs, but rather of such a size that they
constitute no impediment to his erōs. Further, because Socrates is characterized as having
a beautiful (kalē) and divine drive for logoi, a drive whose beauty he has proven by
remaining persistent after Parmenides’ balk—indeed, by never flagging before the everincreasing obstacles to philosophy—the object of Parmenides’ erōs seems to be Socrates’
potential as a philosopher, to which Parmenides has made constant reference.
13. Parmenides’ citation of Ibycus constitutes the sole reference to a poet in the
Parmenides. A more detailed comparison of Parmenides’ description of his experience to
Ibycus’ poem sheds light on the implications of Parmenides’ gratifying Socrates by
conducting an example of training. Fortunately, a few lines of the poem are preserved in
Proclus’ commentary on the dialogue (fr. 287):

5

Erōs, looking at me meltingly
under dark-lidded eyes,
by all manner of charms throws me
into the limitless fishing-net of Cupris.
And I tremble as he approaches,
just as an aged, yoke-carrying horse that has carried off victory
unwillingly walks into contest with swift chariots.91

In the fragment, a limitless net (aperia diktua) is juxtaposed to a contest, which is as such
limited. Ibycus draws attention to the limitlessness of the object into which our erōs
draws us and the limitation required for erōs’ satisfaction. Because erōs’ object is
limitless, erōs is never ultimately satisfied in full: a horse that has already carried off
prizes (aethlophoros) nevertheless still carries a yoke (pherezugos) in contest. In a related
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For the text of the fragments discussed in this paragraph, see Davies, 284-5. Fragment 287 is
from Dillon and Morrow 1992, 375-6.
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fragment, Ibycus remarks that whereas spring is fertile, erōs in no season lays to rest
(katakoitos) (fr. 286.1-7). Here too erōs is unceasing, and thus tied to the limitless. Ibycus
notes that what erōs requires, “lying down in bed” (katakoitos), i.e. consummation, is
never completed for the last time, such that we would be finally and forever satisfied. The
fertility of spring hides the ebb and flow of the seasons, which, like the Thracian wind to
which erōs is compared (cf. 286.8-9), continue circuitously with no promise of a final
cessation. Just after bringing out the unceasing nature of erōs, Ibycus says Cupris has sent
him (286.10-11). In both fragments, then, the limitation required for the satisfaction of
erōs—as victory or Spring—contradicts Aphrodite’s limitlessness—the aperia diktua or
what has no season (oudemian…hōran). For Ibycus, the satisfaction of erōs requires
contradicting the demands of erōs.
14. While Parmenides borrows much of his language and imagery from Ibycus’
poem, there are some notable deviations that are instructive for approaching the training
that is to come. For one, Ibycus’ word for “chariot” (ochesphi) differs from what Plato
has Parmenides use, harma. This word is familiar from the proem to his poem (cf.
Parmenides, fr. 1.5, 1.21).92 In the proem, Parmenides’ chariot carries him up through the
gates of Justice to the goddess who tells him of the way of truth (cf. fr. 1.1-3, 1.11-21,
1.29-30). The goddess distinguishes the way of truth from the way of opinion by claiming
that the former is the way of persuasion, for persuasion attends upon truth (cf. fr. 2). Once
we find ourselves on the way of truth (fr. 8: cf. 8.1-2), however, in which the true trust
(pistis alēthēs) absent from the way of mortals is to be found (fr. 8.28, 1.30), we are told
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All citations in this and the following paragraph are to Parmenides’ fragments. The numbering
of the fragments is from Johnstone and Sider 1986, 1-5.
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that mortals are persuaded that the names they give what is, and their claims that it comes
to be and perishes, are true (fr. 8.38-41). But the goddess has just said this is impossible
(fr. 8.2-21). Persuasion does not, therefore, always attend upon truth, as the goddess
initially claimed, but also upon error. The goddess speaks of this error as the attempt of
mortals to give an order (kosmos) to what is. By asserting there is a plurality scattered
about and brought together, the asserted order ignores that what is cannot be cut off from
what is, i.e. that there are no divisions in being as there are in cosmology (fr. 4.2-4). The
order is thus set in opposition to the trustworthy account and true thought that are the way
of truth (fr. 8.51-2). Yet the goddess’ description of the way of truth is always negative.
She is apparently only able to communicate to Parmenides what is by making reference
to what it is not, i.e. by making reference to the deceptive order in human opinion.93 This
is clearest in her description of the unity of what is: she consistently refers to it as holding
together (cf. fr. 8.6: suneches; l. 23: sunechesthai; l. 25: xuneches). By describing what is
as what holds together, she merely denotes a reversal of the taking apart that occurs in
the ordering of mortal opinions, the very sort of “bringing together” she earlier precluded
(cf. fr. 4). Cosmology seems unavoidable in the goddess’ communication of the way of
truth. The way of truth is not that separable, then, from the way of mortal opinions.
Necessity (Anankē) appears in both the way of truth and the way of error, binding both
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The exposition of the way of truth contains five arguments about what is: it is ungenerated and
imperishable (fr. 8.2-21: agenēton, anōlethron), indivisible (ll. 22-5: oude diaireton estin), immobile (ll.
26-33: akinēton), whole (ll. 34-41: oulon), and like a sphere (ll. 42-9: eukuklou sphairēs). That the first
three arguments are negative is clear enough from the conclusion, which denies the principles used in
ordering what is: generation, perishing, division, and motion (cf. ll. 38-41: gignesthai te kai ollusthai). In
describing it as a whole, the goddess makes further reference to its motionlessness, recalling the third
argument (l. 38: akinēton). Finally, the fifth argument refers to what is as though Parmenides and the
goddess were separate in its circularity, just as she later describes mortal opinion about the moon (fr. 10.4:
kuklōpos).
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what is and the stars in a limit: man’s need for a limit governs truth and error, demanding
multiplicity wherever the human being turns (cf. fr. 8.30-1, 10.6-7).
15. The goddess goes through the ordering (diakosmon) of things in mortal
opinion for the sake of keeping it from overtaking Parmenides (fr. 8.61-2). In the middle
of the order is a goddess (daimōn) who steers all things, specifically as regards the
mixing and birth of things by uniting male and female (fr. 12.3-6). Thus of all the gods,
she is said to have made Erōs first (fr. 13). Erōs governs the growth and generation of
things, the order posited in mortal opinion. Against this understanding of what is, the
goddess warns: what is cannot be cut off from holding to what is, a revelation, which,
while absent, is present to mind (noō) (fr. 4.1-4). The goddess thus attempts to draw
Parmenides’ attention away from the order governed by Erōs and toward the ultimate
unity of what is, since being is implied in all thinking and speaking (fr. 2.7-8, 3).94 We
are thus caught between the manifold order and the unity of what is, between the divided
beings and undivided being. The two ways are inseparable because they are
simultaneously asserted in all thinking and speaking. Zeno attempted to make this point
in the first argument of his treatise (cf. 2.II.5). This Parmenidean insight is related to that
of Ibycus, who shows that erōs can never be fully satisfied since satisfaction entails
making the limitless limited. Parmenides’ poem turns away from the limitless, however,
and towards the unity of all things in being. His turning away from the limitless is echoed
in his paraphrasing of Ibycus’ poem. While both Parmenides and Ibycus use water
imagery, Parmenides says his “sea” is of “such a size” (tosouton)—he remains silent as to
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the extent—whereas Ibycus calls Cupris’ “fishing net” (diktua) “limitless” (apeira).
Further, while Parmenides does mention erōs, he does not refer to Aphrodite by her place
of birth, Cupris. In both these instances, Parmenides leaves out Aphrodite and her
connection to the limitless, here an image for the extent of the logoi necessary for training
completely. In short, Parmenides seems to be saying in his allusion that his erōs for
Socrates compels him to communicate in a limited discourse the limitless task of
philosophy, while turning away from the limitlessness of the task (cf. 4.I.4). The second
part of the Parmenides could never really be long enough.
16. After his brief reflection on his situation, Parmenides turns to fulfill his
promise of going through the training. He asks the group from where they will begin and
what they will hypothesize first (137a7-b1). Before anyone can answer, Parmenides
immediately asks them whether, since it does indeed seem the laborious game must be
played (pragmateiōdē paidian paizein), they want him to begin with himself and his
hypothesis, hypothesizing concerning the one itself, i.e. whether one is or one is not,95
what must be the consequences (137b1-4). We are not treated to a discussion of Socrates’
eidē—although unity as such has much do with the demand of precision that rule makes
of the eidē, as we have seen and will later see in the training itself (cf. 3.II.52, 54).96
Rather, Parmenides offers up his own hypothesis of his own accord, and before anyone
can or does provide another. Because he’s to go through a full training on his hypothesis,
he must consider the consequences not only if the one is, but also if it is not. That is, he
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On this reading of the text, see Allen 1997, 208-10.
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Cf. Dorter 1994, 49.
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must engage in a playful self-critique of his own hypothesis, i.e. just what he has been
urging Socrates to do with his hypothesis all along (cf. 2.II.14-16).97 Although he puts
double emphasis on the playful aspect (paidian paizein), Parmenides also characterizes it
as laborious (pragmateiōdē), recalling a number of earlier moments. Earlier, Socrates
said that Zeno labored (pepragmateusthai) manfully over the proofs of his treatise. And
in the first part of the critique, Socrates said of himself that he labors (pragmateuomenos)
over the good, the just, and the beautiful (cf. 129e3-5, 130d8-9). A little later, Parmenides
appealed to Socrates’ sentiment of the laboriousness of philosophy when he warned him
that he would have to labor (pragmateuomenou) over his demonstration to the skeptic (cf.
133b8-c1). Once Parmenides described the training in full to Socrates, the young
Athenian remarked that the labor (pragmateian) Parmenides speaks of seems impossible
(amēchanon). Compelled to perform the training and having witnessed the extent of
Socrates’ drive for logoi, Parmenides touches upon the familiar laboriousness of
philosophy, only to put greater emphasis on the playfulness required. Parmenides
indicates that he will attempt to impart to Socrates the necessity of playful self-critique
for philosophy, and that he will do so by submitting his own hypothesis about the one to
the laborious game of training. Zeno is the one to respond to Parmenides’ question of
whether he should use his own hypothesis, and he strongly affirms his teacher’s choice
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Allen observe that “it is surely one of the most peculiar features of dramatic characterization in
the Parmenides that Parmenides should be made to attack what he accepts and defend what he denies. It is
so peculiar, indeed, that many critics have shut their eyes to the palpable fact” (Allen 1997, 111-12). He
continues on to state that “Parmenides is Socratic in his purpose, Socratic in the underlying irony of his
approach, and Socratic in his method. Socratic dialectic has an Eleatic root” (Allen 1997, 112). Allen’s
characterization seems right to me, though I believe we have different understandings of this SocraticEleatic dialectic, a difference that should become manifest in my commentary on the training, as well as in
my conclusion.
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(137b5). He, better than anyone, recognizes that for the game to be truly playful, we must
be willing to consider the possibility that our own hypothesis suffers absurdities (cf.
2.II.3-5).
17. At this point, again, we’d expect the training to begin without delay: we have
an able student, an able teacher, a permissively small group, and an hypothesis. And yet
Parmenides instead asks who will answer him, immediately suggesting that it be the
youngest present (137b6). Up to now, no mention had been made of using an interlocutor
while training. What’s more, his criterion seems quite arbitrary, especially so considering
the laboriousness of the training and the demands it makes on whoever takes it up.
Indeed, why doesn’t Parmenides choose Socrates, the person for whom he decided to
take up the training in the first place, the person among those present whom Parmenides
singles out as someone who will be taken hold of by philosophy and who stands to
benefit most from the training (cf. 130e1-3)? Parmenides does attempt to justify the
choice, claiming the youngest will least of all be much trouble (polupragmonoi), and he
most of all would answer the things that seem to him to be the case, his answers at the
same time giving Parmenides some rest (137b6-8). The choice is justified solely on the
basis of making the training less burdensome on Parmenides. That is, he chooses the
youngest in the hope that he is the complete opposite of Socrates, who has continuously
pushed the argument further and further. Far from seeking out a Socrates, Parmenides
actually wants someone who lacks his drive for logoi.98 With all the obstacles to the
training removed, Parmenides of his own accord introduces a further obstacle by having
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the direction of the arguments determined by Aristoteles rather than by himself or
Socrates. Parmenides’ intention, then, is not simply to make a display of the training
before Socrates, nor to conduct one with Socrates, but rather to make a display of the
training being conducted with someone who lacks the requisite drive for logoi. Socrates,
who has been inclined to view philosophy as a laborious undertaking and thereby
deemphasize its playful character, will witness a display of the game in which
Parmenides’ interlocutor will take it to be even more laborious than Socrates.
18. That Parmenides’ erōs for Socrates leads him to make a display of someone
who lacks the requisite drive for logoi suggests that Parmenides is more concerned with
showing Socrates the difficulties in teaching, i.e. the specific cause of ignorance in
human nature (cf. 2.III.37). To understand the difficulties we encounter in teaching is to
understand the variety of ways in which human nature places a limit on the limitless logoi
demanded by learning. This limitation is a product of the interlocutors engaged in the
logoi and the question with which they are concerned. The logoi that come into being in
teaching are limited whenever the interlocutors conclude that the matter has been
determined well and sufficiently (cf. 135b1-2: hikanōs dieukrinēsamon). Yet if the logoi
are indeed limitless, then it would seem that any limitation tends away from the true. That
is, to complete the training is to accept the beautiful over the true, an act of poetry (cf.
135e8-6a2, 2.IV.5). By choosing Aristoteles for his lack of Socrates’ drive, Parmenides
chooses that limit which most clearly underscores that in the soul which inclines away
from knowledge and toward ignorance, i.e. why the skeptic’s logos is so persuasive
despite being false (cf. 2.III.38, IV.8-11). That is, since Parmenides must put forward a
limited discourse, he introduces Aristoteles to show Socrates how the demands of
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precision and access function in psuchē’s failure to follow the training and, in turn, how
being comes to light negatively by displaying its recalcitrance to these attachments. That
is, he seeks to impart to Socrates how the didactic and zetetic roles of philosophy are in
fact one, even or perhaps especially when the former fails. The training is meant to push
Socrates in the direction of refuting the opinions that arise from these attachments in
order to open his interlocutors to being, on the one hand, and to understand being through
his interlocutors’ efforts to remain closed from being, on the other, the twofold task with
which we see Socrates occupied in Plato’s dialogues. As we will see in the training, the
fourth through eighth deductions are devoted to exploring the various positions of the
skeptic, whose position will undergo a full-fledged critique (cf. 3.III.18, IV.1, 5, V.2,
VI.1, 15, etc.).
19. Because the logoi in the training are a function of the particular interlocutors,
the second part of the Parmenides is not the cold, austere discourse it is often taken to
be.99 Rather, in it we find a remarkable dramatization of the human being’s encounter
with and reaction to the steepness of rule’s demands. If its language feels abstract or
unfamiliar, it is only because we are unaware of the extent to which rule determines our
approach to being, and so because we are unfamiliar with ourselves. The training is an
all-too-human discourse, and the extensive, detailed treatment of the coming commentary
is meant in part as an extensive demonstration of this fact. The training, then, is most of
all about the how the logoi come into being through the limit imposed by the attachments
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of the interlocutors’ psuchai and the particular question with which they are engaged.
Parmenides alludes to this in the final line before the training. After Parmenides describes
his desired interlocutor, Aristoteles speaks up, saying he’s ready for Parmenides, since he
speaks of him when speaking of the youngest (137c1-2). Aristoteles tells Parmenides to
ask, so that he can answer (137c2-3). Parmenides responds to Aristoteles, “Very well,
then,” (eien dē) and goes directly into the training (137c4). Aristoteles’ request that
Parmenides ask so he can answer is met with a word that has the colloquial meaning of
deciding to embark on a collective endeavor, and the etymological root of letting
something come into being.100 By literally saying “let it be,” Parmenides subtly indicates
the situation of logoi with respect to the human: they are brought into being when two
interlocutors take it upon themselves to attempt to discern some matter sufficiently, and
they are limited once that standard of sufficiency has been met. In turning to the training
to come, special attention must therefore be paid to Aristoteles’ effect on the logoi and,
conversely, the effect of the logoi on Aristoteles.101 His apparently insignificant role must
be elaborated as we explore the arguments. Why does Aristoteles demand explanations at
certain points, and not at others? Does he make hasty agreements, and if so, why? This
will humanize the discourse, thereby allowing us to see precisely what Parmenides seeks
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Cf. the entry for eien in Chantraine et al. 1968-80, 317.
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There has been some question as to whether Aristoteles’ hesitations are significant. I think that
they are; why this is so will become apparent in the following commentary. I would add that not only his
hesitations, but also his questions—when he does and does not ask for further explanation—prove
significant. As de Torres notes, “The portrait of Aristoteles lies in what questions he asks” (de Torres 2005,
18 n. 21). That is, their significance lies not in whether they are Plato’s cues to flaws in Parmenides’
arguments, but rather into the difficulty Aristoteles has in following them. This speaks directly to the
didactic role of philosophy that Parmenides has just put forth for Socrates. Cf. Benardete 2012, 237 n. 4,
contra Allen 1997, 216: “Aristoteles gives no trouble at all”; Dorter 1994, 50-1.
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to impart to Socrates. Only by taking into account how the being of the logoi in the
training is a function of Aristoteles’ participation will we have adequately comprehended
what is said and properly discerned the relationship between the two main parts of the
internal conversation of the Parmenides. With this task in mind, we look to the second
part to see what is there.
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CHAPTER 3:
PARMENIDES 137C4 – 166C5

Section I:
First Deduction (137c4 – 142b3)
1. Parmenides begins the first deduction by stating the positive version of the hypothesis
as the protasis to a conditional: “if one or unity (hen) is…” (137c4). He immediately
concludes from this that it couldn’t in any way be many, which Aristoteles affirms
(137c4-5).102 This agreement constitutes the overarching premise of the first deduction:
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From the beginning of his commentary on the training, Allen takes the arguments to be a
reflection of ideas and arguments found in other authors, particularly Aristotle (cf. Allen 1997, 229). He
claims, without argument, that “the force of those arguments [on place, time, motion, etc.] can often be
recovered by reference to the physical works of Aristotle” (Allen 1997, 217). There are a number of
problems with this procedure. First, it runs afield of Allen’s interpretive approach, namely “to use the
structure of the Parmenides as a control on the interpretation of individual passages” (Allen 1997, xi). This
approach appears to be derived from H. D. F. Kitto, whom Allen quotes, before his commentary proper
begins, as saying the following: “If the interpretation we advance implies that the play is imperfectly
designed, then either the dramatist has not done his job very well, or the critic has failed to understand him.
The presumption…is that the dramatist was competent. If the dramatist had something to say, and if he was
a competent artist, the presumption is that he has said it, and that we, by looking to the form which he
created, can find out what it is” (Allen 1997, 68). If discerning the force of the argument requires turning to
Aristotle, then Allen seems to imply that Plato was incompetent on this point. I do not think he wishes this
implication, nor do I. Second, Allen himself criticizes other authors for such practice, for he at one point
rejects a proposed emendation on the grounds that it “neglects the purposeful ambiguity of the argument”
(Allen 1997, 181). Third, Allen seems to think that the force of the argument would have been apparent to
the reader, who would be familiar, if not with the works of Aristotle, then at least with ideas that eventually
came to be contained therein. But shall we assume the same of young Aristoteles, whom Allen
characterizes (though perhaps unfairly) as “philosophically untrained, and without independent insight”
(Allen 1997, 216 n. 46)? I again appeal to Allen’s interpretative approach: does not Aristoteles betray an
incompetence on the part of Plato, if indeed he is portrayed both as aware of the most sophisticated
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unity can have no compromise with plurality, but must be one in every respect.103 In
considering the character of the one in its unity, and only in its unity, the first deduction
considers unity with respect to itself (cf. 2.II.7, IV.6).104 We will have to wait for the
second deduction to consider the one with respect to what differ from it, which, as
different, will be many (3.I.27-II.3). For the first deduction, the task will be to test the
validity of the inference from the hypothesis that unity is to the conclusion that it is in no
way many. To employ the language of the fourth part of Parmenides’ critique of the eidē,
the first deduction will examine the consequences for the most precise unity, that unity
characteristic of divine knowledge and most needed to guide human life predictably
toward the good (cf. 2.III.31 ff.). Accordingly, in the first deduction Parmenides tests the
consequences for the demand of precision, eventually making his way to see what effect
meeting that demand has on our attempt to meet the demand of access (cf. 3.I.28). We see
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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physical doctrines of the time and philosophically untrained? For all these reasons, I will not comment on
those of Allen’s interpretations that seem to me to rely on these external authors. This is not because I
disapprove of such practice, but because this only means we must ask why Plato would choose leave out a
sophisticated explanation where we have felt the need to introduce it. I proceed on the premise that Plato is
indeed a competent dramatist, and that the arguments must have some force, not just to Aristotle, the
student of Plato, but even to the young, inexperienced Aristoteles of the dialogue.
103

I agree in spirit with Cornford, who says that “if he,” the student of the Parmenides, “turns
back to the opening paragraphs of the several Hypotheses, he will discover…that these opening paragraphs,
though usually cast into the form of a deduction, really define the sense in which ‘the One’ or ‘being’ is to
be understood in each Hypothesis” (Cornford 1977, 111; cf. 114-15). I would add, first, that definition is
itself a form of deduction, for we define something in light of other things, without considering all the
possible contexts in which we could otherwise define it, a feature of deduction that becomes abundantly
clear in the course of the training (cf. Allen 1997, 212 n. 42); second, that senses vary even within the
individual deductions, most of all in the second, which is especially concerned with the variety of
contradictory senses in which we speak of things; and, third, that the varying failure or success of each
sense drives the adoption of the senses that ensue. Accordingly, Parmenides’ argument is progressive,
inasmuch as he adjusts his position to accommodate discoveries—or, perhaps better, insights he imparts to
Socrates—along the way. That is, the argument is dramatic in form, as the commentary will bear out.
104

Cornford notes that we do not hear of ta alla until the second deduction (cf. Cornford 1977,

122-3).
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from the outset, then, how the training addresses the issues Parmenides raised in the
greatest impasse.
2. The premise of unity’s complete lack of plurality is first treated with respect to
part/whole relationships. Parmenides claims it’s necessary that neither is there a part of it
nor is it a whole (137c5-6). Upon Aristoteles’ request, Parmenides clarifies what he
means: the part is surely a part of a whole, while, regarding the whole, it would be that of
which not one part is absent, both of which propositions Aristoteles affirms (137c6-8).
They agree that in both ways the one would be comprised of parts (ek merōn an eiē), both
because it is a whole and because it has parts, and thus that in both ways the one would
be many, but not one (137c8-d1). But since it’s necessary that it not be many, but be one,
it will neither be a whole nor have parts, if the one is to be one, which Aristoteles affirms
(137d1-3). In the first argument of the first deduction, Parmenides denies unity the very
spatial relations that he and Socrates had used to describe how participation works in the
second part of the critique of the eidē (cf. 131a4-7). The overarching premise of the
argument, that there can be no mediation between unity and plurality, denies us the only
terms available to describe how the precise unity of the eidē relates to the imprecise
plurality of the particulars of experience. We suspect from this that any access to unity—
be it that of the eidos in its precision or that of being as a whole—must therefore be
mediated by plurality, which would of necessity render it imprecise. The overarching
premise of the first deduction thus appears to deny the very activity of discussing the one.
The one that is in no way many would be unintelligible, for intelligibility would require
plurality. The demand of precision would therefore contradict the demand of access. As
the deduction proceeds, we will see more specifically why what we suspect to be the case
!
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here is in fact so. The trajectory of the first deduction will be Parmenides’ attempt to
show why to be intelligible requires that unity always be mixed with plurality, by
revealing the absurdity of hypothesizing unmixed unity (cf. 3.I.28 ff.). In this way, he
will show why access requires some measure of imprecision, or, better, why precision in
approach requires slackening the demand of precision in outcomes.
3. The absurdity is introduced in the second argument, which deduces from the
first argument the sole positive characteristic Parmenides ascribes to the one of the first
deduction. Parmenides begins by invoking the conclusion of the first argument: if it
doesn’t have any parts, neither could it have a beginning, end, or middle, for these very
things would then be its parts, which Aristoteles agrees is correct (137d4-6). They agree
that a beginning and end are of course the limits of each thing, and that the one is
therefore limitless or infinite (apeiron), since it has neither beginning nor end (137d6-8).
Whereas every other argument in the first deduction concludes that the one can be neither
of the opposing terms under consideration—neither in itself nor in another, neither in
motion nor at rest, neither the same as nor other than either itself or another, and so on—
the discussion of limit concludes that the one has no limit, and is thus limitless. Never in
the first deduction does Parmenides argue that the one also isn’t limitless.105 This lone
positive statement on the one recalls Parmenides’ reference to Cupris’ limitless fishingnet in Ibycus’ poem, and the limited logos in which we presently find ourselves. If the
one is indeed limitless, is there any hope of fully comprehending it in a single logos (cf.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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I agree with Cornford, who argues for taking this statement in “a purely negative sense. It is not
meant that the One has unlimited extent, such as will be deduced for the number series in the corresponding
section of Hyp. II (142D ff.)” (Cornford 1977, 118).
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136b7: heni logō)? Do we not, in conducting a training, attempt to put a limit on the
limitless one? What is the status of the logoi through which we presently swim? Could a
limit ever be imposed on the limitless one without altering what it is?
4. At least this much can be said for now: the imposition of a limit on the limitless
would give it parts, by giving it a beginning, middle and end, whose relationship would in
turn give it some shape or articulation (schēma), to which Parmenides turns in the
following argument.106 The effect of logos’ giving a limit to the limitless should therefore
be at issue here. Parmenides claims that the one is without any shape, for it partakes
(metechei) of neither curved nor straight (137d7-e1). Aristoteles asks Parmenides to
explain how this could be the case (137e1). Parmenides’ explanation requires a logos of
the other terms under consideration: a curve is that thing, the extremities of which hold
away from the middle equally in every direction; while straight shape is that thing, the
middle of which would be before or in the way of (epiprosthen) both the extremities
together (amphoin toin eschatoin) (137e1-4). Aristoteles’ ready acceptance of the first
logos conceals the question of whether it is better suited for a circle (kuklos) rather than a
curve (strongulos), which includes but is not limited to the former. Nevertheless, we can
reluctantly accept the conclusion despite our unanswered request for a second logos,
since Parmenides is only concerned with showing curves have parts. The second logos
seems better than the first, primarily because it holds together the relationship of all the
parts of a straight line, namely by means of setting the middle part as obstructing both the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The view that schēma implies that the one would be a physical body ignores the spatiality of
language, thematic in the first part of the dialogue. Consequently, Cornford proceeds in his commentary on
the first deduction as if Parmenides is speaking of the consequences if the one were to be a physical being.
Cf. Cornford 1977, 118 ff., 146 ff.
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beginning and end simultaneously and in the same way: because the middle must be
before both the extremities together, the shape must be straight. The success of the logos
turns on Parmenides’ use of the word both and the dual number. Whereas we find the
first logos insufficient because the definition doesn’t clearly fit the term, so that a
supplementary logos is required, we find the second sufficient because the definition and
term align neatly with one another. If the success of the second logos in unifying the
phenomenon out of its many parts turns on the use of the word “both” and the dual, what
do these terms accomplish that the terms in the first logos did not?
5. As Parmenides continues, he makes a revealing substitution: the one would
have parts and would be many, should it partake of either straight or curved
(peripherous) shape, so that it is neither straight nor curved (peripheres), since, indeed, it
doesn’t have parts (137e4-8a1). Parmenides’ substitution of peripherēs for strongulos
seems to have no effect on the argument, since it’s unclear what, if any, difference in
meaning there is between the two terms. Etymologically, however, peripherēs is more
descriptive, since it means, most literally, “what is carried around,” with around meaning
on an arc or bend. In English, it is like substituting “sweeping” for “curved,” for the
former brings to mind the motion by which the shape is made. The prefix peri- alone
contains the shape, whereas the root pherein conveys the motion. Because it expresses
the shape in terms of the motion by which it is made, the word peripherēs temporalizes a
spatial term, so that the beginning, middle, and end of the shape are expressed in terms of
the beginning, middle, and end of a motion. The new term better describes curved shape
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than the prior definition, which was better suited for circular shape.107 By giving a spatial
relationship temporal expression, Parmenides recalls Socrates’ explanation of
participation by means of the image of a day (cf. 131b1-6). Peripherēs is no less an
image. Does Parmenides mean to suggest that a successful logos, in the sense of
definition, requires the use of images that bring together beautifully what is separated into
parts by the various terms the definition employs? And if this is the case, does the same
thing also occur in the use of “both” and the dual in the definition of straight shape?
Reflecting briefly, we speculate that these linguistic tools allow Parmenides to align what
is opposed, the beginning and end of the line treated as two of a kind as regards their
relationship to the middle. Speculation aside, Parmenides does discuss what occurs when
we use the word “both,” but not until the second deduction (cf. 3.II.9-10). But this is to
the point, since the first deduction is concerned with keeping plurality and unity apart, not
with putting them together. Accordingly, it remains a side issue throughout the first
deduction because the overarching premise is that the one can in no way be many.
Nevertheless, it is a side issue whose presence is constantly felt, for Parmenides must
constantly give content to terms aside from the one in order to show that they cannot be
said of the one (cf. 3.I.24-5).
6. And yet in the next argument, Parmenides suggests that even the present
attempt to keep unity and plurality apart fails, necessarily rendering the one many.
Turning to place, he again states his conclusion outright, only to be met with a request for
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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When peripherein next occurs, it will be as one of the forms of motion (cf. 138c4-5:
peripheroito kuklō). The form of motion—being carried about in a circle—shows not only that peripherēs
has connotations of motion, but also that it is much broader than circular shape, since Parmenides feels the
need to modify peripheroito with kuklō.
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further explanation from Aristoteles: because it is indeed of such a sort (toiouton ge on),
it would be nowhere, for it would be neither in another thing nor in itself (138a2-3).
Parmenides elaborates, first regarding the one’s being in another thing: should it be in
something else, it would be surrounded (periechoito) in a circle (kuklō) by that in which it
should be and be touched in many places by many things; yet (men…de) because “the
both one and partless” (tou…henou te kai amerous) doesn’t partake of circle, it’s
impossible for it to be touched in many places in a circle (138a3-7). Aristoteles agrees
that this is impossible (138a7). Parmenides begins by invoking the one in its unity: “it is
of such a sort.” Yet he ends up calling the one “the both one and partless.” The presence
of te kai is especially troubling, since it draws together two features of the one. Even
though their description of the one has been almost entirely negative, their understanding
of it is manifold: the one is one, as well as partless, not a whole, not curved in shape, not
straight in shape, and so on. We could make the same joke here that Socrates made of
Zeno’s treatise (cf. 2.II.2, IV.44). The cause of this difficulty seems to be that in order for
logos to determine of what sort something is (toiouton on), it must determine what it is
not, thus rendering anything it treats manifold. It can only return to the unity of the thing
by way of the binding together of te kai. Te kai accomplishes the same thing as “both,”
the dual, and the image contained in peripherēs: it brings together all the parts into one.
But if the one is in no way many, and thus has no parts, with what justification do we
speak of it as a plurality, even as a negative plurality, i.e. as not being such-and-such or
having certain qualities?
7. The sequel is instructive, for Parmenides uses all the above linguistic tools to
argue that the one can’t be in itself. If the one were in itself, nothing other than it itself
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would also be what surrounds itself, precisely because it is in itself, for it is impossible
for something to be in another, with the latter not surrounding the former (138a8-b1).
Aristoteles agrees that this, just as the last agreement, is impossible (adunaton) (138b2).
They then agree that the very thing surrounding would be one thing (heteron men), with
the thing being surrounded another (heteron de), since the same thing generally (holon)
won’t experience and do (poiēsei) both together (amphō) at the same time (138b2-4). The
impossibility in logos is taken to reflect an impossibility of being, the overcoming of
which, Parmenides suggests, is poetic. It is an impossible fiction to do together (amphō)
what are separated into one thing (heteron men) and another (heteron de)—what are other
than one another (heteron heterou). This would be to violate the principle of noncontradiction, the language of which Parmenides here invokes.108 Parmenides brings
together the contradictory by way of the word “both” in the dual. Just as the extremes of a
line stand contrary to one another, so too would something stand with respect to itself
were it actually in itself, and thus outside itself. That such a thing could ever be seems to
be a fiction. Yet a line surely is. Might there not be some way, then, that something can
be in itself (cf. 3.II.25)? And might the principle of non-contradiction be too strict a tool
in understanding beings with parts opposed to one another? They conclude that were the
one in itself, it wouldn’t still be one, but two (138b4-5). Aristoteles agrees, and so they
conclude the one isn’t anywhere (pou), since it is neither in itself nor in another (138b56). The whole issue of whether the one can be anywhere among us turns on whether the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Cf. Republic 436b8-9: tauton tanantia poiein ē paschein kata tauton ge kai pros tauton ouk
ethelēsei hama. The line in the Parmenides reads: ou gar holon ge amphō tauton hama peisetai kai poiēsei
(138b3-4).
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one can be two. That is, the demand of access requires that the one be many, while
plurality in turn requires some contrariety. If access, i.e. intelligibility, requires, in part,
plurality, how can the one that is in no way many ever be known? The first deduction is
slowly approaching the difficulty hinted to at its outset (cf. 3.I.2, 28).
8. Aside from posing a problem to knowing unity unmixed with plurality, the
observation that intelligibility requires plurality poses a problem for understanding even
those cases in which unity is mixed with plurality. The core difficulty is encountered in
the motion and rest argument and, interestingly, concerns the motion and rest of logos.
Because the logoi are potentially limitless but must be limited, the particular form they
take will vary, even shift, depending on the direction from which and to which the logoi
are pursued. Parmenides again begins with a simple assertion of the conclusion he wants
to reach regarding the one, only now he is much more dismissive of the opposing claim:
“See, then, if when it is such it’s able be at rest or move!” (138b7-8) If Aristoteles
buckled before Parmenides’ confident announcement and didn’t request further
explanation, we would miss the longest argument of the first deduction (138b8). The
argument owes most of its length to the complex analysis of motion Parmenides presents.
First, they agree that, if it moves, it would either be conveyed (pheroito) or altered
(alloioito), since these are the only motions (138b8-c1). They quickly dismiss the one’s
moving by altering, since it’s impossible for it to change from itself while still being one
(138c1-3). Confirming that it doesn’t move in accordance with alteration, Parmenides
asks Aristoteles about the one’s moving by being conveyed (138c3-4). Aristoteles replies
that this is perhaps the case, necessitating another argument (138c4). It turns out that
being conveyed also admits of a distinction: if the one were conveyed, it would either be
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conveyed about (peripheroito) in a circle or exchange one place for another (138c4-6).
We thus have the following diaireseis of motion:
Motion
/
\
Alteration
Conveyance
/
\
Circular
Change of place
The argument’s length would thus appear to be a function of the complex understanding
of motion Parmenides has introduced and will then apply to the one.
9. But the complexity doesn’t stop with the diaireseis. Parmenides and Aristoteles
first dismiss circular motion: if it were conveyed about in a circle, it necessarily stands on
its middle and has its different parts being conveyed around the middle (138c6-8). But as
regards that for which neither middle nor parts are fitting, there is no device (mēchanē)
for it ever to be conveyed in a circle on its middle (138c8-d2). To understand circular
conveyance is to understand how the different parts of something relate to one another as
it is conveyed about itself. Parmenides also discusses change of place using the language
of parts and wholes. Parmenides claims that when it changes places, it comes to be in one
place from another and so moves (138d2-3). Aristoteles is doubtful already that this is
possible (138d3-4). Parmenides recalls, with Aristoteles agreeing, that it appeared
impossible for it to be in anything, anywhere (138d4-5). But when Parmenides asks
whether it’s even more impossible for it to come to be in, Aristoteles replies that he
doesn’t have it in mind why that’s the case (138d5-6). Although he was already inclined
to doubt the conclusion, he is not ready to affirm Parmenides’ grounds for doubt, namely
that it is more impossible for the one to come to be in a place than for it to be in a place.
Whatever argument Aristoteles may have had in mind, it is not Parmenides’. Parmenides
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elaborates with Aristoteles affirming as he proceeds: if something comes to be in another
thing, it’s necessary that, as it comes-to-be-in, it not yet be in that thing, nor yet be
outside of it in every respect, if indeed it is at that time coming-to-be-in; if anything
experiences this, it could only be that of which there are parts, for with respect to the one
(to men), something of it would be in it, while with respect to the other (to de), that thing
would already be outside, and this simultaneously (hama); and what doesn’t have parts
surely won’t in any manner be able to be simultaneously both inside and outside of
something as a whole (138d6-e4). From here, Parmenides tries to show Aristoteles why
coming-to-be-in somewhere is more impossible than just being somewhere: it is much
more impossible still for something, of which there are no parts and there doesn’t happen
to be a whole, to come-to-be-in somewhere, since it comes-to-be-in neither as regards its
parts nor as regards the whole (138e4-7). Aristoteles says that this appears to be the case
(138e7). What Aristoteles didn’t have in mind was the relationship of the one’s neither
having parts nor being a whole, on the one hand, to the one’s not being in motion, on the
other. He has not yet considered how the various terms being invoked relate to one
another. His lack of experience in these arguments is, of course, no surprise, given his
youth (cf. 3.I.12).
10. Because each term in the diaireseis bears a different relationship to the partwhole relationship, the complexity grows exponentially. Let us take the previous
example. We start with two groups: motion/rest and parts/wholes. Within motion, we see
at least two types: rotation and change of place. We have the following layout:
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Rotation
/
Motion/rest

Parts/wholes
\
Change of Place

Parmenides relates motion/rest to parts/wholes by way of rotation and change of place.
Rotation bears the following relationship to parts/wholes: a thing rotates when it stands
on its middle and its beginning and end are conveyed about that middle. Change of place
bears the following relationship to parts/wholes: a thing changing its place must have part
of itself outside and part of itself inside in order for it to come to be in the new place. The
above layout is thus amended as follows:
Rotation — Stand on middle, etc.
/
\
Motion/rest
Parts/wholes
\
/
Change of place — Part in, part out
In order to understand the species motion, we must break it into two genera. Likewise, in
order to understand the genera of motion, we must break each genus in two, as well. Thus
rotation is understood as a certain relationship between middle and extremities, while
change of place is understood as a relationship between parts and being-in. Parts/wholes
is broken into two, as well, but not because we attempted to clarify parts/wholes, but
because we used parts/wholes to clarify motion/rest. Parmenides’ attempt to explain
motion/rest to Aristoteles has forced them to understand parts/wholes in a certain way.
Still more, motion/rest and parts/wholes were only brought in conjunction in order to
show that the one cannot move. Because the one has been agreed neither to have parts
nor to be a whole, Parmenides can show that the one cannot move by showing that
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motion requires having parts. Ultimately, it is the one that can in no way be many that is
behind the above diagram.109
11. The preceding observations on the structure of the argument can be restated
formally as follows. If intelligibility requires plurality (cf. 3.I.7), then, in order to
understand one thing, it must be broken in two, and, in order to understand those two, it
must further be broken in two. With each successive break, further terms are brought in.
These terms are subsequently understood in light of the original terms. An apparently
disconnected analysis between two terms may in fact be indirectly determined by another
term, namely that term which their analysis was meant to illuminate. The logos can in
fact reach a limit, completing the analysis of the relation between one term and certain
others. But this can only be achieved by proceeding from that term. That is, because the
first term bears a limited relation to the second and third terms, it allows the logos to
come to an end. The logos, however, only understands the first term insofar as it relates
to the second and third terms, and only understands the second and third terms insofar as
the first sheds light on them. Likewise, the second and third terms are understood only
insofar as their relation to one another is relevant to the first, with the third term being
understood completely in light of the relation between the first and second terms. The
limit is thus achieved only through a partial understanding. To understand fully the
complex relations between only these three terms would require beginning from each and
going through the same process: from term one to term two to term three, from one to
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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We can of course go still further: the one was only posited to be in no way many so as to test
the demand of precision, which in turn is meant to satisfy Socrates’ drive for logoi by testing the demands
rule makes of being. Accordingly, the point made in 3.II.21 is implicitly at play here. See also 4.I.5.
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three to two, from two to one to three, from two to three to one, and so on. And even once
this process has begun, we would only have understood the relation between these three
terms, and no others—assuming, of course, the unlikelihood that we were successful in
invoking no other terms. That is, our understanding would essentially remain partial, and
would continually reveal itself as such.
12. The above problem will take a central role in the training, so for ease of
reference I’ll refer to it as the problem of analytic obfuscation, in which analysis
inherently obfuscates what the matter under consideration is. The text also points to what
could be called an experiential obfuscation in Aristoteles’ failure to recognize
Parmenides’ grounds for doubting whether the one can move (cf. 3.I.9). This is, of
course, not surprising: Aristoteles just learned of the one’s not having parts and not being
a whole just moments ago, and was uncertain about motion and rest from the moment
they were introduced. He has not, like Parmenides, considered how the variety of senses
to each term relates to the variety of senses to each of the other terms, both independent
of and in conjunction with the present hypothesis. Nevertheless, a decisive difference
between Parmenides, the oldest present, and Aristoteles, the youngest, is their varying
degrees of experience with the logoi. Parmenides has long been familiar with the training,
whereas Aristoteles has only just learned of it. Arguments that for Parmenides are old and
familiar, although not for that reason easy to go through, are for Aristoteles entirely new,
even contrary to his prior opinions. Parmenides wades familiarly through the complexity
he invokes in the arguments—be it the diaireseis he performs or the understanding of the
relationships between the various terms—while Aristoteles is faced with the complexity
all at once, in a single sitting. Only someone with a truly beautiful and divine drive for
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logoi could sort through the argument’s complexity sufficiently upon first hearing. But
Aristoteles was chosen because someone of his age would be less troublesome and give
Parmenides rest as he thought over the arguments—i.e., for not having such a drive. We
wonder whether Aristoteles will not be overwhelmed in the process and come to despair
in the power of dialectics like the skeptic. We will have to keep this possibility in mind as
we proceed. Nevertheless, the difference between Aristoteles’ youthful passivity,
Socrates’ drive for logoi, and Parmenides’ experience in training is manifesting itself.
13. The difference becomes clearer as they conclude the motion argument.
Because the one has been determined neither to have parts nor to be a whole, it has
increased the complexity of our understanding of motion with respect to the one.
Parmenides’ conclusion thus shifts to reflect this new understanding. They conclude that
neither does the one change its place by going somewhere and coming to be in
something, nor is it conveyed about on the same thing, nor does it alter (138e7-9a2).
Parmenides has altered the prior diaireseis into the following form:
Motion
|
\
Change of place Circular Alteration
/
|
Coming to be in
Going
/

Despite the alteration of the diaireseis, the conclusion remains the same: with respect to
all motion the one is immobile (139a2-3). Aristoteles is willing to endorse without
qualification this final conclusion, replying with a simple repetition of the word
“immobile” (139a3). The logos has reached Parmenides’ announced conclusion, but not
without the analysis of motion having, in the process, undergone alteration, i.e. a type of
motion. The final analysis obscures the original distinction between alteration and
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conveyance and separates the original grouping of circular conveyance and change of
place as genera of the species “conveyance.” We can imagine that if Parmenides were to
have put the initial and final sets of diaireseis together, the final set would have looked
like this:
Motion
/
\
Alteration
Conveyance
/
\
Circular
Change of place
/
\
Coming to be in
Going
While this final analysis promises to bring to a rest the motion of the argument about
motion, it’s nevertheless only a partial analysis of the relation between the one, motion,
and parts/wholes (cf. 3.I.10-11). More to the point, however, even this partial analysis
isn’t brought together. Aristoteles doesn’t pressure Parmenides to put the initial and final
understandings of motion together. That is, it is sufficient for Aristoteles that the
conclusion set forth at the outset has been reached. The conclusion, however, is a
function, first, of the overarching premise of the one’s being in no way many; second, of
the second term of motion’s being brought into consideration; third, of the clarification of
the first two terms by way of parts/wholes; and, fourth and finally, of the new
understanding of motion that emerges as a result. In short, the conclusion is a function of
analytic obfuscation. Aristoteles doesn’t ask Parmenides to bring together his account of
motion because he does not understand how a particular conclusion can be reached only
through such obfuscation.
14. But if Aristoteles lacks Parmenides experience in logoi and Socrates’ drive for
logoi, from which the latter will, we anticipate, come to be experienced, what hope can
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there be that he will understand the rest of the training? Is he not fated to confusion? The
final part of the argument on motion/rest gives us good reason to suspect that such is the
case. Parmenides moves on to rest without explicitly saying so, instead invoking the
earlier agreement that it’s impossible for the one to be in anything, which Aristoteles
agrees to have been their prior claim (139a3-4). From here, Parmenides concludes that it
isn’t ever in the same thing (139a4-5). Aristoteles wants Parmenides to explain (139a5).
Parmenides continues: at that time it would be in that thing, in which same thing it is
(139a5-6). But it wasn’t possible for it to be in either itself or another, so that the one is
never in the same thing (139a6-8). That Aristoteles needs this explained is odd in
retrospect: certainly what can’t be in anything can’t be in the same thing. But the last
word out of Aristoteles’ mouth was “motionless,” which would imply that, far from never
being in the same thing, it must always be in the same thing. So, when presented with an
argument to the contrary, Aristoteles hesitantly replies that it seems (eoiken) the one is
never in the same thing (139a8). Likewise, when Parmenides next asks, independent of
the one, whether what is never in the same thing neither has peace (hēsuchian) nor is at
rest, Aristoteles of his own accord says this is impossible (ou gar hoion te [estin]); but
when Parmenides brings in the one, concluding that, as it seems (hōs eoiken), the one is
neither at rest nor in motion, Aristoteles echoes Parmenides’ hesitance, saying that it
appears not (139b1-3). Starting from a claim in which no mention of rest is made and
working toward a conclusion that contradicts the agreement just reached about motion in
a lengthy and thorough argument, Aristoteles is made to feel the unpredictability of
logos. Aristoteles no doubt hesitates to affirm the conclusion because he finds the
conclusions reached strange, even confusing. As for Parmenides, his hesitance may well
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be a reflection of his distrust of the perspective from which they’ve begun, i.e. the one
that is in no way many, and not of some confusion about what has happened in the
argument (cf. 3.I.1-2). That is, Parmenides’ doubt comes from his awareness of the
obfuscation flowing from the analysis, Aristoteles’ from his ignorance.
15. The next argument, on the same and the other, explores the implications of
finding an argument strange out of ignorance of analytic obfuscation. That is, just as the
motion argument was in motion and the rest argument was at rest, so too do the
arguments treating the same and other appear the same as and other than what Aristoteles
expects of these terms at the outset. Parmenides begins by announcing that the one won’t
be the same as either another or itself, nor could it in turn be other than either itself or
another (139b4-5). Aristoteles asks for further clarification (139b5). Parmenides and
Aristoteles reach agreement about the first two parts of the argument rather quickly: if it
is somehow other than itself, it would be other than one and would not be one, and if it is
indeed the same as another thing, it would be that thing, and wouldn’t be itself, so that
neither would it in this way be what it certainly is, one, but other than one (139b5-c2).
They thus conclude that it won’t be the same as another or other than itself (139c2-3).
The last parts of the argument will take much longer than the first two, because the first
two are much easier to prove than the second: that something can be neither other than
itself nor the same as something other seems to follow simply from the observation that
the same and the other are contraries; but precisely because the same and the other are
contraries are we suspicious of the claim that something is other (heteron) than itself
(auton) or the same (tauton) as something other (heteron). That is, these arguments
appear other than what we’d expect to be the case. By starting from the easiest
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demonstrations, Parmenides proceeds by inclining toward the familiar and expected, and
away from what is unfamiliar and strange. But since analytic obfuscation is of necessity
at play, just such an inclination must, we suspect, lead them to remain unaware of other
logoi that could either confirm or contradict their conclusions.
16. As the next two parts of the argument demonstrate, however, even an
unfamiliar conclusion can be accepted too readily. Parmenides next claims that the one
won’t be other than another, if it is one: it isn’t fitting for a unity (heni) to be other than
something, but for an other of another alone, and for nothing else (allō oudeni) (130c3-5).
Aristoteles says this is correct (130c5). Parmenides summarizes their prior agreement into
a simpler statement—by being one, it won’t be other—and then asks Aristoteles if he
supposes that it will (139c6). He answers that he doesn’t suppose it will at all (ou dēta)
(139c6-7). They thus conclude that if it won’t be by means of this—namely by means of
being one—then it won’t be by means of itself, and if it won’t by itself, and since it isn’t
in any way other, it will be other than nothing (139c7-d1). This is the first time
Parmenides has asked Aristoteles to review their prior agreements. Aristoteles quickly
accepts what seems like an incomplete argument, since there are good reasons both to
affirm and deny the argument. On the one hand, they agreed that nothing else (ouden
allo) is other than another except an other. Something else (allo) would include the one.
Later, Parmenides will say whatever is different (allo) is also other (heteron) (cf. 164b9c1). If the one were something else (ti allo), it would therefore be something other (ti
heteron). The one would therefore be other, and Parmenides’ present argument would
seem invalid. On the other hand, if Parmenides means that the one cannot have a second
characteristic, including that of being other, since it is one and, as one, can only be one
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thing, namely one, then the argument does work. What Parmenides has in mind is
altogether unclear, but it is unclear precisely because Aristoteles doesn’t take Parmenides
up on his offer to reconsider their former agreements.
17. Despite the strangeness of the assertion that something isn’t other than
another, Aristoteles is quite content throughout this, the third part of the argument.
However, at the outset of the fourth and final part, in which Parmenides argues that the
one won’t be the same as itself, Aristoteles is incredulous, asking how it won’t be
(139d1-2). In this part, Aristoteles finds the assertion so unfamiliar or other, that he will
consistently push Parmenides’ argument further. Parmenides explains that the very nature
of the one surely (dēpou) isn’t also that (hautē) of the same (139d2-3). Skeptical again,
Aristoteles again asks why (139d3). Parmenides claims that whenever something should
come to be the same as something, it doesn’t come to be one (139d3-4). Aristoteles
pushes (Alla) still more, asking why (139d4). Parmenides explains that what comes to be
the same as the many things necessarily comes to be many, but not one (139d4-5). The
persistent Aristoteles finally acquiesces, but still too early (139d5). Again, where they
stop suggests two alternate directions the logos could take. On the one hand, what
becomes the same as many things would of course necessarily become many, but
inasmuch as both partake of being many, they are one and the same. With many things,
what they are is many, so that to become the same is to become many. But when
something becomes many, it becomes the same as many things, coming to have the same
what as the many things. So, what they both are is many, but as regards the number of
different whats, there is only one, since they are the same, the same and the one being in
no way separate (cf. 131b7: hen tauton). The argument doesn’t appear to go through,
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then. On the other hand, even if we accept this argument, at least two things are needed
for them to be the same, for sameness is relational. So, while becoming the same is
indeed two things becoming one as regards what they are, there are nevertheless still two
things partaking of the same what. So the same could only be the one if the one could be
two, which is impossible, since the first deduction’s overarching premise is that the one is
in no way many. In this respect, the argument does indeed appear to work. Just as in the
last part of the argument, the ground of the conclusion is lost because Aristoteles proves
insufficiently skeptical of even unfamiliar arguments—indeed, of an argument he was
quite persistent in questioning.
18. To recapitulate, the observation that intelligibility requires plurality renders
the one that is in no way many unintelligible. And yet even for things that are both one
and many, it poses another problem. This problem has been called analytic obfuscation,
namely how the starting point of an analysis prefigures the understanding of secondary
and tertiary—and so on—terms, and thus the conclusion of the argument, partially
obfuscating the matter under consideration. If we are aware of analytic obfuscation, then
we must take care to discern the cause of that obfuscation in the starting point—in this
case, the premise that the one can in no way be many. Yet if we are ignorant of analytic
obfuscation, i.e. of how our premises prefigure the conclusions of an analysis, then we
accept those arguments that are familiar to us too readily and, as Aristoteles’ example
shows, even fail to understand the connections invoked in those arguments that are
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unfamiliar to us.110 Aristoteles’ confusion at the strangeness of the logos is the negative,
i.e. ignorantly unaware, reflection of the positive understanding of analytic obfuscation
that guides Parmenides. That is, only because a proposition’s perspective prefigures the
logos’ outcome are we able to be unaware of how our opinion’s perspective prefigures
our logos’ outcome. To take to heart that intelligibility requires plurality and the
correlative problem of analytic obfuscation is to accept the necessity of self-critique, i.e.
to engage readily in a critique of the perspective from which one approaches a matter
under consideration. The readiness to engage in self-critique is the playfulness of
philosophy touched upon earlier in the Parmenides, a playfulness in which we take
seriously those opinions that contradict our own, in order that we may be most serious
about seeking the truth. The playful seriousness that follows from the observation that
intelligibility requires plurality is the dialectical weighing of different opinions against
one another, the combining and separating of various terms and the assessment of what
results. The training, which tests both the positive and negative version of an hypothesis,
and for each version combines and separates the thing hypothesized with everything else
(ta alla) from each perspective, is Parmenides’ program for this serious playfulness.
More will have to be said on this still only provisional presentation of Parmenides’
revised understanding of philosophy (cf. 4.I).
19. We can call the combination of seriousness and playfulness that is dialectics
the subjective precondition for objective knowledge (cf. 1.II.6-7), for to pursue
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As Stewart Umphrey has brought to my attention, we could ask with what justification we
apply the categories themselves to the matter under consideration. They are, after all, what rendered the one
of the first deduction unintelligible, unspeakable, etc. and forced us to mediate unity with plurality.
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knowledge we must be serious, and to be serious we must engage in the playful critique
of what we believe ourselves to know. As Parmenides continues, he sheds light on
precisely what is at stake in succeeding or failing in living up to this condition. He again
begins by stating the conclusion of the argument, which Aristoteles again wants
elaborated: neither will it be like something nor unlike either itself or another (139e7-8).
They agree that what somehow (pou) experiences the same is like, and that the nature of
the one appeared separate from the same. (139e8-9). The connection between the same
and the like is left completely undeveloped. Continuing, they agree that if the one
experienced anything separate from being one, it would experience being more than one,
which is impossible, so that there’s no way for the one to experience being the same as
either another or itself, so that it isn’t possible for it to be like either another or itself
(139e9-40a6). The unarticulated connection between the same and the like also allows
the part of the argument regarding the unlike to go through effortlessly. Parmenides and
Aristoteles agree that the one doesn’t experience being other, for in this way it would
experience being more than one (140a6-7). They then invoke the connection between the
like and the same: what experiences the other of either itself or another (allou) would be
unlike either itself or another, if indeed (eiper) what experiences the same is unlike
(140a7-b1). They conclude that the one, as it seems, is in no way unlike either itself or
another (heterō), because it in no way experiences other (heteron), so that the one would
be neither like nor unlike either another (heterō) or itself (140b1-5). Parmenides is done
with the entire argument in just eight lines, thanks to the unstated and undeveloped
connection contained in the agreement that what somehow or surely (pou) experiences
the same is like. The pou carries the entire weight of the argument, approving in absentia
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a logos for the connection between the same and the like. However reasonable the
connection may be, the failure to make it explicit is a failure to take the connection
seriously by making it explicit (cf. 3.II.37-40). There is no playful second-guessing when
we confidently and unquestioningly assert that the connection somehow surely (pou)
exists, and thus needn’t even be said.
20. The procedure in the next argument is quite the contrary. Parmenides begins
in a familiar fashion, by announcing the conclusion at the outset, with Aristoteles asking
for further explanation: being of such a sort (toiouton…on), neither will it be equal or
unequal to either itself or another (140b6-7). Parmenides’ opening explicitly calls
attention to the preceding arguments by referring to the one as being of such a sort, i.e. of
such a sort as they have found it to be. That is, he calls attention to the fact that he is
developing a connection between the prior arguments and the present one. Because
Parmenides and Aristoteles assumed that the like and same are somehow surely (pou)
linked, we’d expect them to do the same thing with respect to the equal. Instead,
Parmenides elects to develop at some length the relationship of the same to equality:
being equal, it will be of the same measures (metrōn) as that to which it should be equal;
yet, being somehow greater or less than those things to which it should be commensurate
(summetron), it will have more measures (metra) than what’re less, yet less than what’re
more; yet, being greater or less than those things to which it should not be commensurate
(mē summetron), it will be of smaller measures than some, and of greater than others
(140b7-c4). Equality is conceived of in terms of measures, which allows for a clear
connection between the same and the equal: the same number of measures of the same
length is found in each. The connection by way of measures exposes a property of the
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relationship between the other and inequality: lines that are unequal can be both
commensurate and incommensurate. This observation would have gone unnoticed had
the connection only been asserted as somehow surely (pou) existing.
21. Yet even if we notice and develop a connection—here, by way of measures—
it does not mean that the connection is always simple. Parmenides next develops the
connection between the same and equality by way of measures: it’s impossible for what
doesn’t partake of the same either to be of the same measures or of any other things
whatsoever that are the same (allōn hōntinōnoun tōn autōn) (140c4-6). They thus
conclude that it couldn’t be equal either to itself or another thing, since it isn’t of the
same measures (140c6-8). The ease with which they establish the connection reinforces
our initial suspicion that a connection somehow surely (pou) exists. It makes us confident
that we tread safely when leaving such connections undeveloped. Quite the opposite is
the case with inequality, however. They agree that, if it is of more or less measures, of
however many measures it is, it would be of just so many parts, and so, in turn, it still
won’t be one, but as many as the measures also are (140c8-d2). More and less take the
place of the unequal, and preclude the one’s being unequal, since they would require it to
be many, thus violating the overarching premise of the deduction. This leads to two
difficulties. First, something can have less measures without having many, i.e. it can have
only one measure, which would seem especially to be the case for the one. Second, in the
case of incommensurables, the magnitudes cannot be measured against one another, such
that one of them can be said to have more or less measures than the other. Parmenides
disposes of both difficulties as follows: if it should be of one measure, it would come to
be equal to the measure, and being equal to something appeared impossible (140d2-4).
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Because anything is the same as itself, it is equal to itself, and thus of one measure, when
measured against itself. The same precludes the one from being a magnitude at all, be it
commensurable, incommensurable, equal, unequal—whichever. We see this in the
conclusion, in which Parmenides invokes “the same in general”: because it partakes
neither of one measure nor of many nor of few, nor does it partake of the same in general
(parapan), neither will it ever be equal to itself, as it seems, nor another, nor, in turn more
or less than either itself or another (140d4-8).
22. The equality/inequality argument is in motion no less than the motion
argument. The motion is due to obstacles that arise in the exposition of inequality, which
require Parmenides to revise his initial presentation. This is because Parmenides began
the argument by linking the same and the equal by way of measure. But because unequal
magnitudes are not always commensurable, measure fails as a means to understand such
incommensurable magnitudes. Parmenides’ choice of measure thus proves to be a source
of analytic obfuscation. Parmenides is forced, therefore, to treat incommensurability
indirectly by showing that the same precludes the one from being one measure, and thus
from being unequal or equal to anything so long as it is the same as itself. The
conclusion’s invocation of “the same in general” hides the phenomenon of
incommensurability, while nevertheless showing this phenomenon exists in the motion
the account takes. To state this in terms of the equal and unequal, the initial “measure”
proves “incommensurable” with the phenomenon. Parmenides thus points to a deeper
implication of analytic obfuscation: every time we attempt to rationally measure a
phenomenon, we run up against a feature in the phenomenon that is recalcitrant to our
chosen measure. Returning to our principle of intelligibility, we can see why this is the
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case: if one thing must be two in order to be intelligible, then it must both admit of
rational distinction—inasmuch as it is two and separate from itself—and not admit of
rational distinction—inasmuch as it is one and thus not separate from itself. Somewhere
between its being one and being two, there is an link that is incommensurable both with
the whole and the parts, for it is not yet completely divided in two, but still not altogether
combined into one. This link is of the utmost importance, for it is there that all the parts
are gathered together into the one whole. No wonder te kai, “both,” and the dual seemed
so poetic: they produced through images what couldn’t be captured in a single logos (cf.
3.I.5-6).
23. Despite the care that Parmenides has shown in laying out the preceding
difficulties, the argument that follows treats the complex connections between the terms
casually, even flippantly. He begins by asking Aristoteles whether it seems possible for
the one to be older or younger than or to have the same age as anything (140e1-2).
Aristoteles wants to know why it wouldn’t be (140e2). Parmenides explains: what has the
same (autēn) age as either itself or another will somehow (pou) partake of equality of
time and likeness, of which things they were saying the one has no share—neither of
likeness nor of equality (140e2-5). Aristoteles agrees that this is what they were saying
(140e5-6). Despite the fact that the word “same” appears in the phrase “the same age,”
Parmenides elects instead to connect equality, likeness, and the same “surely somehow”
(pou). This rather benign, rhetorical usage will nevertheless have important ramifications
(cf. 3.II.37-40, VIII.8). In addition, Parmenides continues, they were also saying that the
one doesn’t partake of both unlikeness and (te kai) inequality, which Aristoteles strongly
affirms (panu men oun) (140e6-7). The development of the connections between the
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same, likeness, and equality has led them to be grouped intimately (te kai), indeed so
intimately that they are used casually and interchangeably. Parmenides then draws the
conclusion with respect to being older or younger and having the same age: they agree
that it won’t in any way be able to be (einai) either older or younger than or to have
(echein) the same age as anything (tō), since it is of such a sort (toiouton on) (140e7-1a2).
Parmenides then adds content to “anything” and draws the initial conclusion: the one
wouldn’t be either younger or older than, nor what has the same age as, either itself or
another (141a2-4). Parmenides’ adding of content to “anything” shows that the argument
has been abstracting from that thing, relative to which the one may be older, younger, or
the same age. That is, the starting point of the argument, temporarily ignored, has
nevertheless always remained the goal and thus prefigured the outcome of the argument.
Even the loosest of reasoning is governed by analytic obfuscation.
24. Much has been said about how analytic obfuscation operates in our attempt to
understand things that are both one and many.111 And yet what’s been said has not been
brought to bear on the overarching premise of the deduction, that the one is in no way
many. Parmenides returns to this premise in the final argument of the deduction, which
concerns the one’s ability to be in time. He begins by asking Aristoteles whether the one
wouldn’t be able to be in time, if it should be of such a sort (toiouton) (141a5-6). Of all
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As Dorter notes, Parmenides could have finished the deduction quite quickly, by invoking the
argument he gives for the same. Dorter says that “Parmenides does not generalize that principle,” claiming
that “it is likely that he wanted to bring [the one and many problem] in because of the important role that
the whole-part relationship will have here” (Dorter 1994, 55). This of course cannot be sufficient, since this
still renders a large portion of the first deduction superfluous. Parmenides must have a larger objective in
having put off a demonstration for so long, an objective that I argue is didactic: he brings out the problems
of analysis in Aristoteles’ responses to the argument.
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the arguments Parmenides has introduced, this one seems the easiest to dismiss: being in
time at least means becoming older, which the one can’t do. Before Aristoteles can
answer, however, Parmenides asks him whether it isn’t necessary, if something should be
in time, for it always to become older than itself (141a6-7). Aristoteles affirms that it is
necessary (141a7). The shift from the one to something or anything (ti) indicates an
abstraction from the one, just as we saw in the preceding argument. The analysis that
follows thus applies to anything at all that we might consider as a candidate for being in
time. They develop the analysis by agreeing that the older is always (aei) older than a
younger (141a7-8). By declaring this is always the case, Parmenides and Aristoteles
justify the shift from “the one” to “anything.” If nothing can be in time in any other way
than this, then there’s no need to consider what that thing is. Parmenides then draws the
logical conclusion that what comes to be older than itself comes to be younger than itself
at the same time, if indeed it’s going to have something than which it becomes older
(141b1-3). Aristoteles wants to know what he means (pōs legeis;) (141b3). The level of
abstraction is about to be pushed back even further, as Parmenides explains becoming
different more generally in order to explain the specific case of becoming older and
younger than oneself at the same time, all in order to explain how the one cannot be in
time. Strangely, Parmenides intentionally introduced these levels of abstraction by not
giving Aristoteles a chance to answer the opening question, which would have likely
received a quick “yes” from his young interlocutor.
25. Before considering why Parmenides voluntarily introduced these levels of
abstraction, let us see what he does with them. Parmenides explains to Aristoteles what
he means by something’s coming to be younger than itself as follows (hōde): one thing
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must in no way come to be different from another that is already different, but already is
from what already is, and has come to be from what has come to be, and is going to be
from what is going to be, and neither has come to be nor is going to be nor is at all, but
rather comes to be (gignesthai), and is not (ouk einai) in any other way, different from
what comes to be (141b4-c1).112 Aristoteles agrees that this is necessarily the case
(141c1). Having completed this level of abstraction, Parmenides turns to apply it to
becoming older: the older is a difference from a younger, and from nothing else, so that
what comes to be older than itself necessarily also comes to be younger than itself at the
same time (141c1-4). It also comes to be neither for more time nor for less time than
itself, but comes to be for equal time as itself, and is and has come to be and is going to
be (141c4-7). Parmenides continues, claiming that it’s necessary, as it seems, that
however many things that are in time and partake of such a sort of thing (tou toioutou),
each of them both has the same age as itself and comes to be both older and younger than
itself at the same time (141c8-d3). The result of the argument is a contradictory
understanding of the implications of being in time, which would apply no less to the one
than to anything else. Indeed, when Parmenides discusses being in time in the second
deduction, he will make reference back to this moment, invoking this analysis and
applying it to a different sort of one—a one that is many (cf. 152a5-7).
26. Aristoteles is both persuaded and troubled by the outcome, saying that it runs
the risk (kinduneuei) of being the case (141d3). His skepticism grows still more as
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It is worth noting in passing that the temporal process of coming to be is spoken of as a mode
of being. When this argument is invoked again in the second deduction, the reification of a temporal
process into a being will prove to be a useful tool in the longest argument of the entire training (cf. 3.II.58
ff.).
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Parmenides continues. They agree that it is not for the one, at least, to have any share
(ouden metēn) of experiences of such a sort (toioutōn) (141d3-4). That is, not only does
the one not do all three of these things together, it cannot even do one of them alone.
Parmenides thus concludes that it is not for the one to have a share of time, nor is it in
any time (141d4-5). If the one has no share in time, then how can it be spoken of and
discussed in time? The deduction seems to be reaching an absurdity at play in the act of
hypothesizing unmixed unity (cf. 3.I.1-2). There are good grounds to doubt the logos,
then. Aristoteles’ hesitant assent to the argument thus seems reasonable: he agrees that
the one has no share in time, at least as far as the logos has grasped it (141d6). However,
Aristoteles’ reasons for doubting the logos started with the contradictory understanding
of being-in-time in general, and not in the conclusion that the one cannot be in time. This
contradictory understanding is perfectly explicable when viewed in light of the principle
of intelligibility and analytic obfuscation. Aristoteles’ failure to grasp these lessons has
led him to doubt the logos for the wrong reasons. The difficulty is not that being in time
is contradictory, but that there appears to be an unbridgeable gulf between the one that is
in no way many and being in time.
27. Parmenides brings this gulf to the surface as he turns to round out the
argument. They agree, first, that the it-was and the it-became and the it-was-coming-to-be
seem to signify (sēmainein) participation in a time that has at some time come to be; the
it-will-be and the it-will-come-to-be and the it-will-have-come-to-be in that which is
hereafter; and, finally, the it-is and the it-comes-to-be in that which is now present
(141d7-e3). Parmenides sees in the tense of the verbs the signification or indication
(sēmainein) of certain variations of being in time, i.e. temporality. By tying logos down
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firmly to temporality, Parmenides allows the argument to show the gulf between the
logos about being in time and the logos about the one: if the one doesn’t in any way
partake of any time, neither did it once become, nor was it coming to be, nor was it once,
nor has it now come to be, nor does it come to be, nor is it, nor will it hereafter come to
be nor will it have come to be nor will it be (141e3-7). Aristoteles says this is most true
(141e7). Here Parmenides makes the crucial inference, asking Aristoteles whether there
is any other way that something could partake of a state of being (ousias) than in
accordance with any of these (141e7-8). Aristoteles agrees there isn’t (141e8). He thus
agrees that it seems that the one in no way partakes of a state of being and thus that it
appears that the one in no way is (141e9-10). The deduction has turned round on itself
and negated the hypothesis, “one is.” The argument appears to assume, however, that to
be means to be in time. This is assumed because speech’s use of tense is interpreted as
necessitating that all indications of being are indications of being at such-and-such a time,
be it past, present, or future. This assumption is by no means self-evident, yet
nevertheless forces us to wonder whether the speech we use to articulate our temporal
experiences can give adequate voice to something non-temporal. Still more, it should lead
us wonder how temporal, manifold beings like ourselves can relate to a non-temporal,
unified being like the one—indeed, how arguments that have a motion and are thus
temporal can refer to static, atemporal beings. As we have already wondered, how can the
one that is in no way many be anywhere at all among us (cf. 3.I.7)?
28. Parmenides’ point seems to be that what they are saying about the one’s nontemporality puts it at an unbridgeable distance from our contradictory, and thus
perplexing, temporal existence, an issue that we have already noted persists in the
!
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background (cf. 3.I.1 ff.). The first deduction is only now beginning explicitly to take into
account the human being’s place in being. This becomes especially apparent as
Parmenides continues: there isn’t a way for it to be, so that it is one, for it would already
be, if it is and partakes of a state of being (on kai ousias metechon) (141e10-11). Rather,
he concludes that, as it seems, the one neither is one nor is, if it is necessary to trust this
logos (141e12-2a1). The logos merits distrust, for it denies not only that the one is, but
also that it’s even one, i.e. both elements of the hypothesis that allegedly grounds these
conclusions. Aristoteles joins Parmenides in distrusting the logos, answering that what
Parmenides says does run the risk (kinduneuei) of being the case (142a1). The
unbridgeable gulf leads to two final conclusions. First, with respect to what is not, as long
as this thing is not,113 nothing could be for it or of it (142a1-2).114 What is not can have
no relation whatsoever to what is. This isolation leads to the second conclusion, or rather
set of conclusions, which concerns the isolation of the one from the human being in
particular. Neither is there a name for it, nor a logos, nor some knowledge (epistēmē), nor
a perception, nor an opinion, which Aristoteles agrees appears to be the case (142a3-4).
Thus it isn’t named nor spoken of (legetai), nor opined nor recognized (gignōsketai), nor
does anything among the beings perceive it (142a4-6). Unmixed unity cannot relate to
anything, including man. Unity, however, is the mark of knowledge’s precision: those,
who opine one thing at one time and another thing at another about something that they
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Reading toutō tō mē onti as a temporal dative.
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The phrases “of it” or “for it” (or, alternatively, “to it”) should be taken as abstractions of any
relational term that might take the genitive and dative in Greek. Likewise with parallel uses in later
deductions.
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opine to be one, do not know that thing precisely. The first deduction thus shows
Socrates, and us along with him, that meeting the demand of access, i.e. establishing the
possibility of intelligibility, precludes meeting the demand of precision. Or, more
precisely, because unity is always mixed with plurality, knowledge is most precise when
it does not demand unmixed unity, for that would be to demand the impossible.
29. Accordingly, our model of philosophy cannot race hastily toward the most
precise knowledge, but must first take into account the lessons related by the principle of
intelligibility and the correlative problem of analytic obfuscation. First and foremost, the
demand of access must be met, and this requires revising that model.115 When, in the
second deduction, Parmenides turns to consider how the hypothesis that one is might
require plurality, what this revised model of philosophy is will begin to come to light (cf.
3.II.3, 72 ff.). As we proceed, we cannot lose sight of Aristoteles’ understanding of the
logos thus far. Parmenides closes the first deduction by asking Aristoteles whether it’s
possible for things to be this way concerning the one, to which Aristoteles responds that it
doesn’t seem possible to him, at least (142a6-8).116 He then asks him whether he wants to
go back over the hypothesis once again from the beginning, if something should appear
of a different sort (alloion) when they go over it, to which Aristoteles gives the strongest
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Cornford notes the connection between the conclusions of the first deduction and the problems
Parmenides raised with the eidē, and how Parmenides’ and Socrates’ respective theses are related on this
point, but does not take the further step of linking the problems in the eidē with rule (cf. Cornford 1977,
134-5).
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Ignoring the contradiction in which the first deduction culminates, Dorter claims that the
premise of the one of the second deduction stands “in flagrant contradiction” to that of the first (Dorter
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response he has given in some time: he certainly does want to (142b1-3).117 Aristoteles
has certainly noticed that the deduction has ended in absurdity. Less clear, however is
whether he is aware that the difficulty of positing unmixed unity is behind this absurdity,
and thus that the first deduction functions as a reductio that pushes us into a
reconsideration of the one in the second deduction. And he seems utterly unaware of the
problem analytic obfuscation poses for precise knowledge and the touched upon, but as
yet unexplored, link between that obfuscation and contradiction (cf. 3.I.14-15, 18, 26). As
we turn to the second deduction, we must not only keep in mind the model of philosophy
that Parmenides indicates remains to be developed, as he continues to exposit the
problem of analytic obfuscation, but also that this development will only further
exasperate Aristoteles in his failure to discern the cause of the difficulties in the argument
(cf. esp. 3.II.70-1).
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Cornford initially takes these qualifications to indicate that Parmenides and Aristoteles resolve
to search for the sort of one of which positive claims can be made, although he later claims that the first
deduction’s account of the one is unsatisfactory. His initial view is that the earlier doubt about the logos
indicates that they’ve taken a shortcut, and not that the argument has come to contradict itself. The shortcut,
he claims, lies in their failing to distinguish between two senses of being, made clear in the fifth deduction,
namely between being qua being an entity and being qua existing (cf. Cornford 1977, 129-33). As will
become clear in the ensuing commentary, the second and sixth deductions explicitly emerge as corrections
of the first and fifth, respectively, and on the very same point: speaking and being are inseparable. At the
very moment that this produces contradictions in the first and fifth deductions, Parmenides immediately
shifts to the second and sixth. He does not, therefore, appear to endorse the application of Cornford’s
distinction in these cases.
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Section II:
Second Deduction (142b3 – 155e3)

Being (142b3 – 145b5)
1. That the human being takes on an important place in the second deduction is clear
from the beginning, where Parmenides continues the training with a new focus on their
act of hypothesizing: if one is, he and Aristoteles say what follow (ta sumbainonta), of
whatever sort they chance to be, these things being agreed to (142b3-5).118 The second
deduction thus begins with a correction of the first, in which their act of speaking about
the one was precluded by the one as they had come to speak of it.119 The one of the first
deduction cannot stand in relation to us. The second deduction, by focusing on securing
our ability to speak, opine, know, and so on with respect to the one, considers unity
insofar as it can be for the human being. Parmenides continues the correction by telling
Aristoteles to look again from the beginning (ex archēs): if one is, he asks, is it able to be,
while not partaking of a state of being (ousia) (142b5-6)? Aristoteles agrees it isn’t able
(142b6-7). In the first deduction, they interpreted the hypothesis that one is as entailing
that the one can in no way be many, which interpretation eventually led to the conclusion
that the one cannot even be, such that it can be one. The first deduction led to a rift
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Parmenides’ announcements appear formulaic, but do vary from deduction to deduction and
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“Parmenides’ way is both didactic and zetetic. It is didactic in its presentation, for it starts from
the principles; it is latently zetetic, for it indicates that one is to go to the principles and not start from
them” (Benardete 2012, 239). That is, while the first and second deductions appear to be separate
deductions from separate principles, the second deduction’s principle is in fact a revision of the first’s. Cf.
my note 160.
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between the two elements of the hypothesis, “one” and “being.” The second thus focuses
on keeping the two elements together. This requires special attention to what the
hypothesis is actually saying: the state of being (ousia) of the one would be, while not
being the same thing as the one (142b7-8). If that weren’t the case, then it wouldn’t be its
state of being, and it, the one, wouldn’t partake of it, a state of being (142b8-c1). But that
would be like saying (legein) both one is and one’s one (hen hen); but now the hypothesis
itself (hautē hē hupothesis) isn’t if one’s one (hen hen), what must follow, but if one is
(142c1-4). Parmenides suggests that the first deduction, in focusing solely on the unity of
the one, misconstrued the hypothesis hen estin as hen hen. The hypothesis hen hen avoids
stating the estin because Greek can drop the copula, as with “finders keepers” in English.
Parmenides therefore indicates that the first deduction was able to ignore the effect being
has on the one because it is so easy to ignore it in speech. The second deduction thus
takes into account the hypothesis as something spoken: what does it mean to speak of
unity as something that is, to understanding unity in light of another thing, being, which it
is not? That is, what happens when the terms “one” and “is,” separate in speech, are
joined in logos by the deed of hypothesizing?
2. The second deduction’s new focus is still more apparent in what follows, as
Parmenides concentrates still further on the implication of speaking about the one as
being. They agree that the two hypotheses differ because “it is” (to esti) is a certain,
different indication (allo ti sēmainon) than “one” (to hen) (142c4-5).120 So, that the one
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Since to esti clearly refers to the hypothesis hen estin, and it is called a different indicator than
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partakes of a state of being is what is said (to legomenon) whenever someone should say,
in sum (sullēbdēn), that one is (142c5-7). Having agreed about the meaning of the
hypothesis that one is, Parmenides decides he and Aristoteles should speak again (palin
dē legōmen) regarding what will follow if one is (142c7-8). The hypothesis’ meaning has
been arrived at, with hen estin meaning hen metechei ousias, and they can begin to
examine the consequences (cf. 143a4-5). The meaning of the hypothesis they’ve arrived
at suggests a difficulty that will become thematic through the rest of the deduction.
Having focused on the two elements of the hypothesis, “one” and “is,” and what they
indicate (sēmainein), Parmenides and Aristoteles agree that, when the two elements are
taken together (sullēbdēn) into the hypothesis “one is,” the thing being said is “one
partakes of ousia.” The new interpretation of the hypothesis unpacks estin into metechei
ousias, simultaneously emphasizing the separation of one and being by, first, retaining
the noun hen and nominalizing estin as ousia and, second, conjoining the two nouns by
the verb metechein. Yet the hypothesis hen estin already separated unity and being, and
its interpretation as hen metechei ousias only pushes the problem back a step by
paradoxically separating out from the two terms what keeps the two together:
participation (methexis). The problem of methexis thus comes forward as the difficulty of
making thematic, or separating out, what joins together, and thus risks losing its character
upon separation. The reverse difficulty of methexis will be that of sullēbdēn: how do we
take anything together into a unity, when it is always expressed through a plurality, when
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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it is already broken down into pieces? Parmenides’ language thus recalls the problem that
arose out of the principle of intelligibility in the first deduction, here applied to the one
itself, and not simply to the secondary terms (cf. 3.I.22).
3. Parmenides expands upon the above difficulty in his next question to
Aristoteles by asking him to inspect whether it is necessary for this hypothesis to indicate
(sēmainein) that the one, being of such a sort, is such as to have parts (142c8-d1). The
first deduction showed that to participate in being is to be many, since unity unmixed
with plurality could not be. It thus follows that by partaking of ousia the one is many,
while still being one, a whole of parts. Aristoteles, however, hasn’t noticed this, for he
responds to Parmenides by asking him how the one could have parts (142d1). Parmenides
attempts to bring Aristoteles up to speed, explaining how the one has parts by asking him
the following: if “is” (to esti) is said of the one which is (tou henos ontos) and “one” of
that which is one (tou ontos henos), and ousia and the one are not the same thing, but are
said121 of that same thing they hypothesized (tou autou de ekeinou hou hupethemetha)—
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There are two ways to take the genitive phrase tou autou ekeinou in 142d3: either it mirrors the
earlier genitives in the sentence, and thus implies that we are to read it as governed by legetai, or it is a
genitive of possession or belonging. I read it in the former sense for the following reasons. First, the clause
offers two alternatives, the first of which Parmenides rejects, and the second of which he embraces. As a
result, the two instances of de in d2 and d3 must be adversative. This suggests that the first alternative is
only a temporary break from the grammatical structure of the sentence. Second, Parmenides uses the first
two instances of the genitive to rule out the first alternative and draw the second alternative as the correct
conclusion. This too suggests that the grammatical structure carries through. Third, Parmenides
immediately qualifies the phrase tou autou ekeinou with hou hupethemetha, the manner of speech in which
they are engaged. The circumlocution—“that same thing we hypothesized”—is part of Parmenides’ manner
in this passage of referring to the object of their hypothesis obliquely as to hen on or to on hen. His manner
arises from his concern of seeing the effect speaking has on unity, as discussed in the body above. It is
fitting that he would keep legetai while he draws our attention to this effect. Lastly, the genitive of
belonging would seem to imply that on and hen are different from to hen on or to on hen, whereas
Parmenides’ entire argument is directed at understanding how logos makes one thing out of the two. That
is, on and hen are the parts without which to hen on could not be what it is. In this case, the genitive of
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namely of the one that is (tou henos ontos)—isn’t it necessary for it to be the whole one
that is (to…holon hen on),122 and of this both the one and to be (to te hen kai to einai)
come to be (gignesthai) parts (142d1-5)? Parmenides’ speech is indirect throughout: he
speaks variously of “the one that is,” “that which is one,” “that same thing we
hypothesized” (which is identified with “the one that is”), and “the whole one that is.”
That is, he cannot articulate directly how these two parts cohere into one whole. As
Parmenides explains to Aristoteles how the one is many, he also draws our attention to
the difficulty of bringing this plurality back into the one thing they hypothesize in saying
“one is.” The all-too-direct approach of the first deduction has lead to an ambiguously
indirect approach in the second. This indirection will have something to do with the new
model of philosophy we earlier anticipated that Parmenides would develop in this
deduction (cf. 3.I.28-9, II.72 ff.).
4. That Aristoteles agrees it’s necessary for the one to be a whole of parts would
seem to indicate that he is coming to see the difficulty posed by the principle of
intelligibility (142d5). This interpretation seems justified by Aristoteles’ assent to two
further agreements that frame the problem neatly. First, Parmenides asks Aristoteles
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The clause ara ouk anankē to…holon hen on einai auto is difficult to translate because it isn’t
clear whether holon is a noun or an adjective. If it were a noun, then hen on could be (A) a participial
phrase meaning “because it is one” or “because one is,” or it could be (B) governed by anankē and thus be
translated “it is necessary for a one that is.” My translation takes holon to be an adjective. A appears to me
unlikely because the argument does not use the unity of the one as the cause of its being whole. B also
appears unlikely because everywhere else in the passage hen on or on hen is used with the definite article. I
take it to be an adjective because Parmenides seems to me to be attempting to impress upon Aristoteles the
indirection of his speech and this indirection’s implication of having parts. It would be reasonable, then, for
him to modify to hen on with holon as to holon hen on.
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whether they will address each of these two parts (hekateron tōn moriōn toutōn) as parts
alone, or whether the part is to be addressed as a part of the whole (142d6-8). Aristoteles
answers that it is to be addressed as a part of the whole (142d8). Second, Parmenides
claims that a whole is that which is one and has a part (morion), to which Aristoteles
assents (142d8-9). These agreements seem to demonstrate Aristoteles’ grasp of the
structure of the problem, in which two things—here called parts—are at the same time
one—here a whole. However, Parmenides has moved from the parts to the whole, i.e.
from a discreet, countable number of parts. The reverse move, from the whole to the
parts, however many they may be, poses an additional difficulty. What if the parts are
limitless, as the first deduction and the character of training have suggested? How do we
place a limit in logos on such a thing? By reversing the phrase “a part of a whole” into “a
whole having a part,” Parmenides highlights this difficulty: no whole has one part, but at
least two, more likely many, but perhaps even limitless.123 Even if we have the two parts
of a whole, these parts may admit of being partitioned, perhaps to the point of being
limitless in multitude. To test whether Aristoteles has fully digested this difficulty,
Parmenides will have to bring him to encounter the limitless.
5. Parmenides does just this in the sequel, where he proves that the one is limitless
in multitude. He begins by emphasizing the co-presence of being and the one: each of
these two parts (tōn moriōn hekateron toutōn) of the one that is (tou hentos ontos), both
the one and being (to on), wouldn’t depart from the other, either the one from the part “to
be” (to einai) or being (to on) from the part “one” (142d9-e3). Since they must remain
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with one another and not depart from one another, Parmenides adds that each of the two
parts holds both the one and being, and the very least part comes to be out of the two
parts together (142e3-5). No being isn’t one, and nothing one isn’t: this co-presence is
true down to the very smallest thing there is, the genesis, or coming-to-be, of which can
occur only through the conjunction of these two parts. Parmenides thus concludes that,
according to the same logos, it is always this way: whatever part should come to be
always holds these parts, together, for both the one always holds being and being the one
(142e5-7). Thus far the co-presence seem to be an assertion. Whereas it has been shown
that the one must always hold to being if it is to be something that can be for us, it has yet
to be shown that being must always be one. Yet Parmenides says that being’s always
holding to the one follows kata ton auton logon, i.e. he claims that the logos that says the
one always holds to being is the same as that which says being always holds to the one.
What is the former logos, and why does it necessitate both conclusions? Because the first
deduction resulted in the absurdity that it is impossible for the one that is to be, the
second took up what is being said (to legomenon) in the hypothesis as a conjunction of
unity and being: the hypothesis hen estin is different from hen hen, and hen hen can only
be a hypothesis by dropping being in speech. Unity must always be because whatever is
spoken of must be. By invoking ho autos logos, then, Parmenides claims that being can
only be if it is one because whatever is spoken of, i.e. whatever is named in logos, must
be one. Logos presupposes both unity and being, with kata ton auton logon just as easily
translated as “in accordance with the very logos.”124
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6. Parmenides draws from this analysis a conclusion that reminds of the principle
of intelligibility: they, namely unity and being, are never one, because they always (aei)
come to be two (142e5-3a1). Aristoteles emphatically agrees that this is in all respects
(pantapasi) the case (143a1-2). Parmenides then draws the obvious conclusion: the one
that is would in this way be limitless in multitude (142a2). Even though the conclusion
follows from a premise Aristoteles strongly affirmed, he nevertheless appears somewhat
doubtful, saying only that it seems to be the case (143a3). Why does Aristoteles hesitate?
The conclusion follows from the premise because of the inclusion of aei, which means
the genesis of two parts from each part always continues and never ceases. Parmenides
takes the problem of putting two together into one and applies it to every part, even the
least, so that the one becomes limitless in multitude. It is the inclusion of “always” and
“limitless” that most troubles Aristoteles. When Parmenides initially described to
Socrates the training, the latter remarked that it seemed impossibly difficulty, but
nevertheless demanded an exhibition of it (cf. 136c6-8). Socrates did not balk before the
limitless. Aristoteles’ hesitant affirmation thus stands at some remove from Socrates’
enthusiastic drive to hear the logoi of the training.
7. With Aristoteles doubtful, Parmenides takes the conversation in a new
direction, requesting that his young interlocutor “come still here, too” (143a4).
Aristoteles wants to know where (143a4). Parmenides brings him back to the new way
they’ve decided to understand the one in the second deduction: they say (phamen) the one
partakes of ousia, on account of which it is (143a4-5). Continuing, he summarizes the
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prior argument up to where Aristoteles seemed most comfortable: on account of these
things, the one that is (to hen on) appeared to be many (143a5-6). Having effectively
started over, Parmenides next gives Aristoteles a choice of which direction he would like
to take the argument, thus using his explicit assent as a means to get him more invested in
the argument: if they should seize the one itself, which they say partakes of a state of
being, by means of thought (tē dianoia), alone by itself, and without this thing of which
they say it partakes, then will this same thing appear one alone, or also many (143a6-9)?
Aristoteles responds, “One, as I, at least (egōge), suppose” (143a9). Aristoteles has made
his choice explicit, investing himself in the argument. He is still committed to speaking of
a unity unmixed with plurality. Parmenides recommends they look into Aristoteles’
contention (143b1). In what follows, Parmenides will go through a second, much longer,
and more thorough proof that the one is limitless in multitude, but this time with
Aristoteles having sided with unity unmixed with plurality. The intelligibility of unmixed
unity is here premised on the possibility of thinking about something without thinking of
it as being. But if anything that stands in relation to us must be, then the seizing of unity
apart from being by thought is only apparent, and loses something of what the one is by
separating it from that of which they’ve agreed it must partake. Thought seems capable of
separating the apparently inseparable: just as the interpretation of hen estin as hen
metechei ousias involved the problematic separation of what joins—methexis—so, too,
does thought (dianoia) here problematically remove unity from the context in which we
experience it, namely as something that is.
8. This capacity of thought is developed as Parmenides proceeds, with the
argument that follows touching on, first, the intimacy of the one and being and, second,
!
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thought’s ability to separate them. Regarding the one, Parmenides asks whether it’s
necessary for its state of being (ousia) to be one thing (heteron men) and it another
(heteron de), if indeed the one is not a state of being, but rather one partakes of a state of
being (143b1-3). Appealing to the agreement that the one partakes of a state of being,
which was itself based on the fact that hen and estin signify two different things,
Parmenides draws attention to their separation. Yet he does so by means of a men…de
construction, in which the two clauses are positioned in opposition as though
complementary. Further, by adding heteron to the men…de structure, Parmenides makes
the pairing of the two clauses still more intimate, the comparative suffix –teros implying
duality, as well.125 This pairing is repeated in what follows. Aristoteles assents, and they
consequently agree that it is not the case, if the state of being is one thing (heteron men)
and the one another (heteron de), that neither by being one is the one other than the state
of being, nor by being a state of being is the state of being different from the one, but by
the other and different are they other than one another (tō heterō te kai allō hetera
allēlōn) (143b3-6). They thus conclude that the other isn’t the same as either the one or
the ousia (143b6-8). The argument appears to be pushing hard toward separation, as “the
both other and different” drives a wedge between the one and its state of being. Yet the
conclusion also brings them together by saying they are other than “one another”
(allēlōn). The other simultaneously separates and joins by pointing out a mutual
difference.126
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9. The simultaneous separation and joining of the other becomes thematic in the
rest of the second proof that the one is limitless. Parmenides first asks Aristoteles, if they
should select (proelōmetha) from among them whatever Aristoteles wishes (boulei)—
either the state of being and the other, the state of being and the one, or the one and the
other—whether they do not in each selection select something that it is correct to call
(kaleisthai) “both together” (amphoterō) (143c1-4). Having just separated the one, ousia,
and the other, Parmenides now has them select whichever two Aristoteles wishes and join
them together. This joining of two things into one is an act of the will (boulei), the unity
of the two finding expression in the word amphoterō, the dual of “both” (amphoteros).
Aristoteles wants Parmenides to explain this process further (143c4). They agree first that
ousia is said and then that one, too, is said, and thus that each of the two of them together
(hekateron autoin) is said (143c4-6). Whenever he, Parmenides, should say both ousia
and one (ousia te kai hen), he certainly says both together (amphoterō) (143c6-7). So,
too, if he should say both ousia and other or both other and one, in this way, too
everywhere, he speaks (legō) of both together with each (143c7-9). Parmenides says to
say ousia te kai hen is to say amphoterō. The intimacy of the dual in the latter is
expressed by te kai in the former. Yet, they haven’t said both together, but rather simply
said each and joined them with a conjunction.127 Just as with hen metechei ousias what
joins in hen estin was separated out as methexis, so too what joins here is separated as te
kai. The difficulty of joining in speech (legein) what is separated out by thought and
named (kaleisthai) remains.
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10. As Parmenides elaborates, he draws our attention back to his earlier
description of the training. Continuing, he says that, on the one hand, it isn’t possible, for
that which should be correctly addressed as both together, to be both of them together but
not two, so that there’s no device (mēchanē), for that which should be two, to keep each
of the two of them (hekateron autoin) from being one; on the other hand, since it follows
that each of these pairs, severally (toutōn hekasta sunduo), is, each would also be one
(143d1-5). In any pair, the pair itself is one, while each of the two things constituting the
pair is also one, such that the pair is two, as well. The difficulty is beautifully captured in
Parmenides’ calling a pair (sunduo) one. Sunduo would mean two, were it not for the
prefix sun, which additionally indicates that the two are together. Parmenides continues:
if each of them is, when one is set together with (suntethentos) any which pair
whatsoever (hopoiououn hētinioun) by means of a yoking together (suzugia), all come to
be three (143d5-7). The joining is referred to as a yoking together (suzugia), which
recalls Parmenides donning of the yoke (pherezugos) to run the course of the training (cf.
2.IV.13). In the earlier discussion, the yoke signaled entering a race that promised,
impossibly, to satisfy erōs (cf. 2.IV.13-15). Satisfaction is impossible because the race is
limited, while what erōs demands is limitless. For this reason, there is a rift between the
demand that erōs makes for precise, unified knowledge and the concession that this sort
of precision is beyond us. As was evident from the trajectory of the first deduction, and is
explicitly corroborated here in the second by Parmenides’ use of “yoke,” precise unity
appears poetic, achieved only through images (cf. 3.I.22). Parmenides the philosopher
seems to concede to Ibycus that only by poetry can the complexity of experience be held
together as one, a concession Parmenides implicitly made when he chose to relate his
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understanding of the problem by reference to a poem. Yet Parmenides has continuously
hinted at another form of philosophy that takes into account the recalcitrance of the
beings to being limited. From what he has just said, we suspect it involves understanding
the role the will plays in the poetic act of joining together what is separated by thought
(cf. 3.II.9).
11. The next agreement Parmenides secures seems quite innocuous at first, but
proves to have far reaching implications: three is odd and two is even (143d7-8). This
agreement only seems innocuous, however, for it in fact involves at least two
abstractions. First, simply to assert three is odd is to ignore the means by which
Parmenides arrived at three, namely by a yoking together of two things into a pair, with a
lone term indicating their unity. With respect to thought, three was a two, since two of the
three terms were treated as one. All addition proceeds along such lines, treating a group
as one term and a second group as another term, bringing them under a new term that
expresses their collective unity. In this way, every sum is two. Second, even and odd are
not simply properties of two and three, respectively, but rather divide all of number (to
arithmon) in two, bringing the limitless series of numbers under a limit. Even and odd not
only presuppose acquaintance with or recognition of further numbers, but even the
limitlessness of number as a whole and the consequent need make it intelligible by
gathering the limitless within a limit. When encountering the limitless series of members
of the class of number, we posit even and odd as eidē by which to gather together these
limitless members under a limit. The claim is therefore not so innocuous as it originally
seemed. But aren’t these two abstractions innocuous as well? Do we not assent to them
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no less than the claim itself? Haven’t we better understood both three and number by
these abstractions? And aren’t such abstractions not useful, powerful even?
12. Powerful they are, as the sequel demonstrates. Parmenides shifts the argument
(ti de;) and puts the abstractions to work, starting with the first: if there are two beings
together (duoin ontoin), it’s necessary for there also to be twice, and, if there are three
beings, thrice, if indeed the cause (huparchei) of the two is the twice one and of the three
the thrice one (143d8-e2). The cause or origin (archē) of two was indeed twice one, but
three’s origin was not thrice one, but the yoking of two uneven units, a one and a two.
The first abstraction allows Parmenides to argue that, if there are two together (duoin
ontoin), it’s also necessary there’s two twice, and if three (triōn) and thrice it’s also
necessary, in turn, there’s three thrice (143e3-5). The abstraction allows him, first, to
connect two and one by twice and three and one by thrice and, second, to link them
together again to produce twice two, i.e. four, and thrice three, i.e. nine. We see, then, the
power of such abstractions: whereas four could have been immediately produced from
the yoking together of three and one, just as three was from two and one, the abstraction
allows Parmenides to skip five through eight and jump immediately to nine. He is also
able to produce six through two different means: if there are three things and there’s
twice and there are two things together (duoin ontoin) and there’s thrice together (tris
ontoin), it’s necessary there be both three twice and two thrice (143e5-7). Despite his
loose combination of the various abstractions, Parmenides alludes back to their origin in
the yoking of two and one to make three when he uses on in the dual with the word
“thrice.” But if these abstractions are so powerful, why should Parmenides draw our
attention to their origin in this slower, synthetic process of adding units together?
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13. The danger of abstraction becomes apparent in the following, as Parmenides
moves to wrap up this portion of the proof, in which he demonstrates that all of number
is. To show this, Parmenides introduces the second abstraction above, from two and three
to even and odd. Given that odd and even include all of number, we’d expect Parmenides
simply to point this out, and therewith complete this part of the proof. Instead,
Parmenides goes a rather circuitous and, as we’ll see, problematic route. They agree that
there would be both even even-times and odd odd-times and even odd-times and odd
even-times (143e7-4a2). On the basis of this agreement, Parmenides asks Aristoteles
whether, if these things are, he supposes (oiei) it’s necessary there be not any number left
behind (hupoleipesthai) (144a2-3). Aristoteles responds that in no way is there any left
(144a3-4). They thus conclude that if one is, it’s necessary number also be (144a4-5).
Aristoteles’ supposition is only partially correct. Because they are producing new
numbers by multiplication, primes would, in principle, be left behind; because they are
multiplying all of even number and all of odd number, they are, in effect, included.
Parmenides goes out of his way to introduce a series of abstractions, only to produce an
argument that points to the way in which the power of abstraction can lead us to overlook
certain phenomena—here, prime numbers. Our ability to parse and pair as we see fit is
indeed powerful, but for that very reason also risky. What allowed us to skip five through
eight also might lead us to skip a complete unique eidos of number, the prime. Earlier, we
called this sort of error—namely, where one’s starting point prefigures one’s
conclusions—analytic obfuscation. We now see that it occurs when we take a
phenomenon—here, number—and attempt to gather its limitless members—one, two,
three, etc.—together by some eidē—even, odd, twice, thrice, prime—and then reapply
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these eidē to the members and one another. That is, the eidē, by focusing on a particular
“look” in the members, abstract from other features of those members, which are lost in
the reapplication of the eidē in the new context. Three may be odd, but it is also prime. In
focusing solely on multiplication as a means of arriving at all of number, Parmenides
implicitly assumed that all of number is divisible into integers, and thereby obfuscated
the eidos of the prime, which cannot be divided into integers.
14. The preceding leads us to understand being in a multi-layered way. When
confronted with a limitless array of particular members or instances of a class, we are
easily overwhelmed. In attempting to make sense of these members, we look over some
of them and notice some common look to them, which leads us to divide all of them into
various eidē. Because these eidē provide us a way to distinguish these limitless members
into two or more groups, they also appeal to a difference within these members. The eidē
separate out the limitless members by a mutual difference in order to join them together
under their class more easily. The eidē are necessary to one another, just as even requires
odd. Because the eidē are more closely bound together than the limitless members of the
class, the eidē provide us relief from the initially overwhelming lack of unity to the
limitless plurality. The close bind between the eidē thus stands midway in generality
between the members and the class to which they belong. Because they are less general,
or less one, than the class, they are more informative of the members than the name on its
own. Yet for the same reason, namely their generality, they are not completely
informative of the complexity of each member: even and odd touch on only one of the
many properties each number exhibits. For the members of a class, then, there are other
sets of eidē that can be posited, based on different features of the members. The question
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then becomes why we select certain eidē rather than others. Parmenides will return to this
by the end of the proof (cf. 3.II.21).
15. As Parmenides proceeds, he speaks quite ambiguously about this layered
understanding of being, unclear as to which layer he has in mind. Having demonstrated to
Aristoteles’ satisfaction that all of number is, Parmenides returns to ousia, showing that it
is limitless by way of number, as we might have expected. He argues that, in addition, if
number is, beings many and limitless in multitude would also be (144a5-6). Without
pausing for Aristoteles to respond, Parmenides asks him whether he thinks number comes
to be limitless in multitude and partaking of a state of being (144a6-7). Aristoteles says
this is certainly the case (144a7). The first question differs from the second, for the
former speaks of the beings as limitless in multitude and many. Why does Parmenides
bother to include the apparently superfluous “many”? Does he refer to the many eidē of
number—even, odd, thrice, twice, and prime—in addition to its limitless members?
Again, when Parmenides next asks whether, if all of number partakes of ousia, each part
of number would also partake of it, we do well to ask which parts he means: is it the
individual, counted units, i.e. the limitless members of the class, or the eidē of, say, even
and odd (144a7-9)? Parmenides immediately brings this choice to mind in the next
agreement: the state of being (ousia) is thus distributed over all the many beings and
stands apart (apostatei) from none of the beings, neither the smallest nor the greatest
(144b1-3). By smallest and greatest beings, does Parmenides mean the members of
number that are greater or smaller in magnitude, e.g. nine as opposed to one, or does he
mean those beings which contain the greatest number of members, e.g. the eidos of even
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or odd? The argument is thoroughly ambiguous as to which beings and parts Parmenides
means.
16. Parmenides alludes to this ambiguity more concretely as he wraps up his
demonstration that being is limitless in multitude. Elaborating on why a state of being
must be distributed over all the beings, Parmenides argues that it would be irrational
(alogon) to say otherwise, for a state of being could in no way stand apart from the beings
(144b3-4). Therefore, ousia has been broken down to bits (katakekermatistai)—the
smallest, greatest, and in all ways (pantachōs) that are possible—and has been partitioned
(memeristai) most of all things, and there are limitless parts of ousia (144b4-c1). Smallest
and greatest recall the ambiguity above, as does “in all ways.” Division in all ways would
include division into members as well as eidē. Further, Parmenides puts katakermatizō
and merizō in the perfect tense, by no means necessary to the context. However, the
reduplicated stem of the perfect allows Parmenides to give an onomatopoetic
representation of the division of ousia into the greatest, smallest, and in all ways: on the
one hand, the smallest parts of ousia, the individual, not readily unified members of
number, are represented by the harsh stopping of katakekermatistai, while, on the other,
the greater, more intimately bound parts (as with even and odd) are represented by means
of the more liquid, but still broken, memeristai.128 Parmenides’ language suggests that the
central difficulty is not overcoming the limitlessness of a phenomenon, but rather
concerns putting together the greater and smaller parts, i.e. the limitless members and the
limiting eidē of the unified phenomenon. That is, despite the arithmetical nature of the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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argument, he has consistently pointed back to the problem of “yoking together” (suzugia)
two things into one. Having shown the layered way in which we understand being,
Parmenides develops the initially binary problem, of putting two things together as one,
into a much more dynamic problem. The new model of philosophy he proposes will have
to cope with this problem (cf. 4.I.4).
17. Parmenides will, predictably, use the limitlessness of ousia to prove the
limitlessness of the one, thus rounding out the second proof. But if this is his sole
purpose, their next agreement is entirely superfluous: the parts of ousia are most manifold
(pleista) (144c1-2). While it follows that what is limitless is most manifold, it seems an
unnecessary intermediary for the argument. We must remember, however, that
Parmenides introduced the second proof because Aristoteles was doubtful at the outcome
of the first (cf. 3.II.6). In response, Parmenides backed up to the beginning of their
agreements and was careful to get Aristoteles’ view from him, that the one, when seized
by itself, would be one and not many (3.II.7). Having slowly brought him to admit that
number both is limitless and is, so that ousia is also limitless, he will carefully bring
Aristoteles to see that each of these beings is also one. The present, apparently
superfluous agreement will soon prove quite revealing of Aristoteles’ reception of the
argument (cf. 3.II.18). Parmenides shifts into the last part of the argument (ti oun;),
asking Aristoteles whether there is something (ti) among these things, which is a part of
ousia, yet no part (ouden…meros) (144c2-3). Aristoteles incredulously asks how such a
thing could come to be (144c3-4). To be something is to be a part of ousia, and thus not
to be no part, ouden meros. The rejection of the part’s being no part or not one (ouden)
part necessitates it be something one (hen ti): if indeed it is, it’s necessarily it always, just
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so long as it should be, be some one thing (hen…ti), and being nothing (mēden) is
impossible (144c4-5). Aristoteles agrees it’s necessary (144c6). Parmenides brings back
the principle of the co-presence of unity and being from the first proof: anything that is is
one, and anything that’s one is (cf. 142e5-7). Having shown that being has limitless parts
and that the one and being are always co-present, Parmenides has all the pieces in place
for his second proof.
18. As Parmenides continues he makes reference again to the layered
understanding of being: the one is present with every part of ousia, not departing from
(apoleipomenon) smaller or greater part, or any other (allou oudenos) (144c6-8). This
allows Parmenides to make the same point to Aristoteles that he earlier made to Socrates:
he asks Aristoteles whether, when one is in many places at the same time (pollachou
hama), it is a whole, urging him to look over this point (144c8-d1). Aristoteles says he is
looking it over and sees that it’s impossible (144d1-2). Aristoteles stands in much the
same position as Socrates did at the outset of Parmenides’ critique of the eidē. Both have
committed themselves to something being one: Aristoteles the one, when seized alone by
itself by means of thought (dianoia), and Socrates the eidos. Whether they have the same
reaction to the argument will have to be seen after Parmenides has completed the proof.
Before he gets there, however, Parmenides slowly eases Aristoteles toward the
conclusion. They thus agree that it’s partitioned if it’s not whole, for in no other way will
it be present with all the parts of ousia at the same time (hama) than by being partitioned
(memerismenon) (144d2-4). Parmenides shifts from being partitioned to the extent of the
partitioning: there’s a great necessity that the partitioned (to meriston) be just as many as
however many (tosauta hosaper) parts it is (144d4-5). This leads to a correction that
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connects the extent of the one’s being partitioned to the extent of being’s: they were not
speaking truly earlier when they were saying that the ousia that’s been distributed into
parts would be most manifold (pleista) (144d5-7). We recall that Parmenides here
invokes the earlier agreement that appeared entirely superfluous to the logic of the
argument (cf. 144c1-2, 3.II.17). From partitioning to extent, Parmenides moves to the
equality of the partitioning of ousia and of the one, while clarifying the correction in the
process: ousia hasn’t been distributed more than the one, but is equally many (isa), as it
seems, to the one (144d7-e1). By way of number and equality, Parmenides has corrected
the claim that ousia is most manifold by showing the one is just as manifold. Having
brought Aristoteles slowly this far, Parmenides is ready to draw the link from being most
manifold to being limitless.
19. Parmenides underscores that the co-presence of being and the one entails that
they are equally present: for neither does being (to on) depart from the one, nor the one
from being, but the two beings together (duo onte) are always entirely equally present
(exisousthon) with all things (144e1-3).129 Aristoteles agrees this is in every respect the
way it appears (pantapasi houtō phainetai) (144e3). Aristoteles’ answer seems to indicate
that the force (pantapasi) of the argument is just now becoming manifest (phainesthai) to
him. Parmenides finally completes the proof over which he’s labored for some time. He
asks Aristoteles whether the one itself, then, having been broken to bits
(kekermatismenon) by the ousia, is both many and limitless in multitude (144e3-5).
Earlier, Parmenides spoke of number as many and limitless in multitude, which referred
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ambiguously to number both as a limitless series of members of a class and as limited by
many eidē (cf. 3.II.15). In addition, he spoke of number as partitioned (merizō) and
broken to bits (katakermatizō). Both recall the layered way in which we speak about the
beings. Aristoteles’ response is still hesitant, as he says it appears to be the case
(phainetai) (144e5). However, when he is faced with the conclusion that not only that
which is one (to on hen) is many, but also the one itself, having been distributed about by
being (hupo tou ontos), is necessarily many, Aristoteles agrees that this is in every respect
the case (pantapasi men oun) (144e5-7). Hesitant at the prospect of the one’s being
limitless, but not at the prospect that it is many, Aristoteles betrays what concerns him in
these proofs: the prospect not that the one is many, but that it is limitless in multitude.
Contrary to Aristoteles’ discomfort, we recall, again, that Socrates proved enthusiastic
when faced with the limitlessness of the training. Aristoteles cannot help but remain
fixated in discomfort on the prospect of the limitless, whereas Socrates engages that
prospect without hesitation, eager to understand the consequences. As a result, Aristoteles
is less prepared, if at all, to confront the layered way in which we approach the beings.
The difference Socrates’ drive for logoi makes in the way he approaches the training is
felt here, in facing the limitless. It will make all the difference in untangling the skeptic’s
logos (cf. 3.VIII).
20. While Parmenides has been presenting a layered understanding of being, his
emphasis has been on the limitlessness of the members of the whole. Having completed
his discussion of the limitlessness of the one, Parmenides is now free to add (kai mēn) to
the account how it also has a limit (144e8). Accordingly, he shifts away from the parts to
the whole: since the parts are parts of a whole, the one would be, as regards the whole,
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limited (peperasmenon) (144e8-9). As regards the whole, Parmenides has been drawing
our attention to the difficulty of putting two things together into one, specifically as
regards the difficulty of articulating what joins the two into one without separating it out
as a third thing (cf. 3.II.2, 8-10). This difficulty should therefore come to the surface at
the same time as Parmenides discusses the limit, as it does in the following two
agreements: the parts are surrounded by the whole, while the surrounding thing would be
a limit (144e9-5a2). “Surrounding” here seems to mean that the whole provides the
context in which the parts can be understood as parts. And yet the language makes it
seem as if the whole is just a sort of skin or yoke surrounding the parts. However, if by
the whole we understand the relationship the parts bear to one another, then it cannot be
understood as just another thing outside the parts, but rather something that only comes to
be out of the parts when they are arranged in their proper place with respect to one
another. Relative to the parts, the whole is absent. In other words, the hypothesis “one is”
sets forth a hypothetical being, which Parmenides has referred to obliquely as the one that
is (to hen on) and that which is one (to on hen). The attempt to explain how these two
elements, the one and being, hold together only leads to the removal of what joins as a
third thing, with the resulting revision of hen estin as hen metechei ousias. Thus far, the
only approach we’ve seen is to hold them together through the poetry of images (cf.
2.III.7-8, 3.I.22, 3.II.10). To put the problem more generally, for something one to be two
is for it to be in one respect at odds with itself and in another respect not, both contrary to
itself and not. How can logos cope with a one that, as they agree, is somehow (pou) both
one and many, and a whole and parts, and limited and limitless in multitude (145a2-3)?
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21. Solving this problem means understanding the cause of what makes two
things one. As Parmenides continues, some light is shed on this cause. Since it—namely,
the one—is limited, it would also have extremities, which Aristoteles agrees is necessary
(145a4-5). They then agree that, if it’s a whole, it would also have a beginning and
middle and end, and that it is impossible for something to be a whole without these three
things, and, should any which one (hen hotioun) of them stand apart (apostatē), it would
not still want (ethelēsei) to be a whole (145a5-8). Just as Parmenides describes how the
parts hold together as a whole, he begins to speak of the parts as wanting or willing to be
a whole. How can the parts hen and on will, i.e. exhibit and act on an intention, to be the
whole hen estin? Didn’t they fall apart on their own in the first deduction? At least there
they didn’t want or will to be a whole. The second deduction began, however, with
Parmenides’ paying special attention to keeping them together, for they had failed to keep
the two parts of the hypothesis together in the first deduction and willed or wanted to
consider it again (142b1-3: boulei). Parmenides had initially suggested this hypothesis as
one the group might want to use (137b1: boulesthe). Likewise, Parmenides spoke of
selecting those thing one wishes (proelōmetha autōn…boulei) and putting them together
as “both together” (amphoterō) (143c1). This willful selection in turn gave rise to an
example of the problem of analytic obfuscation (cf. 3.II.13). The image’s power to hold
two things together as one arises out of the will to synthesize two things that partly
encourage and partly resist synthesis. The difficulty of putting many together into one
arises out of the will to preserve unity through a certain interrelationship among the parts.
The problem of participation arises out of an excessive willfulness to keep two things
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together as one. Such was the nature of Socrates’ resistance to Parmenides’ arguments in
the first part of the dialogue.
22. The resistance to this willfulness is a resistance to holding together beginning,
middle, and end in a certain interrelationship. It is thus a resistance to their having a
particular shape or articulation (schēma). Accordingly, the final part of the argument,
which concerns schēma, is utterly unique in the second deduction, in that everywhere else
in the deduction Parmenides argues that the one experiences both contraries for every set
of terms, while in this argument he leaves it completely open which shape the one
experiences, be it one or all. They conclude that the one whole would have a beginning,
as it seems, and end and middle, and that the middle would hold apart equally from the
extremities, for otherwise it wouldn’t be a middle (145a8-b3). So, being of such a sort
(toiouton on), the one would partake of some shape (tinos schēmatos), as it seems, either
of straight or of curved or of some mix (tinos meiktou) comprised of both together (ex
amphoin) (145b3-5). Aristoteles agrees that it would indeed partake (145b5). Parmenides
qualifies both claims with “as it seems” (hōs eoiken), at the same time hesitating as to
whether it is straight or curved or some mixture comprised of both together. That
Parmenides hesitates as to shape would necessitate further hesitation as to what is
beginning, middle, and end: the middle is only the middle according to this or that shape,
but may well be beginning or end according to another. Further, the hesitance to set a
definite shape is in accordance with the hesitance to be attracted to a certain image that
holds the parts together, for Parmenides’ definitions of shape proved poetic in the first
deduction (cf. 3.I.5). Resistance to these images is rooted in awareness of the problem of
analytic obfuscation, in which the point from which an argument begins prefigures the
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conclusion. The parts we select by which to understand the whole, as a selection, obscure
the unselected parts: by assuming all of number is divisible, Parmenides obscured from
primes, even though the factors in his multiplication—two and three—were primes. The
hesitance to determine shape is a function of the wariness that the attraction of unity
comes at the price of the obfuscation of the plurality.
23. Such was Parmenides’ early instruction to Socrates, who emphasized the
precision of the look (idea) over the imprecision of perception. The shift from how things
look (idein) to the look (idea) was implicitly an affirmation of our position as a, or even
the correct position from which to discern the beings (cf. 2.III.13). The person looking is
thus reified in the look, and thereby concealed. In other words, the attempt to clarify the
particulars involves the willful act of holding together the likeness we see in them, and
thus necessarily obscures the unselected likeness those particulars may have with others.
The move from imprecise beings—the things of perception—to precise beings—the
eidē—paradoxically leads to ignorance of the imprecise beings in their imprecision, i.e.
in their possessing features other than that feature which we have designated as indicating
its idea. This abstraction becomes the cause of analytic obfuscation, in which the
imprecise being’s features that went unnoticed or were deemed irrelevant reassert their
relevance in the peculiar, contradictory outcomes of an argument. The drive to precise
knowledge is thus a form of ignorance. Knowledge that is precise not in outcome, but in
mode, must take into account the layered way in which we understand the beings, and the
nexus of problems that emerge as a result. Philosophy is not the overcoming of imprecise
beings through access to precise beings that shed light on them. The apparent clarity the
precise beings lend to the imprecise beings is only apparent: the eidos is an obscuring
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sail, not a light-giving day (cf. 2.III.8). The commitment to precise knowledge is rooted
in the demands of rule, not of philosophy. Rather, philosophy shifts away from the
demands rule makes of the beings by examining the recalcitrance of the beings to those
demands (cf. 2.IV.9). Since his initial advice to Socrates, Parmenides has developed this
recalcitrance in great detail. In the remainder of the second deduction, and to some extent
beyond, he will develop the philosophic response to this recalcitrance (cf. 4.I). But he
will do so with Aristoteles for Socrates’ benefit. At the same time as Parmenides shows
Socrates the proper response to the layered way in which we understand being, he will
also show him the human resistance to that response, as Aristoteles fails again and again
to follow the trajectory of the argument. That is, Parmenides will attempt to convince
Socrates that the difficulties of inquiry are the same as the difficulties of teaching, and
thus how the two tasks of philosophy hold together as one (cf. 4.II).
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Contradiction130 (145b6 – 151e2)
24. In the first deduction, the first argument was that the one that is in no way many
couldn’t be a whole of parts. Since, in the second, the one must be many, if it is to be at
all, it must be a whole and have parts, for only in such a way could it be both one and
many at the same time. Yet if the one can only stand in relation to us if it is many, then
we have access to it first and foremost through the parts. But how do we access the
whole, and thus the unity, from the parts? The next argument, concerning place, is
instructive on this point. In usual form, Parmenides begins by proposing the conclusion
as a question to Aristoteles: being such (houtōs echon), won’t it be both in itself and in
another (allō) (145b6-7)? Aristoteles wants to know how this could be (145b7). Whereas
the unmixed unity of the first deduction could experience neither of two contraries, the
unity mediated by plurality found in the second deduction experiences both.
Contradiction will become old hat by the end of the deduction. The ground for
experiencing contradiction is the one’s being simultaneously one and many, as we see by
the next series of agreements: first, each of the parts is surely in the whole and none
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As regards my use of “contradiction” in this study, Allen’s comment is germane. “The exercise
presents not a single contradiction but contradiction piled on contradiction. The multiplicity of
contradictions does not derive from the theorem of the propositional calculus that a contradiction implies
anything, that is P and not-P then R, for any R. That theorem requires a truth-functional logic unknown to
Plato. The exercise that follows uses logical methods, that is, methods of inference, as does any form of
reasoning. But contradictions are derived intentionally, from the meaning of the terms used, and the
reasoning, it may be added, is sometimes self-referential, as at 160d. The multiplicity of contradictions, in
short, cannot be mechanically derived, and close scrutiny of the text is needed if they are to be understood”
(Allen 1997, 215; cf. 192). I agree with Allen’s assessment, and add that symbolic logic’s use of variables
allows for it to proceed “mechanically” by abstracting from the content of a statement and the speaker’s
intention to speak knowingly about the world. This is why we sometimes do not feel refuted, despite a
logical refutation: the failure is not in the act of knowing, but in the act of articulating our knowledge into
speech. Our speech was a half-truth, and for such half-truths a “truth-functional logic” is inadequate.
Contradictions in this sense are not merely refutations, but illustrations of the character of our experience. I
will say more in my commentary on the second deduction, as well as, and especially, the conclusion in
chapter four.
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outside the whole; second, all the parts are surrounded by the whole; third, the one is all
its parts, and neither something more nor less than all; and, fourth, the one is also the
whole (145b7-c3). The whole is said to surround the parts because none of the parts can
be outside the whole. That is, because the whole determines the interrelationship of the
parts, removal of a part effectively puts it outside the whole, so that it ceases to bear the
relationship to the other parts that it once did. At the same time, the whole is all the parts
inasmuch as it isn’t something more or less than them: with the removal of a part the
whole ceases to be a whole, while the whole isn’t another thing (ti) in addition to these
parts that one can identify among the parts. If we take our bearings by the tangible
aspects of the whole, it seems to be no more than a number of parts. And yet if we treat
these parts apart from one another, i.e. as wholes unto themselves, they quickly show that
part of being a part is having a non-tangible relation to the other parts that make up the
whole. To separate the parts completely into distinct things or join them together all the
way into one thing is to avoid contradiction at the expense of understanding what that
thing is such that it admits of simultaneous conjunction and disjunction.
25. The remainder of the argument, indeed of the second deduction, develops the
tension between these two ways of understanding the whole. Parmenides’ proof that the
one is in itself goes as we would expect. They agree that, if all the parts happen
(tunchanei) to be in a whole, both all the parts and the whole itself are the one, and all are
surrounded by the whole, then the one would be surrounded by the one and in this way
the one itself would already be in itself (145c4-7). From this part of the argument, we
would expect Parmenides to point out that inasmuch as the one is the whole, it is
surrounded by something else, and thus is in another. The argument would thus be
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complete in just a few lines. Such an argument is suggested by Parmenides’ later
conclusion: insofar as the one’s a whole, it is in another, while insofar as it happens to be
all the parts, it’s in itself (145e3-4). Instead, Parmenides takes a more circuitous route, by
proving that the whole isn’t in the parts, neither in all nor in a certain one (145c7-d1). He
begins with the possibility of the whole’s being in all the parts. If it’s in all, it’s
necessarily also in one, for if it weren’t in a certain one, it surely wouldn’t still be able to
be in all (145d1-2). The first part of the argument concretely links being in all to being in
each one, which effectively means that if the whole can’t be in a certain one of the parts,
it cannot be in all. Parmenides doesn’t rush to the second possibility, however, but
considers another way in which the whole might be thought to be in all. If the whole is
among all (tōn pantōn), and isn’t present (eni) in this thing, it won’t still be present
(enestai) in all (145d2-4). The agreement puts special emphasis on the en in eneimi,
replacing the ambiguous genitive tōn pantōn with the much clearer, spatial preposition.
Yet if what joins the parts together isn’t some further thing (ti) alongside the parts, does it
even make sense to speak of it as being-present-in? Aren’t we using spatial language to
refer to something that isn’t spatial in character, precisely what Parmenides sought to
warn Socrates against in the second part of his critique (cf. 2.III.10)?131
26. Having underscored that by “in” he means “being-present-in,” Parmenides
finishes up this part of the argument: nor is it in a certain one, for if the whole were in a
certain one, what’s more would be in what’s less, which, they agree, is impossible
(145d5-7). Parmenides summarizes, and points to the two possibilities remaining: if the
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Allen’s commentary on the second part of the critique impressively interprets the argument in a
manner that recalls the one of the second deduction (cf. Allen 1997, 134-5).
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whole isn’t in many, nor in one, nor in all the parts, it’s necessary it be in another thing
(en heterō tini) or no longer be anywhere (mēdamou eti) (145d7-e1). In light of much of
what Parmenides has said, the latter possibility is attractive. Parmenides is quick to
dismiss it, however: being nowhere (mēdamou men on), it would be nothing (ouden), but
being a whole (holon de on), since it isn’t in itself, it would necessarily be in another
(allō) (145e1-3). For the whole to be nowhere, it would have to be nothing or not one
thing (ouden), but because it’s a whole, it’s one and must be somewhere, the only
remaining possibility being that it’s in another thing. From the point of view of the parts,
the whole’s location is ambiguous, so much so that it seems to be nowhere at all. Yet
because it is a whole, when considered in relation to other things, it is distinct from them.
In relation to other things, then, the whole is easily identifiable as itself and not another,
and thus one, while in relation to itself, its parts emerge as distinct, with the whole unable
to be located in or among them, and thus appearing to be nowhere (cf. 2.II.10). When
dealing with the parts, we are inclined to ignore the whole, while when dealing with the
whole we are constantly directed toward other things. This tension is captured in the
argument’s conclusion: insofar as the one’s a whole, it is in another (allō), while insofar
as it happens (tunchanei) to be all the parts, it’s in itself (145e3-4). In this way, the one
itself is necessarily both in itself and in another (heterō) (145e4-6).
27. The development can be put as follows. To say intelligibility requires plurality
is to say nothing can be known by itself, but only in the light of another or by being
broken into parts that are understood in light of one another. In the former case, the unity
of a thing is in part determined by the context in which it is found and against which it is
compared, while in the latter, the unity is passed over in looking to the disunity of the
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parts of the whole. So, to say that intelligibility requires plurality is to say that the
intelligibility of one thing requires a two that can’t be altogether together, and thus
exhibit some contrariety, the attempt to speak of which would lead to contradiction.
Whether we compare one thing against another, or break it into its parts, what joins the
parts together into one whole is passed over. As we’ve seen before, the attempt to bring
forward what joins only separates it, and thus reestablishes the problem, shifting from the
question of what joins the parts together to that of what joins the joint to the parts (cf.
3.II.2). If we are to know what’s absent, we must know it as absent. We are in the
difficult position of making what is absent present to mind in its absence. This is the
challenge Parmenides must overcome in the course of the second deduction. He must find
some way around the principle of intelligibility’s correlative problem of analytic
obfuscation.
28. The next argument, on motion and rest, will give us some guidance in the
problem that has plagued the dialogue through and through, and for this reason it lies
quite central to the whole of the Parmenides. Parmenides begins in a somewhat typical
fashion: because the one has grown in this way (houtō…pephukos),132 it’s necessary it is
both in motion and at rest (145e7-8). This is the first occurrence of phuō, the verb form of
phusis. Parmenides uses phuō to describe the emergence of the one in the argument. That
is, he opens the discussion of motion and rest by drawing our attention to the motion of
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While I have elsewhere rendered pephukos in its usual, adverbial sense, here the modification
with houtō and its close proximity to to hen leads me to believe a more literal, participial rendering is
appropriate, with a conditional or causal sense. Read adverbially, though, my argument nevertheless
remains sound, as in either rendering houtō clearly points back to the preceding argument as the basis for
what is to come.
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the logos. Parmenides immediately juxtaposes the motion of the logos to the rest of the
one. He argues that it’s surely at rest, since it’s in itself: for being in one thing and not
walking away (metabainon) from this thing, it would be in the same thing, in itself
(145e8-6a2). The one was in itself inasmuch as it is both the whole and all the parts,
while the whole surrounds all the parts. Further, the whole surrounds the parts inasmuch
as no part is outside the whole, i.e. inasmuch as the whole dictates the place of the part.
The relationships the parts bear to one another, which constitute the way in which the
parts are parts of the whole, is static. This is not necessarily to say the parts and whole
don’t move, but only that inasmuch as the parts remain parts of this whole, the
relationship does not change. For example, the part “leg” of the whole “animal” may
move as the animal is in motion, but the leg has a function within the animal that remains
static. Parmenides suggests that this static relationship is eternal in the conclusion:
because the one is always (aei) in itself, it is surely necessary it always be at rest (146a23). So long as the whole is this whole, it is always in itself, and thus always has the same
static relationships among the parts, lest it cease to be this whole by becoming another
whole or ceasing to be a whole altogether. Now, if the whole exhibits static relations, but
logos is in motion, then how do we put the two together such that we have knowledge?
We anticipate that the part of the argument dealing with motion would explain this.
Instead, Parmenides bases the argument on an apparently false inference. Because the one
is always in another (heterō), the contrary is necessary: it is never (mēdepot[e]) in the
same thing, and never being in the same thing it wouldn’t be at rest, and not being at rest,
it would move (146a3-6). The argument smacks of sophistry, for being in another thing
doesn’t entail that this other thing always change. Yet if the one were always in the same
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thing, and this same thing did not at some time change, how could we distinguish this
thing, with the permanence of its relation to the one, from the other parts of the one?133
The difficulty, Parmenides suggests, is not just putting the stasis of the relationships
together with the motion of logos, but of putting together the stasis of the relationships
with the motion of the contexts in which the whole is viewed, and then putting this
together with the motion of logos.134
29. Both these questions develop the problem of analytic obfuscation, on which
we have touched but which we still must develop. It is important to understand that these
problems are not the sort that we solve. They accompany any attempt to know anything,
for the problem of analytic obfuscation follows clearly from the principle of intelligibility
(cf. 3.I.22). This does not mean that knowledge is impossible, but rather, as Parmenides
has emphasized, that the ultimate form knowledge takes is different from our initial
expectation of what that form looks like. Our initial expectation is that the knowledge
itself will be precise, i.e. one. Unmixed unity, however, is unintelligible. To be
intelligible is to be both one and many, a whole of parts. Accordingly, being is spoken of
in a layered fashion, and it is easy for any one of these layers, and the parts of one of
these layers, to obfuscate the matter under consideration as we analyze it. To attempt to
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Dorter says the argument is “fallaciously deduced,” without considering how “in another” qua
“spatial inclusion” (his term), might be a form of change (Dorter 1994, 55-6).
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Cornford dismisses this argument as “formally fallacious,” largely because he understands the
spatial terms to apply to physical bodies, and not to the physical understanding we impute to the objects of
mind whenever we speak of them (cf. Cornford 1977, 150-3). The rest of an object of mind is the inability
of mind to consider one thing outside of the context of another, e.g. odd and even apart from number. The
rest of an object of sight, however, can involve distinguishing the two, such that we could easily understand
them apart from one another. The argument, therefore, no longer appears fallacious if we understand what
is at stake in the argument is not the one qua physical being, but rather the analysis of non-spatial beings by
means of our necessarily spatial language.
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overcome analytic obfuscation is only to ignore the reductio ad absurdum of the first
deduction. Analytic obfuscation is really only a problem, therefore, from the perspective
of rule’s demand of precise knowledge. Once this demand has been tempered, we must
ask, out of a desire to know in the way that it is possible, what form knowledge must
take. Far from being a problem for knowledge, analytic obfuscation shows us that if
knowledge is anywhere, it is in the motion of the logos, and not in the singular, unified
statement or definition. In a singular statement, Parmenides and Aristoteles can only state
the broken, contradictory character of the one: it’s necessary for the one, because it is
always in itself and in another (heterō), always to be both in motion and at rest (146a6-8).
But in the motion of a logos, the way in which the starting point prefigures the outcome,
i.e. analytic obfuscation, shows the connections single propositions ignore, and thus
shows what’s absent in the logos in the unpredicted behavior of what’s present in the
logos. The unpredicted behavior that constitutes the apparent weakness of analytic
obfuscation is in fact its strength, for it allows the absent connections between what’s
present to show themselves while remaining absent, i.e. it overcomes the problem of
showing what joins the parts without separating it out from the parts (cf. 3.II.2, 9-10, 20,
25, 27).
30. In the next argument, Parmenides shows that putting together the motion of
logos with the stasis of the relations requires discerning the premises at play in the
particular arguments. That is, analytic obfuscation’s prefiguration of the outcomes of an
argument is a function of a third, unarticulated thing or joint that tacitly influences the
direction of the argument by virtue of its connection to the two present elements at play
(cf. 3.I.11). Parmenides elaborates on this in the next argument. He begins again with his
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predicted conclusion: the one must be the same as itself and other than itself, and likewise
both the same as and other than the different things, if indeed it suffered the earlier things
(146a9-b2). Indulging Aristoteles’ request that he elaborate, Parmenides makes the
following general claim about relations: all is surely such in relation to all, either they are
the same or other, or, if they should be neither the same nor other, it would be a part of
that, in relation to which it is such, or it would be as a whole in relation to a part (146b25). Same and other are inadequate for understanding how the parts relate to the whole,
and conversely. Parmenides sticks to this observation in proving the first proposition, that
the one is the same as itself. They agree that the one itself is in no way a part of itself, nor
is it possible for it be a whole of itself, as in relation to a part, by being a part in relation
to itself (146b5-c1). Parmenides is implicitly considering the one as a whole in relation to
the one as a whole, and not the one as a whole in relation to the one as all the parts. He
continues: because the one isn’t other than one, it couldn’t be other than itself, so that,
since it’s neither other nor a whole nor a part in relation to itself, it’s further necessary,
they agree, that it be the same as itself (146c1-4). The process of elimination seems an
unduly complicated tool to prove the simple proposition that something is the same as
itself. At least thus far, the general claim about relations with which he began hasn’t been
very informative. Yet it has directed our attention to the respect in which we are
considering the one, i.e. as a whole in relation to itself, not in relation to its parts. The
third thing obfuscating the argument is this only partial understanding of the one. What’s
absent from the logos is the more complex, layered understanding Parmenides developed
during the first part of the deduction.
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31. Attention to the cause of obfuscation is of the utmost necessity, as Parmenides
next indicates. He shifts (ti de;) for the next proposition: they agree that what’s elsewhere
than itself, because it is in the same thing, i.e. itself, is necessarily other than itself, if
indeed it will also be elsewhere (146c4-7). Parmenides again makes a general claim, this
time about being in oneself. This is then applied to the one: the one was evidently such
that (ephanē echon) it is both in itself and in another at the same time, so that, as it seems
to them, the one would therefore be other than itself (146c7-d1). The one was in itself
because it was what surrounds, the whole, and what is surrounded, all the parts, at the
same time. But this cannot make it other than itself, for part/whole relations were a
separate species of relation than that of being other. Not all being-in is being-other. The
difficulty lies not in the analysis of being-in, however, but in speaking of the relations of
the parts to the whole as being-in. As noted earlier, the whole is not some skin or
container that surrounds the parts, but the context in which the parts get their character as
parts, i.e. as parts bearing such-and-such relations to one another and the whole. (cf.
3.II.20). Unfortunately, because speech takes its bearings by spatiality, we cannot help
but speak of part/whole relations in spatial terms. The argument shows less that the one is
other than itself, but more the difficulty of giving an account of relations under the
confines of the spatiality of language. Thus what is absent from the logos is what is
primarily at issue, not what is present. If we wish to get to the heart of the matter, we pay
careful attention not only to what is present in the logos, but above all to what is absent.
To do so, however, we must allow the obfuscation to occur—we must accept error as the
necessary precursor to truth.
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32. This observation has important didactic implications in more complicated
cases of analytic obfuscation, as the final parts of the argument show. Parmenides next
sets out to show that the one is other than the different things. He begins again with a
general claim: if something is other than something, it’s necessarily other by being
another (146d1-2). This leads to a link between the one and negation: however many
things that aren’t one (hosa mē hen estin), all these are other than the one, and the one
than the not one things (tōn mē hen) (146d3-4). They thus conclude that the one would
therefore be other than the different things (146d4-5). The argument is quite reasonable:
the different things, as different, aren’t the one, and are thus other. The argument has
become concretized, however, in the phrase ta mē hen, “the not one things.” This will be
important in the fourth, and last, proposition, to which Parmenides now turns. This
proposition proves to be the most difficult, taking up some twenty-eight lines, more than
half the length of the whole argument. At first glance, we’d likely attribute the length to
the particular difficulty of proving that the one is the same as things that are different (ta
alla) than it, but the length seems rather to be a function of the proof’s complexity.
Before delving into the argument, it is helpful to give an outline of the tactic Parmenides
will take therein. The first part of this tactic is that his proof works indirectly by a process
of elimination. Parmenides first shows that the one can’t be other than anything, the
different things included, and then that the one isn’t a part of the different things nor the
different things a part of the one, thus leaving the one the sole remaining option, that it is
the same as the different things. The second part of the tactic is that he will make use of
the substitution of ta mē hen for ta alla and employ a general analysis of the relation of
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same and other. To discern the obfuscation in the argument will require us to pay careful
attention to how he uses these elements for his desired outcome.
33. Parmenides begins with a general analysis of the relation of same and other,
asking Aristoteles to look into whether both the same itself and the other are contraries of
one another, with Aristoteles affirming they are not (146d5-6). This leads to the
agreement that, as a result, the same won’t ever want (ethelēsei) to be in the other, nor the
other in the same (146d6-8). The recurrence of ethelō recalls the earlier observation that
the will was at play in the activity of putting together unity and being (cf. 3.II.22). Here,
however, the will is not to keep two things together, but rather apart. That the same and
other are contraries is reasonable enough, but to say neither will ever want to be in the
other seems extreme. As genera of the species relationality, they are in a certain sense
one. And that is precisely how Parmenides initially presented them, as ways in which all
things relate to all (136b2-3: pan pros hapan). From this extreme claim, Parmenides is
able draw the bizarre inference that, if the other will never be in the same thing, there is
nothing among the beings in which there is the other at any time: for if it were in
something for any extent (hontinoun), for that extent of time the other would be in the
same (146d8-e2). The inference leads to a general claim about the relation of the other to
the beings: since it is never in the same, the other would never be in any of the beings
(146e2-4). The claim here is so far-reaching that we wonder how we can even speak of
the different things (ta alla) without positing the other as being in them. Parmenides’
application of the previous argument to the one dances around this difficulty: the other
wouldn’t be present (eneiē) either in the not one things (en tois mē hen) or in the one
(146e4-5). They thus conclude that not by the other would the one be other than the not
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one things nor the not one things than the one, nor, in turn, by themselves would they be
other than one another, since they don’t partake of the other (146e5-7a1). The strong link
between to allo and to heteron would make the claim that ta alla aren’t hetera bizarre. To
say ta mē hen aren’t hetera, however, seems a bit more plausible. As a result, our
attention is drawn away from the willful keeping apart of the same and other in every
respect—indeed, so willful that we cannot even think of something as self-same and other
than another, as multi-relational.
34. The willfulness could be undone if we think through the implications of the
substitutions. If “the not one things” (ta mē hen) is a fitting substitute for “the different
things” (ta alla), then “the same is not the other” could also be rendered “the same is
other than the other,” which indicates the same somehow partakes of the other. But if the
same is somehow other, then “the same is other than the other” could just as well mean
“the same is the same as the other.” How could the same be the same as the other?
Inasmuch as both are species of relations. And how other? As genera of that species. The
contrariety of the same and the other can therefore only extend so far, for inasmuch as the
other is a species of relation, i.e. a relation between two things, it must remain in the
same thing in order to be a relation. Likewise, inasmuch as the same is a species of
relation, it can only make something the same as itself by making it other than what
surrounds it. In order for something to remain the same it must be other, and in order for
it to remain other, it must stay the same. The willful separation has a further consequence.
Wrapping up the proof, they agree that, if they’re other neither by themselves nor by the
other, then in all ways would they flee (ekphugoi) being other than one another (147a13). Earlier we noted that the one’s not wanting to be separate from being was a function,
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first, of our selection of the one and the being and, second, of their subsequent
combination in the hypothesis that one is (cf. 3.II.22). Parmenides takes the
personification a step further here by describing the one and the different things—
conveniently unnamed in the conclusion—as fleeing from the other. Their flight is that of
the logos, which has abstracted from the unity of relation that holds together same and
other. And Parmenides cannot deny the relevance of this unity to the argument, for the
entirety of the argument is a process of elimination, which, as such, presumes that
species’ unity in order to reject certain genera within it. Parmenides appears to be going
out of his way to show us this difficulty: to say the one and the different things flee the
other would be to say they are the same. Instead, Parmenides makes a part of the
argument stand deeply in contradiction with the whole.
35. Continuing his process of elimination, Parmenides next considers part/whole
relations. He begins by arguing, to Aristoteles’ approval, that the not one things won’t
partake of the one, for then they wouldn’t be not one, but somehow would be one (147a34). Nor, Parmenides continues, would what’re not one be a number, for in this way they
wouldn’t be not one in every respect, because they have a number (147a5-6). Parmenides
has brought back number, but in a manner contrary to that used earlier: the one was the
origin of all of number, which, by being, forced the one to be limitless, the different
things being this limitless multitude (cf. 3.II.10-13). We anticipate from this that the one
invoked in the following argument will not be the one of the second deduction, but rather,
perhaps, that of the first. Parmenides then asks whether what’re not one are parts of the
one (147a6-7). He immediately assumes an affirmative answer to the question and, using
it as established, introduces the following possibility (ē…houtō): or wouldn’t the not one
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things in this way partake of the one (147a7-8)? Aristoteles agrees they would (147a8).
If, in every way (pantē), the former thing (to men) is one and the latter things (ta de)
aren’t one, neither would the one be a part of the not one things nor a whole as among
parts; nor, in turn, the not one things parts of the one, nor wholes to the one as to a part
(147a8-b3). Parmenides’ use of number, by denying the ability of the different things to
have a share of number, denies that they are parts of the one. This effectively negates the
notion of the one with which they began this deduction. Accordingly, Parmenides speaks
of the one as being in every way (pantē) one. Parmenides alludes to the argument that the
one is many and limitless in multitude, i.e. the one of the second deduction, only to
contradict it by invoking the one of the first deduction. Whereas the preceding part of the
argument contradicted the argument’s trajectory as a whole, the present part contradicts
the overarching understanding of the hypothesis in the whole deduction by ignoring the
lessons of the first deduction altogether.
36. Parmenides is now in a position to draw the argument to a close. While he has
proceeded by process of elimination, he only now informs Aristoteles of this by
reminding him of the earlier analysis of relation: they were saying what’re neither parts,
nor wholes, nor other than one another will be the same as one another (147b3-4).
Aristoteles affirms that this is what they were saying (147b5). Parmenides then considers
what they should say on the basis of the preceding argument: should they then also say
that, in relation to what’re not one, the one is such as to be the same as them (147b5-6)?
Aristoteles agrees that they should say it (147b6). Both Aristoteles and Parmenides
remain focused on what they have said and what they must say as a consequence thereof.
In the conclusion, however, Parmenides makes a general claim not about what they must
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say, but rather about the one itself: the one, as it seems (hōs eoiken), is other than both the
different things and itself and the same as both those and itself (147b6-8). Aristoteles
remarks that it runs the risk (kinduneuei) of appearing so from the logos, at least (ek ge
tou logou) (147b8).135 Aristoteles is distrustful of the logos, specifically as regards its
troubling conclusion. For our part, we have found grounds for distrust in the
contradiction between premises used in certain parts of the argument and those used in
the argument as a whole, as well as those used in certain parts of the argument and the
deduction as a whole. Aristoteles’ distrust is not ours, however, for his hesitance at the
conclusion is accompanied not by a request for consistency in premises, but by
acceptance borne of an inability to contest the logos. That is, the source of the argument’s
obfuscation is so far beyond his awareness that his distrust in the logos is unaccompanied
by a logos. We wonder how often this can happen before Aristoteles comes to distrust not
simply this particular logos, but all of logos (cf. 3.X.1).
37. Parmenides expands upon this didactic difficulty in the next argument. He
begins again with an announcement, claiming that the one will therefore also be both like
and unlike both itself and the different things (147c1-2). “Perhaps,” Aristoteles responds
(147c2). Aristoteles seems more inclined to accept this announcement than many of the
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Cornford interprets Aristoteles’ response as “a polite acceptance of the result, with a suggestion
of doubt, which may be meant to warn us against accepting the last part of the argument without reflection”
(Cornford 1977, 162 n. 4). The inclusion of kinduneuei, however, indicates that this doubt is rooted in fear
before the conclusion. If we do not doubt the conclusion out of fear, however, then Aristoteles’ doubt is not
the same as our own, and the second part of the dialogue is not the gray, austere text as is often supposed,
but rather a philosophical drama involving characters whose preconceptions and experience lead them to
react differently to the same arguments. Accordingly, Cornford’s interpretation of the second part of the
dialogue as a training in detecting ambiguities—a not altogether bad, but still incomplete
characterization—would have to be amended to include understanding the cause of the failure to detect
ambiguity as part of that training. This is, in a sense, attempted in the present commentary.
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earlier ones, in which he would immediately ask for a demonstration. In the first
deduction, Parmenides linked same/other to like/unlike quickly, saying there is surely
somehow (pou) a connection between the same and the like, and, by extension, the other
and the unlike (cf. 139e7-40b5, 3.I.19-23). Having already accepted the association of
same/other with like/unlike, Aristoteles’ familiarity inclines him to trust the claim.
Parmenides proceeds, arguing that, since it appeared other than the different things, the
different things would surely also be other than it, in turn asking whether it is other than
the different things just as the different things are than it, and neither more nor less
(147c2-5). Aristoteles assents (147c5). Based on the last discussion of same/other and
like/unlike, we’d expect Parmenides to draw an immediate connection between the two.
Parmenides’ path is quite different, however. They further agree that, if it’s neither more
nor less, then in a like manner (homoiōs) (147c5-6). This leads Parmenides to introduce
the connection between same/other and like/unlike: insofar as (hē) it experiences being
other than the different things and the different things than it in the same manner
(hōsautōs), to the same extent (tautē) are they the same, both the one as the different
things and the different things as the one, because of these experiences (147c6-8).
Because being other is bidirectional, two things are other in the same manner and to the
same extent. In light of this, we anticipate that Parmenides will, quite counterintuitively,
link the other to the like by way of the same. Whatever proof Aristoteles may have had in
mind, this is not it, for he asks Parmenides to explain how he means what he says
(147d1). We can imagine Aristoteles’ surprise, especially since Parmenides here links the
same and other intimately, while just a moment ago he argued they were most contrary
to, and hence separate from, one another.
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38. Parmenides elaborates, asking Aristoteles, to the latter’s assent, whether he
says (kaleis) each of the names or words (tōn onomatōn) in regard to something (epi tini)
(147d1-2). Aristoteles also agrees he could say the same name many times or once
(147d2-3). It is initially unclear what this something is, in Parmenides view. Parmenides
then asks him whether, if he should say it once, he addresses that thing, of whatever the
name is, and, if many times, not that thing, or whether, if he should voice the same name
once or many times, there’s a great necessity he always says the same thing (147d3-6).
Aristoteles assents to the latter (147d6). Parmenides replaces “something” here with “the
same thing,” employing, in addition, the circumlocution “that thing, of whatever the
name is” (houper esti tounoma). Agreeing that the other is a name in regard to something,
they then conclude that whenever Aristoteles should voice it in regard to another thing,
whether once or many times, Aristoteles necessarily names not anything else than that
thing, of whatever the name should be (ouper ēn onoma) (147d7-e3). Parmenides uses
the same circumlocution for this unarticulated something: “that thing, of whatever the
name should be.” What is this something that links the other to the same? Parmenides
gives it a name in the next agreement: whenever they should say that the different things
are other than the one, while the one’s other than the different things, even though they
are saying the other twice, they say it no more in regard to another (allē), but always in
regard to that nature (ep’ ekeinē tē phusei), of whichever nature the name should be
(hēsper ēn tounoma) (147e3-6). The same thing, of which the name is, is the phusis of
that thing, and not a different (allē) phusis. The use of phusis here recalls the end of the
third part of Parmenides’ critique of Socrates. There, phusis was the precondition for the
commensurability of mind and the eidē that are presupposed in our speaking
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eponymously. Here, too, the repetition of names refers to some one and the same thing.
This same thing is the phusis indicated by the name, same as itself and different from the
other phuseis. Parmenides links the other to the same by way of the sameness of the
phusis of the other.
39. Aristoteles emphatically agrees, and, accordingly, we would anticipate that the
course of the argument would keep him as emphatically in agreement with Parmenides as
he is now. Such is not the case, as we’ll presently see. Parmenides continues as follows:
insofar as the one is other than the different things and the different things than the one,
as regards having experienced the other itself (auto to heteron), the one wouldn’t have
experienced a different thing (allo), but the same thing as the different things—and surely
(pou), Parmenides quickly adds, what has experienced the same is like, which Aristoteles
affirms (147e6-8a3). Insofar as the one has experienced being other than the different
things, as regards this very thing it would be altogether like all, for it is altogether other
than all (148a4-6). Aristoteles says this seems to be the case (148a6). Aristoteles grows
somewhat hesitant once Parmenides has brought “other” and “like” so close together.
Parmenides moves on, however: the like is contrary to the unlike and the other to the
same (148a6-8). Further, it appeared that the one is the same as the different things
(148a8-b1). In addition, being the same as the different things is the contrary experience
to being other than the different things (148b1-3). Accordingly, because it appeared like,
insofar as it’s other, so will it, insofar as it’s the same, be unlike in accordance with the
contrary experience to the experience of being like (148b3-5). And since the other surely
makes like (hōmoiou), the same will make unlike, or it won’t be contrary to the other
(148b5-6). Aristoteles says it seems so (148c1). Just as with the other and the like, so too
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with the same and the unlike, Aristoteles proves hesitant. This hesitance grows into
skepticism in his final assent. Parmenides claims that the one will be like and unlike the
different things: insofar as it’s other, like, while insofar as it’s the same, unlike (148c1-2).
Aristoteles responds that such a sort of logos also (kai) does hold, as it seems (148c2-3).
Aristoteles’ use of kai recalls his response in the last argument (cf. 147b8, 3.II.36). But
here Aristoteles’ distrust seems to be extending from distrust of a particular logos toward
logos in general: to accept a number of questionable logoi is to accept that logoi can hold
while being questionable, i.e. that logos itself is questionable.
40. From here, Parmenides only needs to prove that the one is like and unlike
itself to finish the argument. He begins by saying that the following thing also holds
(148c3). Borrowing Aristoteles’ language from his hesitant assent to the last part of the
argument, Parmenides leads us to expect another wondrous logos that will trouble
Aristoteles. Aristoteles seizes Parmenides’ claim, asking what this thing is (148c4).
Insofar as it experienced the same, Parmenides continues, it hasn’t experienced a
different sort of thing, and not having experienced a different sort of thing, it isn’t an
unlike sort of thing, and not being an unlike sort of thing, it is like; but insofar as it
experienced a different thing, it’s a different sort of thing, and being a different sort of
thing, it’s unlike (148c4-7). Aristoteles tells Parmenides that he speaks (legeis) truly
(148c7). Aristoteles’ strong affirmation of the truth of the logos is at a far remove from
his recent hesitance before a questionable logos. In this argument, Parmenides finally
spells out the connection between the same and the like that we initially anticipated he
would make, a connection he skipped over in the first deduction and, just now, in the
second, by saying it “somehow surely” (pou) exists. That is, Parmenides takes the time to
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establish a connection so familiar that he has yet to bother doing so and that Aristoteles
didn’t request him to explain, despite the fact that it was used twice. Parmenides
continues: both because it is (on) the same as and since (hoti) it is other than the different
things, in accordance with both things and in accordance with each of the two, it would
be both like and unlike the different things (148c7-d1). Aristoteles says this is certainly
(panu ge) so (148d1). We note briefly that Parmenides has taken the trouble to establish a
second time the propositions he just demonstrated, only now with a much more
enthusiastic Aristoteles. Parmenides then moves on to the one. It’s the same way in
relation to itself, as well: since it appeared both other and the same as itself, in
accordance with both things and in accordance with each of the two, it will necessarily
appear both like and unlike (148d1-4). Aristoteles agrees this is necessary (148d4).
Whereas the last argument began with Aristoteles being confused as to what Parmenides
meant (147d1: pōs legeis;) and ended with him doubting the logos (148c2-3), the second
ends with a series of strong affirmations regarding the veracity of the logos. Parmenides
seems to have touched on the logos Aristoteles had in mind when he responded to the
announcement with “perhaps” (cf. 147c2).
41. It may be a relief to some that Parmenides took the time to demonstrate the
first two propositions a second time using a more familiar proof. To those compelled by
eponymy to accept the more unfamiliar proof, however, it’s a disappointment that
Aristoteles’ hesitance forced Parmenides to shift his tactic. If we arrive at unfamiliar
conclusions when we begin to consider the implications of the eponymy we use
whenever we speak, it is because there is something unfamiliar about what frequent use
leads us to believe is familiar to us. To say that the phusis referred to whenever we use a
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name over and over again is the same as itself, even when it’s the other, and other than
the others, even when it’s the same, is to confront the difficulties of analysis to which
Parmenides has been drawing our attention throughout. Aristoteles’ resistance to this
lesson thus provides an important didactic insight. When noticing a likeness among the
particulars of perception, we name it. So long as we continue to notice this likeness, we
continue to use this name. To name these particulars in light of this likeness, however,
abstracts from all the unlikeness among the particulars. We turn ourselves away from the
disorder in which we initially find them. This turning is, as we have noted, giving in to
the attraction of the beautiful (cf. 2.III.13). This attraction gives way to analytic
obfuscation, in which our commitment to one view leads to difficulties prefigured, but
unknown to us, by the adoption of that view as the view. The teacher’s role is to show the
student these difficulties. It is the student’s role to inquire into the unspoken, questionable
premises that have caused the difficulty. To do so, however, is, in the first place, to admit
ignorance and, in the second, to question whether unified knowledge is, in general,
possible. The first asks us to accept an unfamiliar problem in place of a familiar solution,
while the second asks us to question whether there are any solutions, or at least whether
the solutions take the form of unified being or rather that the beings have the more
layered and thus problematic character Parmenides has put forth (cf. 3.II.14). The
resistance of a student to these lessons is thus a function of his commitment to making
demands of the beings to which the beings prove recalcitrant, demands generally grouped
under rule’s demand of access to precise knowledge. It is in teaching, then, both in its
failures and successes, that the philosopher may find knowledge of the whole, inasmuch
as knowledge of the whole is knowledge of the way in which the human being, that part
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of the whole that attempts to know the whole, relates to the whole, both by sometimes
attempting to know it and by other times electing a familiar ignorance over unfamiliar
knowledge. Through the example of Aristoteles, Parmenides has attempted to impart this
lesson to Socrates, a lesson that guides, as we will see but can already well suspect, his
mature philosophic activity (cf. 4.II).
42. In the next argument, Parmenides shows the extent to which the two roles of
philosophy, as inquiring and didactic, are one and the same. Parmenides demonstrates
this by showing how Aristoteles’ resistance to his teaching constitutes a lesson for
Parmenides, and, accordingly, informs his inquiry. Parmenides begins by issuing
Aristoteles a command: concerning the one’s touching itself and the different things, and
concerning it’s not touching, inspect (skopei) how it is (148d5-6). Aristoteles says he’s
inspecting (skopō) (148d6). He doesn’t, however, offer anything. Parmenides begins by
taking his bearings from the prior analysis of the one. Surely the one itself appeared to be
in its whole self (en heautō holō) (148d6-7). Aristoteles agrees this is correct (148d7).
The one is also in the different things, which Aristoteles again affirms (148d7-8). So,
insofar as it is in the different things it would touch the different things, while insofar as
it’s in itself, it would keep away from touching the different things, and it would touch
itself, being in itself (148d8-e3). Aristoteles says this appears to be the case (148e3). In
this way the one would touch, they agree, both itself and the different things (148e3-4).
Parmenides proves the first two propositions in only six of the forty-three lines he spends
on this argument. The proof goes as quickly as it does because Parmenides bases it on
their preceding understanding of the one, and doesn’t give a new analysis of the
secondary term. For each of the next two propositions, however, Parmenides will supply
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a new analysis. And just as he now had to simplify touch in order to apply his complex
understanding of the one, so too in the next part of the argument will he have to simplify
the one in order to apply his complex understanding of touch.
43. Parmenides continues with the third proposition by introducing the following
general claim about touch: everything (pan) that is going to touch something must lie in
succession (ephexēs) to that which it’s going to touch, occupying (katechon) that very
seat which should be after that seat in which what it touches lies (148e4-7).136 This
general claim is then applied to the one: the one, if it is going to touch itself, must lie
straightaway in succession (ephexēs…euthus) with itself, occupying the place (chōran)
being held by that in which it is (148e7-10). Aristoteles agrees it must (148e10). They
then agree that there are two possibilities: on the one hand, only by being two would the
one do (poiēseien) these things and could the one come to be in two places, together, at
the same time (en duoin chōrain hama), while on the other, if it should be one, it won’t
want to (ethelēsei) (148e10-9a2). Parmenides concludes this part of the argument by
saying there’s the same necessity that the one is not two and that it doesn’t touch itself
(149a2-3). Aristoteles agrees that the necessity is the same (149a3). This is perhaps the
most delicately stated of all the arguments, in which Parmenides recognizes the poetic,
willful character of each possibility, and then moderately concludes about the sameness
of the necessity, but not the overall veracity, guiding the argument. Parmenides does not
elaborate on this necessity, nor does Aristoteles, despite recognizing this sameness. The
delicacy lies in Parmenides’ stating the conclusion in a manner that makes clear its
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contingency on the argument’s premises. That is, because the argument delves into an
analysis of touch, it must simplify the analysis of the one, i.e. it must give only a partial
presentation of the complex whole that the one is. Recognition of this simplification and
the obfuscation it produces leads Parmenides to articulate that simplification. It is to
Parmenides’ credit as a teacher that he articulates it. It is to Aristoteles’ discredit as a
student that he does not ask to what extent it is necessary that the one not be two.
44. Parmenides now moves on to the last propositions, claiming that the one
doesn’t touch the different things (149a3-4). Aristoteles asks Parmenides to explain
(149a4). To gratify Aristoteles, Parmenides introduces his second independent analysis of
touch. Since they say (phamen) what’s going to touch, because it’s separate, must be in
succession to that which it is going to touch, a third thing (triton) isn’t in any way among
them in the middle (149a4-6). Aristoteles agrees this is true (149a6). They agree that the
fewest must therefore be two, if there’s going to be a touch (149a7). Thus far, the
argument is sound. Parmenides continues: if a third thing comes to be added to the two
boundaries together (toin duoin horoin), holding on (hexēs), these will be three, but the
touches two (149a8-b1). Here, however, there is a misstep. If three things are arranged in
a triangle, they would touch three times, not two. Proceeding on the basis of this error,
Parmenides abstracts the following principle: in this way, when one thing comes to be
added, one touch also comes to be added, and it follows that the touches are one less than
the number of the multitude (149b1-4). That by which the first two surpassed
(epleonektēsen) the touches, in being a number more than the touches, by what’s equal to
this will everything’s future number also surpass all the touches, for hereafter (to loipon)
there comes to be added already at the same time both one to the number and one touch
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to the touches (149b4-c2). Aristoteles agrees this is correct (149c2). Parmenides thus
concludes that however many the beings are in number, the touches are always less than
them by one, which Aristoteles says is true (149c2-3). According to this argument, six
objects would touch five times. When arranged in a triangle, however, the touches are
nine. The touches are only five when they are arranged in a more or less straight line.
Strikingly, Parmenides does here what he had been careful not to do earlier: he limits the
sort of shape the one can have (cf. 3.II.22). That shape is relevant should be of no
surprise, as Parmenides explicitly connected shape and touch in the first deduction (cf.
138a3-7).137
45. Despite the flaw in the argument, the tacit limit placed on shape ends up
having no effect on the outcome of the argument. Moving on, Parmenides says that if
there’s only one, and there aren’t two, there wouldn’t be a touch (149c4-5). Returning
from his independent analysis of touch, he states only those conditions under which no
touches would occur, for he is concerned with demonstrating that the one doesn’t touch
the different things. They continue: the things different than the one (ta alla tou henos),
they say (phamen), neither are one nor partake of it, if indeed they are different (149c56). So, there’s no number present in the different things, since the one isn’t present in
them (149c7-8). Neither, then are the different things one, nor two, nor do they in any
way have a name of a different number (149c8-d1). The one alone, then, is one, and
wouldn’t be two (149d1-2). Aristoteles says it appears not (149d2). So, there isn’t a
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As Cornford notes, “the only earlier mention of contact,” here translated as touch, “was in Hyp.
I,” our first deduction, “at 138A, where it was pointed out that a bare One which was without parts and
shapeless could not have contact at several points with something else all round it” (Cornford 1977, 167).
For a one that does not have shape, the question of touch is moot.
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touch, they agree, since there aren’t two beings, together (duoin mē ontoin) (149d2-3).
Neither, then, does the one touch the different things, nor the different things the one,
since there isn’t a touch (149d3-5). So, Parmenides concludes, in accordance with all
these things, the one both touches and doesn’t touch both the different things and itself
(149d5-6). Aristoteles says this seems to be the case (149d7). Our objection to the
account of touch turns out to be moot, since the specific error doesn’t impede the
argument. Given the way Parmenides has set up the argument, proving the one doesn’t
touch the different things only requires proving there aren’t two beings. How many
touches there are when considering three or more beings is thus irrelevant. What’s more,
Parmenides didn’t even have to give a general account of touch, for it would have
sufficed to demonstrate that we need at least two things for there to be touch at all.
Parmenides secured this agreement early on (cf. 149a7), developing his analysis of touch
for ten of the argument’s forty-three lines. That is, Parmenides spends nearly a quarter of
the argument as a whole developing an independent analysis of touch that contradicted
his hesitance to determine shape, only to render that analysis moot by the trajectory of the
argument. Why would he take such unnecessary trouble?
46. Parmenides has presented us with three different arguments. The first started
from the complexity of the one and understood touch simply. The second and third
started from the complexity of touch and understood the one simply. Furthermore, the
second was delicately stated, articulating the premises at play that needed to be
questioned, while the third left completely unstated some very important premises,
specifically those regarding shape. In neither the second nor the third did Aristoteles
question the problematic premises, stated and unstated. In both, then, the didactic
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difficulty raised in the last argument was an issue. In the third, however, Aristoteles’
failure to question the premises allowed Parmenides to limit the one’s possible shapes to
the more or less straight. While this turned out to be irrelevant, that is only because the
one was understood simply as one, and not as many. Had Aristoteles noticed this, and
recalled that they’ve agreed the one is many—indeed, limitless—then the limit of
possible shapes would certainly have had some bearing. We recall that Parmenides
avoided limiting shape in order to avoid the poetic willfulness of holding things together,
a willfulness necessary to shape as a function of our attraction to unity, which we accept
at the price of obfuscating the plurality (cf. 3.II.22). So, while the one, insofar as it is one,
did not have its shape determined by the argument, the one, insofar as it is many, did.
Here we can bring together the two points being made. When applying one term to
another, we can at best delve into the complexity of one term, while simplifying the
other, and likewise in reverse. This means that the application of the complex
understanding of the first term to the simplified understanding of the second leaves us in
the dark about a set of implications in how we’ve come to understand each of these two
terms. This was true in both the second and third parts of the argument. In the last part,
Parmenides shows us that Aristoteles’ failure to take up the premises forces the one’s
shape to be limited, even when it seemed not to be, thus undermining Parmenides’
philosophic intentions of leaving the shape indeterminate. Yet because Parmenides is
aware that Aristoteles has fallen short of meeting those intentions, he is also given the
opportunity to see why his interlocutor fell short, and thus what in his soul inclined him
toward ignorance rather than knowledge.
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47. Up to now, Parmenides has been developing his own hypothesis that one is.
He has made no explicit reference to the eidē, whose problems the program of training is
intended to correct. This changes in the next argument, regarding equal and unequal, in
which Parmenides shows how the preceding problems regarding the intelligibility of the
one apply to the eidē as well. He announces the argument with a question: is it both equal
and unequal to both itself and the different things (149d8-9)? Aristoteles wants to know
how this is the case (149d9). Parmenides begins by immediately introducing the eidē: if
the one were more or less than the different things or, in turn, the different things more or
less than the one, then the one, by being one, and the different things, as regards differing
from the one, would be either something more or something less than one another as
regards their very ousiai; but if each, severally, were to have equality with respect to
being these sorts of things, they would be equal with respect to one another; but if the
former have greatness, while the latter smallness, then to whichever eidos of the two
(hopoterō… tō eidei) greatness were added, it would be more, while that to which
smallness were added, less (149d9-e8). Aristoteles agrees this is necessary (149e8).
Parmenides begins by understanding something’s being more or less as being more or
less as regards its ousia. Yet immediately after giving such an account, he speaks of the
eidos of smallness or greatness being-added or as an additional-being (proseinai) to these
things. So, while he starts by saying he wants greatness or smallness and the one or the
different things to be together as regards their ousiai, he nevertheless separates the two
eidē from their ousiai by speaking of them as something added.138 But if the eidē can be
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separated from the ousiai and then added, then to what extent can we expect the latter to
be inseparably bound up with the former? In other words, the difficulty of putting two
things together applies to participation as well.139
48. Before seeing whether the one and the different things are greater or smaller
in their ousiai, Parmenides pauses to discuss the eidē of greatness and smallness on their
own in a manner that takes into account the preceding lessons. He asks whether these,
together (tine toutō), namely both (te kai) greatness and smallness, are eidē (149e8-9). He
immediately follows the question with his own response: surely, if they together weren’t
(mē onte), they both (te kai) wouldn’t, together, be contrary to one another
(enantiō…allēloin eitēn) and wouldn’t, together, come to be present in (engignoisthēn)
the beings (tois ousin) (149e9-50a1). Aristoteles assents (150a1). The preceding
translation is awkward primarily because I have attempted to preserve the frequency of
the dual number, an awkwardness necessary to contrast the preset argument with the
claim that they are contrary to one another. That is, Parmenides here presents the contrary
eidē as necessary to one another. This is a far cry from his earlier presentation of
same/other, in which he took them to be so contrary that the other couldn’t even be in the
same thing. Here neither can be an eidos unless the other is as well, and, further, they
both must come to be present in the beings together, if either one of them is to be present
at all. Only by both being eidē could they come to be present in the beings and remain
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Cornford also notes the similarity of the argument to Parmenides’ critique of participation,
which he interprets as a recantation of the account of the eidē in the Phaedo (cf. Cornford 1977, 173-5). For
an alternative account of the discrepancy between these dialogues, see 1.II.
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contraries. Parmenides thus presents a far more intimate account of greatness and
smallness as species of inequality than he did of same and other as species of relations.
Having corrected the earlier interpretation of contrariety and applied it to the eidē,
Parmenides has set up the argument in such a way that he can demonstrate how the
problems arising out of the principle of intelligibility for unity also arise for the eidē as
the problem of participation.
49. As Parmenides proceeds, his argument begins to recall the second part of his
critique of the eidē. There are two ways in which smallness or greatness can come to be
present in something: if smallness comes to be present in the one, surely it would be
present in the whole or in a part of it, which Aristoteles agrees is necessary (150a1-3).
This was precisely the premise with which Parmenides and Socrates began (cf. 131a4-7).
Parmenides continues with the following question: what if it were to come to be present
in the whole (150a3)? It’s clear, they agree, that in this case it would either be stretched
out to an equal extent (ex isou) as the one or surround it (150a3-5). If smallness is to an
equal extent (ex isou) as the one, it would be equal to it, but if it surrounds, greater
(150a5-6). Aristoteles agrees (150a7). But it’s impossible, they agree, for smallness to be
equal to something or greater than something, and thereby to do (prattein) the things of
both greatness and equality, but not it’s own things (150a7-b1). Smallness, they conclude,
wouldn’t be in the one as a whole, but if at all, in a part (150b1-2). But in turn, neither in
all the part, otherwise it will do (poiēsei) the very things done with respect to the whole:
it will be equal to or greater than the part in which it should always be present (150b2-4).
Aristoteles agrees this is necessary (150b5). The argument is similar in character to that
from Parmenides’ critique: the spatiality of language compels the term in question to
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“act” (prattein) in a certain way or “do” (poiein) certain things. That smallness is
personified as acting or doing implies that the discussants’ will is forcing the argument.
Indeed, the argument here invokes a relation between greatness and smallness that is a far
cry from the intimacy between them that Parmenides laid out just moments ago. Instead,
the argument recalls his presentation of the other as so contrary to the same that it can’t
even be in the same thing for any amount of time, and thus couldn’t be in any of the
beings, more than it recalls the argument in which the phusis of the other is the same as
itself. Do we hold smallness and greatness so far apart that we are unwilling to say that
the smaller a thing is, the greater amount of smallness it has? We can only be unwilling if
we ignore the spatiality of logos’ description of participation and, as a result, choose to
remain ignorant of the problems Parmenides raised in his critique of the eidē and here
invokes.
50. Just as the second and third parts of the critique of the eidē strongly suggested
that participation is impossible, which suggestion Parmenides took up in the fourth part,
so too does Parmenides here move the argument in the same direction of the greatest
impasse found in the fourth. He continues, first recalling the second part of the critique:
smallness won’t ever be present in anything among the beings, coming to be present
neither in a part nor in a whole, nor will anything be small besides smallness itself
(150b5-7). Aristoteles says it appears not (150b7). Nor will greatness be present in it, for
something else would be greater besides greatness itself—namely that thing in which
greatness should be present—and these would be, even though there isn’t a small thing,
which it necessarily exceeds (huperechein), for it, if indeed it should be great—this is
impossible (adunaton), since smallness is nowhere present (150b7-c3). Aristoteles agrees
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this is true (150c4). Having stated that it is impossible for smallness and greatness to be
present in the beings, just as the second part of his critique of the eidē implied,
Parmenides then begins drawing conclusions reminiscent of the fourth part of that
critique: in addition, greatness itself isn’t greater than anything other than smallness
itself, nor smallness less than anything other than greatness itself (150c4-6). In the
greatest impasse, the impossibility of the eidē’s coming to be in the particulars was
accompanied by the reflection that mastery itself is master of slavery itself, and not of a
particular slave, and likewise in reverse. They continue: neither are the different things
more or less than the one, since they have neither greatness nor smallness; nor do these
very things, together (autō toutō), have the power (dunamin) of exceeding or being
exceeded with respect to the one, but with respect to one another, together (allēlō); nor, in
turn, would the one be either greater or less than these, together (toutoin), or the different
things, since it has neither greatness or smallness (150c6-d4). Aristoteles says it appears
not (150d4). The conclusion of this part of the argument further recalls the fourth part of
the critique: the eidē don’t have their power (dunamis) in relation to the particulars, but
only to themselves, and likewise in reverse. Remarkably, Parmenides again continuously
refers to the eidē in the dual while drawing conclusions from an argument that denied
their intimacy. He suggests here, just as before, that the inference from the problem of
participation to the greatest impasse problematically denies the premises of logos while at
the same time using logos (cf. 2.III.38).
51. In the sequel, the shift back and forth that has aided the argument thus far
brings about the earlier difficulty of eidos and ousia (cf. 3.II.47). If the one is neither
more nor less than the different things, it’s necessary, they agree, that it neither exceed
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nor be exceeded by those things (150d4-6). In addition, what neither exceeds nor is
exceeded of great necessary is to an equal extent (ex isou), and what’s to an equal extent
is equal (150d7-e1). Further, the one itself would be such with respect to itself: having
neither greatness nor smallness in itself, it would neither be exceeded by nor exceed
itself, but being to an equal extent, it would be equal to itself (150e1-4). The one would
thus be equal both to itself and to the different things (150e4-5). Aristoteles says this
appears to be the case (150e5). If contrary eidē are unable to relate to the particulars, the
consequence is complete homogeneity. But our experience is non-homogeneous. Not
only are the beings unlike one another, we are so unsatisfied with this unlikeness that we
attempt to make sense of them by positing eidē that appeal to whatever common likeness
we find. As already noted, the problems in the argument arise out of the application of
logos’ spatiality to non-spatial relations. From this application, the mixing Socrates
feared arose and arises here again (cf. 2.II.7, III.9).140 Parmenides now couches these
problems in the context of the problem of separating as an eidos what we believe to be
part of the ousia. In attempting to understand the ousiai of the one and the different
things, we must ask whether these ousiai are themselves of such-and-such a sort. As soon
as we ask this question, however, we recognize that whatever feature we are attempting
to find in a particular ousia is separable from it and applicable to other ousiai. The ousia
can, therefore, be considered separate from whatever eidos we are claiming necessarily
belong to it. This feature becomes an eidos, i.e. a look that is shared among many things
and makes them like one another, the eidos thus understood to be separable from these
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ousiai. When attempting, then, to see whether the ousiai themselves possess this eidos,
we are confronted with the problem of participation. Yet as we noted in Parmenides’
critique and many times in the training, the problem of participation is the problem of
speaking of something non-spatial by way of spatial language, of speaking of what
absently joins separate from the present things it joins. The problem of putting two
together as one thus pervades both Parmenides’ and Socrates’ respective hypotheses.
Parmenides hinted as much when he interpreted “one is” as “one partakes of a state of
being” (cf. 142c5-7).
52. Parmenides thus presents us and Socrates with the following dilemma, at each
horn of which there lies a problem facing intelligibility. As the first horn, we have the
now familiar problem of participation, the result of the attempt to separate what joins
from those things it joins. By separating out as a third thing what joins two things
together into one, and attempting to treat it as some third thing, we create two difficulties:
first, we push the original problem of joining two things together into one back a step, as
the problem of joining the joint to the things it joins, coming no closer thereby to solving
the initial difficulty, but rather only doubling it over; second, by making the absent joint
present as a third thing, we treat something non-spatial by means of spatial language. As
regards the latter problem, our failure to recognize the cause of the difficulty in our
treatment will lead us to attribute the problem to participation itself, and incline us
thereby to assert that participation is impossible, thus giving rise to the greatest impasse.
Yet if we recognize that our treatment is the cause of the problem, we are directed away
from the first horn of the dilemma and toward the second. Having digested the problems
of the first horn, we now approach intelligibility as a matter of making present to mind
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what is absent without separating it out as some third thing. We leave what joins absent
in logos, because we are aware that logos’ spatiality does not apply to the absent nonspatiality of what joins, which amounts to admitting that logos, paradoxically, obfuscates
the phenomenon whenever it undertakes to clarify it through an analysis into parts. The
parts must be put back together, which cannot be done directly, on pains of entering the
first horn of the dilemma. The second horn thus poses the following difficulty: if
philosophy is impossible on the first horn, given the greatest impasse, then is it possible
on the second, given the problem of analytic obfuscation? Parmenides has suggested and
indeed even developed the manner in which the problem of analytic obfuscation is a
problem for the precise knowledge rule demands, and not for philosophy (cf. 3.II.29).
Having presently illustrated that the problem of the intelligibility of unity, i.e. the
problem of his own hypothesis, is the equivalent of the problem of participation, i.e. the
problem of Socrates’ hypothesis, Parmenides must show the promising young
philosopher-to-be how philosophy can indeed be possible despite the above dilemma.141
53. By precluding the possibility of participation, the prior argument leads us to
the conclusion that the beings are completely homogeneous: all is equal to all, since
nothing can be greater or smaller than anything else. Yet if we take our bearings by the
principle of intelligibility, we arrive at a very strange sort of heterogeneity. Parmenides
illustrates just this in the sequel, where he argues the one is both greater and less than
both itself and the different things, i.e. that heterogeneity is possible only if
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contradictory—the chief characteristic of the problem of analytic obfuscation.
Parmenides begins with the one in relation to itself. Because it’s in itself, it would also be
external (exōthen) in regard to itself and, because it surrounds, it would be more than
itself, while because it’s surrounded, less, and in this way the one itself would be more
and less than itself (150e5-1a2). In the discussion of parts/wholes, Parmenides said the
whole is all the parts, and nothing more or less (145c1-2). And yet here he understands
the whole—what surrounds—to be more than the parts—what’re surrounded.142 When
discussing that argument, we noted that from the perspective of the parts, there doesn’t
seem to be another thing, by the addition of which the parts become a whole. Yet from
the perspective of another thing, the whole is manifestly some one thing different from
that other thing (cf. 3.II.28 ff.). Accordingly, the difficulty of putting together a whole
with its parts means that taking our bearings by one or the other means obfuscating the
matter under consideration: the whole and parts will in both cases remain separate from
one another in speech, and not together as they are in being.
54. Likewise, when considering the one in relation to what differ from it (ta alla),
further contradictions ensue. They continue: it’s also necessary there be nothing (mēden)
outside both the one and the different things (151a2-4). Further, what is (to on) must
always be (einai) somewhere, and what’s in something (to…en tō on) will be in a greater
thing, while being less—for in no other way could one thing be in another (heteron en
heterō) (151a4-7). Since there’s nothing else (ouden heteron) separate from the different
things and the one, and these must be in something, it is further necessary they be in one
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another, both the different things in the one and the one in the different things, or they’ll
be nowhere (151a7-b1). The exhaustiveness of the terms “the one” and “the different
things,” when viewed in light of being-in, entails that each thing named be in the other.
Specifically, because being-in entails two things, since nothing is nowhere, the
exhaustiveness leads to the contradiction that each is in the other. Logos thus necessitates
a contradiction: since the one is present in the different things, the different things would
be more than the one, because they surround it, while the one’s less than the different
things, since it’s surrounded; but since the different things are in the one, the one would
be greater than the different things in accordance with the same logos, while the different
things are less than the one (151b1-5). That is, because logos makes specific demands for
being-in by breaking all things into the groups “the one” and “the different things”—
namely demands that each be determined in light of its difference from another and thus
always in a certain context—contradictions like the preceding must arise. They thus
conclude that the one itself would be both equal to, and more and less than, both itself
and the different things, i.e. we assent both to utter homogeneity and to the most
contradictory heterogeneity (151b5-7). Having diagnosed the problem and shown that it
permeates both his and Socrates’ hypotheses, Parmenides is in a position to show how
philosophy can overcome these difficulties—or, perhaps better, what philosophy looks
like given the contours of these difficulties.
55. Despite having already accomplished what he set out to prove, Parmenides
continues drawing conclusions beyond the equal and unequal, without announcing what
he wishes to demonstrate in addition to the preceding. What follows thus reads like an
appendix to the preceding argument. In the argument, Parmenides brings back a term he
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used when discussing equality/inequality in the first deduction: measure. Continuing,
they agree that, if it’s more, less, and equal, it would be of equal and more and less
measures as itself and the different things, and since of measures, also of parts (151b7c2). So, being of equal, more, and less measures, in number it would also be less and
more than both itself and the different things and equal to both itself and the different
things, in accordance with these things (151c2-5). Aristoteles asks for an explanation, and
Parmenides continues as follows: whatever things it’s larger than, it would surely also be
of more measures than it, and of however many measures, also parts—and those things
it’s less than, in just that way, and those things it’s equal to, in accordance with the same
things (151c5-7). So, being more and less than and equal to itself, it would be of equal
and more and less measures as itself, and since of measures, also of parts (151c8-d2).
From equality/inequality, Parmenides can move to measure, then parts. This move is
problematic, however, for if the one is more than itself because, being both the whole and
all the parts, it surrounds itself, then we cannot infer that, being more than itself, it has
more parts than itself. The argument attempts to render the whole another part alongside
the parts, an error facilitated by logos’ tendency to separate in speech what is together in
being.
56. Accordingly, the appendix to the argument regarding the equal and unequal
appears to be narrowing in on this tendency of logos, a tendency that the sequel suggests
has something to do with number. Parmenides continues: being of equal parts to itself, it
would be equal in multitude to itself, while being of more, more than, and being of less,
less than itself in number (151d2-4). By introducing number, Parmenides draws our
attention back to the beginning of the deduction, specifically to the second proof that the
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one is limitless in multitude. During that proof, Parmenides juxtaposed the arithmetical
enumeration of parts to the yoking together of thinking (cf. 3.II.10 ff.). Here, too,
Parmenides highlights the enumerability of the parts, while underemphasizing the nonenumerability of the whole when viewed from the perspective of the parts. Yet once
separated in logos, they can be joined as if they are all just parts. Parmenides suggests
that our ability to point to the whole as one thing and the parts as each being one thing is
what allows for the above error, and, accordingly, that logos’ naming of each thing as one
betrays its reliance on number, as logos enumerates through naming. A similar difficulty
is encountered as Parmenides applies the argument to the one’s relation to the different
things. As regards the different things, too, Parmenides continues, the one will be just so:
since it appears more than them, it’s necessarily also more in number than them, while
since it’s smaller, less, and since it’s equal in greatness, it’s also equal in multitude to the
different things (151d4-8). Parmenides and Aristoteles thus agree that, in this way too, as
it seems, the one itself will be both equal and more and less in number than both itself
and the different things (151d8-e2). We recall that the one and the different things were
more and less than one another inasmuch as being-in requires two terms and the terms
“the one” and “the different things” were exhaustive of all things. Whether each appeared
more or less than the other depended on which of them we considered and thus which of
them we were forced to view in the context of the other. Being more or less was a
function of logos’ compelling the conclusion that each was in the other, and not of a
numerical difference, as Parmenides now concludes. Both arguments succeed, then, by
construing logos’ isolation in name to indicate an insolation in being, which leads to the
now familiar problem of analytic obfuscation, in which intelligibility entails that logos
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obscures what brings the parts and the whole together, treating all of them on the same
level (cf. 2.II.5).
57. To state this difficulty in its simplest form, if two things are one as a two, and
three things are two, as a two plus a one, and one, as a three (and so on with any other
enumeration), then how do we come to know this non-enumerable link that makes what
is less more and what is more less? This difficulty is both what the skeptic appeals to and,
as Parmenides has suggested, the path philosophy must take in response. Persuading the
skeptic and securing the premises required for inquiry constituted the twofold task of
philosophy, as inquiring and teaching, the unity of which we have already seen and will
presently see again (cf. 3.II.58, 71, 4.II.1 ff.). On the one hand, as regards inquiry, the
problem of analytic obfuscation means that our starting point prefigures our conclusion,
and thus that what is most central to an argument is what is absent. That is, giving an
argument about a phenomenon requires it be understood more simply than it is, i.e. that
the understanding invoked take its bearings by only a part of that phenomenon, and thus
be only a partial understanding. As we have seen, solving this difficulty requires not
doing away with analytic obfuscation, but rather understanding how it constitutes our
means of knowing, and thus doesn’t pose an obstacle to, but rather constitutes the means
of, inquiry (cf. 3.II.29). On the other hand, as regards teaching, because knowing requires
active attention to the unstated premises of, and thus what is absent in, an argument,
teaching requires bringing the premises to the forefront, so that the student may question
them (cf. 3.II.41-3). The student’s decision—to question or not to question whether these
premises are comprehensive and exhaustive, or in fact are only constitute a partial
understanding, of the phenomenon under consideration—accordingly demonstrates his
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willingness to take up the question of the whole phenomenon that has been presented
only partially. Analytic obfuscation, and its ground in the difficulty of stating what’s
absent in the logos—how the two things separate in logos are also one or the one thing
joined in logos is also two—is behind both these difficulties. Inquiry and teaching are
thus one inasmuch as teaching is the means of inquiring into the attraction of partial
understanding, i.e. the cause of the will to unify or separate in logos what is both two and
one in being (cf. 3.II.21, 4.I.5).

Dialectics (151e3 – 155c8)
58. To quote Parmenides from earlier,
While a man well-equipped in nature (euphuous) will be able to learn that
there is some one genus of each and ousia itself by itself, a still more
wondrous one will find and be able to teach another to judge well and
thoroughly all these things sufficiently. (135a7-b2)
Despite the link between the two roles, Parmenides shows them to be distinct, inasmuch
as while both require someone well-equipped in nature, the ability to teach another
requires someone still more wondrous than that. Why this is the case has to do with the
power of the skeptic’s argument, which argument, Parmenides informs us in the above
context, would seem to make sense, but corrupts the power of dialectics (cf. 135a5-7, b5c2). In the remainder of the second deduction, Parmenides will illustrate the reason for
the gulf, with much of the rest of the training devoted to detailing the flaws in the
skeptic’s position. He will accomplish the former by entering into the most ambitious
argument of the entire dialogue. Parmenides announces the final, massive argument with
a question: does the one partake of time, and both is it and does it become both younger
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and older than both itself and the different things, and neither younger nor older than
either itself or the different things, because it partakes of time (151e3-6)? As we proceed
through the argument, we must, as we have been doing, discern the premises of the
argument, both explicit and implicit. As we will see, these premises will exhibit an
orderly structure, yet one understood only with careful attention. Such is Parmenides’
means for exhibiting why philosophy as teaching and inquiry puts a higher demand on
the nature of the philosopher than philosophy as inquiry alone. For this we will have to
pay attention to Aristoteles’ responses, which here prove especially interesting—indeed,
unique (cf. 3.II.70). However, because clarifying the premises will take some effort of
concentration, I will withhold from commenting on Aristoteles and stick simply to the
arguments’ premises for the time being, returning to him only at the end.
59. As Parmenides announces it, the argument has two main parts. He must first
show that the one partakes of time and then, thereafter, demonstrate that, because it
partakes of time, all sixteen of the above propositions hold for it. Parmenides begins with
a short and familiar argument demonstrating the former. Surely, they agree, to be (einai)
belongs (huparchei) to it, since one is (151e6-7). The argument recalls the second
deduction’s novel focus. The first deduction focused on the one as not being many so
uncompromisingly that the one couldn’t even be, let alone be one; the second corrected
this beginning by focusing on holding the one and being together. Parmenides continues:
to be isn’t anything else than participation in a state of being (ousias) at a time that is
present, just as “it was” that at a time that has gone by and, in turn, “it will be” at a time
that is coming (151e7-2a2). They thus concluded the first part of the argument: it
partakes of time, then, since it also partakes of being (tou einai) (152a2-3). Parmenides
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used the very same argument in the first deduction. At that point, he first showed that the
one could not partake of time and, consequently, could not partake of being. Having done
his best to hold being and the one together, and to examine the consequences thereof,
Parmenides can conclude by way of the same argument that the one does partake of time.
Yet for the one that is to partake of time, as he has just announced, implies a sixteen-fold
set of contradictions. Parmenides attempts to show with this argument, then, that meeting
the demand of access, by restoring the ability of unity to relate to temporality, necessarily
entails a riddlesomely complex host of contradictions. We’ll return to this in the final
section, “Intelligibility,” below (cf. 3.II.72-73).
60. Having established that the one partakes of time, Parmenides can move on to
the second main part of the argument. They begin by agreeing that it partakes of a time
that advances (poreuomenou), such that the one always becomes older than itself, since it
goes forward in accordance with time (152a3-5). Because it was earlier shown that the
older comes to be older than what comes to be younger, the one, which becomes older
than itself, would become older while becoming younger than itself, so that in this way it
comes to be both older and younger than itself (152a5-b2). Parmenides proves the first
two propositions on the basis of a simple understanding of the one—as something that
partakes in time simply because it is—and a complex understanding of being in time—as
requiring, by the principle of mutual difference (cf. 141b4-c1), whatever partakes of it to
become older than itself and younger than itself at the same time. That is, a complex,
independent analysis of being in time is applied to something that has already been
agreed to be in time. Parmenides highlights that the analysis is independent of the one by
borrowing that analysis from the first deduction (cf. 152a5, 6: memnēmetha). The next
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two propositions follow the first two by employing an independent analysis of partaking
of time. Parmenides shifts (152b1-2: men…de), and attempts to show that the one is older
than itself (152b2-3). This occurs whenever, while becoming, it should be in between
both “it was” and “it will be” at this time now (kata ton nun chronon), for it would surely
not step over the now while advancing (proeuomenon) from the heretofore into the
hereafter (152b3-5). At that time, it holds off from becoming older, since it happens to be
present in the now and it doesn’t become, but already is at that time older (152b6-c2).
For, while going forth, it is not at that time seized by the now, since what goes forth in
this way is such as to touch upon both these, both the now and the hereafter, by going
away from the now while seizing upon the hereafter, coming to be between both these,
both the hereafter and the now (156c2-6). But if it’s necessary for all that becomes not to
go around the now, whenever it should be at this thing (namely, the now), it always holds
off from becoming and is at this time this thing that it happens to become (156c6-d2).
This argument, which provides the basis for Parmenides’ proof of the third and fourth
propositions, views being from the perspective of becoming: given the analysis used in
the first and second propositions, being is to be found in the now.
61. Parmenides then applies this analysis to the one, understood again simply as
something that partakes of time. Whenever the one, as it becomes older, should happen to
be in the now, it holds off from becoming and is at that time older (152d2-4). Than
whatever it became older, than this is it also older—and it became older than itself
(152d4-5). Having demonstrated the third proposition, Parmenides introduces the
principle of mutual difference. Because the older is older than a younger, the one is
younger than itself at that time when, as it becomes older, it happens to be in the now
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(152d6-8). Further, the now is always present for the one through all of being, since it’s
always now whenever it should be (152d8-e2). Parmenides thus concludes that it both is
and becomes older and younger than itself, “it” being the one, thus having demonstrated
four of the sixteen announced propositions (152e2-3). Parmenides then demonstrates the
next four propositions all at once. It—by which Parmenides again means the one—is or
becomes, not for more or less time than itself, but equal (152e3-4). But what either
becomes or is for equal time has the same age (152e5-6). Further, what has the same age
is (estin) neither older nor younger (152e6-7). The one, then, by both becoming and being
the same age as itself, isn’t and doesn’t become either younger or older than itself
(152e8-10). We note that all of the first eight propositions relied on an analysis of the
complexity of partaking of time. On the one hand, to partake of time is to become older
and younger than oneself as time advances, while always being older and younger than
oneself in the now through which the advancement of time proceeds; on the other hand,
to partake of time is neither to become nor to be any of these things, inasmuch as
something becomes or is for an amount of time equal to itself, and thus has the same age.
Inasmuch as the one partakes of time, it must experience all these things. For all the
variety in conclusions, then, there is a unity in the primary perspective taken: from a
complex analysis of time to a simple understanding of unity.
62. Within the unity of the primary perspective, however, there is a shifting
secondary perspective. Whereas propositions one and two considered becoming from the
perspective of becoming and three and four being from the perspective of becoming, five
through eight understand both becoming and being to be having-the-same-age, havingthe-same-age being understood as a mode of being, namely being neither older nor
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younger (cf. 152e6-7: estin). Five through eight thus consider being with respect to
becoming and with respect to being. In the secondary perspective, then, we see the
structure of a training: the first pair consider becoming with respect to becoming; the
second pair, becoming with respect to being; the third, being with respect to becoming;
and the fourth, being with respect to being. And there’s still a third perspective involved.
The principle of mutual difference allows Parmenides to demonstrate propositions two
and four—that the one becomes and is younger than itself—and, by extension,
propositions six and eight—that the one neither becomes nor is younger than itself. This
principle was introduced back in the first deduction, but is at play in these arguments in a
much more subdued way, hinted to in propositions two and four, and present tacitly in
propositions six and eight, since they build on two and four. Propositions one, three, five,
and seven thus consider the point from which time advances from the perspective of the
point to which time advances, i.e. from the past to the future, such that becoming and
being in time are becoming and being older: looking upon ourselves in the future, we
notice our future selves will become older than our present selves; while two, four, six,
and eight consider the point to which time advances from the perspective of the point
from which time advances, i.e. from the future to the past, such that becoming and being
in time are becoming younger: looking upon ourselves in the past, we notice that our past
selves have become younger than our present selves. The structure of the argument’s
various perspectives is summarized in the following table:
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1st Perspective
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity

2nd Perspective
From becoming to becoming
From becoming to becoming
From becoming to being
From becoming to being
From being to becoming
From being to becoming
From being to being
From being to being

3rd Perspective
From past to future
From future to past
From past to future
From future to past
From past to future
From future to past
From past to future
From future to past

Note, further, that the first four are positive conclusions, i.e. that one becomes or is suchand-such, while the last four are negative conclusions, i.e. that the one doesn’t become or
isn’t such-and-such.
63. Parmenides now turns to consider how the one’s participation in time relates
to the different things (152e10). The things different than the one, since they are others
but not an other, are more than one: what’s an other would be one, while what’re others
are more than one and would have a multitude; and because they are a multitude, they
would partake of a number greater than that of the one (153a1-5). Since what’re less in
number both come to be and have come to be earlier, and not what’re more, the least
thing is first, and this thing is the one (153a5-b1). So, the one came to be first of all things
that have number, and all the different things have number, since they are different things
and not a different thing (153b1-3). What came to be first came to be earlier, and the
different things later, and what came to be later are younger than what came to be earlier,
and in this way the different things would be younger than the one, and the one older than
the different things (153b4-7). Having disposed of the ninth proposition, Parmenides
continues on to the tenth. It’s impossible for the one to have come to be against its nature
(153b8-c1). Further, the one appeared to have parts, and, if parts, also beginning, end,
and middle (153c1-3). Of all things, a beginning comes to be first, both of the one itself
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and of each of the different things, and after the beginning also all the different things up
to the end (153c3-5). All these different things are, in addition, parts of the both whole
and one (tou holou te kai henos), and this very thing has come to be both one and whole
at the same time as the end (153c5-8). Because an end comes to be last, and the one
naturally comes to be at the same time as this thing, so the one, since it’s necessary that it
itself not come to be contrary to nature, would naturally come to be later than the
different things because it has come to be at the same time as the end (153c8-d3). So, the
one is younger than the different things, and the different things than the one (153d3-6).
We see that the proof of the ninth proposition understands the one separately from the
different things, as Aristoteles had asked Parmenides to do in the second proof that the
one is limitless in multitude (cf. 3.II.6-7). This position, we noted, was Aristoteles’
attempt to revert back to the one of the first deduction. The proof of the tenth proposition,
however, returns to the one as it was understood at the end of that proof: namely, as a
whole with limitless parts. This was the one of the second deduction that Parmenides has
employed all along. We note that Parmenides’ language recalls his earlier, continuously
oblique manner of speaking about the matter under consideration, variably as the one that
is, that which is one, that which is being hypothesized, and so on (cf. 3.II.3).
64. Arguments eleven and twelve reverse the conclusions of nine and ten.
Parmenides continues as follows. A beginning or any other part whatever of the one or
anything else whatever, if indeed it should be a part but not parts, would necessarily be
one, because it is a part (153d5-7). So, the one would come to be at the same time as the
first thing that came to be and at the same time as the second (153d8-e1). Further, the one
departs from none of the different things that come to be, since it comes to be in addition
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to whichever one, until, going through to the extremity, it comes to be one whole,
departing from neither middle nor first nor extremity nor any other in the becoming
(genesis) (153e1-5). The one therefore has the same age as all the different things, so that,
if the one does not grow contrary to nature, it would have come to be neither earlier nor
later than the different things, but at the same time (153e5-7). So, according to this logos,
the one would be neither older nor younger than the different things, nor the different
things than the one, while in accordance with the earlier, it would be both older and
younger, and the different things than it, likewise (154a1-4). The argument takes its
bearings by the proof of proposition ten, in which the one is the whole of all the different
things, which are, in turn, its parts. That argument considered how the one relates to the
different things. In his proof of eleven and twelve, Parmenides considers the different
things with respect to the one by looking to where, given the proof of ten, the one is to be
found among the different things. Because the one is to be found with each different
thing—since each different thing is one—it reverses the proof of ten. But because our
experience of the different things is bound with unity, and not separate from it, the
argument also reverses the proof of nine. So, inasmuch as eleven is a reversal of ten, the
argument considers the different things with respect to the one, while inasmuch as twelve
is a reversal of nine, the argument considers the different things with respect to
themselves—the one of nine, i.e. the one as separate pre-condition for all others, is not.
Whereas propositions one through eight had a three-perspective training that began from
the complexity of time and applied it to the one, understood simply, in nine through
twelve Parmenides uses a two-perspective training that begins from the complexity of
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unity and applies it to being in time simply. We have, then, the following outline for
propositions nine through twelve:
#
9
10
11
12

1st Perspective
From unity to time
From unity to time
From unity to time
From unity to time

2nd Perspective
From unity to itself
From unity to the different things
From the different things to unity
From the different things to themselves

65. Parmenides departs from considering the one’s being and having become to
look to it’s becoming both older and younger than the different things and the different
things than the one, and neither younger nor older—i.e. whether, the way it was
concerning being, it is also such concerning becoming, or otherwise (154a4-b1).
Parmenides begins with the negative propositions. If one thing is older than another, it
wouldn’t still be able to become still older than how it differed in age when it first
straightaway came to be, nor, in turn, for what is younger to become still younger
(154b1-4). For when setting equal things in addition to unequals, both to time and to
anything else whatever, it makes them differ always by an equal, however much they
differed at first (154b5-7). So, the being of the one that is wouldn’t ever become older
and younger, since it always differs in point of age by an equal; rather it is and has
become older and younger, but doesn’t become, so that the one that is doesn’t ever
become either older or younger than the different things that are (154b7-c5). Whereas
propositions nine through twelve proceeded from unity to time, thirteen and fourteen
proceed from time to unity. They do so, however, on the basis of the discussion of the
relation between the one’s complexity and partaking in time. Throughout the entire
argument, phusis and cognates are used only in the proof of propositions nine through
twelve. Because the one has the nature to be both older and younger than the different
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things—older as the precondition for the being of anything else that is one and younger
as the whole of all the different things as parts—it exposes new features to participation
in time that didn’t surface in the first eight propositions. This in turn necessitates a return
to participation in time for further analysis. We will return to this point after the final
proofs are completed (cf. 3.II.68-9). For now, we note that the argument denies becoming
based on the observation that the difference in age is equal to itself.
66. Parmenides proves propositions fifteen and sixteen simultaneously in the
longest part of the argument, occupying roughly a quarter of the whole. In it, Parmenides
and Aristoteles consider whether they somehow become older and younger (154c5-6).
They begin from how the one appeared older than the different things and the different
things than the one (154c6-7). Whenever the one should be older than the different
things, it would surely have come to be for more time than the different things (154c7d1). If we set equal time in addition to more and less time, the more would differ from the
less not by an equal part (moriō), but a smaller (154d1-3). So, since the one differed in
age in relation to the different things at first, this thing will also be the case in the future,
but by seizing an equal time to the different things, it would always differ less in age
from them than it did earlier (154d4-7). So, what differs less in age in relation to anything
than earlier would—in relation to those things, in relation to which it was older earlier—
come to be younger than in the preceding time (154d7-e3). If the one thing’s (ekeino)
younger, these other, different things (ekeina…ta alla) are in turn older than earlier with
respect to the one (154e3-4). What came to be younger comes to be older—with respect
to what both came to be earlier and is older—but never is older; rather, it always comes
to be older than that one: for the latter advances toward the younger, the former toward
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the older (154e4-5a1). The older, in turn, comes to be younger than the younger in the
same way: for as they together go toward the contrary, they both become contrary to one
another, together—the younger older than the older, the older younger than the
younger—but they’re together unable to have become (155a1-5). For if they were to have
become, they couldn’t still become, but would be; but now they become older and
younger than one another: the one becomes younger than the different things—since it
appeared to be older and to have come to be earlier—while the different things become
older than the one—since they came to be later (155a5-b2). Note that the argument
allows for becoming based on the observation that the difference, as a part, is ever
decreasing proportionally in relation to the whole.
67. Parmenides now summarizes the final argument. In accordance with the same
logos, the different things are such with respect to the one, since they appeared older and
to have come to be earlier than it (155b2-4). Insofar as one thing in no way comes to be
older or younger than another, always differing from one another by an equal number,
neither the one comes to be older or younger than the different things, nor the different
things than the one; but insofar (hē) as it’s necessary they always differ—the things that
have come to be earlier than the later and the things later than the earlier—by a different
part (moriō), just so far (tautē) is it necessary that they come to be both older and younger
than one another—both the different things than the one and the one than the different
things (155b4-c4). Parmenides closes by collecting propositions thirteen through sixteen,
drawing attention to the different logoi being used. Propositions thirteen and fourteen
considered the difference in age with respect to itself, inasmuch as it remains equal to
itself, and thereby has come to be and is, but does not come to be. Propositions fifteen
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and sixteen considered the difference in age with respect to age as a whole, inasmuch as
the difference in age, while equal to itself, always becomes a smaller piece of the age as a
whole, and thus becomes. Whereas in thirteen and fourteen the becoming, as a having
become, is a mode of being and not becoming, in fifteen and sixteen, the becoming, as a
having become, is nevertheless subject to a secondary form of becoming. Parmenides’
conclusion thus suggests the following structure for the final four propositions:
#
13
14
15
16

1st Perspective
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity

2nd Perspective
From becoming to being
From becoming to being
From becoming to becoming
From becoming to becoming

68. From the preceding, we are inclined to say that Parmenides follows a structure
through the first eight propositions that requires revision in light of propositions nine
through twelve. Because nine through twelve show that the one cannot be considered
solely as a simple being, as it was in the first eight propositions, but must be treated as a
complex being, they require Parmenides revisit time’s relation to unity in the final four
propositions. The hugely complex argument would thus appear to be a very long and
complex case of analytic obfuscation, in which the starting point prefigures the outcome
and requires that we revisit our starting premises. Yet if we look back at nine through
twelve in light of thirteen through sixteen, the structure doesn’t seem to break down.
Arguments nine and ten considered the being of the one, both as precondition for the
being of others and as the whole of all others as parts. It thus considered being with
respect to being. Further, eleven and twelve argued that the being of the one is present
with every part in the genesis of the different things, thus considering being with respect
to becoming. Turning back to thirteen to sixteen, then, we note that because the first
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perspective, from time to unity, is reconsidered in light of the complexity of the one, the
first perspective is in fact secondary to the perspective from unity to time. The entire
sixteen-part argument can thus be said to have the following structure, with the features
that emerge only upon second glance placed in brackets:
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1st Perspective
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From unity to time
From unity to time
From unity to time
From unity to time
[From unity to time]
[From unity to time]
[From unity to time]
[From unity to time]

2nd Perspective
From becoming to becoming
From becoming to becoming
From becoming to being
From becoming to being
From being to becoming
From being to becoming
From being to being
From being to being
From unity to itself
From unity to the different
From the different to unity
From the different to themselves
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity
From time to unity

3rd Perspective
From past to future
From future to past
From past to future
From future to past
From past to future
From future to past
From past to future
From future to past
[From being to being]
[From being to being]
[From being to becoming]
[From being to becoming]
From becoming to being
From becoming to being
From becoming to becoming
From becoming to becoming

The above outline preserves both the unpredicted shift in the argument (found in the
second perspective) and its non-shifting, consistent basis in relating time to unity,
throughout all sixteen propositions, and being to becoming, in the final eight
propositions—both seen only after the fact (first and third perspectives).
69. The question of course remains as to what purpose such a massively complex
argument, with carefully shifting premises and perspectives can serve. This structure, I
believe, addresses many of the difficulties raised in the prior discussion, difficulties that
concerned both inquiry and teaching. Regarding the former, the primary difficulty has
been what form knowledge must take if intelligibility requires one thing be two. How do
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we get at the absent connection that makes the one two?143 This difficulty was given later
expression in the difficulty of putting together the contextual manner in which anything is
viewed, and the correlative motion in logos, with the static relationships the many parts
bear to one another such that they come to be one whole (cf. 3.II.28-9). In the preceding
argument, certain features of partaking of time didn’t emerge until Parmenides
considered the one as a whole of parts: only in the last eight propositions do we encounter
the different manner in which wholes partake of time, for only there is partaking of time
considered with respect to coming into being and only there does difference in age itself
get any treatment with respect to being and becoming. Whereas on first glance we were
inclined to see the breakdown in the structure of the argument—with the quick departure
from considering unity in nine through twelve to considering time in thirteen through
sixteen—as a complex case of analytic obfuscation, that breakdown turned out, at second
glance, to be a reflection of an as yet undisclosed series of relationships between
partaking in time and parts/wholes. The tendency of the logos to slide one way or another
unexpectedly, to fall victim to analytic obfuscation, is itself the site of the absent
connection. By allowing arguments and positions to break down in our attempt to keep
their structures strict, we allow those absent connections to show themselves while
remaining absent. Paradoxically, error is the substance of truth, or more precisely, the
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Benardete sees this problem to be latent in Socrates’ argument that he is many with respect to
top/bottom, front/back, and left/right. “There are no words that put together into one any of the three pairs.
Two of the pairs are collected in four mentions of ‘other’ (hetera), but one cannot go further than ‘the other
of the other.’ One and two are thus fundamental principles of Socrates’ account, but the peculiarity that the
two is not the result of a summation and is not the equivalent of one and one is not recognized. Socrates
practices collection and division on himself and does not know it” (Benardete 2012, 235). By the two terms
collection and division, Benardete of course means dialectics.
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error of trying to simplify the one that is two into the single proposition is part of the truth
contained in the dialectical back and forth of these propositions.
70. Parmenides thus puts on display for Socrates, and us, his grounds for the
necessity of playfulness in philosophy, as a corrective to excessive seriousness. Because
the beings are intelligible only in a manner that is resistant to propositional expression,
our commitment to those propositions must not be so serious that we fail to see the
obfuscation that results from that commitment. To be truly serious about the truth is to be
playful with these propositions, the combination of which moods Parmenides indicates is
dialectics. In other words, to take such propositions seriously as related to or disclosive of
truth is to acknowledge their status as only partially disclosive, and thus also as partially
concealing—it is to understand the place of propositional expression within the context of
thinking generally. Such are, thus far, the lessons as regards the difficulties of learning, to
which we must later return (cf. 4.I). Whether the complex display has imparted this to
Aristoteles is another matter altogether. Parmenides draws attention to the structure of the
argument twice, after having demonstrated the eighth and twelfth propositions. After the
eighth, Parmenides asks Aristoteles whether the one is or is not and does or does not
become older or younger than the different things (152e10). Aristoteles responds that he
isn’t able to say (152e10). Parmenides responds by assuring Aristoteles that he, i.e.
Aristoteles, can surely say the following, proceeding thereafter into the argument
(153a1). Likewise, after the twelfth argument, Parmenides asks Aristoteles whether it is
the same way with becoming as it was with being, or otherwise (154a7-8). Aristoteles
repeats his answer verbatim: he isn’t able to say (154a8-b1). Parmenides responds by
emphatically saying that he, i.e. Parmenides (egō), can say the following, proceeding
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again into the next argument (154b1). While throughout the training Aristoteles appears
either to affirm what Parmenides proposes or to request further demonstration of a
proposition, and does not appear to depart from these two sorts of answers, in these two
places alone does he overtly admit his inability to answer Parmenides.144
71. That Aristoteles’ passivity, his lacking Socrates’ drive for logoi, is the cause
of his inability to answer is already well attested (cf. 2.IV.17-18, 3.I.12, 14, II.6, 19).
Nevertheless, the present argument quite vividly displays just how far apart from one
another the inquiry and teaching roles of philosophy are, i.e. both why inquiry has such a
high demand on the nature of the philosopher and why teaching requires that he be even
more wondrous than inquiry does. Parmenides’ summary puts it quite well: in accordance
with all these things, the one itself both is and becomes older and younger than both itself
and the different things, and neither is nor becomes either older or younger than either
itself or the different things (155c4-8). By “all these things” (panta tauta), Parmenides
appears to mean all the features of the one, of the different things, and of partaking of
time that he has employed in the course of the argument. However, the collective
reference “all these things” cannot capture the much more complex structure underlying
the argument’s trajectory. By “all these things,” we are meant to understand the complex
relationships that Parmenides has brought forward; and yet his presentation could just as
easily appear to be a collection of random conclusions and premises that have no internal
relationship other than being a collection we can refer to as “all these things,” and
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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As Stewart Umphrey points out, “the first deduction gave Aristoteles less than he wanted; the
second is giving him more than he wants. Parmenides is limning extremes with respect to which even this
future tyrant appears (theoretically) moderate.”
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nothing more. That is, a series of arguments that do indeed have an order, and thus
constitute a whole, can also appear to be little more than an aggregate of arguments
collected together. The difficulty of teaching is that of making apparent to the student that
the error of a logos doesn’t condemn him to an un-unified plurality of propositions, but
rather is the precondition for access to the unity of those propositions. That Aristoteles is
unaware of the root of the error driving the sixteen-part argument is clear from his selfattested inability to speak at the two crucial bends of the argument. His inability to see
the non-discreet links pointed to in the argument, a product of his recalcitrance before the
limitless, before what cannot be stated and thus limited discretely, entails an ignorance of
the way in which the obfuscation is in fact a disclosure (cf. 3.II.4 ff.). However complex
an understanding of a phenomenon someone may have, i.e. however well he has fulfilled
his role of inquiry, teaching another to discern it for himself requires showing him the
contradictions in his understanding in such a way that he discerns, in the premises of the
contradiction, how what he speaks of so variously is still somehow one. This must be
done against the attraction away from the moving genesis of dialectics and toward the
static cessation of the proposition, the apparent unity of which promises the precision
required for action and rule. Because rule makes this demand, such that it can make the
beautiful promise of competence in action, understanding the attraction of opinion over
knowledge, as dialectics, entails understanding the connection between psuchē and being,
thus situating human nature at the center of the inquiry into being (cf. 2.III.14 ff., 36). In
other words, the ability to teach evinces knowledge not only of being, but of how that
being which is open to being—i.e. the human being—opens and closes itself to being—
i.e. succumbs to or resists the attraction of competence that rule’s demand of precision
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promises. This, Parmenides suggests, and has been suggesting, is the genesis of political
philosophy as first philosophy.

Intelligibility (155c8 – e3)
72. Parmenides closes the argument and the deduction as a whole with a return to
temporality and relationality. Since the one partakes of time and of becoming both older
and younger, they agree that it’s also necessary it partake of the heretofore, the hereafter,
and the now, since it partakes of time (155c8-d3). Thus the one was and is and will be
and became and becomes and will become (155d3-4). As we understood it earlier, in the
first deduction, the interpretation of being as being in time by way of tense put strong
emphasis on the need for unity to be able to stand in relation to temporal beings, such as
we are, by speaking of time as we experience it and capture it in logos (cf. 3.I.27). Thus,
just as earlier, Parmenides immediately turns to relationality. In addition, they continue,
there would be something for it and of it, and there was and is and will be (155d4-6).
And, again, from relationality broadly understood, Parmenides narrows in on human
relationality in particular: there would be knowledge of it and opinion and perception, “if
indeed we (hēmeis) now are doing all these things concerning it,” which Aristoteles
affirms as correct (155d6-8). Parmenides’ claim here stands in strong opposition to that
of the skeptic, who claimed that the precise unity of the eidē cannot be known.
Parmenides has done much to show the flaws in the skeptic’s argument. For one, the
problem of participation is the problem of thematizing the absent connection between the
present particulars: what makes two things one isn’t some third thing that can simply be
separated out and treated on its own. Correlative to this difficulty was the problem of
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analytic obfuscation. Yet as Parmenides has shown, analytic obfuscation is a problem
only from the perspective of the demand of rule, and actually the site of disclosure of the
sought-after absent connection: that an argument’s beginning point prefigures its outcome
shows the partiality of the perspective we’ve chosen. Dialectics, as the conjoining and
disjoining of terms, displays for us how one term limits another, and thus forces us to
understand each conjoining or disjoining as only partially disclosive. The absent
connection is exhibited in the resistance of the phenomenon to being limited in this way.
As contradiction emerges between what the first term has inclined us to say the second
term is and what we would say the second term is on its own—that is, as analytic
obfuscation runs its course—the absent connection between the plurality and unity is
brought forward while remaining absent by showing why we think this one thing is
two—that is, what the conditions are under which we incline to one or another view. The
tendency of an argument always to wend its way to such-and-such a contradiction is the
present absence of what makes two opposing views nevertheless be about one and the
same thing: the genesis of an argument always moves in a certain direction, the motion
thus indicating a tacit rest of relationality.
73. And yet as we have seen, discerning that we think one thing is two is not
enough to see why the two things are one. To see why requires careful attention to the
premises of the argument. Thus Parmenides qualifies the above conclusion with the
hypothetical “if indeed we (hēmeis) now are doing all these things concerning it,” his use
of the emphatic nominative pronoun in the second person plural drawing attention to the
deep rift between his and Aristoteles’ understanding of the arguments. Yet as Parmenides
makes clear, while he and Aristoteles may not share in the overcoming of the logos, they
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at least share in the starting point, logos’ use of eponymy: there is a name and logos for it,
and it is named and spoken of (155d8-e1). Inasmuch as they share in this, they would
implicitly, though not explicitly, share in what Parmenides has just outlined in the
deduction. Yet because the deduction is concerned with the one with respect to the
different things, it has only gone so far as to establish that it can stand in relation to them,
contrary to the first deduction. That this link is established is evidenced in Parmenides’
concluding statement: however many things among these there are concerning the
different things, there also are concerning the one (155e1-3). How we, as among the
different things, are to relate to the one has been alluded to, but not clarified. We expect
the third deduction, which is concerned with the different things in relation to the one, to
take up this question, and, in turn, in what phenomenon the skeptic grounds his logos and
what renders his logos untenable (cf. 3.III.12).

Section III:
Third Deduction (155e4 – 159b1)
1. We enter the third deduction with the expectation that Parmenides will tell us how we,
among the different things, can relate to unity by way of knowledge, i.e. what philosophy
is. The very next thing out of Parmenides’ mouth draws our attention to the fact that this
is the third deduction: “let us speak the third” (155e4). And yet Parmenides does not
explicitly mention the different things until roughly half way through, when he says,
“What it would be fitting for the different things to experience, if one is—is this not to be
inspected?” (155b6-7) So, not only are the different things left out of half the discussion,
when Parmenides does bring them in he draws our attention to the fact that it is only then
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time to inspect them. The third deduction thus seems to be split in two, the first half
avoiding the question of the place of the different things, with the second half taking
them up.145 If, as the Parmenides has amply taught thus far, philosophy is centered
around the question of man’s relation to the whole, and man is among the different
things, then it would seem the third deduction’s second half, and not its first, is the proper
correlative to what we’ve found in the second. And yet the first half claims no less to be
part of the third, and thus somehow is also a continuation of the second (155e4). From
these reflections, it would seem that the first half of the third deduction gives us the nonphilosophic reaction to the argument thus far, while the second half gives us the
philosophic. 146 In other words, with the gulf separating Parmenides and Aristoteles
having grown exceptionally wide at the end of the deduction, we are provided with
portraits of the different directions in which each would take the argument. I hope to
demonstrate this in the following discussion (cf. 3.III.18).
2. In accordance with the above suspicion, the first half proceeds, from the
beginning, in ignorance of the core lessons of the preceding two deductions. Parmenides
begins by dwelling on temporality and contradiction: they agree that if the one is such as
they have gone through it, then it’s necessary for it (being both one and many and neither
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This difficulty has lead some to believe there are nine deductions, specifically because of the
announcement of “the third.” This view neglects the fact that Parmenides does not announce the hypothesis
at the outset. Accordingly, others treat the first part as an addendum or response to the first two, which
ignores the fact that the third is explicitly announced at the outset of the first part and that the second part,
too, constitutes a response to the first two deductions. Both parts therefore have valid claims to being read
as the third deduction, and we should ask why the first two deductions admit of two incompatible
responses. I consider this in the above commentary. Cf. Cornford 1977, 194 and 202-3; Dorter 1994, 53,
60-2.
146

Benardete calls the reconciliation of the first two deductions in the discussion of the sudden
“specious” and “spurious” (Benardete 2012, 240-1).
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one nor many, and partaking of time), since one is, to partake of ousia at one time, while,
since it isn’t, in turn not to partake of ousia at another time (155e4-8). Whenever it
partakes, it won’t be able not to partake at that time, or when it doesn’t partake, to partake
(155e8-10). Already we see how the first half of the third deduction fails to take into
account the lessons of the second. Thus far we have understood contradiction to be a
function of analytic obfuscation and the problem of putting together wholes and parts.
Now it is understood to be a sign of temporal variation. Still more, because they are
talking about being and non-being, they are treating the first and second deductions as if
they were both true of the one. The second, however, was a revision of the first, which
ended in the absurdity that the one of which they spoke could not be spoken of.
Parmenides thus introduces the overarching premise of first half of the third deduction as
though in ignorance of the findings of both the first and second deductions. We see this
most vividly in his next statement: it partakes, then, at one time (en allō…chronō) and
doesn’t partake at another (en allō), for in this way alone (houtō…monōs) would it both
partake and not partake of the same thing (155e10-6a1). Parmenides claims this is the
sole way (monōs) in which contradiction can be interpreted. If the motion of an argument
into contradiction is caused by analytic obfuscation, however, then what Parmenides has
effectively done is projected that motion onto the beings: the change in the logos is a
change in the beings. The demand of precision thus returns to prominence, for the denial
of contradiction is a denial of unity’s mediation by plurality. The first half of the third
deduction thus proceeds in ignorance of the difficulties borne of the twin demands of
rule, i.e. of the human being’s expectations of being as a whole. The different things
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aren’t mentioned in the first half because it fails to take into account the place of the
human being.
3. As Parmenides continues, we see that the account is quite attractive to
Aristoteles, while raising a corollary problem. Continuing, they agree that there is also
such a time when it would come to partake of being (einai) and when it would release it:
it won’t be able to have the same thing at one point, and not to have it at another, unless it
should at some point both seize it and let it go (156a1-4). By not allowing the same thing
to do contraries at the same time, the principle of non-contradiction forces the same thing
to do it at different times, as a temporal series of events. There must, however, be a
transitional phase, in which it goes from one state into the contrary, and likewise in
reverse. They next elaborate on this transitional phase. Parmenides asks Aristoteles
whether he calls (kaleis) coming to partake of ousia becoming (156a4-5). Aristoteles says
he, at least, does (egōge) (156a5). And releasing ousia perishing, Parmenides asks
(156a5-6)? Aristoteles again emphatically agrees (156a6). Parmenides concludes that the
one, as it seems, because it both seizes and lets go of ousia, both comes to be and
perishes (156a7-b1). Aristoteles agrees, adding that this is necessary (156b1). If the same
thing goes from one state to another, it must have a transitional period. But which does it
do during this period? Does it do both, neither, or one of the two less and less and then
the other more and more as it ceases doing the first? The attempt to avoid a contradiction
in being by construing it as a temporal series of events seems to shift the difficulty from
being to becoming. Indeed, by calling (kalein) this transitional period by one name, don’t
Parmenides and Aristoteles simply treat the transitional period as a sort of selfcontradictory being, and thus only complicate rather than avoid the problem? Hasn’t the
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demand of precision and its concomitant desire to avoid contradiction only avoided it in
being by placing it in becoming? Shouldn’t the demand of precision thus lead us to give
up on contradiction in becoming no less than it led us to give up on contradiction in
being?
4. Parmenides next applies the argument from above to some of the other terms
they’ve been discussing. They begin with unity and plurality: being both one and many,
they agree, and becoming and perishing, whenever it comes to be one, it perishes from
being many, but whenever many, it perishes from being one (156b1-4). Parmenides
continues asking whether, if it becomes one and many, it is not necessary it both disjoin
and conjoin (diakrinesthai te kai sunkrinesthai) (156b4-5). Aristoteles enthusiastically
agrees, adding that the necessity is great (pollē) (156b5). Parmenides begins by using
becoming and perishing, the names for the transitions between being and non-being, for
the transitions between unity and plurality, only later calling them disjunction and
conjunction. Becoming one or perishing from many is conjunction, while becoming
many or perishing from unity is disjunction. Parmenides suggests that the beginning point
and the ending point are what determine the name we apply to the transition. But isn’t
this just the problem of analytic obfuscation, writ in time? That is, isn’t the choice of the
beginning of the transition, be it plurality or rest or equality, just as willful as the choice
of the beginning premise for an argument? The problem becomes manifest in the next
two examples. In addition, whenever it should become unlike and like, it would both
liken and unliken (156b6-7). And whenever more and less and equal, it would both
increase and decrease, and equalize (156b7-8). Parmenides names the transitions after the
ends in which each culminates. This is especially problematic in the case of the more,
!
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less, and equal. If what’s less changes into what’s more, it must at some point experience
being equal. Accordingly, whether we call the transition equalization or increase will
depend on whether we determine the end of the transition as the state of being more or
that of being equal. Just as with analytic obfuscation, our starting point—what we believe
the thing will come to be—prefigures our conclusions about the phenomenon. To return
to the transitions of conjunction and disjunction, doesn’t our understanding of which
transition is underway rely on a prior conjunction of two into one, i.e. a prior
determination of what it is that the thing will become? Not only are we forced to speak of
the transition as a being, but we are also presupposing, in our determination of the
transition as this sort of transition, the very sort of hypothetical determination that led to
all the difficulties of the first and second deductions. Again, the problem hasn’t been
avoided, but rather displaced and thereby complicated.
5. Parmenides moves on to the next term, but with an important addition: both
whenever moving it comes to rest and whenever at rest it should change over to moving,
it is of course necessary for it not to be at one time (en heni chronō) (156c1-3).
Parmenides now explicitly addresses the difficulty we raised above, concerning
contradiction within the transitional period (cf. 3.III.3). If we must avoid contradiction in
becoming no less than in being, then contradiction must not occur at any point in time.
The difficulty of putting one and two together in being is returning on the level of
temporality, the latter therefore requiring no less drastic a suppression than the former.
Just as contradiction wasn’t permitted anywhere, it cannot be permitted anytime. This
leads the—until now—enthusiastically assenting Aristoteles to grow confused and ask
Parmenides how this can be the case (156c3). Parmenides begins by explaining to
!
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Aristoteles the necessity of change. They agree that, both when earlier at rest but later
moving and when earlier moving but later resting, without changing it won’t be able to
experience these things (156c3-5). But, they continue, there is no time, in which
something is such as not to move and not to rest at the same time (156c6-7). But neither
does it change without changing, they agree (156c7-8). Parmenides asks when it changes,
quickly adding that neither when it is at rest nor when it is moving does it change, nor is
it at a time (en chronō), with which Aristoteles agrees (156c8-d1). The predicament is
that, because it has been agreed to do both in succession and it cannot do neither for any
amount of time, the change must occur at no time. The argument is caught between the
difficulty of the first deduction, in which the one suffered nothing, and that of the second,
in which the one suffered everything. The first half of the third deduction has attempted
to resolve these difficulties by understanding the contradictions of the second deduction
as a temporal series of events, while pushing the one that experienced nothing, the one of
the first deduction, into the atemporal transitions between these events. That Aristoteles
has already shown discomfiture with the conclusions of an argument that he initially
found attractive suggests that this resolution ultimately falls short of satisfying the
concern that found it attractive in the first place.
6. Parmenides continues his explanation with a clarification of when this change
actually occurs. Parmenides begins elaborating, “So, is this strange (atopon) thing in
which it would be at that time when it changes—,” when he is suddenly cut off by
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Aristoteles, who asks what sort of thing Parmenides means (156d1-2).147 Aristoteles is
eager to hear Parmenides’ exposition of this resolution to the difficulties of the prior
arguments. Parmenides continues: he means the sudden (exaiphnēs), for the sudden
seems to indicate some such sort of thing, as changing from one thing into the other of
the two (156d2-4). For it doesn’t yet change from when at rest, nor does it yet change
from motion when moving; rather, the sudden itself, some strange nature (phusis), is
couched (enkathētai) in between both motion and rest, being in no time, and into this and
out of this what moves changes over to resting and what’s at rest over to moving (156d3e3). Parmenides twice draws our attention the fact that what he is talking about it is
strange or, more literally, out of place (atopon). The etymological rendering is
informative: if we adhere strictly to the principle of non-contradiction, as the argument
has done, there is no place—either in time or in space—for contradiction, and nothing
can do contrary things in any way. Also informative is Parmenides’ reference to the
sudden as having a phusis, a term introduced and used in the text as the precondition for
intelligibility (cf. 2.III.20). Under the present part of the third deduction, intelligibility
requires that phusis be strange. The assertion of the impossibility of contradictory beings,
with which the first part of the third deduction began, has produced a strange phusis
called the sudden, in which things at certain times change by virtue of nothing happening
in no time.148 Aristoteles’ hesitant, fearful assent, that this runs the risk of being the case
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Cf. Cornford 1977, 200 n. 3.
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Cornford claims the instant “does not occupy or fill any stretch of time” (Cornford 1977, 200 n.
2). By stretch, I assume he means “duration,” and I wonder, consequently, whether we can conceive of
change occurring in a time without duration (cf. Cornford, 201-2, esp. 201 n. 3 and 202 n. 1). Change
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(kinduneuei), only goes to show that the resolution avoids the problem at the price of
creating a new one (156e3). For the same reason that Aristoteles was enthusiastic in
adopting this resolution of the first two deductions, he is now fearful of where it has
brought him.
7. Parmenides’ conclusion formulates this predicament beautifully. They agree
that the one, too, since it both rests and moves, would change over to each of these two,
for in this way alone (monōs houtōs) could it do (poioi) both things, and changing it
would change suddenly, and when (hote) it changes, it would be at no time (en oudeni
chronō), and neither would it move nor would it rest at that time (tote) (156e3-7).
Parmenides’ use of “in this way alone” recalls his earlier invocation of the principle of
non-contradiction, only here he speaks of the one as doing (poiein). The principle of noncontradiction, we recall, understands all contradiction to be poetic, the invocation of
images to hold together what are in fact separate (cf. 3.II.7). And yet Parmenides must
refer to the sudden both as what is at no time and as a when. Paradoxically, the sudden is
an occurrence at no time, an extratemporal when. Further, it is spoken of as a being,
something Parmenides immediately denies as he applies the argument to the other terms:
it’s also such, they agree, with respect to the other changes—whenever it should change
from being to perishing or from non-being to becoming, at that time it comes to be
between these, both motion and rest, and neither is at that time nor isn’t, neither becomes
nor perishes (156e7-7a4). Whereas Parmenides earlier spoke of the transition from being
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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occurring in a time without duration is at least as conceivable as movement in a space without extension,
which, according to the first deduction, isn’t conceivable at all.
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to non-being as perishing and from non-being to being as becoming, he now speaks of a
transition from being to perishing and from non-being to becoming, i.e. transitions into
these transitions. As noted earlier, the way we speak of the change is determined by what
we choose as the beginning and end states (cf. 3.III.4). Yet as Parmenides’ language
shows us, we can also choose as states the transitions between states. Such is the
consequence of our calling them by a certain name (cf. 3.III.3). So, not only does
changing from one state to the next require explanation, but also changing into that
changing. Even when transferred to temporality, the problem of putting two things
together into one continually reproduces itself. The sudden has failed as a resolution; we
must find another way.149
8. Parmenides’ conclusion of the first half of the deduction brings the central
difficulty to the fore. He continues drawing conclusions for the other terms: in
accordance with the same logos, when it goes from one over to many or from many over
to one, it is neither one nor many, and it neither disjoins nor conjoins; and when going
from like over to unlike and from unlike over to like, it’s neither like nor unlike, neither
likening nor unlikening; and when going from small over to great or over to equal and
into the contraries, it’s neither small nor great nor equal, and it would be neither
increasing nor decreasing nor equalizing (157a4-b3). Aristoteles responds that it seems it
wouldn’t (157b3). They thus conclude that the one would experience all these
experiences, if it is (157b3-5). The logos of the first half of the third deduction denies that
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The failure of the instant to resolve the contradictions between and within the first two
deductions means that this passage, the first part of the third deduction, cannot be read as a resolution of
antinomies. Cf. Cornford 1977, 195.
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the one experiences any of the above terms: it experiences being neither term of any pair
of contraries. This is especially problematic as regards being and non-being: if we could
not even speak of the one that is in no way many, from the first deduction, because it
experienced nothing, not even being, such that it could be one, then how can we speak of
what neither is nor is not, i.e. what doesn’t even experience non-being? The third
deduction began with an attempt to resolve the first and second deductions by construing
the contradictions within the second deduction and those between the first and second as
a temporal series of events (cf. 3.III.2). The non-being of the one of the first deduction
thus joins all the contradictory results of the one of the second deduction in the temporal
sequence of events, while not experiencing non-being is added to the non-experiences of
the one of the first deduction as the collection of non-experiences in the sudden. The
resolution proposed in the first half of the third deduction has left us with a temporalized
one of the second deduction that experiences still more than before, and an extratemporal
one of the first deduction that experiences still less than before. Far from resolving the
differences between the respective ones of the first and second deductions by holding
them together, the first half of the third has put them at an even further remove from one
another.
9. As already noted, Parmenides begins the second half of the third deduction by
drawing our attention to the different things: they agree that what it’s fitting for the
different things to suffer, if one is, is to be inspected (skepteon) (157b6-7). Parmenides’
use of the imperative verbal adjective skepteon means that the different things have not
yet been inspected, and that the third deduction’s perspective, of considering the different
things with respect to the one, has yet to be taken. The third deduction is paired with the
!
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second, inasmuch as it considers the same relationship, i.e. between the one and the
different things, but takes its bearings from a different pole of that relationship, i.e. from
the different things rather than the one. Because both are concerned with how the one and
the different things relate, they are both concerned with the place of the human being in
relation to unity. The first deduction took this question up as an afterthought, only later to
discover that the one of which it spoke couldn’t be spoken of. The second deduction,
however, began with a concentrated focus on the act of speaking about the one. The first
half of the third deduction does not take this up, and, as we saw, it culminated in a
difficulty caused by a lack of attention to the act of calling a becoming some one thing.
Just as the second deduction corrected the first’s inattention to logos, so too does the
second half of the third deduction correct the same issue in the first half: shall they say,
Parmenides asks, if one is, what the things different from the one must have experienced
(157b7-8)? Aristoteles agree that they will say it (157b8). Along with this renewed focus
on speaking about the one and the different things, Parmenides’ first order of business is
to establish an intimate, while separate relationship between the one and the different
things: since they are different from the one, it is correct, they agree, that the different
things aren’t the one, for then they wouldn’t be different than the one; and yet,
Parmenides adds, the things different from the one aren’t devoid in every way, but
somehow partake (157b8-c2). The second half of the third deduction thus appears to be
the true heir to the second, by focusing on the different things, establishing an intimate
connection between them and the one, and paying attention to the human being’s use of
logos.
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10. Yet just as soon as Parmenides brings the one and the different things into
relation, thus linking the third deduction to the second, he gives us good reason to doubt
this relation, good reason for a measure of skepticism. Aristoteles asks Parmenides to
explain how the different things partake of the one (157c2). In effect, Aristoteles requests
that Parmenides articulate where among the different things unity is to be found, and thus
in what way philosophy can have access to the one by way of the different things.
Parmenides begins his explanation as follows: the things different from the one surely are
different because they have parts, for if they weren’t to have parts, they would be
altogether and completely (pantelōs) one (157c3-4). Aristoteles agrees that this is correct
(157c4). Characteristically, Aristoteles has not paid attention to the premises of
Parmenides’ argument. Parmenides presupposes that something is either one in every
way or has parts, and is, we assume by extension, a whole. Parmenides precludes the
possibility of an un-unified, limitless plurality, which never comes to be one in any way;
Parmenides explores just this possibility in the seventh deduction, which examines the
different things with respect to the one that is not, i.e. which takes the same perspective
for the negative version of the hypothesis as the third deduction does for the positive.
Accordingly, Parmenides is able to proceed from having parts to being a whole,
effectively bringing the one among the different things through the back door: they say
(phamen) parts are, indeed, of that thing which should be whole (157c4-5). Aristoteles
agrees that they say this (157c5). Parmenides’ use of phamen echoes the beginning of this
half of the deduction, in which he says they will say the consequences of the hypothesis.
Yet it also makes unity highly contingent on the act of speaking. Is the hypothesis, that
one is, only true inasmuch as logos implies unity whenever it claims something is (cf.
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3.IX.3)? Parmenides has created room for the negative hypothesis, that one isn’t, and thus
the skeptic’s claim that unity either is inaccessible or is not, by suggesting that unity may
just be a necessity of logos, and not of being. Accordingly, the seventh deduction, the
corollary to the third, will understand the different things as a limitless plurality that does
not partake of unity in its being (cf. 3.VIII.1-3). For the remainder of the deduction,
Parmenides will continue to develop the relationship between the different things and the
one, while remaining cautious about the presence of the one.
11. Parmenides draws our attention to this premise in his next claim: it’s
necessary the whole be one out of many—that of which the parts are parts—for each of
the parts must not be a part of many things, but of a whole (157c5-8). Aristoteles asks
how this is the case (157c8). Parmenides must demonstrate to Aristoteles why the part
necessarily belongs to a whole, and not to an aggregate of many things. His argument
will, therefore, show us the implicit logic of logos’ gathering together of an aggregate
into a whole. That is, how is the skeptical position avoided in the manner in which logos
treats the beings? Parmenides begins by setting forth two consequences of something’s
being a part of many things, the first of which he dismisses immediately: if something
should be a part of many things, in which it would be, it will certainly be both a part of
itself, which is impossible, and of each one of the different things, if indeed also of all
(157c8-d2). Parmenides means to use the impossibility of a thing’s being a part of itself
as a way to argue a thing’s being a part of a multitude: if it isn’t a part of one, it will be a
part of the different things save this thing, and in this way it won’t be a part of each one,
and, not being a part of each one, it will be a part of none of the many (157d2-5). But,
they agree, it’s impossible for something, which is of none, to be a part or anything else
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of all these things, when it is of none of these in any way (157d5-7). To speak of
something as part of an aggregate is to deny that there is some separate unity that holds
them together. The parts would then be parts of each other, including themselves.
Because something cannot be a part of itself, the part wouldn’t really be a part of the
aggregate, but separate. To make a part be part of an aggregate, without allowing for a
unity, is to demand that the part, which by definition makes reference to another as codeterminative of its being, make reference to nothing at all. If the naming in logos makes
two things one and thus makes intelligibility a matter of understanding how two things
can be one, then we cannot help but think of such beings as wholes with parts, and not as
aggregates.
12. Having dismissed this possibility, Parmenides outlines in a positive fashion
how we think of wholes with parts: the part is not a part of all the many things, but of
some one look (ideas) and something that we call (kaloumen) a whole, which comes to be
one complete thing out of all—of this would the part be a part (157d7-e2). Aristoteles
replies that this altogether so (157e2). They then link this understanding of the different
things to the one of the second deduction: if the different things have parts, then, they
would partake of the both whole and one; thus it’s necessary the things different than the
one be one complete whole because they have parts (157e2-5). Parmenides calls the
whole a look or idea, which comes to be out of the parts and of which the part must be a
part. We appear, then, to have an argument establishing the being of Socrates’ eidē, to
which Parmenides applied the term idea in the third part of his critique. Yet at the same
time as Parmenides brings back the Socratic position, he qualifies it by saying that we
call it whole, i.e. that the whole is a whole primarily by virtue of our calling it such. He
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thus draws our attention back to his association of idea with idein, i.e. to the slide from
how things look to us to what the look is independent of us (cf. 2.III.13). We are
reminded again of the fact that the whole account of intelligibility is entirely contingent
on the human being. While philosophy must recognize knowledge of man as central to
knowledge of the whole, that recognition now appears not as the path to knowledge of the
whole but as the horizon that necessarily qualifies our knowledge of the whole, and hence
forbids us that knowledge. We see, then, the grounds for the skeptic’s logos: the being of
unity is the question begged by man, that which we demand be, but access to which we
are forbidden, should it even be at all. Contrary to our initial expectation, we have yet to
overcome the skeptic’s logos (cf. 3.II.73). There are still grounds for his philosophic
despair. The second and third deductions may have spelled out the path of intelligibility,
but they have not demonstrated that it is the only reaction, or even the most coherent of
all possible reactions, to the complexity of experience. Accordingly, in the fourth
deduction, which considers the different things with respect to themselves and thus as
separate from the one, as well as the fifth through eighth, where unity is denied
altogether, Parmenides will examine the skeptic’s case on its own terms to test its internal
consistency. That the skeptic’s logos requires further examination should come as no
surprise to us, for Parmenides said performing the training as a whole is necessary to
respond to the skeptic’s logos.
13. Parmenides takes the above argument and extends it to each of the parts. They
agree that, in addition, there’s the same logos concerning each part, for it’s necessary for
this thing also to partake of the one: for if each part of these is, “each” surely indicates
it’s one, being defined off from (aphōrismenon) the different things, while it is one by
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itself, if indeed it’ll be “each” (157e5-8a3). Again, Parmenides takes his bearings by
speech: inasmuch as an each is one, each of the different things will be one. Parmenides
thus invokes the same premise as before, that to be is either to be one or to be a whole of
parts, and thus partake of one: clearly it would partake of one, since it is different than
one, for then it wouldn’t partake, but it would be one itself—and now it’s surely
impossible for there to be a one, save the one itself (158a3-6). Parmenides summarizes
the extension of the principle, claiming it’s necessary for both the whole and the part to
partake of the one: for the former will be one whole, of which the parts are parts, while in
turn each of the latter that should be a part of a whole will be one part of the whole
(158a6-b1). This leads them to a dualistic understanding of the different things: even
though they are other than the one, the things partaking of it will partake, and the things
other than the one would surely be many, for if the different things were neither one nor
more than one, they would in no way be (ouden an eiē) (158b1-4). On the one hand, the
different things must be one, inasmuch as we call each one an each, and thus treat them
as one. Yet on the other hand, they must be many, for they aren’t the one, but something
different. Parmenides has finished showing how the one of the second deduction—which
was always splitting in two inasmuch as each part of it had both unity and being as parts,
and these also, in turn—dovetails with the different things of the third. But because he
begins from the different things, our attention is drawn to the contingency of the one of
the second deduction on logos, on our saying the different things have one look (idea)
simply because they look (idein) that way to us. The simultaneous unity and plurality
necessary for intelligibility that logos claims is its discovery is suspect to the accusation
of simply being logos’ effect.
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14. Parmenides continues expositing the argument in a manner that recalls the
eidē while never dismissing the grounds for doubting the eidē. Parmenides moves on to
the limitlessness of the different things: since both what partake of the one part and what
partake of the one whole are more the one, isn’t it necessary these things coming to
partake of the one themselves be limitless in multitude (158b5-7)? Aristoteles wants to
know how this is the case (158b7). We only note for the time being that in the second
deduction, the conclusion that the one was many, even most manifold, didn’t trouble
Aristoteles nearly so much as the conclusion that it is limitless in multitude (cf. 3.II.1819). Obliging Aristoteles’ request for an explanation, Parmenides suggests they look
(idōmen) at the following: does anything else come to partake than what aren’t and what
don’t partake of the one at that time when they come to partake of it (158b8-9)?
Aristoteles agrees it’s clearly these (158b9). They thus agree that those things in which
the one isn’t present are a multitude (158c1). The act of looking in which they are
engaged is accompanied by a temporary, willful pulling apart of the different things and
the one: if they should wish (etheloimen) to select out by thought from these things the
least thing they can, it’s necessary too that the thing selected out, since it wouldn’t
partake of the one, is a multitude and not one (158c2-5). So in this way, always
inspecting the other nature of the form (eidous), itself by itself, so far as they always look
(horōmen) to it, it will appear limitless in multitude (158c5-7)? Aristoteles agrees that
this is in every way so (158c7). The eidos of the different things is split in two: there is
the one, of which it partakes, and the limitless different things, which is called its other
phusis. At the same time as Parmenides indicates that the separation in thought is willful,
that the eidos is thereby split, and that this requires looking at and inspecting a certain
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feature of the different things at the expense of others, he is also hesitant to extend the use
of phusis—again, that which makes the beings intelligible—to the unity of the eidos.
15. As Parmenides turns to consider the limit, we would expect him to discuss the
phusis of unity. Yet he only casts further doubt on unity as he closes out and summarizes
the argument. He continues by articulating where the limit lies: in addition, whenever
each one part should come to be a part, it would already have a limit with respect to one
another and with respect to the whole, and the whole with respect to the part (158c7-d2).
Aristoteles agrees this is exactly so (158d3). Parmenides’ statement regarding the limit
here presents part/whole relations in a much familiar manner. In his summary, however,
Parmenides introduces something unfamiliar: it follows for the things different than the
one that, on the one hand, from the one and from being in communion with themselves,
as it seems, something other, which provides a limit with respect to one another, comes to
be out of themselves, while, on the other hand, their nature (phusis), by themselves, is
limitlessness (apeirian) (158d3-6). Aristoteles hesitantly replies that this appears to be the
case (158d6). On the face of it, the claim seems simply to draw together the preceding
into a clear summary. Yet Parmenides speaks of the nature of the different things as
limitless, as though their intelligibility didn’t require their partaking of unity. In addition,
Parmenides refers to what comes to be out of the one and the different things as
“something other,” offering no further determination than that it provides a limit.
Together, these features of the summary suggest an uncertainty about the limit, such that
the only certain claim that can be made about the nature of the different things is that they
are limitless. And yet they conclude by agreeing that in this way the things different than
the one are both wholes and limitless as regards parts and partake of a limit (158d6-8).
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The uncertainty is less about whether there is a limit, but rather where the limit lies.
Parmenides thus recalls his grounds for hesitating to determine the shape of the one in the
second deduction (cf. 3.II.22). To set the limit is to accept one shape or articulation, one
willful pulling together, and thus one particular arrangement into an eidos that, as an
eidos, achieves the apparent clarity of precision at the price of obscuring the complexity
of the beings. Yet on what grounds can Parmenides assert that there is an eidos in phusis,
if he is unwilling to make claims about its limit being part of phusis?
16. In the next argument, Parmenides articulates the grounds for claiming there is
some limit in phusis. He next asks Aristoteles whether they are both like and unlike both
one another and themselves (158e1-2). Aristoteles wants to know how this could be the
case (158e2). We recall that likeness and unlikeness have been a great theme throughout
the dialogue. Most importantly, the only claim Parmenides left intact after his critique of
the eidē was that if two things are like, they partake of the same eidos, and conversely (cf.
2.III.21). Presently, Parmenides’ explanation to Aristoteles links the limit and the
limitless with likeness and unlikeness. Surely, Parmenides continues, insofar as they are
all limitless in accordance with their nature, thus would they have experienced the same
thing, and in addition, insofar as they all have a limit, also thus would all have
experienced the same thing; but insofar as they have experienced both being limited and
being limitless, they’ve experienced these experiences, which are experiences contrary to
one another, and contrary things are such as to be most unlike (158e2-9a2). In accordance
with each experience of the two, they would be like both themselves and one another,
while in accordance with both these, in both ways, most contrary and most unlike (159a24). Parmenides’ conclusion is comprised of at least seven propositions: (1) one thing is
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like another, for both have a limit; (2) one thing is like another, for both are limitless; (3)
one thing is like itself, for it has a limit; (4) one thing is like itself, for it is limitless; (5)
one thing is unlike another, for the former has a limit and the latter is limitless; (6) one
thing is unlike another, for the former is limitless and the latter has a limit; and (7) one
thing is unlike itself, for it has a limit and is limitless. 150 Parmenides’ apparently
excessive demonstration clarifies why there must be a limit: if the beings were simply
limitless, they would be like in every way, completely homogeneous, both in relation to
themselves and to others. They must both have a limit and be limitless if they are to be
unlike one another. Only then could they be distinct from one another, i.e. distinct as like
themselves and unlike one another. Yet for this reason, they are also unlike themselves,
inasmuch as their limitlessness attests to a complexity greater than that attested to by the
limit. The grounds for the experience of heterogeneity are necessarily the grounds for
confusion about the limit. Parmenides’ earlier nominalization of apeira into apeiria
indicates that even the articulation of limitlessness proceeds within the context of the
limited (158d6; cf. 3.VIII.7). In order for our experience to be, the eidē must be, and they
must be problematic. We see that the skeptic’s grounds for doubting the eidē are the very
grounds for establishing them: inasmuch as unity is part of our experience, its must be.
When the skeptic’s logos is inspected in the fourth through eighth deductions, the
meaning of this argument will come out in full (cf. esp. 3.VIII.6, IX.3).
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One could perhaps add an eighth: one thing is unlike itself, for it is limitless and has a limit.
The claim that this proposition is different from the seventh would be based on the by now familiar claim
that the beginning point is determinative of one’s conclusions.
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17. Like so many before it, this lesson is lost on Aristoteles. He reacts to the
contradictory presentation of the different things by saying it runs the risk of being the
case (159a4). The argument has been similar to Zeno’s against the pluralists: the beings
are unlike inasmuch as they are many, and like inasmuch as they all are (cf. 2.II.1). This
argument seems to have two effects: first, of leading to the sort of philosophic despair
about intelligibility that the skeptic embraced and, second, of leading to the eidē as the
true metaphysical premises of logos, as Socrates had. For Aristoteles’ part, however, his
discomfiture with the conclusion betrays his lack of understanding of the premises at
play. As the deduction comes to a close, it grows still more apparent that he is going the
way of the skeptic. Parmenides first concludes the argument about likeness and
unlikeness: in this way, they agree, the different things themselves would be both like and
unlike both themselves and one another (159a5-6). Rather than proceed through a series
of other terms, Parmenides wraps up the deduction quite quickly: same and other than
one another, and moving and at rest, and all the contrary experiences—they will no
longer with difficulty find the things different than the one have experienced these, since
they appeared also to have experienced these things (159a6-b1). Aristoteles responds that
Parmenides speaks correctly (159b1). That is, Aristoteles asserts that Parmenides is
correct to say (legein) that they will find with no difficulty that the different things have
experienced all the contraries, both those listed and those not listed. Because he affirms
all the contraries without hearing which ones Parmenides means, Aristoteles affirms the
ease of demonstrating contradiction. For Aristoteles to accept this ease without attention
to the individual terms is for him to prove, once again, his ignorance of analytic
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obfuscation, for only through attention to the logos’ effect on other terms can the
particular contradictions emerge.
18. The third deduction contained two reactions to the findings of the first and
second deductions. The first reaction attempted a temporal, genetic synthesis out of a fear
of contradiction in being. That synthesis failed, and accordingly requires a relaxation of
the principle of non-contradiction, itself a function of the demand of precision. Such a
relaxation has come in the second reaction, which dovetailed neatly with the one of the
second deduction. Yet in the second reaction we have also seen that the grounds for the
intelligibility of the beings and the heterogeneity of experience are also the grounds for
doubt about intelligibility: contradiction can lead us to deny the eidē no less than to assert
them. This doubt has emerged also as a function of a fear of contradiction, which
Aristoteles exhibits. Aristoteles’ fear has grown into a general distrust of logos, for
contradictory conclusions have, to his mind, grown easy to demonstrate, no matter what
they are. There is no need in his mind to take care to look at the premises of a conclusion.
Yet as the second deduction has shown, the contradictions that emerge are specific to the
premises, and are a function of the partial understanding that is contained in any single
proposition or opinion. Thus, given a set of premises, certain contradictions will be more
difficult to demonstrate than others. And, likewise, to prove such-and-such a proposition
requires that we understand which premises in particular will lead us there. Therefore, as
we have seen throughout, Aristoteles’ distrust is based on an insufficient understanding
of analytic obfuscation, and, by extension, a lack of awareness of the nature of being and
intelligibility as the grounds for that obfuscation. As Parmenides continues into the fourth
deduction, which will consider the different things with respect to themselves and thus as
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separate from the one, and through the fifth through eighth deductions, which will
consider the consequences of the one that is not, we will encounter the variety of
positions held by the skeptic.151 Parmenides will articulate the logos that undergirds the
philosophic despair that Aristoteles has begun to enter. He will show Socrates the
skeptic’s particular confusion and resistance to philosophy by articulating for him what I
call the logic of despair. By the end, the logic of despair will turn on itself, reestablishing
the positive hypothesis on the basis of the negative and showing, thereby, not only that
philosophy is possible, but necessary (cf. 3.IX).

Section IV:
Fourth Deduction (159b2 – 160b2)
1. Parmenides announces the fourth deduction as follows: if they allow these things
already as apparent, should they inspect it again, if one is, as to whether the things
different than the one are not this way or this way alone (monon) (159b2-4)? Aristoteles
says they certainly should (159b4). They decide to say from the beginning, if one is, what
the things different than the one must have experienced (159b4-6). If the third deduction
argued for the necessity of approaching the likeness and unlikeness of experience by
means of the eidē, which are intelligible only insofar as knowledge is dialectical in
character, and thus not propositional, then to demonstrate that this is the only way to
understand the different things would effectively affirm philosophy as the sole tenable
response to our sensory experience, as both possible and necessary (cf. 3.III.16). As
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We see now why Parmenides put the greatest impasse in the mouth of an anonymous
interlocutor: the argument is deeply bound up with a certain psychology (cf. 2.III.25).
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we’ve anticipated, however, Parmenides does in fact come up with another way to
understand the different things. Contrary to the intimate relationship between the human
being and the one found in the second and third deductions, Parmenides starts the fourth
on the premise that the one is separate from the different things, and the different things
are separate from the one (159b6-7). In understanding the different things as separate
from the one, and likewise in reverse, the fourth deduction takes the position of the
skeptic, who argued that the eidē and the particulars don’t stand in relation to one
another. 152 Does Parmenides suggest thereby that philosophy isn’t the sole tenable
response to experience? As we will see in the course of the argument, Parmenides will
perform a reductio on this understanding, thus pushing us back into the philosophic
approach. The conclusion will be that, if one is, we must have access to it, for the
skeptic’s initial position, that of unbridgeable separation, proves untenable.
2. Aristoteles wants to know why they’re separate, so Parmenides presents the
following argument: besides these things there surely isn’t another, which is different
from the one while different from the different things, for all things are said whenever
“both the one and the different things” should be uttered (159b7-c1). Aristoteles assents
that these are indeed all things (159c1-2). Separation requires understanding the separate
beings non-contextually. The two is not one in the case of the one and the different
things. And yet we note that their conjunction is exhaustive of a larger category, “all
things,” i.e. the one and the different things are indeed one, inasmuch as they account for
all things. That Parmenides links the two terms by means of te kai only drives this point
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further home, for te kai implies intimacy and, as we saw earlier, an implicit unity (cf.
3.I.6, II.9-10). The argument can only drive toward a strong separation between the one
and the different things by bringing them close together. It denies that there is a third
thing, while asserting that out of the conjunction of the two together a third thing arises,
“all things.” The skeptic’s position thus asserts an absolute disjunction while relying on a
simultaneous conjunction and disjunction, i.e. on the principle of intelligibility by which
the philosophic approach of the second and third deductions takes its bearings. Indeed,
only in this way can the disjunction itself be intelligible. Thus in their conclusion, the
language of parts as “being-in” wholes as returns: there isn’t still anything other than
these things, in which same thing both the one and the different things would be, so that
the one and the different things are never in the same thing, and thus separate (159c2-4).
We expect, and shall see, that the skeptic’s excessive disjunction of the one and the
different things will implicitly have to admit some conjunction. Going off of the last
deduction, however, we anticipate that if there is no unity among the beings, then being
must be completely homogeneous (cf. 3.II.53-4, III.16).
3. Having separated the one and the different things, Parmenides makes a
comment that is revealing about the sort of unity the fourth deduction invokes: they also
don’t say (phamen) the truly one (to hōs alēthōs hen) has parts (159c5-6). Neither, then,
would the one be a whole in the different things, nor are they parts of it, if it is both
separate from the different things and doesn’t have parts (159c6-d1). So, the different
things would partake of the one in no single manner (oudeni tropō), partaking neither as
regards some part nor as regards the whole (159d1-2). Aristoteles says it seems not
(159d2-3). The different things are in no way one then, and the one is in no way in them
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(159d3-4). We recall that it was the one of the first deduction that didn’t have parts. And
as Parmenides’ use of phamen further reminds us, the first deduction concluded that we
could not even speak of such a one.153 Parmenides thus indicates with this statement that
the fourth deduction’s determination of the different things is premised on the one of the
first deduction and, accordingly, doesn’t take into account the place of the human being
in relation to unity. As a result, the principle of intelligibility, that one thing must be two,
implicitly developed in the first deduction and advanced to the forefront in the second, is
denied here. Indeed, Parmenides’ attempt to separate the one and the different things
required drawing them together, arguing against the principle of intelligibility by means
of the very same principle. As a result, phusis, the precondition of intelligibility, and its
cognates don’t occur after the third deduction. By taking recourse to the one of the first
deduction, the skeptic adopts rule’s standard of knowledge as precise unity, while
rejecting any claim to have access to that unity. Inasmuch as the skeptic’s denial of the
one’s presence among the different things relies on the implicit assertion of the unity of
the one and the different things as “all things,” he will eventually have to confront this
assertion. This is the path the logic of despair will take: ultimately it will be found that if
the one is not, then the one must be (cf. 3.IX). The skeptic will have to face what this
unity is that he so firmly denies. He will have to ask, as the training as a whole is meant
to discover, what sort of one it is that can stand in relation to the human being, such that
we speak of it intelligibly.
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Cornford also notes that the fourth deduction “deduces the consequences for the Others,” ta
alla, “from the present,” which is to say first deduction’s, “supposition of a bare One, which must remain in
complete abstraction and cannot communicate its character” (Cornford 1977, 122-3, 213-7). He does not,
however, connect this passage with the skeptic’s challenge in Parmenides’ critique.
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4. The denial of unity’s presence among the different things leads to the following
absurd conclusion: neither are the different things many, for each of them would be one
part of the whole, if they were many, but now the things different than the one are neither
one nor many nor a whole nor parts, since they in no way partake of it (159d4-7). The
denial of the plurality of the different things would necessitate that they be one. Yet if
there is anything true of our experience, is not that it is manifold? In speaking of the
different things, do we not mean to indicate a plurality? Parmenides’ next claim clarifies
the position: neither, then, are the different things two or three, nor are these present in
them, if indeed they are in all ways devoid of the one (159d7-e1). Parmenides’ claim
seems to be that the different things don’t admit of an arithmetical determination, i.e. they
cannot be isolated and enumerated. So, we could still speak of the different things as
limitless and not admitting of number. The denial of number, however, leads to a still
further complication. They continue: nor, then, are the different things themselves like
and unlike to the one, nor are likeness and unlikeness present in them, for if they were
themselves like and unlike or they were to have likeness and unlikeness in themselves,
the things different than the one would surely have in themselves two eidē contrary to
one another (159e2-6). Parmenides denies that the different things can be like or unlike
the one not by claiming that being like the one would in some way make them one, but
rather that to partake of the eidē is impossible since nothing one can be in them. Likeness
and unlikeness, the phenomena that lead us to speak eponymously in the first place, are
thus denied from the different things we experience.
5. Parmenides links the denial of participation in these eidē with the denial of the
principle of intelligibility. They agree that it would be impossible for what couldn’t
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partake of even one to partake of some two things together (duoin tinoin) (159e6-7).
Unity is necessary to duality, especially to the intimate duality of the contrary eidē of
likeness and unlikeness. Parmenides thus issues the conclusion: neither, then, are the
different things like nor unlike nor both, for being like or unlike, they would partake of
one other eidos, while being both it would partake of both the two contraries (duoin toin
enantioin), and these things appeared impossible (159e8-60a2). Aristoteles says this is
true (160a2). The conclusion draws together many elements of the preceding. Likeness
and unlikeness are again said to be contraries, but are now put in the dual, implying
things as contrary as likeness and unlikeness are still somehow one. Further, the
argument denies likeness and unlikeness by way of number, which it can only do because
the eidos of each is one. The argument thus concludes with a denial of the ability of the
different things to partake in all the eidē: neither, then, have they experienced the same
nor other, neither moving nor resting, neither coming to be nor perishing, neither more
nor less nor equal, nor anything else among these sorts of things, for if the different
things submit to having experienced any such sort of thing, they will partake of one and
of two together and of three and odd and even, of which things it appeared impossible for
them to partake, since they are in all respects and in all ways devoid of the one (160a4b1). Aristoteles agrees that this is most true (160b2). The absurd conclusion is thus
reached that the different things experience nothing. Yet if both the one of the first
deduction, here invoked, and the different things of the fourth experience nothing, and
these constitute “all things,” then nothing experiences anything, and everything is
homogeneity without difference. Aside from the logical contradiction of saying the
different things cannot be different, there is of course the observational truth that we
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experience likeness, unlikeness, motion, rest, etc. even if only imprecisely in
appearances. The skeptic must therefore rethink the different things alongside the eidē,
while denying any unity among the beings. He must examine the negative version of the
hypothesis, if one is not.

Section V:
First Summary (160b2 – 160b4)
1. The logic of despair thus shifts to the final four deductions. Before moving on,
however, Parmenides summarizes the findings of the first four. In this way, if one is, the
one both is all things (panta) and is not even one thing, both with respect to itself and
with respect to the different things in just this way (160b2-3). The summary is somewhat
hyperbolic, specifically as regards the claim that the one has been found to be all things.
To be sure, the one has been shown to be many, often contradictory things. Yet they have
selected and gone through only certain terms, and not, impossibly, every term
individually. We recall that Parmenides said that, when considering a hypothesis in
training, we must examine its consequences with respect to secondary terms, whichever
we select—both with respect to many (pleiō) and with respect to all together (sumpanta)
(136b8-c2). Because going through all things requires giving limitless logoi, the training
is impossibly difficult, as Socrates then noted (cf. 136c6-7). We either go through many
secondary terms, or we take them all together as one. The hyperbole thus consists in
taking the many terms gone through to be all the terms, and not taking “all” to mean all
of them together as one whole (sumpanta), but to mean an aggregate of all individual
terms (panta). The above insight indicated that, because the training must end, the logoi
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gone through could never be exhaustive of the possible logoi, and thus that a limit must
be placed on the limitless possible logoi (cf. 2.IV.15). The hyperbole thus stems not
simply from ignorance of the fact that we are fundamentally limited in our attempt to
determine the beings, but from the ungrounded confidence that, at worst, such a limit has
indeed been achieved or, at best, such a limit could easily be reached.
2. Accordingly, the form of philosophy that Parmenides subsequently intended to
introduce had to understand the limited logoi to be a function of the interlocutors (cf.
2.IV.18-19). As a result, Parmenides’ selection of Aristoteles became all the more
significant: Parmenides chose to go through a training fitting for Socrates’ beautiful and
divine drive for logoi with someone who wouldn’t make much trouble in the argument
(cf. 2.IV.17). The training was therefore embarked upon in such a way that it would
display for Socrates the gulf between teaching and learning (cf. 2.IV.18). This gulf grew
most apparent in the final part of the second deduction (cf. 3.II.70-1). It has now thrown
Aristoteles into the skeptic’s despair, the logic of which Parmenides is in the midst of
displaying: after Parmenides has offered him the hyperbolic summary, Aristoteles agrees
that the description is in all ways completely so (pantelōs men oun) (160b4). His failure
to have discerned the hyperbole betrays his lack of attention to the logos, this failure now
coming to the fore thematically in the very arguments of the training. That is, as
Parmenides shows us the difficulties in the logic of despair, Aristoteles’ despair will lead
him to grow more and more negligent of the argument. As we will see in the final
summary, the hyperbole will only increase as his despair becomes universal (cf. 3.X).
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Section VI:
Fifth Deduction (160b5 – 163b6)
1. We see, then, the necessity of picking up the negative hypothesis that one is not: to
maintain that unity is among all things, while separate from what’re different from it, is
to employ unity, and thus claim to have access to it, in order to deny that very same
access. Therefore, the skeptic cannot deny access to unity while maintaining it is, but
must deny that unity is at all and posit thereby the negative hypothesis that one is not.
Parmenides begins his treatment of the last four deductions just as he began the first four:
“well, then” or “let it be” (eien) (160b5; cf. 137c4). We are reminded of what we noted
then, that the limit placed on the limitless possible logoi comes into being as a function of
the interlocutors (cf. 2.IV.19). Parmenides asks Aristoteles whether what must follow, if
the one is not, is to be inspected after this (160b5-6). Aristoteles says it is to be inspected
(160b6). That these logoi are suggests that logos is inextricably bound up with being, a
suggestion that will prove to be the undoing of the negative version of the hypothesis (cf.
3.IX). If one is not and logos is bound with being, then how can one speak of what is not?
This difficulty is implicit in Parmenides’ introduction to the present deduction.
Parmenides begins by going on a brief digression on what the hypothesis “if one is not”
means, before he announces that they’ll speak from the beginning about the hypothesis
(cf. 160d2). Whereas in his first announcement he says they’ll inspect what must follow
(ti chrē sumbainein), in his second he says they’ll say what must be (ti chrē einai).
Parmenides’ two announcements suggest that his determination of the hypothesis in the
opening digression will, as we’ve already anticipated, only be able to examine the
consequences (ta sumbainonta) if it attributes being to those consequences. To speak of
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what is not is to speak of it as something that is. The cause of this difficulty should
become apparent in the brief digression between the two announcements.
2. Parmenides begins the digression by asking Aristoteles what the hypothesis
itself, if one is not, would be (160b6-7). Parmenides’ opening question explicitly says the
hypothesis is. To articulate the hypothesis—what it refers to, what it means—is to say
what it is. Before Aristoteles can answer, Parmenides immediately follows by asking
whether it differs from this hypothesis, if not-one is not (160b6-8). Aristoteles agrees it
differs (160b8). They agree that it doesn’t only differ, but also that to say “if not-one is
not” is in all ways the contrary of saying “if one is not” (160b8-c2). Parmenides replaces
the question about the being of the hypothesis with a question about its relation to other
hypotheses. As we will see, the overarching concern of the fifth deduction is to examine
the connection between being and relationality. That is, can we maintain non-being is “in
all ways the contrary” of being, and thus that it stands in relation to being, without
making non-being a being? Parmenides establishes the link between being and
relationality by construing negation as otherness. Putting a question forward on behalf of
a hypothetical interlocutor, Parmenides proceeds as follows: what if someone were to say
(legoi) “if greatness is not” or “smallness is not”—or some other thing of these sorts of
things—then wouldn’t it be clear, as regards each, that he would mean (legoi) that what is
not is something other (160c2-4)? Aristoteles agrees (160c5). They agree that now it
would also be clear that he means (legei) what is not is other than the different things,
whenever he should say if one is not, and that they allow what he says (160c5-7). As
Parmenides brings the hypotheses in relation to one another, he puts them into the mouth
of an interlocutor. He draws attention to the hypotheses as part of the human being’s
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attempt to speak about being. The experience of non-being, specifically of the non-being
of unity, is part of man’s experience of being. Parmenides’ use of an hypothetical
interlocutor has us look at ourselves and consider what it means that the training, meant
to help us understand the beings, has brought us to consider the meaning of non-being.
The last four deductions will in part set forth for Socrates why being should occasion or
require an inquiry into non-being (cf. 4.I.4).
3. Parmenides continues: first, then, the hypothetical interlocutor means
something known (gnōston), then a thing other than the different things, whenever he
should say one, whether setting being or non-being in addition to it, for what is said (to
legomenon) not to be and that it differs from the different things are nonetheless known
(gignōsketai) (160c7-d2). Asked whether this is the case or not, Aristoteles says it’s
necessarily so (160d2). Because the fifth deduction is concerned with relationality, it is
concerned with intelligibility, i.e. the relation between man and the one that is not. The
fifth deduction seems, then, to parallel the second, and not the first, as we’d expect.
Accordingly, it says much of how the one relates to the different things. Likewise, in the
sixth deduction they understand the one to be separate from the different things, and
attempt to determine it in relation to itself (cf. 3.VII.1). Nevertheless, the shift from the
fifth to the sixth deduction parallels that from the first to the second: both the first and
fifth culminate in the contradiction that the one both is and is not, to which the second
and sixth function as a corrective. Accordingly, the fifth doesn’t take into account how
the human being can relate to the one that is not, whereas the sixth does. In other words,
the apparent reversal of the deductions is a function of the negativity of the hypothesis:
the one that is not must be held at a distance, as it is in the sixth deduction, and not close
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in relation, as in the fifth.154 The fifth deduction’s error, for which the opening digression
lays the basis, is to combine the principle of intelligibility for the one that is with the one
that is not. The fifth deduction thus considers whether the principle of intelligibility
derived from an inquiry into being can be applied to non-being. As we will see, the
answer will be no (cf. 3.VI.4, 12). Just as the one of the first deduction, the one of the
fifth will culminate in the observation that the one of which they speak cannot be spoken
of. Whereas the second deduction focused on speaking about the one that is, the sixth will
focus on not speaking about the one that is not (cf. 3.VII.1). In this way the fifth and sixth
deductions are indeed the respective heirs to the first and second.
4. Returning from the opening digression, Parmenides announces the beginning of
the deduction proper: let this be spoken, then, from the beginning, if one is not, what
must be (160d3). We recall that Parmenides shifts from “what must follow” to “what
must be,” which implies that deducing consequences is deducing things that are. This was
expounded in the opening digression in which being stands in relation to the human being
by way of knowledge, the focus of the second deduction. The fifth and second
deductions’ shared focus on the relation of the one to man by way of knowledge grows
more apparent as Parmenides proceeds. They agree that, first, this thing must belong to it,
as it seems, that there be knowledge (epistēmēn), or else it isn’t the case that what is said
is known, whenever someone should say, “if one is not” (160d4-6). We see that
Parmenides concentrates on preserving the intelligibility of the one, just as in the second
deduction. Parmenides continues emphasizing relationality: the different things are other
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than it, or else it isn’t the case that the thing being said is other than the different things
(160d6-8). Further, in addition to knowledge, otherness is for it, for the hypothetical
interlocutor does not mean the otherness of the different things, whenever he should say
the one is other than the different things, but rather that of the one (160d8-e2). From the
general relation of otherness and the specific relation of knowledge, Parmenides
concludes that the one that isn’t (to mē on hen) partakes of the “that” and the “something”
and “of this” and “to this” and “of these” and all such sorts of things, for neither the one
nor what’re other than the one could be said, nor could anything be for it or of it, nor
could anything be said, if it were to have no part (metēn) of that thing nor of these
different things (160e2-7). The focus on relationality, in the form of intelligibility and
speech, clearly brings to bear on the one that is not the lessons the second deduction
taught about the one that is.
5. The second deduction explored the implication of the principle of intelligibility,
that to be intelligible is to be both one and two. That is, in order to know something, we
must break it into parts and view it in many contexts, thus making it many. The implicit
claim that these many things cohere into one thing requires participation. This too must
also hold for the one that is not, then. In the prior argument, Parmenides implicitly
asserted that the one that is not admits of participation, when he spoke of it as having a
part (meteinai). Parmenides next brings this assumption to the fore alongside the nonbeing of the one: it wouldn’t be possible for the one to be, since it isn’t, but nothing
prevents it from partaking of many things, but it’s even necessary, if indeed that very
thing, the one, is not, and not another thing (160e7-1a2). If, indeed, neither the one nor
that thing will not be, but the logos is about something else, then it must in no way be
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uttered; but if that thing, the one, and not another thing is laid down as not being, then it’s
also necessary for it to have a part of the “that” and of many different things (161a2-5).
Only because the one participates in such-and-such a unique group of beings can we
distinguish it from anything else. Otherwise, the application of the term “one” to “is not”
would be without content, and it would be unclear whether “one is not” meant that this
thing, i.e. the one, or another thing is not. The logos must be about the one. We must
therefore situate the one among the beings in our speaking about it. Yet Parmenides is
clear that it’s impossible for the one to be. The fifth deduction thus contradicts the second
in assuming the separability of logos and being (cf. 3.II.5). The success of the fifth
deduction thus turns on the skeptic’s ability to speak of the one while denying that it is.
The fifth deduction will test whether such a position is tenable or whether the skeptic
must revise his position in order to remain consistent. The logic of despair broke down in
the fourth deduction by having the human being implicitly stand in relation to what was
explicitly said to be entirely separate—namely, the one that is in no way many; now, in
the fifth, Parmenides examines the logic of the skeptic’s attempt to clarify what is said
not to be with reference to what is.
6. Having set up the problem facing the skeptic’s position, Parmenides continues
by considering a number of secondary terms, of which the one that is not may or may not
participate. In the short arguments that follow, Aristoteles proves still more confused and
incapable of assessing the premises of the argument than before. They begin simply
enough, agreeing in quick succession that unlikeness is also for it, with respect to the
different things, for the things different than the one would be other since they’re of
another sort, and things of another sort are of a different sort, and things of a different
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sort are unlike (161a6-b1). So, if indeed they are unlike the one, it’s clear that what’re
unlike would be unlike an unlike, so that unlikeness would also be for the one, with
respect to which unlikeness the different things would be unlike it (161b1-4). Parmenides
then asks Aristoteles whether, if unlikeness to the different things is for it, it isn’t then
necessary there be likeness to itself for it (161b4-6). Aristoteles asks how this is the case
(161b6). He requests a demonstration for the proposition of self-likeness, but not for
mutual unlikeness—a peculiar request, since the two seem so intimately bound together:
only by remaining like itself can something remain unlike another. Parmenides makes
this simple point to Aristoteles in his explanation: if there were unlikeness to the one for
the one, then surely the logos wouldn’t concern a sort of thing such as the one, nor would
the hypothesis be about one, but about another thing than one, which it mustn’t, so that
for the one there must be likeness of itself to itself (161b6-c2). Parmenides uses
Aristoteles’ inattention to the premises of the argument as occasion to note what is at
stake in such inattention: nothing less than the logos in which they are presently engaged
and the hypothesis of which that logos is a part. If Aristoteles’ inattention conceals the
hypothesis and its various logoi from him, then there is every danger that they will cease
talking about the one, but rather be speaking about another thing. Aristoteles is unfit to
assess the premises of his emerging skepticism: the testing of the logic of despair must
proceed in absentia of the skeptic, even when he’s there.155
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Plato’s more thorough analysis of this difficulty can be found in the Protagoras and
Theaetetus. Protagoras’ unwillingness to continue inspecting his position in the former dialogue means
Socrates must reanimate him in the latter and inspect his metaphysical skepticism in his thesis that nothing
is one in itself. Just as in the Parmenides, so too in the Theaetetus is a philosopher unable examine the
skeptic’s position with the skeptic, for the skeptic’s position appeals to someone lacking the drive to look to
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7. Parmenides next moves on from likeness to equality and in the process draws
attention both to the difficulties in the skeptic’s premises and to Aristoteles’ ignorance of
them. Continuing, Parmenides argues that, in addition, neither is the one, in turn, equal to
the different things, for if it were (eiē) equal, both would it already be (eiē) and would it
be like (eiē homoion) them as regards equality, but both these are impossible, since one is
not (161c3-5). Aristoteles agrees they’re impossible (161c6). Parmenides precludes the
one’s being equal to the different things on two grounds: being-equal is a mode of
likeness and of being. The preceding argument precludes the former with respect to the
different things, while the very hypothesis, that the one is not, precludes the latter. The
two grounds reflect the perspective of the fifth deduction: the non-being of the one and
the attempt to situate it among the beings. As we saw, for this, being and logos must be
separable (cf. 3.VI.5). The argument at hand seems to deny such separability, for to say
the one partakes of anything is to say it is of such-and-such a sort, being and logos
thereby bound up with one another. Of these two grounds, however, only the link
between equality and likeness is made to bear on the argument that follows. Since it isn’t
(ouk esti) equal to the different things, then it’s also necessary, they agree, that the
different things not be equal to it (mē isa einai) (161c6-7). Parmenides binds the negation
in the statement, “the one is not equal to the different things” to equality, and not to
being. Being implicitly stays, therefore, with the one in the conclusion: since things that
aren’t equal (ta…mē isa) are unequal (anisa) and unequal things are unequal to an
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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the fundamental premises of his thinking. This is not an ad hominem argument, for the skeptic’s position
falls apart in principle, but rather the psychological account of why a false position can appear true. Hence
the further difficulty of teaching over inquiry that Parmenides pointed out to Socrates.
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unequal thing, the one would also partake of inequality, with respect to which inequality
the different things would be (estin) unequal to it (161c7-d1). If the different things are
unequal to the one, then the one must be unequal to them, and thus somehow be.
Aristoteles does not push the argument, nor does he notice how the present argument
contradicts the premises of the immediately preceding argument.
8. As he continues, Parmenides links Aristoteles’ inattention to the inseparability
of logos and being to the principle of intelligibility from the second deduction.
Parmenides begins with the assertion that inequality is both greatness and smallness
(161d1-2). Aristoteles reasonably agrees (161d2). The argument thus begins with the
explication of one term—inequality—by breaking it into two parts—greatness and
smallness—so as to make it intelligible. The argument takes a false turn, however, when
Parmenides adds that there is, then, also both greatness and smallness for this sort of one
(161d3-4). Aristoteles says this runs the risk of being the case (161d4). While he is
correctly wary of the argument, Aristoteles does not ask for an explanation. He is
certainly not wholly aware that what partakes of the species inequality needn’t partake of
every genus of inequality. Going on a short digression, Parmenides is able to bring
equality back in. First they agree that greatness and smallness are always most opposed to
one another, together (allēloin), so that there’s always something between these two
(autoin) (161d4-6). Parmenides then asks Aristoteles whether he is able to say anything
else is between these two than equality (161d6-7). Aristoteles says he isn’t able, but that
it’s just this thing (161d7). So, Parmenides continues, for whatever there is greatness and
smallness, for this there is also equality, since it’s between these two (161d7-8).
Aristoteles says it appears so (161e1). Parmenides thus concludes that, for the one that is
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not, as it seems, it would have a part of equality and greatness and smallness (161e1-2).
Aristoteles agrees that it seems so (161e2). Because they have erroneously agreed that
whatever partakes of inequality also partakes of both smallness and greatness, the
intimacy of the contraries smallness and greatness as two species of inequality is
projected onto what partakes of inequality, so that, by being both greater and smaller than
another, it must also be equal to it. Two needless contradictions thus emerge: the one is
both greater and smaller than the different things and both equal and unequal to them.
Indeed, the argument forces us to the conclusion that whatever is unequal to another thing
must, by virtue of this inequality, also be equal to it.
9. Aristoteles was troubled as the last argument proceeded, and rightly so, for the
difficulties are quite glaring. And yet he wasn’t troubled by the earlier argument, in
which he spoke of the one that is not as though it were. Despite the fact that he is
unaware of the inconsistency in the premises and not inclined to take them up, he
nevertheless desires his account remain consistent with itself, and is troubled by the
prospect that it isn’t. Throughout both, he does not push Parmenides to explain what
troubles him. In the argument that follows, Parmenides brings out the contradiction in the
premises of the skeptic’s assertion of the non-being of the one. In addition, Parmenides
continues, it’s necessary for it to partake in some way of ousia (161e3). Aristoteles
rightly wants to know how this is the case (161e3-4). Parmenides explains: it’s necessary
for it to be such (echein…houtōs) as they say, for if it isn’t such (houtōs echei), they
(hēmeis) wouldn’t speak truly when saying the one is not, and if truly, it’s clear that they
say things that are (161e4-6). Aristoteles agrees that it’s this way (houtō) (161e7).
Whenever they say they speak truly, it’s necessary, they agree, for them also to say things
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that are (161e7-2a1). Using echō with an adverb as a substitute for einai with an
adjective, Parmenides argues that speaking of how things hold (hōs echein) is speaking
truly, and that speaking truly is saying the things that are. This perhaps excessively
complicated way of connecting logos to being indicates the extent to which that
connection remains unapparent, and thus the extent to which we can ignore it. That is,
because we use logos in order to speak truly the things that are, our speech is initially
directed toward the beings and not toward the activity of speaking. Only now does
Parmenides bring to the fore the question implicit in his positing a hypothetical
interlocutor at the outset: what does it mean for non-being to be part of our experience of
being (cf. 3.VI.2)? And since non-being is part of this experience, how does it stand with
respect to being? Parmenides does for Aristoteles what the latter should have done
himself, but did not, because he is disinclined to take up the premises of the argument,
even when suspicious of the argument.
10. Parmenides applies the account, that to speak truly is to speak the things that
are, to the one that isn’t: the one that isn’t (to hen ouk on), as it seems, is, then, for if it
wont be what isn’t, but somehow lets go of being as regards not being, it will
straightaway be, which Aristoteles agrees is in all ways the case (162a1-4). The
mediation non-being has by way of being leads Parmenides to give a quite complicated
account of the state or mode of being (ousia) of what is and what is not: it’s bound (dei),
then, Parmenides continues, to have being-what-is-not as a bind (desmon) on non-being,
if it isn’t going to be, likewise so must being have not-being-what-is-not, so that it will, in
turn, be completely, for thus would being most be and not being not be: on the one hand,
what is by partaking of the state-of-being (ousia) of being-a-being and of the state-of!
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non-being of not-being-a-non-being—if it’s going to be completely—and, on the other
hand, what is not by partaking of the state-of-non-being of not-being-a-being and of the
state-of-being of being-a-non-being—if what is not will, in turn, not be completely
(162a4-b3).156 To clarify, what is must have both a state of being and a state of nonbeing, for it must be what is and must not be what isn’t. So too must what is not, for it
must be what isn’t and must not be what is. Consistent with the understanding of nonbeing as expressing otherness, being is understood as self-identity and non-being as
difference from another. But if non-being is understood as difference from another, then
“is not” requires two terms, and not just one: the preceding doesn’t seem to make sense
of the hypothesis, “if one is not.” Isn’t negating the being of something a very different
sort of non-being from negating the proposition that one thing is another? If so, then the
non-being of the one cannot be entirely understood under the interpretation of non-being
as the other, i.e. a mode of relationality.
11. Thus despite his prior assent to the preceding as “most true” (162b3), in the
sequel Aristoteles nevertheless remains uncomfortable with the prospect that the one that
isn’t has a state of being (ousia). Since there’s a share (metesti) of non-being for what is
and of being for what is not, it’s necessary, they agree, that there be a share of being, as
regards non-being, for the one, since it isn’t (162b3-6). Parmenides then concludes that it
also appears there’s a state of being for the one, if it isn’t (162b6-7). Aristoteles agrees
that it appears (162b7). And so also a state of non-being, Parmenides adds, since it isn’t
(162b7). Aristoteles assents, asking how this couldn’t be the case (162b8). Despite
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The above translation preserves the text as found in the manuscripts, which the above should
show does not require any tinkering.
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assenting to the necessity driving the argument, Aristoteles is still troubled by saying the
one that is not has a state of being because it isn’t, though he has no problem saying it has
a state of non-being. Despite his suspicion that the one that is not cannot have a state of
being, Aristoteles doesn’t raise his doubts. Nevertheless, Parmenides himself takes up the
contradiction in what follows. They next agree that what is one way (to echon pōs) isn’t
able not to be this way (mē echein houtō) without changing from this state (hexeōs)
(162b9-10). They thus agree that all that is of such a sort—what should be both a certain
way and not this way (ho an houtō te kai mē houtōs echē)—indicates a change (162b10c2). The argument here appears to evoke the first part of the third deduction, in which
they understood contradiction to be a reflection of temporal change (cf. 3.III.2 ff.). It
would seem, then, that just as in the second part of the third deduction, so too here must
the argument be revised so that contradiction is understood to be a reflection of a
complex whole. Yet in the fifth deduction, the one that is not admits of a state of being
inasmuch as it is spoken, i.e. inasmuch as we attempt to articulate what it is that isn’t by
saying true things about it. Further, the one that is not admits of a state of non-being
inasmuch as it is not what is, i.e. inasmuch as the hypothesis simply announces the nonbeing of the one and says no more about it. The contradiction between the state of being
and the state of non-being of the one is thus a consequence of our attempt to go beyond
stating the hypothesis and into an articulation of what the hypothesis concerns.
Parmenides’ temporal understanding of the contradiction is thus entirely appropriate as a
means to understand the temporal process of moving beyond the statement of the
hypothesis and into a clarification of those things of which the one partakes, such that it,
and not something else, is said not to be.
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12. The remainder of the argument will function as a reductio of this process and
force the skeptic to move back from situating the one that is not among the beings and to
leave the hypothesis about the one as stated, and to say nothing further. The logic of
despair must instead remain centered on the different things. Parmenides will do just this
in the sixth deduction (cf. 3.VII.1). As we will see, the reductio will turn on the spatiality
required for such a “situating” and the link between spatiality and being. Parmenides
introduces spatiality into the argument in the next agreement. He first claims that a
change is a motion (metabolē de kinēsis), then immediately asks Aristoteles what they
will say (162c2). Aristoteles agrees it’s a motion (kinēsis) (162c2-3). Parmenides
construes change as motion and thus remains for the time being in the realm of
temporality, while emphasizing the spatiality of that change. He next returns to the one,
recalling how it appeared both to be and not to be (162c3). He then infers that it appeared
to be a certain way and not this way (houtōs…kai ouch houtōs echon) (162c3-4).
Aristoteles hesitantly assents that it seems to be the case (162c4). Thus, Parmenides
concludes, the one that is not also appeared to move, since, indeed, it also appeared to
have (echon) a change from being over to non-being (162c4-6). Aristoteles assents that
this runs the risk of being the case (162c6). Aristoteles proves hesitant at the thrust of the
argument, which presents the one that is not as experiencing the spatiality of motion. But
this spatiality is demanded by the interpretation of non-being as otherness, i.e.
relationality. The fifth deduction began by securing the ability of the one that is not to
relate to us as something known, and thus as something that relates to other, secondary
terms. By setting the relations the one that is not has to other terms, however, a particular
shape or articulation (schēma) emerges, i.e. how the various parts of the one relate to one
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another and the one to everything else. Relationality thus requires spatiality, specifically
as regards the present parts of the matter under consideration. If, however, spatiality is
necessarily bound up with being, as Aristoteles’ hesitance suggests, then the one of the
fifth deduction will in no way differ from that of the second, and the negation of the
hypothesis will not have been meaningful, despite the contrariety they’ve agreed negation
implies (cf. 160b6-c2).
13. In the following argument, Parmenides precludes the one that is not from
moving by showing how the spatiality required by motion cannot apply to what is not.
They continue: if it is indeed nowhere among the beings, as it isn’t, since it is not (ei
mēdamou ge esti tōn ontōn, hōs ouk estin eiper mē estin), then neither would it go away
from somewhere to somewhere (pothen poi) (162c6-8). So it couldn’t move by changing
place (metabainein), they agree (162c8-d1). What is not cannot be anywhere, for to be
somewhere is to be among the beings, which it cannot do, since it is not. And what
cannot be among the beings cannot change place among them, either. The root of
Parmenides’ word for change of place (metabainein) means “to walk” (bainein), an
activity performed by what we perceive by sight, i.e. by spatial beings. By moving, the
one that is not would behave just like the beings. Continuing, Parmenides argues that
neither would it turn on the same point, for nowhere does it touch the same thing, for the
same thing is a being, and it is impossible (adunaton), they agree, for the one that is not
to be in anything among the beings (162d1-4). So the one that is not wouldn’t be able
(dunaito) to turn on that thing in which it isn’t (162d4-5). Just as before, the inability of a
non-being to be among the beings precludes the one from moving. Finally, Parmenides
concludes by arguing that neither does the one differ in any way from itself, whether it is
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or it isn’t, for then the logos wouldn’t still be about the one, since it would have differed
from itself, but about some other thing, to which Aristoteles assents (162d5-8).
Parmenides argues against the one’s exhibiting the third form of motion, not by way of
the impossibility of a non-being’s being among the beings, but by way of the necessity
that logos refer to something that remains the same. Parmenides recalls the argument,
from earlier in the deduction, that the one must partake of many things, or else it
wouldn’t be the one that isn’t, but rather something else. This claim now precludes the
one from moving. And yet the one that is not must change into and move towards being
the moment we attempt to exposit what the hypothesis “if one is not” means. The
deduction thus contradicts the hypothesis by moving a non-being away from its remove
from the beings and toward being among them. That is, the argument that the one moves
maintains that it moves inasmuch as we change it by speaking of it, while the argument
that the one doesn’t move precludes motion by showing that non-being and motion are
incompatible. These points together drive us to the conclusion that logos and non-being
simply cannot be reconciled. To speak of the one that is not of the fifth deduction is to
render it the one that is of the second deduction, and thus implicitly to return to the
positive hypothesis, that one is.
14. Parmenides quickly concludes the argument about motion and rest in a
manner now long familiar, namely by drawing together the prior agreements. If it neither
differed nor turned on the same thing nor changed place then it wouldn’t still in any way
move (162d8-e1). It’s necessary, then, for the motionless to be at peace, and for what’s at
peace to rest (162e1-2). Parmenides thus concludes that the one, as it seems, both rests
and moves because it isn’t (162e2-3). Aristoteles agrees that this seems to be the case
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(162e3). The argument closes by juxtaposing the motion of what is to the peaceful rest of
what is not. Despite this apparently final conclusion, Parmenides continues forward: in
addition, since it does move, there’s a great necessity for it to differ, for however much
something should move, in accordance with this extent it is never just such as it was, but
other (ouketh’ hōsautōs echei hōs eichen, all’ heterōs) (162e4-3a2). Aristoteles agrees it
is such (houtōs) (163a2). That the motion the one undergoes in being spoken of makes it
other than before is striking, considering that the motion occurred because they
interpreted non-being as otherness. Non-being is other than the other, for the other, as
conveying relationality, is among the beings, while non-being cannot be among the
beings. Simply assenting to the argument, Aristoteles does not discern the difficulty.
Parmenides continues: because it moves, the one also differs, while, because it never
moves, it would never differ (163a2-4). So, insofar as the one that isn’t moves, it differs,
while insofar as it doesn’t move it doesn’t differ (163a4-6). Parmenides argued that
differing means that the logos won’t be about the same thing any longer, which means
that in order to keep the one from differing, Parmenides must simply pronounce the
hypothesis as a denial of any state of being for the one, and no more. This will be the way
of the sixth deduction (cf. 3.VII.1).
15. Parmenides thus concludes that the one that is not both differs and doesn’t
differ (163a6-7). Aristoteles assents that it appears to be the case (163a7). Aristoteles
seems more troubled by the contradiction in the conclusion than he is by the conclusion
that the one that is not differs, even though the latter is the crux of the fifth deduction’s
error. Although Parmenides has followed the fifth deduction through to the end and
indicated the shift necessary for the sixth, Aristoteles has not understood the path they’ve
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taken. Parmenides will have to continue to examine the skeptic’s position without the
skeptic (cf. 3.VI.6). In the sixth deduction, Parmenides will amend the skeptic’s position
by keeping the one that is not from being, i.e. by avoiding the change from non-being to
being that logos effected in the fifth. Parmenides makes some quick closing comments on
this motion before moving on. It’s necessary, they agree, that what differs comes to be
other than earlier, while perishing from the earlier state (hexeōs), but what doesn’t differ
neither comes to be nor perishes (163a7-b2). And so the one that is not, because it differs,
both comes to be and perishes, while, because it doesn’t differ, neither comes to be nor
perishes, and in this way the one that isn’t both comes to be and perishes and neither
comes to be nor perishes (163b2-6). The moment we speak of what the one that isn’t is,
we bring it into being, while, when ceasing to do so, we let it perish back into nonbeing.157 The one that is not must be left at rest or peace, and Parmenides must avoid the
genesis that occurs when it is spoken of in order to preserve the coherence of the logic of
despair.
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Because Cornford interprets the argument of the fifth deduction as resting on a distinction
between being qua entity and being qua existence, this passage strikes him as obviously fallacious, as it
must be, if he is right about what precedes; accordingly, he is forced to claim that this argument refers to
the second deduction (Cornford 1977, 217 ff.). However, we could take Parmenides’ discussion to imply,
as I think is correct, that the distinction between being qua existence and being qua entity does not apply on
the noetic level: while it is true that such-and-such a thing may be an entity and not exist because it can be
conceived of or thought, being-thought is the very existence of a noetic entity.
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Section VII:
Sixth Deduction (163b7 – 164b4)
1. Parmenides suggests they back to the beginning again, looking to whether these things,
from just now, will appear for them, or other things (163b7-8). Aristoteles says it must be
done (163b8). Parmenides begins by asking whether, if one is not, they say what must
follow concerning it (163b8-c1). Aristoteles assents (163c2). The opening announcement
differs slightly from the last in interpreting the act of deduction as “things appearing” by
“saying what must follow.” The fifth deduction began by suggesting that to speak the
consequences of the hypothesis that one is not is to speak things that are about what is not
(cf. 3.VI.1). This suggestion was borne out by the trajectory of the argument, which
attempted to situate the one that is not among the beings. The ultimate consequence of
situating the one in this manner was that it changed and differed the moment they spoke
of it. The one that is not must therefore be kept at a distance from what is and,
accordingly, speech or logos. Parmenides thus begins by interpreting the hypothesis as a
strict separation of being and non-being: “is not” (to…mē estin), whenever they should
speak it, indicates nothing else, they agree, than the absence of a state of being (ousias
apousian) for this thing, which they say is not (163c2-4). Parmenides then asks
Aristoteles whether it’s the case that, whenever they should say something is not, that
they say it is not in one way, but is in another, or whether saying this thing, “is not,”
simply indicates that what is not in no way and nowhere is, nor somehow partakes of a
state of being (163c4-7). Aristoteles assents by agreeing to the latter (163c7). Neither,
then, they agree, would what is not be able to be nor would it partake in any other way
whatever of a state of being (163c8-d1). We see that the sixth deduction makes special
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effort to avoid the error of the fifth, in which what is not somehow partook of a state of
being. Parmenides thus appears successful in keeping the one that is not at a proper
remove from being, accomplishing for the one that is not in the shift from the fifth to
sixth deduction what he accomplished for the one that is in the shift from the first to
second (cf. 3.VI.3). Nevertheless, the phrase ousias apousia, “the state-of-being-absent of
a state-of-being,” should raise eyebrows. Isn’t absence still a state of being, as a state of
being absent?
2. At least initially, however, the correction appears successful, as Parmenides
next demonstrates that the one that is not neither comes to be nor perishes, effectively
avoiding the problematic final conclusions to the fifth deduction. They first agree that
coming to be (to…gignesthai) and perishing (to apollusthai) aren’t anything else than, on
the one hand, coming to partake (to…metalambanein) of a state of being and letting go
(to…apollunai) of a state of being (163d1-3). They begin with an interpretation of
gignesthai, “coming to be,” as metalambanein, “coming to partake” or “seizing a part,”
of a state of being, while apollusthai, “perishing” or “letting oneself go,” is taken out of
the middle and put into the active as apollunai, “letting go” of a state of being.
Continuing, they agree that, for that which in no way has a part (metesti) of this, neither
could it seize (lambanoi) nor let go (apolluoi) of it (163d3-5). Parmenides substitutes
lambanein, “seizing,” for metalambanein, “coming to partake” or “seizing a part,” while
continuing his use of the active apollunai. He also adds meteinai mēden, “in no way
having a part or share,” to the negative state, from which the one that is not cannot move.
This last substitution is striking because it interprets apousia in apousia ousias as
meteinai mēden, i.e. as a mode of being. They continue: for the one, then, since it in no
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way is, there is to be neither having (hekteon) nor releasing (apallakteon) nor coming to
seize (metalēpteon) of a state of being in any way (163d5-6). Aristoteles agrees that this
is likely (163d7). Parmenides substitutes apallassein for apollunai and echein for
meteinai, while returning from lambanein to metalambanein. He concludes that what is
not one (to mē on hen) neither perishes nor comes to be, since it nowhere partakes
(metechei) of a state of being (163d7-8). Aristoteles agrees that it appears not (163d8).158
Parmenides returns to gignesthai and apollusthai and substitutes metechein for echein.
While he has successfully kept the one that is not from coming to be and perishing, the
argument by which he does so is conspicuous in the training for its constant and
convoluted shifting of terms.
3. Terminologically, Parmenides acts as though the prefix meta-, here used in the
sense of having a share or part of something, were arbitrary. That is, he treats the “part”
in “participation” as though it were unimportant, even though it was the cause of all the
difficulties of the second part of his critique of the eidē (cf. 2.III.5 ff.). Further,
Parmenides exhibits some laxity with the terms he uses to understand “perishing.” The
reflexive middle of “perishing” or “letting oneself go” (apollusthai) is interpreted as the
active verb “letting go” (apollunai) with the direct object of “a state of being” (ousia),
eventually replacing “letting go” with “releasing.” Just as with the prefix meta-, so too
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Despite the looseness of the terminology, Aristoteles doesn’t ask a single question during the
sixth deduction. Clearly his despair is reaching its apex. Benardete sees his passivity here as Parmenides’
communication of his agreement with Socrates: Aristoteles’ “failure to ask a question…does not entail that
no questions are to be asked. Aristoteles is in fact the boy of Parmenides’ poem who listens in silence to the
goddess’s speech and does not question his own nonbeing. Parmenides tells Socrates through Aristoteles’
silence that he failed to understand his poem because he was unaware that he too practiced an ontological
psychology, and thus took straight a teaching that was essentially dialectical” (Benardete 2012, 242).
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Parmenides’ partitioning of the complex reflexivity of apollusthai into the linear and
active apollunai treats the link, i.e. participation, between the state of being and that
which partakes of it as though it were unimportant. Further, Parmenides shifts from
meteinai to echein to metechein, again treating participation laxly while covering over in
the conclusion that he spoke of the one that is not as though it were a being. Parmenides
suggests that the skeptic’s position in the sixth deduction rests on a lax treatment of
participation, which he explicitly denies but further consideration of which would reveal
that the one that is not is still implicitly asserted to be. Specifically, the terminology
suggests that the relationship between the one that is not and the beings, as “nowhere
participating” or metechein oudamē, is a mode of being, as “in no way having a part” or
meteinai mēden. To recall the second deduction, for two things to relate, even as
contraries, it must be within a certain context, i.e. in the context of some greater unity, for
only if two things are somehow one can they be intelligible in light of one another. Yet if
what is not and what is are viewed within a greater context that brings them together,
does the context partake of a state of being (ousia), and, by extension, does what is not
partake of a state of being, as well? More to the spirit of the sixth deduction, can we make
the distinction between being and non-being intelligible only by keeping them separate
from one another, thus contradicting the principle of intelligibility, or must they also
somehow remain relatable, thus adhering to the principle and raising the difficulties
above?
4. In the fifth deduction, what is not was juxtaposed to what is as rest to motion.
To say what “one” means in “one is not” means situating it among the beings, the change
and motion of which contradicts the restful non-spatiality of non-being. To speak of what
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is not is to make it differ from itself. The sixth thus separated what is not from being by
refusing to allow it to partake of a state of being, leaving the account of what is not
simply at that. Parmenides invokes the restfulness of the one that is not with the next
argument: neither would it differ anywhere, for then, they agree, it would already both
come to be and perish because it experiences this (163d8-e2). The argument thus begins
with an agreement that confirms the sixth deduction’s successful revision of the fifth.
Likewise with their next agreement, that it’s necessary it not move, if it doesn’t differ
(163e2-3). Yet as Parmenides turns to rest, he raises a problem: neither, too, shall they
say that what is not rests, for what rests must also be in the same thing (163e3-4).
Aristoteles assents, “The same thing, for how not?” (163e5) Even their interpretation of
non-being as restfulness looks at what is not in terms of what is. Thus they deny that nonbeing can be understood in the context of motion and rest: in this way, in turn, shall they
say what is not doesn’t ever rest, nor move (163e5-6). How, then, is the relation between
being and non-being to be understood? The answer lies in the prior argument’s hasty
treatment of participation. If the logic of despair is to remain consistent, the skeptic must
confront head-on the denial of participation that marked the transition from the second
and third parts of Parmenides critique of the eidē to the fourth part. Whereas the second
and third parts suggested participation is impossible by raising problems with assessing
participation, the fourth took the further step of denying participation altogether. The
skeptic is stuck in the position of denying that the one is or, at a minimum, of denying
access to it, while attempting to speak of it, i.e. to have some access to it. In order to
maintain consistency in his account, then, he must focus on the repercussions of denying
participation, specifically.
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5. Parmenides belatedly takes up participation in the closing arguments to the
present deduction. He begins with a universal denial that what is not can partake of any
being: neither can anything among the beings be for it, for by partaking of this would it
already partake of a state of being (163e6-4a1). As a universal denial of participation,
Parmenides’ claim highlights a divide between the one that is not and the eidē: there is
neither greatness nor smallness nor equality for it, nor, in addition, would there be
likeness or otherness for it, either in relation to itself or in relation to the different things
(164a1-4). Parmenides shifts (ti de;) and asks whether the different things are such that
they would be for it, if nothing must be for it (164a4-5). Aristoteles agrees that they
aren’t (164a5). So, the different things are neither like nor unlike nor the same as nor
other than it (164a6-7). Since Parmenides here focuses on setting the eidē and the
different things apart from the one that is not, he does not consider how the different
things, including us, relate to the eidē. This is evident as Parmenides turns specifically to
the human being’s relation to the one. He again shifts (ti de;): the of-that or the for-that or
the with-respect-to-something or the with-respect-to-this-thing or the of-this-thing or ofanother or for-another or then or hence or now or knowledge or opinion or perception or
logos or a name or anything else whatever among the beings—will they be concerning
what is not (164a7-b2)? Aristoteles agrees that they won’t (164b2-3). In this way, then, a
one that is not surely is in no way such (ouk echei pōs oudamē) (164b3). Aristoteles
assents, saying that it seems it is in no way (oudamē echein) (164b3-4). Having placed
what is not at a distance by denying participation of what is not in what is, the skeptic
implicitly maintains that the different things are, ourselves and the eidē included. Yet can
the eidē be if unity is not? That is, isn’t our experience of unity revealed in logos’ use of
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eponymy, and the eidē that function as the premise of that use? The skeptic must
therefore turn to the different things to determine the status we and the eidē have among
them. What is our experience of the different things, and how do they, ourselves
included, relate to the one that is not? The seventh deduction will test the consistency of
the logic of despair in the sixth deduction by examining the skeptic’s attempt to keep the
one that is not at arm’s length, while maintaining our experience of unity among the
different things.

Section VIII:
Seventh Deduction (164b5 – 165e1)
1. Parmenides announces the seventh deduction as follows: “let us speak still, if one is
not, what the different things must have experienced” (164b5-6). Aristoteles agrees that
they’re to speak (legōmen) (164b6). The deduction begins with a juxtaposition of logos
and experience. In the course of the deduction, Parmenides will start off with logos and
only toward the end will he mention what the different things have experienced (165c9:
peponthenai). Parmenides begins with logos by invoking the view of negation from the
sixth deduction: the different things must surely be, for if they weren’t, then they couldn’t
speak about the different things (164b6-7; cf. 3.VII.1). Aristoteles interrupts to agree that
it’s this way (164b8).159 Aristoteles has understood this much, at least—namely, that
logos and being are necessarily bound up with one another. Continuing, Parmenides adds
that if the logos is about the different things, then the different things are other, in turn
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asking Aristoteles if he says (kaleis) both the different and the other (to te allo kai to
heteron) in reference to the same thing (164b8-c1). Aristoteles says that he certainly does
(egōge) (164c1). From these few opening exchanges, we could conclude that the logos
about the different things in the seventh deduction implies that they experience the other.
When Parmenides does finally say what the different things have experienced in their
being, the only time he does in the entire deduction, it will be in connection with the
other (cf. 165c7-d2, 3.VIII.7). In anticipation, we can raise the suspicion that, if the
different things experience the other, and the other is one, then the one must be and that
the seventh deduction’s attempt to understand the different things as different and thus
other requires unity be, and thus contradicts the hypothesis that one is not. As Parmenides
continues, he will develop a dilemma, one horn of which is the just mentioned
contradiction, the other horn the possibility taken up in the eighth deduction (cf. 3.VIII.6IX.1).
2. As said, Parmenides does not begin from what the different things have
experienced, but rather from logos. Logos terms the different things as other. They next
agree that the other is always codetermined: they surely say (phamen) an other thing is
the other of an other, and the different thing is different from a different thing (164c1-2).
The codetermination implicit in calling something other necessitates another thing, than
which it is other and which is other than it. Applying this to the different things,
Parmenides adds that there must be something, from which they will be different, if
they’re going to be different (164c2-3). Aristoteles agrees, adding that it’s necessary
(164c4). Parmenides thus asks what this thing would be, immediately adding that they
won’t be different from the one, since it isn’t at all (164c4-5). Aristoteles agrees (164c5).
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Continuing his interpretation of negation in line with that of the sixth deduction,
Parmenides creates a dilemma: if all things are either the one or the different things—or,
perhaps better, the rest or everything else (ta alla)—and the one is not and thus cannot be
spoken of, then what’s left for the different things to be different from? To take a logical
dilemma and restate it phenomenally, if there is no unity, in opposition to which the
different things can appear different, then how can difference even appear to us as
difference? Parmenides’ solution is that they’re different from one another, for this still
remains for them, briefly adding the possibility that they’re different from nothing
(mēdenos) (164c5-6). Aristoteles assents that this is correct (164c6). Parmenides’
proposal points the argument in the direction of internal difference, while indicating that
this direction is guided by the necessity of codetermination, i.e. that there must be
something from which the different things are different. Parmenides’ quick addition of
“nothing” or “not one thing” (mēden) as an option suggests that the path of internal
difference is taken up out of an attempt to avoid codetermination with respect to “the one
that is not” (to hen mē on). That is, Parmenides suggests, as he will soon corroborate in
the argument, that because the determination of the different things as internally different
is taken up to avoid codetermination with unity, the codetermination persists
negatively—as the other, we will see—and thus that unity cannot be avoided by taking
the path of internal difference (cf. 3.VIII.6-7).
3. Having taken into account how they are to speak about the different things as
beings that are different, Parmenides begins deducing the consequences for our
experience of the different things beyond speech or logos. As regards their multitude
(kata plēthē), they continue, each severally (hekasta) is (esti) different than one another,
!
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for it wouldn’t be possible as regards their unity (kata hen), since one is not (164c7-8).
Parmenides argues that the difference must occur on the level of the multitude, and not
unity, of each of the different things. The argument turns on the identification of being
and difference in saying the different things are: if the different things are and are
different from one another, this difference, as a difference in being, must be a difference
as regards multitude or plurality, for one is not. Accordingly, because Parmenides has
paired unity with seeming and plurality and difference with being, inquiry into being
must take the following form: each bulk of them, as it seems, is limitless in multitude,
and should someone seize the smallest thing there seems to be, just as a dream in sleep
there suddenly (exaiphnēs) appears, in place of what seems to be one, many things and, in
place of the smallest thing, an altogether great thing in relation to the things broken into
bits (ta kermatizomena) from it (164c8-d4). Aristoteles agrees that this is most correct
(164d4-5). Because the deduction pushes all unity into seeming and leaves being limitless
in multitude, the attempt to seize or lay hold of (lambanein) the beings culminates in a
reversal, in which a unity disperses into a broken plurality. Implicit in this dispersal is a
thought process that Parmenides says takes places suddenly and that he represents with
the image of a dream, in which we are deceived about the size and number of what’s
before us.160 With the sole use of exaiphnēs outside the first part of the third deduction,
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Benardete quite definitively articulates the challenge the seventh deduction poses. “The only
hypothesis,” the word Benardete uses for our “deduction,” “that is not an hypothesis is the seventh:
Parmenides gives two examples—dreaming and shadow-painting—and thus grants that the one may be or
not, but there is still dreaming and shadow-painting where the one is not. The one in its imperialistic
impulse is stopped dead in its tracks. Neither the absence nor the presence of the one alters appearance and
illusion. Everything thus turns on the seventh hypothesis. It is the enfolding of the unfolding of all the other
hypotheses. They all assume their proper proportions once they are traced back to the indisputable
character of appearance and opinion” (Benardete 2012, 239). The eighth deduction, as we will see,
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Parmenides suggests that, just as there, so too here does the argument misconstrue
contradiction as a change in what’s before us rather than in the layered complexity of
what is (cf. 3.III.2). We therefore expect that, just as the denial of contradiction in the
nature of the one lead to the still more strange nature of the sudden in the first part of the
third deduction (cf. 3.III.6-7), so too will the seventh deduction’s denial of unity among
the different things lead to its still stranger presence: this stranger presence will be the
other, i.e. unity in the garb of difference.
4. Parmenides next elaborates on what he means by a “bulk” (onkos) by showing
that the different things so understood cannot be approached by way of number. The
different things would be different from one another as these sorts of bulks, if they are
different while the one is not (164d5-6). Aristoteles affirms that it’s exactly this way
(164d6). They agree, therefore, that there will be many bulks, each appearing to be one,
while not being, since one is not (164d6-8). The bulks appear to be one, inasmuch as
bulks are differentiable. Yet because one is not, they cannot be one. The term onkos thus
neatly captures the appearance of unity, for a bulk remains a bulk, even when it is
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develops out of a problem indicated in the seventh, thus completing what Benardete calls Parmenides’
zetetic way (cf. my note 119). Benardete does not make this connection. He does, however, say that
“Parmenides…arms Socrates with ways of resisting [the seventh deduction’s] attraction. The first way is
the third hypothesis” (Benardete 2012, 240-1). Benardete never gives a second way. The only deduction he
doesn’t pronounce judgment on is the eighth, which he says “supposes that everything else than the one
that is not is not among the nonbeings of the phaenomena. It thus puts the question whether there would be
nothing if there were not soul and its experiences. This question is one of the deepest questions of Platonic
metaphysics, whether the idea of the good, if it is to be the single cause of the being of the beings and of the
beings being known, does not entail for all time if not for all times that some rational animal be”
(Benardete 2012, 242). Benardete closes his discussion of the eighth deduction, and his study of the
Parmenides as a whole, with this provocative question. I take this question to indicate that the way out of
the seventh deduction’s challenge is to bring the depth of Platonic metaphysics back to the surface of
experience. Whether this is Benardete’s intention, I am unsure, though I do take it to be the ultimate lesson
of the dialogue. Cf. 4.I, in light of the epigraph to this study.
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diminished or increased some. That is, bulks do not readily possess a limit, such that a
bulk starts or stops at a certain point. Yet they at first glance appear to be one. The denial
of unity in the being of the different things thus leads to a denial of number: there will
seem to be a number of them, they continue, since each also seems to be one, while being
many, and some among them will appear to be even, others odd, while not being so truly,
since one won’t be (164d8-e3). The denial of unity leads to a denial of all that follows
from unity: number, even, odd, etc. Because they are bulks, enumeration is impossible,
for each bulk gives way to still other bulks, which now appear different in number, even
odd instead of even, and thus unable to be broken into eidē. Still worse than having no
enumerability, comparative magnitudes are also precluded from the being of the different
things: there will seem, they continue, to be a smallest thing present in them, but this
thing appears to be many and great things in relation to each of the many things that are
small (164e3-5a1). And, further, each bulk will have been opined (doxasthēsetai) to be
equal to the many and small things, for, appearing so, it would not change (metebainen)
from greater to lesser, unless it will seem to go into the middle, but this thing would be an
apparition (phantasma) of equality (165a1-5). The greater suddenly turns into the lesser,
and this only by passing through the equal, all these attempts to fix the beings restricted
to appearance. Thus opinion (doxa) is based in seeming (dokein) and not in being. To
attempt any enumeration or determination of the beings in themselves is to expect unity
of the different things, which the hypothesis denies. Every determination is an apparition
(phantasma).161
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5. Parmenides makes the denial of determination all the more explicit as he takes
on limit. Having earlier presented the different things as limitless in multitude (cf.
164d1), Parmenides now asks Aristoteles the following: while having a limit in relation
to a different bulk, won’t it itself, in relation to itself, have neither a beginning nor a limit
(peras) nor a middle (165a5-7)? Parmenides maintains that the bulks will in fact have
limits in relation to each other, but won’t in relation to themselves. Yet as the training has
amply illustrated, any limit of what something is requires articulation of its difference
from another, which in turn is bound up with the internal relations of its parts to itself.
Parmenides’ substitution of “limit” (peras) for the more familiar “end” (teleutē: 137d4, 6,
7-8, 45a6, b1, 53c2, 5 [telos], 7, 8, d2), to which he will immediately return (cf. 165b1,
2), highlights this difficulty, for the internal relation of an end to the other parts is in part
determined by where the one thing ends and another begins, i.e. by difference from
another. How, then, can Parmenides maintain that each bulk has no limit in relation to
itself, but does in relation to another? Rightly, Aristoteles wants to know how this is the
case, and so Parmenides explains: since always, whenever someone should seize
something among them by thought (tē dianoia) as being (on) something among them,
always there appears a different beginning before the beginning, and after the end another
end is left over, and in the middle different things more in the middle than the middle,
and smaller things, because it’s impossible to seize each one thing among them, since one
is not (165a7-b4). Aristoteles agrees it’s most true (165b4). Parmenides formulates his
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response again in terms of someone attempting to seize (lambanō) ahold of what is, just
as in the dream image, only this time he clarifies that the seizing is by means of thought
(dianoia). Because thought stands in relation to being, every apparent unity thought
touches upon must immediately scatter into a limitless plurality. This leads Parmenides to
the following statement about all of being and the attempt to seize it: all that is (pan to
on), which someone could seize by thought, is, he supposes, necessarily shattered, being
broken to bits, for surely a bulk would always be seized without unity (165b4-6).
Aristoteles assents (165b7). Because having a limit in being requires that unity be, which
it cannot, all of being is necessarily shattered into broken up bits. Yet in describing all of
being (pan to on), haven’t we understood it as something one, even if this unity is
understood as internal difference in being, completely lacking in unity? To recapitulate
and anticipate once again, hasn’t the one simply turned into the other?
6. This suspicion will soon be confirmed, as Parmenides affirms the other, i.e.
something one, as the sole experience of the different things in their being (cf. 3.VIII.7).
This contradiction in the logic of despair will form one horn of the dilemma facing the
skeptic. Parmenides indicates the other horn in what follows. He next asks Aristoteles
whether, for someone looking (horōnti) at this sort of thing from afar and bluntly,162 it
necessarily appears one, while, for someone thinking (noounti) up close and sharply, each
one appears (phanēnai) limitless in multitude, since they are devoid of the one that is not
(165b7-c3). Aristoteles agrees that this is most necessary (165c3). This appears to be a
simple development of the preceding, in which Parmenides adds “looking” or “sight” as
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the human relation to appearance, just as “thinking” (dianoia earlier, and now noein) was
the human relation to being. Yet Parmenides uses thinking alongside appearance.
Likewise in the conclusion, Parmenides includes limitlessness as an appearance of the
different things, and not as their being: in this way, each severally of the many different
things must appear (phainesthai) both limitless and to have a limit and both one and
many, if one is not, but the things different from the one (talla…tou henos) are (165c3-6).
Parmenides’ shift in language provokes the observation that even if being is seized only
in thought, being must nevertheless appear to be to thought, and so both perception and
thought are always mediated by appearance. This leads to the following difficulty: if the
different things not only appear to sight, but also to mind, then what prevents them from
appearing to be one to mind, as well, even though one is not? And if they can appear to
be one to mind, won’t they appear to have a limit in their being, and must we not,
thereby, maintain the philosophical position put forward in the second and third
deductions? Just as with the first horn of the dilemma, so too with the second do we
maintain a relation to a one that is. Parmenides says as much by going back against the
seventh deduction’s determination of the different things as different from one another
and speaking of them as different from the one (165c5: talla…tou henos). They are still
codetermined against the one, and not one another.
7. Nevertheless, the logic of despair has stuck to the first horn of the dilemma, in
which the one that is not and the different things are so much other than one another, that
any attempt to determine something among them will only reveal this something to be an
indeterminate bulk. This amounts to a denial of limits and thus of the eidē, for each eidos
is something one and limited from the others. They are there for him who looks (horōnti),
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but not for him who thinks (noounti). In order to deny the eidē, however, the skeptic must
also deny that the different things are like in themselves, for to be like, Parmenides said,
is to participate in one and the same eidos (cf. 132d9-e5). Parmenides next asks
Aristoteles whether they will also seem to be both like and unlike (165c6). Aristoteles
wants to know how (165c6-7). Parmenides offers the following explanation: such as how,
for someone standing away from shadow-drawings (eskiagraphēmena), all the things
appear to be one, the different things appear to have experienced the same thing and to be
like, while for him advancing forward they appear to have experienced many and other
things and, by the apparition of the other (tō tou heterou phantasmati), to be of another
sort than and unlike themselves (165c7-d2).163 Aristoteles assents to both these claims
(165c8-d1, d2). By restricting likeness to appearance, the skeptic seems to exclude the
eidē from being altogether. And yet he can only deny the eidē by asserting that the
different things can appear to experience being many and other by the apparition of the
other. To recall one of Parmenides’ earlier arguments, everything that experiences the
other experiences a certain nature (cf. 2.II.38). Parmenides’ last statement thus sets up the
dilemma beautifully: either the other is, and thus something one is, thus contradicting the
hypothesis; or the other is an apparition, no different from the same or, from earlier,
equality (cf. 165a5), and nothing prevents unity from appearing to be to mind, and thus
philosophy from being possible in the manner of the second and third deductions. Since
the first horn of the dilemma is untenable, the skeptic must take up the second horn and
modify the logic of despair by interpreting the hypothesis, “if one is not” as precluding
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the one both from being and from appearance. This is the path the eighth deduction takes
(cf. 3.IX.1-2).
8. Parmenides never raises this dilemma to the surface. He allows it to remain
evident in the premises he brings forward in his shift in language, i.e. that whatever is for
us must appear to be. Parmenides’ conclusion is consistent with this shift, as he restricts
both likeness and unlikeness to appearance. Accordingly, he understands neither as
necessarily holding for the different things in their being, but rather as appearances,
variably, to sight and mind: it’s necessary the bulks themselves appear both like and
unlike both themselves and one another (165d2-4). By allowing the premises to remain
visible, if undiscussed, Parmenides recalls the didactic difficulty of the second and third
deductions, in which he showed that the premises of an argument predetermine the
conclusions reached, and, subsequently, that knowledge requires careful attention to how
these premises, in taking their bearings by some part of a whole, constitute only a partial
truth. The active attention required thus casts the skeptic as only passively engaged with
the argument. Consequently, and as we have already noted, the philosopher cannot
consider the logic of the skeptic’s despair with the skeptic himself. Parmenides’ close to
the deduction shows how the skeptic receives the constant revision of the logic of his
despair: Parmenides asks Aristoteles whether it’s necessary they appear both the same
and other than one another, both touching and separate from themselves, both moving in
all motions and at rest everywhere, both coming to be and perishing and neither of the
two, and surely (pou) all those sorts of things, which it’d be easy (eupetes) for them to go
through, if many are while one is not (165d4-e1). Aristoteles affirms Parmenides’ claim
as most true (165e1). Despite the winding complexity of the argument and Parmenides’
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careful shifting of premises to arrive at consistency in the skeptic’s logic, for Aristoteles
the conclusions are easy to go through—so easy, in fact, that they needn’t be performed.
The “surely somehow” (pou), once used in place of a development of the all too obvious
connection between the same and like (cf. 3.II.19), now acts as shorthand for arguments
that took up pages in past deductions. The skeptic’s passivity turns the reasonable
confidence in the existence of a logos that “surely somehow” connects two terms, and
extends it into confidence in the groundlessness and, thereby, malleability of logos. The
skeptic’s logic is the passively confident assertion of a logos that forbids confidence in
logos. The eighth deduction will show us how this confidence in logos overcomes the
passivity—how logos reasserts itself out of the ashes of the logic of despair.

Section IX:
Eighth Deduction (165e2 – 166c2)
1. The announcement of the eighth deduction, like those before it, sheds light on its
trajectory: going still once more again from the beginning, they agree to say, if one is not,
but (de) the things different than the one, what must be (165e2-4). Parmenides indicates
that the inquiry will look into what must be, given the hypothesis that the one is not. He
does not explicitly use being for the different things, but does speak of them relative to
the one, using the ambiguously conjunctive and disjunctive particle de. He thus raises the
question of whether the different things can be codetermined by the one that is not, while
still being. Despite attempting to avoid such codetermination, the seventh deduction was
forced to admit that they are codetermined, either inasmuch as the one persisted in the
negative guise of the other—the first horn of the dilemma—or inasmuch as they can still
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be codetermined in appearance—the second horn. Now admitting that codetermination is
unavoidable, the eighth deduction must inquire as to whether the different things are at
all: the answer will be that if one is not, nothing is (cf. 166b7-c2). Presently, however,
Parmenides begins with what seems to be a continuation of the seventh’s denial of unity
from the being of the different things, this time extended to a denial of their being many
(cf. 165e1): they agree, first, that the different things won’t be one (165e4). Nor, indeed,
many, for unity would be present in what are many: for if unity is in none (mēden) of
these, all are nothing (ouden), so that neither could they be many (165e5-7). Aristoteles
agrees this is true (165e7). So, they agree, since the one isn’t present in the different
things, the different things are neither many nor one (165e7-8). The different things
cannot be many, for then something among them would have to be one. But if we take
the instruction of the seventh deduction and understand “to be” as “to appear to be,” then
mustn’t the eighth deduction go a step further and deny that the different things can even
appear to be one and many?
2. Parmenides takes just this position in the sequel, when he adds that they will
appear neither one nor many (165e8-6a1). Aristoteles wants to know why this is the case
(166a1). Predictably, he has not digested the previous lessons, and, accordingly, is
unaware of what form the denial of unity must take in the eighth deduction. Parmenides
explains: since the different things have, in no way and nowhere, no communion with
anything of what aren’t (tōn mē ontōn oudeni oudamē oudamōs oudemian koinōnian),
there isn’t anything among what aren’t with anything among the different things, for
nothing is a part of what aren’t (166a1-4). Aristoteles agrees that this is true (166a4). By
allowing for the appearance of unity, the seventh deduction acknowledged the presence
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of what is not in what is. Because any assessment of the beings necessarily appears to be
to sight and to mind, even if one is not, the one could still always appear to be, and thus
the skeptic allows the philosopher to affirm the possibility of knowledge, even if only as
knowledge of what always appears to be and not of what always is, simply. The skeptic
thus takes the additional step of denying any communion between what is and what is
not, even on the level of appearance. And yet the skeptic’s denial of communion in
appearance leads to an absurd conclusion: neither is there an opinion of what is not, nor
some apparition, with the different things, nor is what is not opined anywhere in any way
(oudamē oudamōs) in the presence of the different things (166a4-7). The skeptic must
ultimately deny that we opine falsely, i.e. that we opine what is not. Yet this is integral to
the logic of despair’s denial that there can be knowledge of the beings. That is, the
skeptic must maintain that the philosopher opines falsely about the beings in claiming
they can be known. Indeed, the very hypothesis at hand, that one is not, itself opines what
is not. Having pushed the logic of despair to its limits, Parmenides could very well affirm
that one is, for the negation of the consequent entails the negation of the antecedent: if
one is not, what is not cannot be opined; but since the hypothesis itself opines what is not,
one must be. Parmenides has affirmed the power of dialectics against the skeptic’s
attempt to corrupt it. He has affirmed the possibility of philosophy by refuting the logic
of despair.
3. The deduction doesn’t end here, however, for Parmenides appears intent on
showing exactly what the affirmation of the possibility of philosophy over and against the
skeptic’s logic reveals about the character and basis of that affirmation, and thus of
philosophy as a whole. That is, in order to escape the logic of despair, Parmenides must
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show that the proposition, that one is, is true simply because it is opined (doxazesthai),
i.e. that the skeptic’s logic erroneously treats seeming (dokein) as separable from being.
Parmenides does so as follows: if one is not, neither is anything among the different
things opined to be one, nor many, for without unity it’s impossible, they agree, to opine
it’s many; so, if one is not, the different things neither are nor are opined to be one or
many (166a7-b3).164 Aristoteles hesitantly assents that it seems not (166b3). Aristoteles’
hesitance is well-grounded, although his lack of confidence, either in himself or logos,
prevents his hesitance from rising to the level of explicit objection. The different things’
puzzling way of being both one and many was the basis of Zeno’s argument against the
pluralists, in response to which argument Socrates sought to explain how this puzzle was
no puzzle at all but merely “all that is said” and “that to which we’d all agree.” The
denial of unity and plurality among the different things, even in appearance and opinion,
thus leads them subsequently to deny that they are or are opined to be like and unlike
(166b3-4). Accordingly, all the eidē neither are nor are opined: the same and other,
touching and separate, and however many other things they went through earlier as how
they appear—the different things neither are nor appear to be any of these, if one is not
(166b4-7). Aristoteles affirms this as true (166b7). Yet precisely because all these things
are indeed opined must one be and must all the eidē be. Parmenides thus indicates to
Socrates the way philosophy undoes the logic of despair: opinion. Opinion (doxa), or the
discursive representation of how things seem (dokein), guarantees us the beings, for the
beings must seem one way or another in order for us to opine that they are that way or the
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Dorter renders doxazō as “conceive,” which unfortunately obfuscates its connection to doxa
and dokein (cf. Dorter 1994, 66).
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other. By opining that the beings are like and naming them accordingly, we at least beg
the question of what the unity posited by opinion is, regardless of whether that unity
holds for the things themselves or whether that unity is, only inasmuch as it is a unity that
seems to be to us. Whereas the seventh deduction failed to see that the separation of
seeming and being fails on the side of being, for to be must always mean to seem to be,
the eighth fails to see that it fails on the side of seeming as well, for to seem must always
means to seem to be. We will have more to say on this point when we turn to draw
together the dialogue as a whole.165
4. Because they have denied all likeness and unlikeness and, accordingly, all the
eidē, our sole means of understanding the different things, Parmenides must conclude
that, if one is not, nothing is. Yet he does so by proposing the conclusion to Aristoteles as
follows: if they were to say, in sum (sullēbdēn), “if one is not, nothing is,” would they
speak correctly (166b7-c2)? Parmenides draws their attention to the fact that they are
speaking this conclusion and that it functions as a summary or collection of the preceding
reflections in the deduction, just as the problem of the second deduction concerned how
any two things are to be put together into one (cf. 142c7: sullēbdēn; 3.II.2). By drawing
attention to the fact that they are saying a conclusion, the impossibility of which forces us
into the positive hypothesis that one is, Parmenides challenges us to draw together in sum
the training as a whole, with particular attention to the fact that the experience that unity
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Stewart Umphrey adds that “it also entails that radical illusion or deception is impossible. The
city is an open cave, not a closed-off cyst. Opinions held, however impoverished or inadequate, always
have some heuristic value. It follows, of course, that (Socratic) political philosophy is possible, and that
(Socratic) examination of others and oneself is not an empty exercise.” Cf. 4.I.
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is not, for all its impossibility, is a part of our experience that unity is.166 This is the
challenge we will face as we finish our discussion. Aristoteles agrees with Parmenides’
conclusion and affirms that they would be speaking altogether (pantapasi) correctly
(166c2). Any hope some of us may have had, that Aristoteles may still rise to the
formidable task Parmenides set for Socrates, will be immediately dashed by the summary
he accepts from Parmenides.

Section X:
Second Summary (166c2 – 166c5)
1. Parmenides concludes the training as follows: let both this be said and that (touto te kai
hoti), as it seems (hōs eoiken), whether one is or whether it isn’t, both it and the different
things both with respect to themselves and with respect to one another both are and are
not and both appear and do not appear to be all things in all ways (166c2-5). Parmenides
qualifies the entire summary with “as it seems,” which simultaneously indicates that he
does not wholly endorse it and that it is how the training may seem to some. Aristoteles’
reply that the conclusion is most true affirms that he is among the latter (166c5). As
regards the former, it isn’t difficult to see why Parmenides might not endorse the
conclusion. It is hyperbolic to the extreme: in no way have Parmenides and Aristoteles
completed the formidable task it describes. That is, unbeknownst to Aristoteles, touto te
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Thus the last four deductions do indeed function as a reductio of the negation of the one, as
Dorter speculates (Dorter 1994, 64).
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kai hoti indicates two very different things.167 Indeed, the summary describes a task that
Socrates called impossibly difficult when Parmenides first described the training in detail
(cf. 136c6). The impossibility of completing the task Socrates’ eidē demanded was taken
to indicate the path to a novel mode of philosophy. By his easy and strong assent,
Aristoteles betrays his ignorance of what Parmenides has subtly laid out over the
previous discourse. It is therefore our task to understand this mode of philosophy by
taking the training together in sum as a corrective to Socrates’ eidē and, thereafter, as
setting forth the mode of philosophy peculiar to Socrates. This will be our task in the
following, concluding chapter.
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Dorter notices this duality as well, remarking that the conclusion “leaves us with two
alternatives; either the object of the discussion is to produce complete skepticism with regards to the
powers of philosophy (i.e. misology), or the paradoxes are intended to motivate us to discern hidden
distinctions that render the paradoxes apparent rather than real” (Dorter 1994, 54). I would slightly alter the
latter option as “motivate us to wonder as to why the real has a paradoxical appearance.”
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CHAPTER 4:
CONCLUSION

Section I:
Rule, Opinion, and Dialectics
1. From the Parmenides we see that Socrates’ uniqueness seems to have resided in his
having identified the eidē as the true metaphysical presupposition of logos, thereby
solving the debate between the two dominant schools of Pre-Socratic philosophy, the
monists and the pluralists. Socrates at once solved this debate, rescued the reputation of
philosophy, and justified the use of all of logos—be it everyday or philosophical—in the
claims it makes about the world. Yet as Parmenides has shown, the eidē themselves are
questionable, most obviously as regards their central premise, participation. And while he
does not refute the possibility of participation, Parmenides does show that, although it is
necessary to logos, it can never be anything more than a postulate. By raising problems
with our attempt to assess participation, Parmenides shows that logos cannot ultimately
justify its own use, and that there is accordingly a horizon to the human being’s attempt
to speak meaningfully about the world. With the awareness of this horizon, Parmenides is
able to guide us to a revised understanding of the eidē, for awareness of logos’ horizon
leads us to ask why we are initially unaware of this horizon. That is, why are the eidē so
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distracting to logos that it cannot even see that its own premises aren’t rationally
grounded? What do they promise, that we should be so misdirected?
2. Opening up this line of questioning, Parmenides looks to the unity of each
eidos, which he calls its precision. Each eidos is one and nothing but itself, completely
separate from all the other eidē, i.e. unmixed. In this, the eidē differ from the objects of
our perception, which are necessarily and incontrovertibly mixed with one another, and
thus manifold, varied, and contradictory. In light of this difference, we come to bestow
higher worth on the eidē, to the extent that we recognize that if knowledge of them is
with anything, it is surely with a god. Still more, the higher worth bestowed upon the eidē
stems from their making sense of the initially disordered world around us, and thus
promising to render the world regular and predictable. The eidē are therefore to be
understood within a theological and political context, as necessary for effective rule, be it
the rule of gods or of men. Herein we see the distracting promise of the eidē, distracting
because beautiful: they promise us unbounded competence in practice, to be masters as
would a god be over men. Once we have become aware of this distraction, however, a
terribly wondrous impasse arises: if we cannot assess participation, the basic premise of
logos, so that we must admit that participation may, in fact, be impossible, then the eidē
may remain at an unbridgeable distance from us. If man’s condition is so weak that
precise eidē cannot relate to us, be it through the guidance of gods or the attempts of men
to become wise, then we are forever resigned to the imperfect guidance of our imprecise
knowledge. Philosophy will have nothing into which it may inquire, and is no more than
useless garrulity. And yet this skeptical impasse arises only if we remain unquestioningly
devoted to the beautiful promise of the eidē and do not inquire into whether the
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theological and political context in which we initially find the eidē does not lead us to
make demands of them that they cannot fulfill. To ask this question is implicitly to
recognize that the question of being is raised within the context of the question of the
good, and that to approach being we must pay attention to the theological and political
context that inclines us to understand being in a certain light. In this sense, political
philosophy is first philosophy, for only through careful attention to how our ends—the
just, the beautiful, and the good—lead us to demand that the beings be a certain way, will
we have access to the beings in their ability and inability to conform to these demands.
3. Accordingly, we must inquire into whether the eidē can fulfill the demands rule
makes of them, and what their conformity or lack of conformity says about being. The
skeptic’s impasse points to two demands: that the beings be precise, and that they be
accessible. These two demands cannot be reconciled, for any determination of what
something is invokes other beings, and hence requires that unity and plurality be mixed.
That is, access requires plurality. From this observation we can derive a general principle
of intelligibility: to be known is to be both one and many. This principle of intelligibility
poses a problem: if intelligibility requires us to relate one thing to another, indeed many
others, what we take that one thing to be will vary depending on the context in which we
examine it. The principle of intelligibility thus leads to the problem of analytic
obfuscation, in which the starting point of an analysis prefigures the outcome of that
analysis, for every analysis is a partial analysis. Accordingly, we reach contradictory
conclusions depending on which feature of a being we choose in beginning an analysis.
Intelligibility thus entails contradiction. And yet contradiction proves problematic only
for rule, for precision is rule’s demand, and not our own. The principle of intelligibility
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and its correlative analytic obfuscation in fact give us some indication as to how to
escape the skeptic’s impasse, for it shows that, contrary to the skeptic, imprecision is no
obstacle to intelligibility. Knowledge occurs not in an individual proposition—for the
unity of a proposition finds itself at odds with the principle of intelligibility—but in the
dialectical interchange of these propositions. That is, dialectics is a corrective to the
propositional form’s inadequacy as a means of knowing the beings. Specifically, the
problem of analytic obfuscation is only a problem from the perspective of rule, for the
specific contradictions that arise are a function of the beings’ recalcitrance to the precise
propositional form rule demands.
4. The task of philosophy is therefore to inquire into how these propositions, the
various opinions to which we ascribe, both conceal and disclose the beings. More
precisely, every opinion (doxa) about something is a propositional statement about how
that thing seems (dokei)—or, better, what that thing seems to be (dokei einai). Philosophy
is not, therefore, an ascent from mere seeming to exalted being, but rather the attempt to
get from the various doxai back to ta dokounta. We recall that the separation of seeming
and being was initially a function of the precision of the eidē, which required they be
separate from, while nevertheless present in, the particulars, such that they may be
noticed in them. If we understand the eidē to be separate precise beings, then we must
account for participation and be wary of the skeptic’s impasse. Yet the impossibility of
assessing participation and the wondrous terror of the skeptic’s impasse motivate us to
question whether the eidē are viable so understood, i.e. understood under the sway of the
demands of rule. And as we have seen, they are not. The skeptic’s impasse thus forces us
to reassess our reaction to likeness, which led us to posit precise eidē governing that
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likeness. That reassessment is dialectics, in which we step behind the question, “What is
x, precisely?,” and ask the still more fundamental question, “What is x, such that it can
seem to be one while seeming to be two contrary things?” In other words, if someone
claims x is y, while another claims x is not-y, it remains the case that x seems to be both y
and not-y, i.e. two contrary things, regardless of whether x is y or not-y. For the purposes
of examining the question of how this can be so, the propositional form our doxai take
necessarily proves inadequate, for these propositions adhere strictly to the principle of
non-contradiction, which is necessarily inadequate as a means to understand a
contradictory phenomenon. The Parmenides thus offers the following account of false
opinion. The opinion that x is y can only appear false in light of some observation about x
that renders it incompatible with y. Thus the falsity of the opinion that x is y is derivative
of the affirmation of the opinion that x is not-y. That is, any opinion of the form “x is y”
implicitly takes the form “x is y, and not not-y,” and for this reason presupposes the
contradictory phenomenon, in which x appears to be both y and not-y. And every
phenomenon is contradictory, if it is to be intelligible, and only a contradictory
phenomenon would engender disagreement, and consequently be philosophically
interesting. Dialectics is thus the attempt to use analytic obfuscation as a means of
understanding, by looking to how we slide into contradiction, i.e. how something that
initially seems to be one will show itself to be two, and conversely. The conclusion of
such a conversation—our putting a limit on the limitless sea of speeches—of necessity
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takes the form of aporia, that awareness, even knowledge, that the way we took leaves us
no way out (cf. 2.IV.15).168
5. As a correction to the extreme precision our ends demand of knowledge, the
dialectical engagement of appearances requires a critical detachment from those ends.
That is, knowledge as dialectics requires we not be too attached to any given proposition,
inasmuch as each is only a half-truth and cannot speak to the entire complexity of what
something appears to be. Yet the detachment is only partial, only to the extent that the
proposition obfuscates what that thing is. The simultaneous attachment and detachment
of dialectics is its seriousness and playfulness—the serious consideration of the truth in
each proposition, balanced against a playful willingness to allow contradictions to arise.
By examining how things appear to be and embracing the contradictions that ensue, we
look to how our ends lead us to various, willful determinations of the beings and, in turn,
how the beings resist such determination. Political philosophy as first philosophy
attempts to access the way things seem to be by seeing how the human things—the just,
the beautiful, and the good—incline us to accept one seeming over another, to limit the
variety of ways in which things seem to be and give voice to that particular seeming in
propositional form as an opinion about the way things are. Specifically, in finding it
wondrous that one thing can appear to be so different to different people, political
philosophy looks to what inclines the human soul toward one opinion or another, by
looking to the ends a particular person has, locating therein the cause of ignorance. The
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Aristoteles’ fear of the limitless, combined with his desire for a determinative opinion, i.e. a
concise summary of the matter at hand, amounts to a complete rejection of aporia. Such whole-hearted
resistance seems related to his later, tyrannical activities.
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skeptical impasse is thus overcome not by the depth of an ascent from seeming to being,
but rather by the superficiality of an ascent back to the surface of seeming qua what
seems to be.169
6. By challenging the possibility of access to the precise knowledge by which we
might guide our lives, be it through gods or men, the skeptic questions the possibility of
wisdom. The response to the skeptic points to a form of knowledge that does not meet the
demands rule makes, necessary for practice, and thus seems to be at a far remove from
our initial expectations of the form wisdom takes. That is, wisdom makes its initial
appearance in both piety and philosophy under the purview of the demands of rule. The
question thus remains as to whether the new form of knowledge Parmenides has laid out
for Socrates is a sort of wisdom, and what has happened to our initial understanding of
piety and philosophy in the process. For this, we must consider how the mode of
philosophy Parmenides has sought to introduce to Socrates informs the young Athenian’s
mature philosophic activity (4.II). Thereafter, we will be in a position to return to the
question of how this mode of philosophy stands with respect to our initial understanding
of piety and philosophy (4.III).
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This appears to be the non-spatial understanding of the eidos that Socrates may have nascently
had in mind in his image of the eidos as a day. Stewart Umphrey notes that “something could be
evidentially in another thing without being metaphysically in it. Shame in blushes. What is expressed in the
expression of it. Soul in the body. A ‘Platonic form’ in the gignomena which instantiate, exemplify, partake
of it.”
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Section II:
The Problem of Socrates
1. The most obviously Socratic element of what Plato has Parmenides present Socrates is
his articulation of the two roles of philosophy as learning or zetetic, on the one hand, and
teaching another, on the other (cf. 134e9-5b2). Socrates affirms Parmenides’ speech as in
accordance with his mind (kata noun) (135b3-4; cf. 4.II.5). As we have seen, the two
roles are one, for understanding being as a whole means understanding how a part of
being as a whole, the human being, is concerned with being as a whole, and it is in
teaching that we see how soul inclines not simply toward knowledge, but also toward
ignorance of being: both in the successes and failures of teaching do we learn when and
why being as a whole is of concern to the human being. Political philosophy as first
philosophy looks to how the end to which a soul is inclined prefigures a certain, partial
determination of the beings. As partial, it fails to capture the full complexity of a
phenomenon, and thus leads to contradiction. To learn, i.e. to perform the first role of
philosophy, we must become aware of the latent contradictions in our thinking,
consequent of our partial determinations, and engage in a dialectical treatment of the
contradictory phenomena. For this, we must engage in playful self-critique by attempting
to refute ourselves. To teach, i.e. to perform the second role of philosophy, we must
refute others. We do this by bringing the contradictory premises of their determination to
their attention. When refuting ourselves, we have already met the psychic preconditions
for learning, since we must be open to the possibility of being in error even to take up the
task of self-refutation. When we refute others, however, the psychic precondition of
playfulness is transferred from the person refuted onto ourselves. A failure to live up to
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the psychic preconditions for learning by ourselves goes unnoticed, as we adopt some
partial determination of being; but the failure of a student to meet those preconditions
leads to a resistance to refutation, which can vary from indifference to outright anger. It is
easy to see, therefore, why Parmenides would call someone able to teach another still
more wondrous than someone who can learn for himself: such a teacher would
understand his student’s soul so well that he could refute him, without the transference of
playfulness from the student to the teacher hindering the former’s learning.
2. Socratic philosophy is therefore in part psychology, for only by understanding
soul’s reaction to being, in when and why it opens itself up to or closes itself off from
being, do we learn about being. This psychology dictates special care in teaching, such
that our interlocutor does not immediately shut himself off from inquiry too suddenly.
Accordingly, a refutation may raise a difficulty that is jarring to an interlocutor, but is
nevertheless only propaedeutic to a more fundamental difficulty. Socratic pedagogy is
governed by great care not to get to the point too quickly, lest our interlocutor give up too
soon, a care bound up with the very way things appear to be, for these appearances do not
live up to the demand of precision we initially make of them. Herein we see the basis of
Socratic irony, i.e. his simultaneous assertion of ignorance of the matter under
consideration and the broad competence governing his refutations, accompanied by a
specific tailoring of each argument to the specific interlocutor. For Socrates can only be
competent in refutation and ignorant of the matter under consideration if he knows why
the various determinations we attempt to make are doomed to fail. Socrates’ knowledge
of ignorance is thus a knowledge of why what rule demands cannot be fulfilled, i.e. why
we cannot know the beings in the way practice requires. Knowledge of ignorance is
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therefore still knowledge of the beings, but only insofar as they prove recalcitrant to the
fulfillment of our ends. The revised understanding of the eidē, which Parmenides has
attempted to impart to Socrates, thus draws together all the familiar but apparently
dissonant elements of Socratic education: his profession of ignorance, with his competent
refutations; his demand for a definition of the one eidos that governs what that thing is,
with his chopping the eidos up into pieces; and his presenting different—even
contradictory—arguments to different interlocutors, with a singular purpose of teaching.
Parmenides does indeed seem to have imparted to Socrates the core lessons that guide his
mature philosophic activity.
3. Socrates himself seems to confess this in the Sophist, where in his old age he
summarizes his experience of philosophy as follows:
These men, appearing to be of all sorts (pantoioi) because of the ignorance
(agnoian) of the rest, roam about cities, they not in a fabricated fashion,
but really (mē plastōs all’ ontōs) philosophers, looking down from above
on the life of those below, and to some they seem to be (dokousin einai)
deserving (timioi) of nothing, but to others worthy (axioi) of all, and
sometimes they appear [to be] statesman, other times sophists, and other
times they might furnish in them [the] opinion (doxan) that they are
altogether crazy. (Sophist 216c4-d2)
Socrates’ reflection is subsequently taken up by a stranger from Elea—that is, a
philosophic descendant of Parmenides—over the course of two dialogues: the Sophist
and the Statesman. In the Sophist, the difference between the philosopher and sophist is
initially obscured by their mutual use of contradiction, and can only come to light within
contradiction after the stranger distinguishes their “spoken images” into those faithful and
those unfaithful to the proportions of the original (cf. Sophist 232b–7d). In the Statesman,
the stranger starts out with the image of a herder, who executes all the various forms of
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nurturing for his herd, including midwifery (cf. Statesman 267e–8c). He eventually
disposes of this image because, unlike the herder, the statesman is the same in kind as his
herd and divides the task of nurturing with others vying for the honor of this title, among
which contenders resides the philosopher, as the image of midwifery and the stranger’s
passing reference to private care suggest (cf. Statesman 274e–5d). Putting the
philosopher together out of his apparitions of sophist and statesman seems to require
understanding how the sophist’s contradiction and the statesman’s nurturing are one in
the philosopher, contradiction understood as a spoken image preserving the true
proportions of the beings and nurturing understood as a private nurturing of the soul akin
to midwifery in the herdsman. Because the philosopher would refute a certain person,
with a certain set of opinions, he appears to be of all sorts (pantoios), i.e. different in
different contexts, but would nevertheless always exhibit the duality of sophistry and
statecraft, inasmuch as he would deliver contradictions from his chosen interlocutors.170
4. That is, the refutation’s contingency on the context is a sign of the
philosopher’s nurturing, for it is evidence of the care he is taking not to open his
interlocutor to being too quickly. We see in this form of refutation—as a nurturing,
spoken image preserving the true proportions of the beings—the core of what Parmenides
imparted to Socrates: knowledge as the dialectical treatment of opinions, as disclosing the
problematic way things seem to be. Parmenides does indeed seem to have set Socrates on
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Note that our initial concern, that the limitless logoi must be limited, and thus any final
determination will be a function of the interlocutors, finds its resolution in the form the final determination
takes: aporia. That is, aporia is an awareness of the contradiction in one’s limitation, and thus the ugliness
that resides at the core of what one initially took to be a beautiful account of the matter under consideration.
So, while aporia is indeed contingent, it is nevertheless universal, inasmuch as it is a negation of one’s
contingency (cf. I.1, 2.IV.7, 15, 18-19).
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his way of life. 171 Yet this is not to reduce Socratic philosophy to Parmenidean
philosophy, for Socrates practiced philosophy far more publicly than Parmenides. Indeed,
Parmenides’ treatment of Aristoteles seems thoroughly un-Socratic, for he voluntarily
leads him to a deep skepticism about the power of logos, taking an initially eager, and
philosophically engaged young man, and leading him to distrust the power of speeches
(cf. 3.X). And while Parmenides took up the training with Aristoteles for the benefit of
Socrates, no one else knows what to do with it (cf. 2.IV.12). All too aware of how
philosophy is liable to being misunderstood—as ridiculous garrulity, or worse—
Parmenides is content to confine his teaching to those who seem on the cusp of
philosophy, those like Socrates. Parmenides seems Socratic only in the company
Socrates’ beautiful and divine drive for logoi. What, then, is the cause of Socrates’ more
public activity, if it is not part of what Parmenides intended to impart to him? The answer
lies in Socrates’ motivation to solve the contemporary crisis in philosophy. Whereas
Parmenides wasn’t bothered by the laughter in which philosophy was mired, and did not
even think to defend himself against the pluralists, the “rival” school, Socrates sought to
rescue “all that is said” (panta ta legomena) by turning to the eidē, the basic premise of
logos’ use of eponymy. Needless to say, Plato’s Parmenides is perfectly aware of this
premise, and, upon second glance, so, too, the historical Parmenides (cf. Parmenides fr.
19). Socrates’ concern with the reputation of philosophy, coupled with incredible acumen
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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“At the same time that the Parmenides encapsulates the Socratic way it rehearses Parmenides’
poem. It interprets through emulation the riddle of the poem and represents through argument the only way
out of the impasse into which Parmenides puts Socrates. The Parmenides is not the showing up of
Parmenides; it is the showing forth of the agreement between Plato and Parmenides on what philosophy is”
(Benardete 2012, 230).
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in argument, led him to the fundamental premise of logos, but not to the critique thereof.
For that, he required Parmenides.
5. Socrates’ uniqueness thus seems to be his concern with the reputation—and,
ultimately, survival—of philosophy, a concern that appears to have occupied him to his
death. Parmenides thus seems to have set Socrates on the contradictory path of
simultaneously taking up a form of philosophy that admits its tension with the demands
of rule, but is nevertheless practiced in a peculiarly public way. Whether or not this is
indeed the case of course requires us to look beyond the example of the Parmenides and
to the remainder of the Platonic corpus, a task well beyond the present question. Looking
forward to Socrates’ final conversation, however, we might take the following as
confirmation of this view: Socrates had to avoid one interlocutor’s raising of the question
of participation, the very question that set him on the path of philosophy, in order to
convince his other interlocutors that his death was indeed a philosophic one (cf. Phaedo
102a-3c). Preserving the reputation of philosophy would ultimately seem to require
justifying it before a tribunal other than reason, and thus on terms other than its own.
Socrates could only preserve the reputation of philosophy by concealing its core. He
thereby assured that those attracted to Socrates’ way of life would eventually have to face
him as a problem. Parmenides was right to say that only someone more wondrous could
teach another, so wondrous, indeed, that he would be a difficult phenomenon to
understand.
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Section III:
The Refutative God
1. Whatever the final judgment on the mature Socrates may be, the problem of putting
together the philosopher out of his twin apparitions of sophist and statesman, of
philosophy’s distorted public perception, grants us insight into philosophy’s private
activity. The problem of philosophy’s distorted public perception arises because of an
interlocutor’s inability to discern the undetected premises to the determination his
opinions have given the matter under consideration. Following the argument for some
time, an interlocutor becomes aware of the difficulty and either dismisses the argument as
simple sophistry, embraces it as educative, or goes on to engage the beings dialectically
on his own. In any case, the process eventually ceases, despite the fact that it remains
unclear whether the fundamental premises of his opinions have been discerned. At the
very least, the philosopher who seeks to teach another will know whether or not his
interlocutor has lived up to his expectations of being sufficiently self-critical to relax his
attachment to his particular set of opinions and engage the beings dialectically. And,
accordingly, he will know whether his interlocutor has engaged the premises underlying
his thought. Now, we recall that the dialectical process that occurs individually is
displaced into two people during teaching. In teaching, we have the advantage of
knowing the premises, of which our interlocutor must become aware if he is to step
outside the confines of his set of opinions. In learning, however, we are afforded no such
privilege. That is, whether we have discerned the fundamental premises of our opinions
and engaged them fully of necessity remains unclear.
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2. There appears, therefore, to be some sort of a dark spot governing learning,
specifically in our inability to know whether we have fully engaged the premises of our
opinions. The character of this dark spot can be clarified as follows. The first and second
deductions showed us that intelligibility requires one thing be many, and, by extension,
that the one thing be contradictory. Anything known will therefore be engaged in a
contradictory fashion, and thus dialectically. Yet the reverse does not follow, that
anything engaged in a contradictory fashion, and thus dialectically, is therefore
something known. This is the case for the following reason. The second deduction
showed us that the motion of an argument, its unpredicted twists and turns into
contradiction, is a function of the absent connections between the terms at play.
Parmenides was able, in this way, to put together the motion of an argument with the rest
or stasis of the relations between the parts and the whole of the object of knowledge, and
thus show obliquely what form access to unity must take. Yet the contradictions that arise
could just as well be a function of the stasis of opinion as it could the stasis of the
relations in the object of knowledge. In light of this difficulty, we must withhold
judgment as to whether the understanding of the object of knowledge at which we have
arrived is a reflection of the object of knowledge as it is. We recall that in the third
deduction, which gave us the way of inquiry, Parmenides was reluctant to assign a limit
to the beings (cf. 3.III.14-15). This dark spot appears to be what the skeptic appeals to, in
his denial of access to unity in the fourth deduction and his denial of unity in being in the
fifth through eighth. Our awareness that we make mistakes, that error is part of inquiry,
can lead us too quickly to deny access to unity—indeed, to deny that it even is.
Parmenides’ response to the skeptic affirmed knowledge out of opinion, an affirmation of
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philosophy at the price of seeing knowledge as bound up with the human horizon. The
ultimate consequence of placing the human being at the center of all inquiry is awareness
of the fact that he is his own horizon, that the final judgment on his thought can only
come from within. The skeptic’s hasty doubt of the power of dialectics is thus not without
a phenomenal basis, for the experience that what we initially believe to be the case later
proves not to be the case constitutes part of our experience of being. The playful selfcritique central to philosophy ultimately requires judgment be suspended not only as
regards the demands of rule, but even as regards whether the contradictions at which we
have arrived are fundamental.
3. We are forever in the dark as to whether we have entirely escaped the demands
of rule and the concomitant attraction of competence that drives them. We remain in the
dark about the beings because we remain in the dark about ourselves, of whether we have
been successful in our attempt to elude the attraction of competence in rule’s demand of
precision. In other words, while during teaching our interlocutor is granted the benefit of
another person, more knowledgeable than himself, to guide him, in learning, we are left
to ourselves. There is no other to refute us. Whereas the philosophic playfulness of selfcritique has brought us to admit of a dark spot as regards our ability to know, the
philosophic seriousness of the desire for knowledge must, in response, admit of our need
of another who can refute us. But for the problem not to recur, this other would have to
have overcome the problem in which we find ourselves. That is, he could not be subject
to this dark spot himself. By overcoming a necessary dark spot to our knowledge, this
refuter would of necessity be a god. In the above summation of his lifetime’s experience
of philosophy, Socrates expects just such a god when he encounters a stranger from Elea,
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a Parmenidean (cf. 4.II.3). Such a god would not be the sort of god expected such as to
guide us practically, the sort of god indicated in the greatest impasse, but rather one that
would complement, and thereby complete, our philosophic activity through refutation.
Piety and philosophy, which initially appeared to be two when viewed from the
perspective of the attempt to satisfy rules’ twin demands, here appear to be one, when
viewed from the contours of Parmenides’ restoration of the possibility of philosophy.
When viewed from the perspective rule, knowledge is two, either divinely precise or
humanly imprecise. This phenomenon inclines us to ask, what is knowledge, such that it
can appear to be both human and divine—both precise and imprecise, and thus contrary
to itself? The Parmenides turns on this question, to which the imprecise plurality of
views in the Pre-Socratic schools of philosophy guide us, and from which the articulation
of knowledge, as the dialectical engagement of the way things seem to be, emerges.
Identifying the cause of the duality of knowledge in the demands of rule, Parmenides
shows that the initial tension between piety and philosophy on the level of knowledge as
a form of opining is resolved on the level of knowledge as dialectics.
4. The refutative god thus stands as the final response to the skeptic. That the
human being has a horizon, the skeptic and philosopher agree. That this horizon indicates
that our experience is complex and contradictory, this too do they accept no less. But that
the horizon is destructive of the power of dialectics, that philosophy has nothing into
which it may inquire, on this point are they at odds. Against the skeptic’s division of
human and divine knowledge, the philosopher points to the unity of a dialectical
knowledge, a knowledge initiated by the refutative engagement of opinion. The exemplar
of this engagement, who would transcend our horizon while communicating to us in our
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limited condition, is the refutative god, a god not unlike that of Parmenides’ poem. The
acknowledgement of the possibility and even desirability of such a god is the final
corrective Parmenidean playfulness would make to the young Socrates’ seriousness, the
apotheosis of playful self-critique. Such a god is the engine of philosophic openness, a
constant reminder to the human being of his essentially limited condition, and an
unflagging exhortation to inquiry. And in exhorting us to inquiry, especially as regards
the essential element of self-critique, such a god points us to the central question of
Socratic philosophy, and, indeed, of philosophy generally, “What is man?” The Socrates
who casually spoke of his complexity in spatial terms thus gives way to the Socrates who
wondered whether he was as variegated as Typhoeus.
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